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ABSTRACT  
   

James Baldwin (1924-1987) was one of the most well-known African American 

fiction and nonfiction writers of the twentieth century. Throughout his life and career, he 

earned a worldwide reputation as a respected novelist, memoirist, and essayist who 

contributed to a wide array of artistic movements and intellectual discourses. Many 

scholars have noted the particular African American religious and cultural influences 

upon Baldwin’s work. More recently, scholars have additionally noted the importance of 

Baldwin’s globally-engaged thought and internationalist life. Throughout all of his work, 

Baldwin wrote extensively on the subject of religion. This dissertation posits the topics of 

religion, violence, and marginalization as integral to his nonfiction writings and speeches, 

particularly after 1967. As such, it argues that Baldwin in his early career established four 

distinct discourses on morality, evil, scapegoatism, and purity that he came to connect in 

his later writings on the intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization. Within 

these writings, Baldwin also displayed a rigorous engagement with multicultural and 

multireligious artistic and literary canons, along with the evolving academic study of 

religion. Therefore, not only should the intersection of religion, violence, and 

marginalization be a central consideration for Baldwin scholarship, but scholars of 

religion and violence in particular would benefit from engaging Baldwin’s addressment 

of this intersection.  
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CHAPTER 1 

SET THINE HOUSE IN ORDER: AN INTRODUCTION 

In those days was Hezekiah sick unto death. And Isaiah the prophet the son of 
Amoz came to him, and said unto him, Thus saith the LORD, Set thine house in 
order; for thou shalt die, and not live. 
 
Isaiah 38:1 

 
Perhaps the whole root of our trouble, the human trouble, is that we will sacrifice 
all the beauty of our lives, will imprison ourselves in totems, taboos, crosses, 
blood sacrifices, steeples, mosques, races, armies, flags, nations, in order to deny 
the fact of death, which is the only fact we have.  
 
Baldwin, Down at the Cross 

 
 The widespread and continued relevance of the works of African American writer 

James Baldwin (1924-1987) is nothing short of remarkable. Recently, many artists, 

writers, and interdisciplinary scholars have come to consider his works as having broad, 

cross-cultural, and cross-historical applicability.1 His literary accomplishments and 

resulting legacy are even more impressive when considering his humble and often painful 

beginnings. Born out of wedlock into an impoverished African American Evangelical 

community in Harlem and raised by a loving mother but an abusive and domineering 

Baptist-preacher stepfather, Baldwin spent much of his childhood and young adulthood 

struggling to overcome the trauma of marginalization he experienced as an “illegitimate” 

and impoverished African American boy with burgeoning bisexual attractions.2 Despite 

the overabundance of personal, familial, economic, racial, and social barriers Baldwin 

 
1 This is a subject I will return to in chapter 7. 
 
2 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), xii-xiii, 3-6, 9. 
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faced throughout his life and his career, and despite his lack of formal education past high 

school, he overcame these impediments to become one of the most widely-read English-

language writers of the twentieth century. And through his own lifelong love of reading 

and his decades-long experiences as an expatriate in France and Turkey, he gradually 

emerged as a globally-engaged writer who, in the words of literature scholar Magdalena 

Zaborowska, “exploded limiting notions of authorship, place, and national identity and 

helped to build dialogic bridges across cultures.”3  

In each stage of Baldwin’s evolution into a globally-engaged public intellectual, 

the phenomenon of religion was a constant. Baldwin’s own engagement with religion 

came first experientially as a child reared in the Baptist faith who as a teenager converted 

to Pentecostalism. Secondly, although the mature Baldwin rejected institutional religion, 

it became a continued source of literary insight and inspiration, and his writing style 

continually reflected his early experiences in African American Evangelical 

communities. Thirdly, and too often overlooked in Baldwin studies, the phenomenon of 

religion increasingly became an interdisciplinary area of critical study. So while Baldwin 

was by no means a formal scholar of religion, his personal experiences with religion and 

spirituality, mature objections to the fundamentalist religious culture of his childhood and 

adolescence, precocious engagement with a wide variety of literary and intellectual 

traditions, and surprisingly international adult life inspired his increasing awareness of 

 
3 The circumstances of Baldwin’s move to France and Turkey, along with the effects these experiences had 

upon him, will be explored throughout the dissertation. Zaborowska focuses specifically on his writings 
that emerged during and after his decade-long stay in Turkey, which lasted roughly between 1961 and 
1971. This will be a significant focus of chapter four. Magdalena J. Zaborowska, James Baldwin’s 
Turkish Decade: Erotics of Exile (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), xxi, 5. 
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critical hermeneutical studies, anthropology, sociology, psychology, and the study of 

comparative religions. All of these influences provided intellectual gravitas for his 

development of wide-reaching examinations of the phenomenon of religion. Unsurprising 

given his often-agonized reflections on his personal history, the study of the intersections 

of religion, violence, race, class, art, gender, sexuality, politics, and various other forms 

of marginalization became among the most prominent themes within his novels, plays, 

speeches, and non-fiction writings. 

 Baldwin was certainly not the first intellectual or public figure emerging from a 

predominantly-black urban Christian environment to challenge the modes and functions 

of traditional religion. New York City in the 1920s through 1960s alone saw a great 

proliferation of various attitudes toward and approaches to religion. Among them were 

the growth of both mainstream black churches and numerous independent churches that 

often sprang up as “storefronts” and were most often associated with the Evangelical 

Holiness tradition. This period simultaneously witnessed a proliferation s of unorthodox 

religious movements with charismatic and popular public leaders. These included the 

Christian-inspired Universal Negro Improvement Association under the leadership of the 

Jamaican-born civil rights activist Marcus Garvey, the International Peace Mission 

Movement under the leadership of their believed “God incarnate” Father Divine, the 

Islamic Moorish Science Temple under the leadership of their believed “Prophet” Noble 

Drew Ali, and the Nation of Islam (NOI) under the leadership of their believed 
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“Messenger of Allah” Elijah Muhammad.4 Additionally, Baldwin was born during the 

height of the Harlem Renaissance, whose own artists, writers, and philosophers often 

engaged critical approaches to the study of theology, hermeneutics, and comparative 

religion. In doing so, many Harlem Renaissance figures likewise critiqued and rejected 

traditional and non-traditional forms of religion and religiosity.5  

Despite the importance of religion in Baldwin’s early life, his life was not entirely 

shaped by its influences. Notably, the quiet, thoughtful, and extraordinarily bright 

adolescent Baldwin was inspired by the mentorship of an elementary school teacher 

named Orilla “Bill” Miller to participate in the lifelong study of world literature, history, 

religion, science, and philosophy. Resultingly, his intellectual curiosity evolved into an 

impressive adult knowledge of African American, European American, Eurasian, and 

European literary and artistic canons. Thus, Baldwin’s mature work was at once distinctly 

influenced by the African American culture in which he was reared and comprehensively 

influenced by a wide cadre of global thought. This striking mixture, although displayed 
 

4 William H. Banks, Jr., The Black Muslims (New York: Chelsea House Publications, 1996), 21-9; Nancy 
Sullivan, “Father Divine and the Peace Mission Movement,” The Historical Society of Montgomery 
(2017) https://hsmcpa.org/index.php/component/k2/item/39-father-divine-and-the-peace-mission-
movement 

 
5 Jon Michael Spencer, “The Black Church and the Harlem Renaissance,” African American Review 50:4 

(2017), 949-56. 
 
Although Baldwin was at times ambivalent towards, and at other times dismissive of, any claim that he was 

prominently influenced by the Harlem Renaissance—this despite the fact that one of its most famous 
poets, Countee Cullen, was his junior-high teacher and mentor—the 1920s black literary, artistic, and 
intellectual movement represented a long history of critical African American engagement with 
multidisciplinary discourses regarding the study of religion. In chapter two, I will expand upon the more 
extensive history of African American critical engagement with the particular subject of the intersection 
of religion, violence, and marginalization preceding Baldwin’s emergence on the global literary and 
intellectual stage. Herb Boyd, Baldwin’s Harlem: A Biography of James Baldwin (New York: Atria 
Books, 2008), 23-32. 
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within his earliest writings, became particularly evident in his nonfiction writings 

published in the final two decades of his life. It was in these later writings that the themes 

of religion and violence emerged as central foci.6 

Given this complex mixture of Baldwin’s adolescent experiences with religion 

and marginalization, adult experiences as a globally-engaged writer, and vast expertise in 

a variety of subjects, this dissertation explores Baldwin’s extensive writings and speeches 

regarding the intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization. Of particular 

importance to this study are his works published from 1968 to his death in 1987.7 As a 

student of the expansive discipline of Religious Studies, I position Baldwin as a 

prominent, albeit unorthodox, twentieth-century contributor to discourses on religion, 

violence, and marginalization whose writings displayed a creative and critical 

engagement with methodologies and theories central to the study of religion. In this 

regard, although Baldwin’s discussions regarding the intersection of religion, violence, 

race, gender, sexuality, and politics were often inspired and shaped by his own life 

experiences with marginalization, they were by no means limited to a particular religio-

cultural tradition or geographic location. Nonetheless, Western Christian violence 

 
6 I will expand upon Miller’s influence on Baldwin throughout this dissertation. Leeming, 14-21. 
 
7 I must admit that discovering the international qualities of Baldwin’s late-era writings on religion, 

violence, and marginalization was exciting for me given not only my own surprisingly international life, 
but also my growing intent on expanding my research and writing into more internationally-focused 
topics. Not only did my diverse background in Religious Studies provide the knowledge necessary for 
recognizing and interpreting Baldwin’s own engagement with the study of religion, but my international 
life and perspective has formed my critical perspective on the impact of internationalism on Baldwin and 
has in many ways defined the primary foci of this dissertation. 
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enacted globally became a prominent but non-exclusive focus in the second half of his 

career. 8  

This study will likewise most prominently examine Baldwin’s responses to the 

intersection of religion and violence that was sanctioned by Christian societies and 

institutions in the West. But, in order to introduce the major themes and arguments of this 

dissertation, along with Baldwin’s ever-developing thoughts on the intersection of 

religion, violence, and marginalization, I will begin with a comprehensive examination of 

Baldwin’s 1962 essay “Down at the Cross.” In contrast to his later work, he initially 

introduced these themes within this essay not primarily in relation to Christianity, but 

within his reflection on his meeting with Elijah Muhammad and other members of the 

Nation of Islam (NOI).9 

During the summer of 1962, Muhammad invited Baldwin to join him and various 

members of the NOI for dinner in his Chicago mansion with the apparent intention of 

soliciting support or converting the popular writer.10 Unsurprising given their shared 

 
8 When Baldwin refers to the West, the phrase generally indicates a constructed category that encapsulates 

the worldwide social and institutional structures that emanate from the intersecting religious, cultural, 
political, and philosophical traditions of Europe. This viewpoint locates the United States as a corollary 
of the West, along with the vast array of countries affected by European powers. He describes a Swiss 
village in his 1953 essay “Stranger in the Village,” for example, as part of “the West onto which I have 
been so strangely grafted” and states that its inhabitants “cannot be, from the point of view of power, 
strangers anywhere in the world.” James Baldwin, “Stranger in the Village,” in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 121. 

 
9 James Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998). 
 
10 This intention reflected Muhammad and the NOI’s desire to recruit prominent black Americans to their 

organization. Perhaps most notable of these was the famous boxer Muhammad Ali, who, after a brief 
association with the NOI, eventually converted to Sunni Islam, embraced the Islamic mysticism of 
Sufism, and become a globally-known philanthropist.  
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upbringing in predominantly-black and Christian urban environments, Baldwin the writer 

and Muhammad the “Messenger of Allah” shared similar biographical and religious 

backgrounds. For one, both men grew up in African American communities suffering 

from the psychological, spiritual, economic, and social devastation of racism in the 

United States. Second, both Muhammad and Baldwin were reared in the African 

American Baptist tradition, and Muhammad’s father, like Baldwin’s stepfather, was a 

Baptist preacher.11 However, both sons deserted the traditions of their family, with 

Muhammad converting to the NOI around the age of thirty-four and Baldwin less 

radically to Pentecostalism around the significantly younger age of fourteen. Notably, the 

dual shifts in their religious allegiances resulted in-part from their both being drawn to 

prominent charismatic religious leaders.12  For Muhammad, this charismatic leader was 

the Detroit-based Wallace D. Fard, whom the NOI believe to be both the Islamic Mahdi 

and “God in Person.”13  For Baldwin, the charismatic equivalent was the South Carolina-

Born Rosa Artemis “Mother” Horn, who was the nationally known bishop of Harlem’s 

 
I have not determined the exact motivation behind Baldwin’s acceptance of Muhammad’s invitation, but I 

suspect he was at least partially motivated by his innate intellectual and religious curiosities. Ibid., 320; 
James Campbell, Talking at the Gates: A Life of James Baldwin (New York: Penguin, 1991), 149; David 
Burke, “This was Muhammad Ali’s powerful message about Islam,” Metro (2016) 
https://metro.co.uk/2016/06/04/this-was-muhammad-alis-powerful-message-about-islam-5923410/ 

 
11 James Baldwin, No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998); Claude Andrew Clegg, III, An Original Man: The Life and Times 
of Elijah Muhammad (New York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 1997), 6. 

 
12 “Down at the Cross,” 296, 305-6; Clegg, 21, 23; David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: 

Penguin, 1994), 24-5. 
13 Banks, 35-6. 
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Mount Calvary of the Pentecostal Faith Church—an organization Baldwin would leave 

around the age of seventeen.14  

Despite the fact that both Baldwin and Muhammad shared similar early religious 

backgrounds, their mature religious orientations were profoundly different. Muhammad 

came to embrace a religious theology and ideology that broke completely with 

Christianity and promoted as an antidote to the racial oppression of African Americans a 

black separatism and black supremacy rooted in the tenets and rituals of the NOI. By 

contrast, although Baldwin expressed similar anger over Western Christianity’s violent 

perpetuation of racial hierarchies, he came to question a doctrinal perpetuation of 

traditional hierarchical norms regarding gender, familial structure, and sexuality that was 

continued in both traditional Christianity and in the NOI’s version of Islam. 

Consequently, Baldwin came to the striking conclusion that the NOI’s violent imposition 

of these norms in-part sprouted from similar ideologies of superiority that he associated 

with the racial, gender, and sexual oppression fostered by Western forms of Christianity. 

Inspired by related realizations regarding the complicity of traditional religion and 

religiosity in various forms of oppression and violence, Baldwin for the remainder of his 

 
14 I will be expanding upon Mother Horn’s biography shortly. Boyd, 15; Leeming, 24.  
 
The concept of charisma in relation to religious leadership is generally associated with sociologist Max 

Weber. I will also soon address the correlations between Baldwin’s characterizations of charisma and 
Weber’s work. Max Weber, “Politics as a Vocation” (1919), trans. H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, in 
From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, ed. H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1946), 77-128. 
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life refused personal involvement in institutionalized religion after leaving Mother Horn’s 

church.15   

It is important to note that Baldwin’s departure from traditional religious beliefs, 

ritual practices, and institutions was rooted in more than just his disgust with the perfidy 

of religious leadership and communities. Rather, his views were also informed by his 

increased awareness of intellectual developments related to the emergence of modern 

discourses, theories, methodologies, and perspectives associated with the academic study 

of religion.16 This included an engagement with critical scholarship regarding biblical 

interpretation, the early history of Judaism, and the early history of Christianity. All of 

this scholarship challenged normative beliefs in the authority of scripture and the cultural 

hegemony of European Christianity while becoming increasingly popularized in more 

progressive wings of twentieth-century Western academic, intellectual, and religious 

communities.   

Application of these theories, methodologies, and perspectives to traditional 

accounts of the development of Christianity, for example, led Baldwin to challenge many 

of the precepts popularly associated with Western Christianity and its role in the 
 

15 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998), 502, 529-30;  “Down at the Cross,” 305-6, 323, 324-5; Banks, 35-
6; Clegg, 6, 21, 23; Leeming, 24-5. 

 
16 One defining stylistic aspect of Baldwin’s writings about the intersection of religion, violence, and 

marginalization was that he rarely specifically cited the authors he was critically engaging. Two 
exceptions to this include references to anthropologist E. Franklin Frazier and, more expansively, 
psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, the latter of which will take on significant importance in chapter five. 
Baldwin’s brief reference to Frazier in “Stranger in the Village” referred to Frazier’s writings regarding 
the phenomenon of African Americans needing to come to terms with the violent erasing of their African 
history and identity that resulted from the traumatic process of enslavement. Baldwin, “Stranger in the 
Village,” 125. 
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formation of Western civilization. These challenges were expressed in “Down at the 

Cross” through a number of connected arguments that contested common Western 

interpretations of Jesus’ life and early Christianity. First, Baldwin contested the 

traditional Christian view of the Bible as the literal “word of God,” along with 

problematic scriptural interpretations that legitimized Christian complicity in numerous 

forms of oppression, violence, and marginalization. More specifically, the mature 

Baldwin embraced a hermeneutic perspective of the Bible as collection of literary works 

written and compiled by fallible humans in certain historical and cultural contexts. As 

Baldwin stated, “…the Bible itself had been written by men, and translated by men out of 

languages I could not read…”17  

Second, Baldwin provided a description of Jesus as a rebellious, darker-skinned 

Hebrew. This description contrasted the popular European image of Jesus as meek, 

blond, and with light skin, which became a center point for white supremist 

 
17 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 307. 
 
The cross-cultural and cross-geographic historiography of biblical criticism is too vast to summarize 

succinctly. Three works that provide salient, albeit still introductory, histories and historiographies are 
the following: Jerry Wayne Brown, The Rise of Biblical Criticism in America, 1800-1870: The New 
England Scholars (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1969); Joseph A. Fitzmeyer, “Historical 
Criticism: Its Role in Biblical Interpretation and Church Life,” Theological Studies 50:2 (1989); Grantley 
McDonald, Biblical Criticism in Early Modern Europe: Erasmus, the Johannine Comma and Trinitarian 
Debate (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016). 

 
While Baldwin’s challenge to and rejection of much of the beliefs and ideologies that emerged from what 

he saw as dangerously incorrect perceptions and interpretations of scripture and its formation, he still 
expressed appreciation for the cultural, literary, and ethical significance of the text and throughout his 
career. For example, he regularly employed passages of the Bible as culturally and socially relevant in 
application to a variety of scenarios and situations—a theme that will be developed throughout the 
dissertation. Baldwin, for instance, preceded each of three labeled “parts” that comprise his debut novel 
Go Tell It on the Mountain with a biblical verse that applies in various ways to the succeeding action. 
Baldwin, “Down at the Cross”; Go Tell It on the Mountain (New York: Dell, 1953). 
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interpretations of Christianity and the Bible. Third, Baldwin opposed the frequently 

perpetuated anti-Semitic belief that the “Jews killed Jesus,” instead insisting that Jesus 

was killed by the Roman state. Fourth, he characterized St. Paul rather than Jesus as the 

founder of institutionalized Christianity. And, fifth, Baldwin argued that the concept of 

race as contemporaneously understood entered into Christian theology not as part of the 

theological and mythological orientations of the original Middle Eastern Church, but 

rather as an extension of religious and intellectual currents emerging from modern 

European discourses.18 

Baldwin’s embrace of this critical historical and hermeneutical perspective, along 

with his parallel embrace of a broader critical, academic, and intellectual engagement 

with methods and theories related to the discipline of comparative religion, was 

unsurprising. He had, after all, extensively studied a Western philosophical canon in 

which, according to Religious Studies scholar Ivan Strenski, the study of religion 

occupied the mind of “practically every major Western thinker of any note since the 

1500s.”19 Notwithstanding these important engagements, Baldwin was almost certainly 

 
18 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 312. 
 
19 Ibid; Ivan Strenski, Thinking About Religion: An Historical Introduction to Theories of Religion 

(Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 2. 
 
Baldwin’s clear embrace of critical approaches to the history of Christianity paralleled his growing 

application of these methods and theories to religious contexts beyond the restricted scope of Western 
Christian history. For example, in his description and analysis of the diverse religious landscape of 
Haitian society in his 1957 essay “Princes and Powers,” Baldwin characterized Haiti as emphatically 
multi-cultural and multi-religious, with intersecting religious influences that included “Catholics, 
voodooists, and animists”—religious categories that he respectively correlated with Haitian “Frenchmen, 
Negroes,” and Indigenous peoples. Further, his conclusion that these intermingling religious orientations 
“cut across class and color lines” and was additionally suggestive of his awareness of the emerging 
theory of religious syncretism that promoted the idea that religious encounters foster a blending of 
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also aware that the history of the study of religion was by no means innocent of 

promoting ideologies of superiority that had been used to justify violence against 

marginalized people. As argued by Religious Studies scholar David Chidester, the study 

of comparative religion throughout the Victorian era “was a crucial index for imperial 

thinking about empire” since it “dealt with the essential identities and differences entailed 

in the imperial encounter with the exotic East and savage Africa.”20 

Yet, the emergence of the discipline also had, according to Chidester, the 

unintended consequence of providing the methodological and theoretical means for 

colonized people to “(mediate) the contradictions of the colonial context in ways that in 

turn colonized the production of theory (related to the study of religion)…” Inspired by 

the accounts of African informants who challenged imperialist European assumptions 

regarding African religious practices, well-known and respected African American 

sociologist W.E.B. Du Bois—himself a prominent influence upon Baldwin—likewise 

appropriated the methodologies and theories related to the study of religion to criticize 

the discipline itself. As Chidester writes, Du Bois “developed a critical engagement with 

the problem of indigenous African religion that stands in counterpoint to the 

constructions of primitive religion by classic theorists of imperial comparative religion.”21  

 
religious traditions. James Baldwin, “Princes and Powers,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni 
Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 153, 163-169. 

 
20 David Chidester, Empire of Religion: Imperialism and Comparative Religion (Chicago: The University 

of Chicago Press, 2014), 4. 
 
21 I will expand upon Du Bois’ contributions to the study of religion in my literature review. Chidester, 11. 
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Du Bois was by no means the only black intellectual whose academic orientation 

simultaneously appropriated and criticized methods and theories central to the academic 

study of religion.22 And as Baldwin emerged from childhood into his burgeoning career 

as a writer and intellectual, he came to a wider appreciation of both this discourse and of 

black contributions to the fields of anthropology, sociology, psychology, literature, and 

history. Of particular influence were two Howard University professors who became 

early supporters and mentors of Baldwin: Sterling Brown, a scholar of literature and 

poetry, and E. Franklin Frazier, a University of Chicago education and acclaimed 

sociologist who is most well-known for his writings on African American culture, 

religion, family, and economics, as well as the global dynamics of race and culture.23  

Certainly influenced by Du Bois and Frazier, Baldwin himself was ever-intent in 

his work on simultaneously speaking to the cultural and religious dynamics in which he 

 
22 I will expand other prominent black intellectuals and academics who engage the study of religion in my 

literature review.  
 
23 Leeming, 110.  
 
Despite Baldwin’s own hesitation in claiming the Harlem Renaissance as an influence, and simultaneous 

hesitation in claiming his former teacher Countee Cullen as a major influence, it is certainly probable that 
Harlem Renaissance figures such as Cullen and its most famous philosopher Alaine Locke also opened 
the door for widescale, global acceptance of black literature and philosophy that subsequently allowed 
Baldwin to flourish in his own career. See: Boyd, 23-33. 

 
For Frazier’s most famous engagement with the global dynamics of racial and cultural contact, see Race 

and Culture Contacts in the Modern World (1957). Frazier’s approach to race and racism as phenomena 
with global effects in this book was preceded by his short 1942 study of Afro-Brazilian kinship, titled 
“The Negro Family in Bahia, Brazil.” E. Franklin Frazier, “The Negro Family in Bahia, Brazil,” 
American Sociological Review 7:4 (1942); Race and Culture Contacts in the Modern World (New York: 
Alfred A Knopf, 1957). 
 
For a brief synopsis of E. Franklin Frazier’s life and work, see: Audrey Thompson, “E. Franklin Frazier’s 
Life and Works,” Howard University (2000) https://socialwork.howard.edu/centers/frazier-center/e-
franklin-fraziers-life-works 
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was reared while increasingly defying public expectations to only write about “black” 

issues by extending his analysis to an outward world.24 As he expressed in his 1959 essay 

“The Discovery of What It Means to be an America,” he desired to “prevent myself from 

becoming…merely a Negro writer.”25 Subsequently, Baldwin continued to draw from 

multicultural and multiracial scholars in the fields of anthropology, theology, sociology, 

psychology, history, and religion. And by the late-1950s, he began applying his 

appropriation of the methods and theories of comparative religion to globally-engaged 

analyses that offered philosophical and political support for the contestation of racial 

norms by worldwide civil rights and anti-colonial movements. In his 1957 essay “Princes 

and Powers,” for example, he situated these movements’ challenges to political and social 

authority as morally-righteous extensions of the challenges to religious and political 

authority leveled at the Roman Catholic Church by Martin Luther and John Calvin during 

the Protestant Reformation. Expressing agreement with a similar argument proffered in a 

1956 speech by African American writer and intellectual Richard Wright, Baldwin wrote, 

“For, with the authority of the church shaken (by Luther and Calvin), men were left prey 

to many strange and new ideas, ideas which led, finally, to the discrediting of the racial 

dogma.” In other words, Luther and Calvin’s legacy, for Baldwin, marked a rebellion 

 
24 It is likely that Baldwin’s personal relationship with Frazier was more influential in this regard than 

Frazier’s work itself given that Baldwin was already globally-engaged by the time Frazier published 
Race and Culture Contacts in the Modern World. 

 
25 I will expand upon the longer history of the tradition of global-engagement within African American 

intellectual, artistic, and religious discourses in my literature review. James Baldwin, “The Discovery of 
What It Means to Be an American,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: 
The Library of America, 1998), 137. 
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against authority that reverberated throughout more contemporary challenges to the 

“authority” of racial hierarchism propagated by political, social, and religious 

institutions.26 Hence, as Baldwin wrote “Down at the Cross,” his previously-established 

appropriation of historical, critical, and analytical approaches to the form and function of 

religion provided an academically and intellectually defensible position that allowed him 

to accomplish two aims. First, he framed and described the emergence of Elijah 

Muhammad and the NOI in the broader context of the historical development of 

American, African American, and Western religion. Second, he began to transition into 

broader, more theoretical reassessments of the phenomenon of religion and its societal 

functions. 

Elijah Muhammad was certainly aware of aspects of Baldwin’s public 

commentaries regarding the religion and its historical and social formations, especially 

given the Baldwin’s own public attempts to, in Baldwin’s words, “explain how the Black 

Muslim movement came about, and how it has achieved such force.” Nonetheless, 

Muhammad was likely still disappointed when, rather than giving consideration to the 

possibility of converting to the NOI, Baldwin instead empathized with but condemned 

the NOI’s promotion of black separatism as naïve and morally dubious. Baldwin 

relatedly offered a myriad of objections to the particular genealogy and distinct beliefs 

and theologies of the NOI. These objections included criticisms of the prophethood of 

 
26 Baldwin’s relationship with Richard Wright throughout his career was complex and often tense. This is a 

subject I will explore more in chapter six. Nonetheless, Baldwin and, apparently, Wright’s argument here 
was not at the expense of acknowledging and criticizing Luther and Calvin’s perpetuations of racial 
hierarchies. Baldwin, “Princes and Powers,” 163. 
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Elijah Muhammad, the idea that “God is black,” the idea that “black men belong to 

Islam,” the hope that the NOI form of Islam “shall rule the world,” and the description of 

white people as inherently devils.27  

But Baldwin also stated more personally-directed doubts regarding the 

authenticity of Muhammad’s promotion of black empowerment, with Baldwin indicating 

that Muhammad might have had hidden selfish and egotistical motives for promoting 

himself as the NOI’s leader and prophet. Commenting on the way in which charismatic 

leaders use their followers’ adoration to gain social, political, or religious control over 

them, Baldwin wrote, “I was frightened (when meeting Muhammad), because I had, in 

effect, been summoned into a royal presence. I was frightened for another reason, too. I 

knew the tension in me between love and power…”28 Notably, these criticisms echoed his 

informed and mature skepticism towards any metaphysical or absolutist claims—a 

 
27 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 314, 319-21, 324, 325. 
 
28 Baldwin in this quote is ambiguous regarding what constitutes this “tension.” It is plausible that Baldwin 

was referring to his simultaneous attraction to Muhammad as a charismatic pseudo-parental figure 
despite his mature understanding that such charisma can, and likely was, being used for malicious 
purposes. Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 321. 

 
Baldwin also implied here a broader knowledge of NOI deviations from orthodox Islamic beliefs that 

position the seventh-century Muhammad ibn ‘Abdullah as the final prophet to whom God’s universal 
word was revealed in the form of the Qur’an. Clegg details the similarities and differences between the 
NOI and more traditional forms of Islam. Clegg, 68-9. 

 
Chronologically, Baldwin’s criticisms were extensions of a much briefer and less mature analysis of the 

NOI in his 1961 essay “East River Downtown: Postscript to a Letter from Harlem.” Baldwin, “Easy 
River Downtown: Postscript to a Letter from Harlem,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni 
Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 182. 
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skepticism that inspired his public declaration the following year, in 1963, to the NOI’s 

most famous minister, Malcolm X, that “…all theologies for me are suspect.”29 

This critical orientation evident in Baldwin’s commentary on the intersection of 

religion and power in “Down at the Cross” was again anticipated and informed by his 

earlier works. For example, his popular semi-autobiographical novel Go Tell It on the 

Mountain (1953) proved a formidable forerunner for his later, more complex, and more 

academically and experientially informed engagement with the dynamics of religion, 

violence, power, and marginalization. The novel centered around a fourteen-year-old boy 

named John and his experiences growing up in an African American Evangelical 

community in Harlem during the 1930s. Its plot dealt with many subjects that became 

consistent foci for Baldwin throughout his career as they reflected particular realities of 

his own life. These included issues regarding the racial, social, and economic 

marginalization of African Americans within American society, the demonization by 

Christian society of “illegitimate” children, the psychological burden of poverty, 

adolescent sexual awakening, and child abuse. By displaying the myriad of unflattering 

roles black and white Christian beliefs and institutions played in wide-reaching forms of 

marginalization and violence, Go Tell It on the Mountain also captured Baldwin’s early 

analyses and critiques of what he would later refer to as the “sanctification of power” 

enforced by religious beliefs, myths, and institutions.30  

 
29 James Baldwin, “1963 Debate with James Baldwin,” with Malcolm X, Malcolm X: All Time Greatest 

Speeches Vol. 2, 2008, audio. 
 
30 I go into more detail regarding these experiences later in this chapter and throughout subsequent 

chapters.  
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 Almost a decade later, Baldwin’s longstanding critical orientation towards the 

power dynamics of religious institutions and societies and his mature skepticism of any 

religious or metaphysical claims enabled him to then provide in “Down at the Cross” a 

more theoretically-sound assessment of the power dynamics built into the institutional 

structures and theology of the NOI. For one, he understood the NOI as first and foremost 

a response to the reality of brutality against African Americans, indicating that the most 

pressing moral fault giving rise to the NOI lied within white American society rather than 

the NOI itself.31 Nonetheless, he described NOI theology as a “dream of power” that 

reflected the broader and universal sentiment of the thirst for social, economic, and 

political dominance. This was a sentiment that, for Baldwin, manifested the 

internalization and promotion of an ideology that mirrored the most insidious aspects of a 

power-obsessed European Christianity, or what he referred to as “the European error.” 

Connected to this broader critical assessment of the shared history and ideological 

similarities between the NOI and European Christianity, Baldwin wrote the following 

about the NOI’s desire to “rule the world”: the “dream, the sentiment is old; only the 

color is new.” Hence, Baldwin concluded with a moral stance that criticized not only the 

NOI and, more prominently, Western Christianity, but also opposed any ideology that 

 
 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 315; Go Tell It on the Mountain. 
 
31 As Baldwin moved from his assessment of the NOI to that of Western Christianity, this is a contention 

Baldwin consistently reiterated. 
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promoted the gaining and maintenance of power. He wrote, “Whoever debases others is 

debasing himself.”32 

Further, Baldwin’s interrogation of the community power dynamics and 

institutional structures of the NOI suggested his knowledge of major sociological theories 

regarding religious institutional organization. These plausibly included in theories 

regarding the sociological and psychological processes by which a community comes to 

identify itself and its leadership, as most famously discussed in the works of Max Weber 

and Ernst Troeltsch.33 Tellingly, Baldwin understood that Elijah Muhammad was 

endowed by his community with certain authority and power, and was almost certainly 

also aware that this status reflected Weber’s conceptualization of “charisma” as “the 

absolute personal devotion and personal confidence in revelation, heroism, or other 

qualities of individual leadership.”34 

But, true to Baldwin’s unique adeptness in mixing intellectual discourse with 

relevant personal reflections, his writings about Elijah Muhammad and the NOI in 

“Down at the Cross” also evolved into theorizations regarding his early experiences in 

 
32 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 313, 319, 324, 325, 326, 334.  
 
33 Ernst Troeltsch, The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches, Volume I and II, trans. Olive Wyon 

(London: George Allen and Unwin, 1912); Weber, “Politics as a Vocation,” n.p. 
 
I have not seen Baldwin directly reference Weber or Troeltsch in his discussion of charisma, but his work 
as a whole suggests a deep engagement with Weber in particular. For example, two years after Baldwin 
wrote “Down at the Cross” (2961), he posited an argument that had already become popularly associated 
with Weber, namely that Calvinism formed the theological and ideological roots of capitalism. James 
Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues” (1964), in The Cross of Redemption. ed. Randall Kenan (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 2010), 64; Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. Talcott 
Parsons (New York: Dover, 1905). 

 
34 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 303, 310, 323; Weber, “Politics as a Vocation,” n.p. 
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Mother Horn’s Mount Calvary Church. Although he served as a loyal communicate and a 

locally-popular preacher in this particularly well-known Pentecostal community, he later 

characterized Horn as fraudulent, comparing her to “pimps and racketeers” and 

describing Mount Calvary as a “racket.” Baldwin’s critical conclusion regarding Horn 

lingered as he wrote about his dinner with Muhammad and as he quickly turned his 

critical attention to broader analysis of Western Christian power dynamics. In this regard, 

he perceived similar fraudulency as evident within both Muhammad’s claim to 

prophethood and the more globally-affecting Western Christian claim to moral 

superiority.35 In all three cases, Baldwin’s observation of the dynamics of charismatic 

leadership and its role in the creation of institutional power structures indicated a broader 

and more informed viewpoint he continued to expand on the international stage during 

the second half of his career. This viewpoint held that devotion to religious institutions 

and their authoritative charismatic leadership often led to dangerous and dire 

consequences, and that such leaders and institutions often acted with insidious and 

corrupt motives.36 

 
35 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 303, 310, 32.; Leeming, 24-5. 
 
In his thorough study of Baldwin’s engagement with African American Pentecostalism, scholar of religion 

Clarence Hardy, III, proffers a much more sympathetic view of Horn as a pioneer in the growth of female 
leadership within African American Evangelical churches, a ministerial entrepreneur who successfully 
embraced and utilized the new technology of radio to gain a national audience, a woman whose 
organization “actively fed thousands…during the depression years,” and a dynamic religious leader who 
had genuinely heartfelt concern for what she believed to be the destructive influence of “pool halls and 
other night (urban) establishments.” Clarence E. Hardy, III, James Baldwin’s God: Sex, Hope, and Crisis 
in Black Holiness Culture (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2003), 5. 

 
36 This is a contention I will continually return to and provide evidence for throughout the dissertation. 
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 As extensions of his discussion of religious charisma and power, Baldwin went on 

to offer assessments of the power dynamics of both Mount Calvary and African 

American Pentecostalism that paralleled his assessments of the NOI, Western 

Christianity, and, later, his writings on religion, violence, and marginalization. Within 

this assessment, Baldwin argued that African American Pentecostalism, not unlike its 

white Protestant counterparts, largely failed to display Christian graciousness and love for 

non-Christians and people of other races. He wrote, “When we were told to love 

everybody, I had thought that meant everybody. But no. It applied only to those who 

believed as we did, and it did not apply to white people at all…But what was the point, 

the purpose, of my salvation if it did not permit me to behave with love towards other, no 

matter how they behaved towards me?” Connected to his ongoing assessment of the 

broader appeal of ultimately destructive and power-hungry ideologies, Baldwin then 

framed the appeal of Mount Calvary and Pentecostalism for African Americans as an 

attraction to charismatic figures that promoted  theologies that offered an otherworldly 

release from fear and shame primarily fostered by the unbearable tyranny of racial 

oppression. Describing his own youthful attraction to the African American 

Pentecostalism of Mother Horn and her followers, he wrote, “That summer (of my 

conversion)…all the fears with which I had grown up and which were now a part of me 

and controlled my vision of the world, rose up like a wall between the world and me, and 

drove me into the church.” In the end, the mature Baldwin found no long-term relief from 

such pain in the theology and metaphysical experiences of African American 

Pentecostalism. And, as insightfully noted by scholar of religion Clarence E. Hardy, III, 
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Baldwin contended throughout his career that Pentecostalism’s “redemptive value 

ultimately fails to overcome the extent to which Christianity has contributed to African 

disfigurement.”37 

 This conclusion was also reflected retrospectively in Baldwin’s deeply personal 

analysis of his earlier rebellion against the Baptist faith of his abusive preacher stepfather 

David, whom he often referred to as his “father.” Although David was a consistent 

presence in his early life, and although he was the primary breadwinner for the family, he 

was also a violent and domineering presence in the household who inflicted physical, 

emotional, and verbal abuse not just upon Baldwin but also upon his biological children 

and their mother Berdis.38 Although David’s violence affected all family members, his ire 

seemed particularly virulent against Baldwin given the young boy’s status as 

illegitimate.39 The fact that David often enacted his abuse under the auspices of religious 

and biblical justification would subsequently provide traumatic inspiration for Baldwin’s 

later examinations and condemnations of religiously-sanctioned violence. Baldwin 

therefore described his conversion to Pentecostalism as a rebellious attempt to break 

“(my father’s) hold over me” and “immobilize,” or lessen, David’s infliction of emotional 

and physical abuse upon the child. He attempted to do so in two ways. This first came in 

 
37 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 296, 303, 304, 305, 310; Hardy, xi. 
 
38 David and Berdis had eight biological children together, including a sister who was born a few hours 

after David’s death. Baldwin also had at least two stepbrothers, one of whom died before he was born. 
Leeming, 7, 9-10.  

 
39 As will be discussed throughout this dissertation, including later in this introduction, the concept of 

illegitimacy eventually became both a central metaphorical description of Western society’s view of 
African peoples and a metaphor for marginalized people’s at large. Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 468. 
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a practical manner of Baldwin insisting on private time to work on his sermons, and the 

second in the more psychological manner of establishing his own independence by 

distancing himself from his father’s religious tradition. Yet, although David tepidly came 

to accept Baldwin’s “vocation” as a boy preacher, the adult Baldwin came to view his 

attempt to distance himself from his father through this religious rebellion as ultimately 

ineffective. He wrote, for example, that in attempting to “immobilize” David, he had 

“also immobilized myself, and had escaped from nothing whatever.” Subsequently, the 

mature Baldwin came to describe his immature attraction to the charismatic Horn and 

subsequent tepid attraction to Elijah Muhammad as reflecting his life-long yearning for 

loving parental figures that resulted from his traumatic relationship with his abusive 

father.40 

 Baldwin’s quadruple analyses in “Down at the Cross” of his father’s Baptist faith, 

his own childhood Pentecostal faith, the NOI, and what he deemed “…the historical role 

of Christianity in the realm of power…and in the realm of morals” quickly led him to 

begin formulating broader questions and theories regarding religion at large. For 

example, he argued that, unbeknownst to religious adherents, the embrace of various 

mythological and theological orientations often revealed morally dubious and troubling 

qualities within individuals and communities. He wrote, “…legend and theology, which 

are designed to sanctify our fears, crimes, and aspirations, also reveal them for what they 

are.” In other words, as religion can be used to sanctify power by giving one’s fears, 

 
40 Ibid., 305-6, 323. 
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crimes, and aspirations an aura of sacredness, analyses of the beliefs, myths, and 

documents emerging from religious institutions and societies can reveal precisely the 

nature of these fears, crimes, and aspirations. And as Baldwin continued to assess the 

way in which the thirst for power becomes sanctified within religious contexts, he 

indicated that he intended his assessments of the intersection of religion, violence, and 

marginalization to be applicable to a wide variety of historical and religious contexts. 

This goal was captured in an intentionally broad description of his cumulative argument 

regarding religion in “Down at the Cross”. He wrote, “Perhaps the whole root of our 

trouble, the human trouble, is that we will sacrifice all the beauty of our lives, will 

imprison ourselves in totems, taboos, crosses, blood sacrifices, steeples, mosques, races, 

armies, flags, nations, in order to deny the fact of death, which is the only fact we have.”41 

 Although Baldwin’s critical examination of the dynamics of religion and violence 

in “Down at the Cross” was certainly fertile and insightful, his broader assessment of 

religion, violence, and marginalization had yet to be fully developed.42 However, the 

intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization became a primary focus in his 

nonfiction from 1967 onward. Four works in particular emerged in this later period as 

especially important in Baldwin’s assessment of religion, violence,, and marginalization, 

 
41 Ibid. 313, 315, 316, 323, 327, 337, 339, 344. 
 
Baldwin’s assertion regarding “legend and theology” likewise displayed his wide appreciation for the 

comparative study of religion, particularly in this case scholars who have contributed to discourses 
regarding symbol, ritual, and myth. These will be explored throughout the dissertation, and most 
extensively in chapters five and six. 
 
I will soon expand upon Baldwin’s commentary on the fear of death. 

42 Ibid. 
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along with in his critical appropriation of methods and theories related to the academic 

study of religion. These were (1) his 1968 speech to the World Council of Churches, 

titled “White Racism or World Community?”; (2) his 1972 historical and 

autobiographical assessment of the twentieth century, titled No Name in the Street; (3) his 

1976 work of film criticism, titled The Devil Finds Work, and; (4) his 1985 reflective 

essay on artistry, race, religion, sexuality, violence, and marginalization, titled “The Price 

of the Ticket.”43 Throughout these works, Baldwin framed Western Christian 

sanctification of violence against marginalized peoples as inseparable from the corollary 

secular institutions that shared this same ethos. Consequently, the intersection of religion, 

violence, and marginalization as manifested in slavery, genocide, war, colonialism, 

lynching, systemic rape, terrorism, racial oppression, police brutality, and mass 

incarceration came under Baldwin’s literary and intellectual purview. 

 These works also illuminate a central contention of this dissertation. Namely, I 

argue that, early on, Baldwin established four distinct discourses focused on the 

intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization that he later connected in his post-

1967 analyses of Western Christian sanctification of violence against marginalized 

peoples. The first discourse was his development of a moral call for fostering compassion 

for the suffering of marginalized peoples through facing the reality of anguish induced by 

 
43 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 477-572; No Name in the Street; “The Price of the Ticket”; 

“White Racism or World Community?,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998), 749-56. 
 
The Devil Finds Work was written in 1975 and published in 1976. No Name in the Street was written 
between 1967 and 1971, then published in 1972.  
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various forms of trauma and guilt. He often expressed this moral call through the 

metaphor of singing the blues—a phrase that evokes and honors prominent African 

American musical, artistic, spiritual,  theological, and philosophical traditions that 

grappled with similar moral issues.44 The second was his contention that the moral call to 

compassion demanded individual, societal, and institutional reflection upon the human 

propensity for committing violence with the aim of gaining and maintaining power, 

which he often characterized as the human propensity for “evil.” The third was his 

argument that the moral failure to foster compassion and reflect upon one’s own 

propensity for evil resulted in the psychological projection of anguish onto marginalized 

others as perceived “scapegoats.” And the fourth were his interrogations of the way in 

which secular and religious mythologies that promoted ideologies of purity signified, 

from Baldwin’s perspective, the connected moral failures to face anguish, to develop 

compassion, to reflect upon the human propensity for “evil,” and to resist the temptation 

to treat marginalized others as societal scapegoats. By connecting these four discourses in 

his analyses of Western Christian sanctification of violence, Baldwin not only displayed 

his critical engagement with the academic study of religion, but also developed cross-

contextual theories of religion, violence, and marginalization that prove germane to the 

continued study of these topics within Religious Studies, among other disciplines.45  

 
44 Baldwin establishes the metaphor of the blues in his 1964 essay “The Uses of the Blues.” Baldwin, “The 
Uses of the Blues,” 57. See also: Baldwin, “White Racism or World Community?” 754-5. 
 
45 I must reiterate here that the value of being a Religious Studies scholar in approaching Baldwin’s 

writings was my ability to not only recognize Baldwin’s own engagement with the study of religion, but 
to conceptualize the impact these works can have on the continued study of religion, violence, and 
marginalization. 
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 In detailing Baldwin’s complex development and eventual connection of these 

four discourses, I build upon an argument that positions Baldwin as a prophetic religious 

and ethical voice. Within his prophetic role, Baldwin sought to both condemn the 

immorality of the West and understand the psychological, sociological, and 

anthropological processes by which the Western Christian Church had come to exercise 

power through violence. Despite the mature Baldwin’s rejection of institutional religion, 

his emergence as a prophetic religious and ethical voice forms a foundational element in 

James Baldwin: A Biography, a study by his friend David Leeming.46 As Leeming 

astutely observes, Baldwin thematically and rhetorically positioned himself within both 

the prophetic traditions of the ancient Hebrews and of African American Evangelicals.47 

As extensions of these thematic and rhetorical inheritances, Baldwin more broadly argued 

that the religious sanctification of the use of violence against marginalized peoples 

signals a universal but dangerously ineffective attempt to avoid, deny, or eliminate 

personal, familial, social, and historically-inherited trauma and guilt.  

  As stated previously, Baldwin’s focus on the experience and avoidance of 

anguish was in many ways rooted in his primary experiences with the trauma of racial, 

social, familial, economic, and sexual marginalization as a child. The experience of 

illegitimacy in particular set a phenomenological and experiential foundation for 

 
 
46 Leeming, xii-xiii. 
 
47 For example, Baldwin connected his 1965 speech “The American Dream and the American Negro” with 

the prophetic and lamenting voice of the Prophet Jeremiah. James Baldwin, “The American Dream and 
the American Negro,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library 
of America, 1998), 714. 
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Baldwin’s assessment of the role religion of plays in violence enacted against 

marginalized peoples globally. And Baldwin came to understand and articulate later 

reflections upon his experiences as an African American, a person born into poverty, and 

a man with bisexual attractions through a lens that was grounded in the trauma resulting 

from being treated as “illegitimate.”48 For example, broadly employing the concept of 

illegitimacy to represent a wide array of marginalized peoples, Baldwin stated in his short 

essay, “Autobiographical Notes” (1955), that he was a “bastard of the West.”49  And by 

the early 1970s, Baldwin came to directly apply the concept of illegitimacy to describe 

the situation of people of African descent globally, using this concept as a metaphor for 

the experience of racial marginalization. He wrote in No Name in the Street, “The blacks 

are the despised and slaughtered children of the great Western house—nameless and 

unnameable bastards.”50 Given the importance of the concept and experience of 

illegitimacy to Baldwin’s life and work, this concept will be a continually reiterated focus 

within my discussion of the connection between Baldwin’s early biography and his later, 

more mature writings about the intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization. 

Particularly within No Name in the Street (1972), The Devil Finds Work (1976), 

and “The Price of the Ticket” (1985), Baldwin identified civil and religious myths and 

ideologies regarding purity as integral factors in the repression and projection of anguish. 

 
48 Leeming, 3.  
 
49 James Baldwin, “Autobiographical Notes,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison 
(New York: The Library of America, 1998), 5-9. 
 
50 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 468. 
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He then argued that this repression and projection has often led to the complex 

sanctifications of physical, spiritual, psychological, emotional, social, and institutional 

violence that was justified through religious ideologies. Throughout Baldwin’s canon, 

these powerful motifs and mythic ideologies included beliefs in the virgin birth, the 

sacrificial lamb, and salvation through the death and resurrection of Christ along with 

parallel beliefs in American exceptionalism, racial purity, sexual purity, white 

supremacy, and Satanic and demonic presence.51 Baldwin broadly and repeatedly argued 

that these motifs and ideologies often signaled both repressive violence and the projection 

of self-denied anguish.52 In the imagination of the projectors, this anguish, according to 

Baldwin, becomes unconsciously embodied by certain segments of the population 

believed by the wider society to be inherently threatening.  

In addition, Baldwin importantly proposed a related and integral dynamic and 

dialectic: that when religio-secular myths create and re-enforce ideologies that provoke, 

sanction, legitimized, and justify violence against marginalized peoples, the resultant 

dominant social consciousness allows violence’s purveyors to deny the gravity of their 

brutality while repressing any resulting guilt. In other words, instead of engaging and 

accepting the culpability, remorse, and shame that should result from contributing to 

violence, its purveyors as individuals, societies, institutions, and political entities become 

increasingly more guilty and more violent. For example, in “The Price of the Ticket,” 
 

51 The story of Satan and the demonic was most pervasive Christian mythological reference in Baldwin’s 
commentary on religion and violence. 

 
52 Baldwin often illuminated these motifs and ideologies through analyses of relevant theologies, icons, 

symbols, and rituals. 
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Baldwin described the enactors of violence against marginalized peoples as being 

“drenched in the blood of the lamb,” whereas the blood functions as a metaphor not for 

the cleansing of sin but for the accumulation of guilt, the propensity for violence, and the 

thirst for power.53 Baldwin insisted that, while the purveyors of violence might imagine 

themselves as becoming “cleansed” of anguish, shame, and guilt through violence against 

marginalized peoples, the aggressors’ hate, cruelty, shame, guilt, and pain becomes in 

actuality increasingly more personally and societally prominent and dangerous. 

With regards to Baldwin’s continual condemnations of religiously-sanctioned 

violence, it is telling that his last sermon at Mount Calvary focused on his father David’s 

favorite biblical text: Isaiah 38:1.54  According to the Book of Isaiah, the prophet Isaiah 

visited King Hezekiah as Hezekiah lay dying and told him, “Thus saith the LORD, Set 

thine house in order; for thou shalt die, and not live.”55 Given Baldwin’s hermeneutic, 

historical, literary, and cultural approach to the Bible, Leeming proposes that the phrase 

set thine house in order “was a call to the prophet within young James and the essence of 

the message he would soon carry as the ‘bastard of the west’ into the house that was 

Western civilization at large, the house that had disposed him even as it had disposed his 

ancestors.”56 Important to his emerging prophetic and international voice, Baldwin’s 

 
53 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
 
54 Leeming, 31. 
 
55 Isaiah 38:1 KJV. 2 Kings 20:1 also has an iteration of this story. This passage further served as a theme 

in two of a Baldwin’s novels: Baldwin, Go Tell It on the Mountain, 71; Just Above My Head (New York: 
Dell, 1979), 49. 

 
56 Leeming, 31. 
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literary interpretation of Isaiah 38:1 varied widely from his father’s. While David saw 

this and other biblical passages as justifying his domineering and abusive actions towards 

his family, Baldwin saw it as a call to deeply and honestly reflect upon one’s own 

morality and mortality. In essence, his father refused to undergo the arduous task of self-

reflection that Baldwin saw as necessary to forming a strong moral foundation, and 

David’s resulting violence left his own life, house, and family in disarray. Baldwin 

ascribed the same attitude as emerging from the dominant religious institutions of his 

time, and Western Christian institutions in particular. They, like Baldwin’s father, refused 

to “set their house in order,” and the moral disarray of Western Christian institutions was 

evidenced by their continued sanctioning of violence against marginalized peoples. 

In Baldwin’s creative imagination and critical assessment, Isaiah 38:1 also came 

to signify the universal experience of fear and anguish, with Hezekiah’s death emerging 

as a literary symbol for death itself. Aligned with the words that Isaiah conveyed to 

Hezekiah –“Set thine house in order; for thou shalt die”—Baldwin consistently urged his 

readers to face their fears of death, loss of power, suffering, and marginalization with 

courage and moral fortitude.57 And it was in Baldwin’s life-long aspirations to display 

this courage and ethical fortitude that he consistently sought to engage in moral self-

reflection upon his own human propensity for violence. This self-reflection likewise 

provided an ongoing foundation and model for his expansive examinations and 
 

 
57 This is evident in “Down at the Cross” from the quote in this chapter’s epigraph: “Perhaps the whole root 

of our trouble, the human trouble, is that we will sacrifice all the beauty of our lives, will imprison 
ourselves in totems, taboos, crosses, blood sacrifices, steeples, mosques, races, armies, flags, nations, in 
order to deny the fact of death, which is the only fact we have.” Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 303.  
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interrogations of Western violence against marginalized peoples and the role religion has 

played in its formation, nurture, and legitimation.58 

It is reflective of both his personal experiences with religion and his engagement 

with the study of religion that Baldwin confessed that, as he was leaving Elijah 

Muhammad’s mansion, he had the feeling that he had “failed a test.” In other words, 

Baldwin felt as if he had disappointed a charismatic paternal figure whom he would have 

naively embraced as a child. This feeling notwithstanding, he also felt that he had broken 

through another religious boundary symbolized by the fact that he immediately began to 

engage the more critical question of how the NOI and Muhammad garnered and 

sustained their monetary fortune.59 In light of Baldwin’s connected criticisms of the NOI, 

Pentecostalism, and Western Christianity, his experience when leaving Muhammad’s 

mansion mirrored his experience on the day he left Mount Calvary for good: it fostered a 

profound moral sense of how he wanted to live his life and approach his work. He 

constantly, albeit imperfectly, aspired to live, write, and speak in a way that faced, 

analyzed, critiqued, and contested the human propensity for violence, especially as 

 
58 It should be noted that Baldwin understood himself as also imperfectly applying these principles. In fact, 

one of the most powerful aspects of Baldwin’s canon is that he continually admitted to having the same 
propensity for violence and disgusting thirst for power he ascribed to others. Leeming describes 
Baldwin’s moral struggles and personal troubles as follows: “Baldwin was a lonely and extremely 
vulnerable man. His vulnerability made him sometimes overly defensive—even, some would say, 
‘paranoid.’ In pursuit of love and approval he squandered money and time and sometimes hurt people. 
He was a man, like most people, with evident neuroses. He was not a saint, he was not always 
psychologically or emotionally stable. But he was a prophet.”  

 
Baldwin’s conceptualization of human fallibility, along with his connected ideas regarding contrition and 

redemption, certainly drew from Christian theology but deviated from traditional Christian beliefs in a 
variety of ways that I will examine throughout the dissertation. Leeming, xii. 

59 Ibid., 331-2. 
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sanctified by religious beliefs. His writings and speeches likewise urged religious 

institutions, and specifically the Western Christian Church, to take responsibility for the 

atrocities committed under the purview of their religious ideologies and work to 

propitiate their historically-inherited guilt by actively contesting the continued enactment 

of violence against marginalized peoples. This was an intention embodied by those ever-

present words from the Book of Isaiah: “Set thine house in order.”60 Lastly, and to 

reemphasized as an integral aspect of employing this intention, Baldwin came to create 

his own distinct theories regarding religion and the formations of violence against 

marginalized peoples. 

Chapter Summaries 

 In the next chapter, I provide a literature review that further details a sampling of 

influential African American religious and intellectual currents that anticipated and 

informed Baldwin’s writings on religion, violence, and marginalization, along with major 

contemporary scholarship regarding Baldwin’s writings about religion at large. In chapter 

three, I discuss the development of Baldwin’s complex moral philosophy. In particular, I 

illuminate the role Baldwin’s reflections on his early traumatic experiences with 

illegitimacy played in the emergence of his mature sense of morality, along with the 

cultural influence of African American “blues” music, art, theology, and philosophy upon 

Baldwin’s contributions to moral discourses. Lastly, I examine Baldwin’s invocation of a 

blues moral philosophy in his condemnation of Western Christian sanctification of 

 
60 Isaiah 38:1.  
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systemic racism, as captured in his 1968 speech to the World Council of Churches, titled 

“White Racism or World Community?.”  

 In chapter four, I begin by discussing the gradual evolution of Baldwin’s 

transition into a writer who, while never losing his particular experiential perspective as 

an African American, purposefully embraced an internationalist and globally-engaged 

mode of analysis as in-part inspired by his experiences while living in France and 

Turkey. As an extension of Baldwin’s growing internationalist perspective, I then discuss 

the evolution of Baldwin’s conceptualization of evil, along with how this evolution 

exemplified his engagement with global intellectual, religious, and cultural currents 

stemming from Christian, Islamic, and humanist traditions. As such, I detail the unique 

importance of Baldwin’s dual experiences with Islam and secularism while living on-

and-off in Turkey during the 1960s on his developing conceptualization of evil. 

Moreover, Baldwin’s reflection upon these formative experiences provided experiential 

gravitas for his lifelong engagement with Eurasian literature, philosophy, and theology. 

With regards to these Eurasian influences, I specifically focus on the prominent 

theological and philosophical importance the works of Russian Orthodox writer Fyodor 

Dostoyevsky had upon Baldwin’s own unique philosophical writings about evil.  

 In chapter five, I discuss Baldwin’s ever-expanding conceptualization of the 

psychological processes by which individuals and communities had come to categorize 

marginalized peoples as “scapegoats,” along with the role scapegoatism has often played 

in the religious sanctification of violence. To achieve these aims, I first detail the 

importance of Baldwin’s reflection on his traumatic experiences with sexual assault in his 
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mature development of theories of scapegoatism. Second, I discuss Baldwin’s subsequent 

critical appropriation of ideas related to the fields of psychology, psychoanalysis, and 

psychiatry in his intellectual formation of theories of scapegoatism, religion, and 

violence. In this regard, I focus specifically on his engagement with Freudian thought.  

 In chapter six, I examine the evolution of Baldwin’s complex arguments 

regarding the way in which ideologies and mythologies of purity have often served to 

provide religious sanctification for violence against marginalized peoples. Within this 

purview, I argue that Baldwin’s full-scale analyses of intermingled Western Christian and 

secular sanctifications of violence in The Devil Finds Work (1976) and “The Price of the 

Ticket” (1985) connected his previously established discourses on morality, evil, 

scapegoatism, and purity. Simultaneously, these analyses also exemplified his 

development of globally-engaged and cross-applicable theories regarding religion, 

violence, and marginalization.  

 In my final chapter, I offer both praise and caution for the ways in which Baldwin 

is currently being engaged within popular culture and academia. I also offer a preliminary 

assessment of what Baldwin’s legacy means for the continued multidisciplinary study of 

religion, violence, and marginalization. I conclude by reiterating my argument that 

Baldwin’s writings on these topics have continued relevance for contemporary and future 

developments in the field of Religious Studies at large. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FINDING OUT WHAT WE DON’T KNOW: A LITERATURE REVIEW 

When you’re writing, you’re trying to find out something which you don’t know. 
The whole language of writing for me is finding out what you don’t want to 
know. 
 
James Baldwin, The Art of Fiction  

 
The literature pertaining to Baldwin and his writings on religion is vast, 

challenging, and at points contradictory. Moreover, key aspects of Baldwin’s life and 

legacy continue to beckon further research. This is especially the case with regards to 

Baldwin’s internationalist life and perspective, along with the impact of this perspective 

on his analyses of the intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization. This 

literature review therefore illuminates and examines a representative sampling of 

important works in order to situate Baldwin’s globally-engaged analyses regarding the 

intersection of religion, violence, and marginalization within the context of wider 

discussions regarding these topics. Special attention is paid to discourses regarding 

American racial violence and Western Christian violence at large.  

To accomplish this end, I first situate Baldwin within the historiography of 

African American religious, intellectual, and literary criticisms of the confluence of 

power, violence, racism, and religion. These criticisms simultaneously spoke to the 

particularities of the African American experience and exemplified an often-overlooked 

global engagement. Second, I examine select Baldwin-focused scholarly works within 

Religious Studies and related disciplines that have informed my own analysis of 

Baldwin’s insights regarding the phenomenon of religion. Within the purviews of both 
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intentions, I argue that Baldwin’s cross-applicable analyses on religion, violence, and 

marginalization emerged in the context of an array of interdisciplinary nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century interrogations of religiously-rooted power dynamics historically 

sanctified by Western Christian institutions and societies. Moreover, I propose that these 

multi-genre interrogations continue to be relevant and important to the study of religion 

at large. As such, Baldwin’s critical engagement with this historiography reveals both his 

own continued relevance to Religious Studies and, vice versa, the discipline’s importance 

to Baldwin studies. 

Baldwin’s Predecessors in African American Thought 
 

 Baldwin’s mostly self-directed but nonetheless thorough study of the history of 

religion certainly informed him that the Christian tradition has since its inception 

grappled with discourses regarding responses to and justifications for violence. In 

Princeton Readings in Religion and Violence, sociologist Mark Juergensmeyer and 

scholar of humanities Margo Kitts cite various passages from biblical literature, from the 

medieval Catholic works of theologian Thomas Aquinas, and from the more 

contemporary works of Protestant theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, among others, as 

examples of the history of Christian commentaries on violence. Likewise, the topic of 

violence has also been a constant within the academic study of religion. In this regard, 

Juergensmeyer and Kitts cite European scholars such as philosopher Karl Marx, 

sociologist Henri Hubert, sociologist Marcel Mauss, and psychiatrist Sigmund Freud as 
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examples, along European contemporaries of Baldwin such as literary theorist René 

Girard and anthropologist Maurice Bloch.61  

Baldwin’s analyses of religion, violence, and marginalization were certainly 

influenced and informed by a diverse variety of North American, Eurasian, and European 

intellectuals and writers, including many of those listed above.62 However, his writings 

never ceased reflecting the uniquely dynamic tradition of African American religious and 

philosophical thought that framed his earliest adolescent studies as he spent long hours at 

Harlem’s Lenox Avenue library.63 The rich tapestry of African American works that 

informed Baldwin speak to a long lineage of black writers and thinkers who addressed 

both local concerns regarding the intersection of racial and religious violence in the 

United States and also remained deeply engaged with global histories, affairs, 

philosophies, and theological traditions.64 Consequently, both Baldwin’s domestically-

focused and globally-engaged analyses stood in a long tradition of African American 

theological and philosophical works focused both nationally and internationally. 

Antebellum African American works that addressed white American Christian 

collusion with racial oppression and violence largely, but not exclusively, emerged within 

the context of the anti-slavery abolitionist movement. These analyses and critiques often 
 

61 Mark Juergensmeyer and Margo Kitts, Princeton Readings in Religion and Violence, ed. Mark 
Juergensmeyer and Margo Kitts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011), 1, 41, 45, 108, 115, 127, 
174. 

 
62 Among others, I will expand upon Baldwin’s direct engagement with Marx and Freud throughout the 

dissertation, along with the similarities and differences between Baldwin and his contemporary Girard. 
 
63 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), 13. 
 
64 This was a dynamic that was later to be reflected in the trajectory of Baldwin’s own global engagement 

and subsequent international influence. 
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took the oral and literary form of the jeremiad—a public preaching method that was 

modeled after the Hebrew Prophet Jeremiah and would serve as a literary mode 

characteristic of much of Baldwin’s speeches and writing.65 Often employed by the 

Puritans of New England, the American jeremiad consisted of three main foci: (1) a 

condemnation of what many Christians saw as a collective failure to obey God’s 

commands; (2) a call for collective repentance and reform, and; (3) a warning of the 

oncoming destructive wrath of God as a result of collective failure to repent.66 

Nineteenth-century African American speakers and writers frequently employed the form 

of the jeremiad in order to level such condemnations and criticisms towards white 

Christian America’s perpetuation of slavery and racial oppression. These transgressions, 

they insisted, required repentance and corrective.67 

 One of the earliest examples of black jeremiad literature was activist, writer, 

merchant, and publisher David Walker’s Appeal, in Four Articles (1829).  True to the 

genius rhetorical bite of the jeremiad form, Walker warned of the oncoming wrath of God 

if the United States did not repent for the sin of slavery, stating, “…your destruction is at 

hand, and will be speedily consummated unless you repent.” Moreover, Walker’s 

jeremiad exhortation displayed a broader focus as it articulated criticisms of European 

 
65 According to the biblical books Jeremiah and Lamentations, the latter traditionally ascribed to Jeremiah, 

the Prophet Jeremiah extolled the people of Israel and Judah for turning away from God, warned them of 
God’s oncoming wrath, and lamented their ultimate destruction at God’s hands.  

 
66 Sacvan Bercovitch, The American Jeremiad (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1978), xi, 7; 

David Howard-Pitney, The Afro-American Jeremiad: Appeals for Justice in America (Philadelphia: 
Tempe University Press, 1990), 7, 11-13. 

 
67 Ibid., 12. 
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and European American forms of Christianity that often served to justify the brutal 

institution of slavery. Consequently, he posited white American Christian justifications 

for slavery as extensions of a larger historical European violation of Christian 

egalitarianism. As Walker wrote, “Indeed, the way in which religion was and is 

conducted by the Europeans and their descendants, one might believe it was a plan 

fabricated by themselves and the devils to oppress us.”68 

 In the same year that Walker published his appeal, abolitionist Robert Alexander 

Young issued a pamphlet titled The Ethiopian Manifesto, Issued in Defence of the 

Blackman’s Rights, in the scale of Universal Freedom (1829). Likewise employing the 

jeremiad form, Young illuminated the important theological and philosophical 

underpinnings that informed the emerging abolitionist movement. Correlating his 

argument with seventeenth-century English philosopher John Locke’s well-regarded 

theory of “natural rights,” along with related sentiments articulated in the American 

Declaration of Independence, Young condemned the United States for obstructing large 

portions of humanity from enjoying their rights “as bestowed to them of the great bequest 

of God to man.” Young further wrote, “Hearken, therefore, oh! slaveholder, thou task 

inflicter against the rights of men, the day is at hand, nay the hour draweth nigh, when 

poverty shall appear to thee a blessing, if it but restore to thy fellow-man his rights…” In 

short, Young proffered a stirring interpretation of Christian hermeneutics, theology, 

 
68 David Walker, Appeal, in Four Articles, in African American Religious History: A Documentary Witness, 

Second Edition, ed. Milton C. Sernett (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 193-201. Sernett labels 
the section he quotes from Appeal, in Four Articles as “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the 
Preachers of Religion.” 
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spirituality, and scripture that affirmed the Lockean notion that God endows all people 

with the right to freedom and liberty of body, mind, and soul. Naturally, for Young, the 

institution of slavery betrayed that right.69  

Later in the antebellum period, formerly-enslaved Presbyterian minister Henry 

Highland Garnet emerged as one the country’s foremost abolitionist leaders.70 In an 1843 

speech at the National Negro Convention (NNC), titled “An Address to the Slaves of the 

United States of America,” Garnet issued a fiery jeremiad that articulated his own 
 

69 Declaration of Independence (1776), https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript; 
John Locke, Second Treatise of Government (1690) 
https://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf; Robert Alexander Young, The Ethiopian 
Manifesto, Issued in Defence of the Blackman’s Rights, in the scale of Universal Freedom (1829), in The 
Negro People in the United States, ed. Herbert Aptheker (New York: The Citadel Press, 1951), 91, 92. 
 
Aptheker accurately states that “very little is known” about Young’s life. Ibid., 90.  
 
More broadly, Young also held that a divinely-commissioned Ethiopian prophet would eventually lead the 
fight against the oppression of African peoples globally. This belief anticipated fundamental tenets of a 
variety of twentieth-century religious movements such as the Rastafarian belief in the divinity of former 
Emperor of Ethiopia Haile Selassie. Young’s proposal of an oncoming prophet may have likewise been an 
anticipator of subsequent forms of African American Islam, including the Nation of Islam. See especially 
William H. Banks, Jr., The Black Muslims (New York: Chelsea House Publications, 1996), 35-6; Noel Leo 
Erskinem, From Garvey to Marley: Rastafari Theology (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2005), 
xiv, 28-9. 
 
Although the theory of “natural rights” is most often attributed to Locke, scholars have pointed to complex, 
multifaceted, and at times contesting notions of its philosophical and theological histories. Literature 
scholar Maurice Le Bel, philosopher Souleymane Bachir Diagne, legal scholar Anver M. Emon, and 
historian Brian Tierney trace pre-Lockean notions of natural rights to philosophical, political, and religious 
discourses in ancient Greece, Islamic West Africa, Islamic Arabia, and Christian Europe, respectively. As 
evident by the American Declaration of Independence and the work of Locke, let alone Young and Garnet, 
the idea of natural rights became central to philosophical and theological discourses within the modern 
period. American Declaration of Independence; Maurice Le Bel, “Natural Law in the Greek Period,” 
Natural Law Institute Proceedings 2 (1949), 3-41; Souleymane Bachir Diagne, “Individual, Community, 
and Human Rights: A Lesson from Kwasi Wiredu’s Philosophy of Personhood,” Transition: An 
International Review 101 (July 2009), 12-4; Anver M. Emon, “Natural Law and Natural Rights in Islamic 
Law,” Journal of Law and Religion 20:2 (2004), 351-95; Brian Tierney, “Natural Rights: Before and After 
Columbus,” The Maurice and Muriel Fulton Lecture Series (1994), 1-11. 
 
70 Paul Ortiz, “One of History’s Foremost Anti-Slavery Organizers Is Often Left Out of the Black History 

Month Story,” Time (31 Jan 2018) http://time.com/5124917/black-history-month-henry-highland-garnet/; 
Carla Peterson, “A Black Preacher Addresses Congress,” The New York Times (11 Feb 2018). 
https://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/02/11/a-black-preacher-addresses-congress/  
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analysis and condemnation of white American Christianity’s relationship with the 

dehumanizing violence of slavery. Like previous black jeremiads, Garnet described 

slavery and racial oppression as a reflection of the largescale European corruption of 

biblical Christianity—a corruption that again also violated the philosophy of natural 

rights. Yet, Garnet’s address had several distinctions from many previous jeremiads. For 

one, the speech was primarily addressed to enslaved African American populations rather 

than their white oppressors. For two, and grounded in his own experiences as an enslaved 

person, Garnet framed what he saw as African American resignation to their captivity as 

a sinful complicity with slavery. And, for three, he radically professed that God called 

enslaved people to participate in violent insurrection in order to claim and affirm their 

God-given rights.71  

NNC delegates narrowly rejected Garnet’s motion in support of slave 

insurrection. Nonetheless, his speech outlined the theological, hermeneutical, and 

philosophical underpinnings of the more revolutionary wing of the antislavery 

movement. Re-affirming his belief in divinely-endowed natural rights, Garnet compared 

his proposed insurrection to that of those who fought against the English in the American 

 
71 Garnet was not alone in his viewpoint. Among the most famous examples of this shared sentiment was 

the enslaved Christian Nat Turner, who led a religiously-inspired multi-day slave insurrection in 1831. 
After his capture, Turner’s testimony was written down by his lawyer in a document that is insightful 
despite the strong possibility of widespread transcription inaccuracies. Henry Highland Garnet, “An 
Address to the slaves of the United States of America,” Digital Commons at University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1-10 
https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&arti
cle=1007&context=etas; Nat Turner, The Confessions of Nat Turner, the Leader of the late Insurrection 
in Southampton, Va. As fully and voluntarily made to Thomas R. Gray, in African American Religious 
History: A Documentary Witness, Second Edition, ed. Milton C. Sernett (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1999), 193-201. Sernett labels the section he quotes as “Religion and Slave Insurrection.”  
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Revolution, subsequently writing, “However much you and all of us may desire it, there 

is not much hope of redemption without the shedding of blood. If you must bleed, let it 

all come at once—rather die freemen, than live to be the slaves.”72  

Walker, Young, and Garnet’s critical jeremiads, testified to a tradition of African 

American philosophical, hermeneutical, and theological works that anticipated Baldwin’s 

criticisms of white American Christian sanctification of racial violence. But while these 

writers and speakers embraced an approach to Christianity and scripture that contested 

white Evangelical racism, the formerly-enslaved writer, intellectual, and civil rights 

activist Frederick Douglass was perhaps the most prominent nineteenth-century African 

American contributor to critical discourses regarding Christianity and violence. 

Biographically, Douglass, who served briefly as a preacher, embraced a more critical 

approach to Christian theology, history, and hermeneutics that anticipated the critical 

orientation of Baldwin. And throughout his career, Douglass increasingly distanced 

himself from traditional nineteenth-century Evangelical Christianity by criticizing white 

theological and hermeneutical traditions that he saw as perverting the egalitarian and 

altruistic teachings of the gospels.73  

Douglass’ most famous work, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an 

American Slave (1854), detailed his experiences as an enslaved person and is widely 

considered a classic American memoir, a central historical document within abolitionist 
 

72 Garnet.  
 
73 Lenwood G. Davis, “Frederick Douglass as a Preacher, and One of His Last Most Significant Letters,” 

The Journal of Negro History 66:2 (1981), 140; D.H. Dilbeck, “The Radical Christian Faith of Frederick 
Douglass,” Christianity Today (21 Dec 2017) https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2018/january-
february/frederick-douglass-at-200-remembering-his-radical-christian.html 
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literature, and an important contribution to African American religious historiography. In 

this memoir, Douglas described the process by which his owners promoted 

interpretations of scripture and theology that served to justify slavery and its multifaceted 

physical, psychological, and spiritual violence. He in particular rejected pro-slavery 

scriptural interpretations that proposed that Africans were the cursed progeny of the 

biblical Ham—that is, the descendants of Ham’s son Canaan, who, according to Genesis 

9:21-7, was cursed by his grandfather Noah because Ham looked upon Noah’s naked 

body.74 Later in the memoir, Douglas graphically noted the common explicit linkage 

between scripture and violence as he recalled his second owner tying up and whipping a 

woman while quoting the Gospel of Luke 12:47: “He that knoweth his master’s will, and 

doeth it not, shall be beaten with many stripes.”75 

In the face of such religiously-justified racial violence, Douglass made clear his 

view that pro-slavery theologies and biblical interpretations were antithetical to the 

 
74 Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (New York: 
Anchor, 1845), 4. 
 
This belief in the African inheritance of the curse placed upon Canaan played an important part in 

Baldwin’s experiential and intellectual understanding of the intersection of white supremacy and white 
American Christianity. Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 307; Clarence Hardy, III, James Baldwin’s God: 
Sex, Hope, and Crisis in Black Holiness Culture (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2003), 25. 

 
For a broader examination of process by which white Protestant biblical interpretations informed the 
formation of racial categories and the ideology of racial hierarchism, see: Colin Kidd, The Forging of 
Races: Race and Scripture in the Protestant Atlantic World, 1600-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006). 
 
For more information regarding the Western association of Canaan’s curse with people of African descent, 

see: Benjamin Braude, “The Sons of Noah and the Construction of Ethnic and Geographical Identities in 
the Medieval and Early Modern Periods,” The William and Mary Quarterly, 54:1 (1997), 103-42; 
Stephen R. Haynes, Noah’s Curse: The Biblical Justification of American Slavery (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002). 

 
75 Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, 57. 
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teachings of Jesus and the gospels. For example, in his memoir, he wrote, “I love the 

pure, peaceable, and impartial Christianity of Christ: I therefore hate the corrupt, 

slaveholding, women-whipping, cradle-plundering, partial and hypocritical Christianity 

of (the United States).”76 Douglass even more emphatically invoked the prophetic 

tradition of the black jeremiad in an earlier 1852 address in which he called for white 

American repentance for slavery by creatively appropriating words of attributed to the 

Prophet Isaiah: “YOUR HANDS ARE FULL OF BLOOD; cease to do evil, learn to do 

well; seek judgment; relieve the oppressed; judge for the fatherless; plead for the 

widow.”77 

As Douglass continued to engage the wider myriad of ethical, political, social, 

and religious issues facing the United States vis-à-vis racial oppression, his postbellum 

reflections on the American Civil War (1860-1865) prominently illuminated the clash of 

religious and ethical values that manifested in the devastating conflict between the 

American North and South. Within his reflections, Douglass argued that, in their 

opposition to slavery, the northern army was morally and ethically justified in its use of 

 
76 Ibid., 117. 
 
77 Frederick Douglass, “What to the Slave is the Fourth of July?” (1852), Teaching American History 
http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/document/what-to-the-slave-is-the-fourth-of-july/ 
 
Douglass, in fact, quoted all of Isaiah 1:15-16: “Bring no more vain ablations; incense is an abomination 
unto me: the new moons and Sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with; it is iniquity even the 
solemn meeting. Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hath. They are a trouble to me; I am 
weary to bear them; and when ye spread forth your hands I will hide mine eyes from you. Yea! when ye 
make many prayers, I will not hear. YOUR HANDS ARE FULL OF BLOOD; cease to do evil, learn to do 
well; seek judgment; relieve the oppressed; judge for the fatherless; plead for the widow.”  
 
Dilbeck’s article likewise discusses the importance of the prophetic Hebrew tradition to Douglass’s canon. 
Dilbeck, n.p.  
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violence. As he stated in an 1877 speech titled “Frederick Douglass on Remembering the 

Civil War,” the Civil War “was a war of ideas, a battle of principles and ideas which 

united one section and divided the other; a war between the old and new, slavery and 

freedom, barbarism and civilization; between a government based upon the broadest and 

grandest declaration of human rights the world ever heard or read, and another pretended 

government, based upon an open, bold and shocking denial of all rights, except the right 

of the strongest.” In tones that offered a mild but important critique of President Abraham 

Lincoln’s post-war attempt to avoid further condemnation of the Confederate States, 

Douglass added, “There was a right side and a wrong side in the late war, which no 

sentiment ought to cause us to forget, and while today we should have malice toward 

none, and charity toward all, it is no part of our duty to confound right with wrong, or 

loyalty with treason.”78 

 Although stirring, Douglass tempered his praise for the northern army with 

marked criticisms of the way northern racism still displayed the continued oppression of 

African Americans throughout the whole United States. His complex understanding of 

the way in which northern racism betrayed the religious and ethical values of 

egalitarianism and liberty subsequently became clear in his more overt praise and 

criticism of Lincoln in a speech titled “Oration in Memory of Abraham Lincoln” (1876). 

In this address, Douglass first praised Lincoln’s “exalted character and great works” and 

honored him as “the first martyr President of the United States.” Yet, never one to mince 

 
78 Frederick Douglass, “Frederick Douglass on Remembering the Civil War” (1877), The American Yawp 

Reader, n.p. http://www.americanyawp.com/reader/reconstruction/frederick-douglass-on-remembering-
the-civil-war-1877/ 
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words, he soon characterized Lincoln as a complex and imperfect figure who, despite his 

own opposition to slavery, held racist and degrading sentiments towards African 

Americans. As part of Lincoln’s racial bias, according to Douglass, he in the early onset 

of the North-South conflict was willing to support the southern slavery system if he found 

it conducive to avoiding war. Douglass stated, 

(Lincoln) was preeminently the white man’s President, entirely devoted to the welfare of 
white men. He was ready and willing at any time during the first years of his administration 
to deny, postpone, and sacrifice the rights of humanity in the colored people to promote the 
welfare of the white people of this country. In all his education and feeling he was an 
American of the Americans. He came into the Presidential chair upon one principle alone, 
namely, opposition to the extension of slavery. His arguments in furtherance of this policy 
had their motive and mainspring in his patriotic devotion to the interests of his own race. To 
protect, defend, and perpetuate slavery in the states where it existed Abraham Lincoln was 
not less ready than any other President to draw the sword of the nation. He was ready to 
execute all the supposed guarantees of the United States Constitution in favor of the slave 
system anywhere inside the slave states. He was willing to pursue, recapture, and send back 
the fugitive slave to his master, and to suppress a slave rising for liberty, though his guilty 
master were already in arms against the Government.79 

 
Here, Douglass was exceedingly clear on his contention that both antebellum and 

postbellum racism was not restricted to only one area of the country. There, his 

condemnation of white perpetuation of violence and oppression towards African 

Americans was a critical condemnation of the country as a whole, not just the South. 

 As Douglass’ reflections on American racism, pro-slavery Christianity, and the 

Civil War displayed his propensity for comprehensive analyses of the intersection of 

religion, violence, and marginalization, he also employed his own experiences to provide 

analyses and criticisms of religiously-sanctioned violence and the thirst for power more 

 
79 Frederick Douglass, “Oration in Memory of Abraham Lincoln” (1876), A Lincoln Anthology, Florida 

Center for Instructional Technology https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/184/a-lincoln-anthology/4823/oration-in-
memory-of-abraham-lincoln-washington-dc-april-14-1876/ 
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broadly.80 In this regard, contemporary scholar of literature Stephen Casmier notes 

important parallels between Douglass and Baldwin, whose engagement with the life and 

legacy of Douglass began while a student at Frederic Douglass Junior High School.81 

Casmier argues that Douglass and Baldwin’s desire to invoke their personal experiences 

in their development of broader domestic and international themes signified their shared 

intentions to “(lodge) themselves firmly in the role of the underdog and (speak) on behalf 

of the oppressed.” Within this purview, Casmier further notes that, again anticipating 

Baldwin, Douglass was intent on expanding his critiques of power dynamics beyond the 

United States as he “relentlessly identified with – and refused to position himself above – 

the lowliest of the earth, les misérables, who had been discarded and sacrificed for the 

sake of European patriarchal identity.”82 Casmier’s reference to writer Victor Hugo’s 

condemnation of bourgeois French treatment of the “lower class” in his popular 1862 

novel Les Misérables is also significant. Familiar with the novel, Douglass certainly 

identified with Les Misérables’ examination and critique of a wide range of religious, 

ethical, legal, political, and social issues.83 But, even more broadly, Douglass’ 

 
 
80 Baldwin referred to such experiences as “the specialness of (African American) experience.” James 

Baldwin, “The Discovery of What It Means To Be an American,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, 
ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 137. 

 
81 Baldwin attended Frederick Douglass Junior High School between 1935 and 1938. Leeming, 21-3. 
 
82 The influence of Douglass’ identification with marginalized peoples was prominently exemplified by his 

well-documented support of equal political rights for women. Stephen Casmier, “Did I Get James 
Baldwin Wrong?” National Public Radio (5 February 2017).  

https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2017/02/05/513144736/did-i-get-james-baldwin-wrong; National 
Park Service, “Women’s Rights: Frederick Douglass” (2018) 
https://www.nps.gov/wori/learn/historyculture/frederick-douglass.htm 
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engagement with Hugo signaled his critical engagement with the broader Western 

religious, literary, and philosophical canon.84 

 Douglass’ broad literary and intellectual engagement with a variety of issues, 

developments, and discourses that shaped both modernity and religious responses to 

modernity was evident in his 1854 speech titled “The Claims of the Negro Ethnologically 

Considered: An Address, Before the Literary Societies of Western Reserve College.” 

With the intent of criticizing the foundational academic racism that emerged within the 

American School of Anthropology, Douglass brilliantly appealed to a myriad of 

Victorian-era disciplines and methodologies that framed central approaches to intellectual 

and religious discourses regarding the origins, historical developments, and social and 

racial impacts of religion. These disciplines prominently included ethnology, 

evolutionary science, and historical criticism. Through these appropriations, Douglass 

noted an inconsistency within the promoted historical defenses of slavery and the related 

 
83 Victor Hugo, Les Misérables, trans. Julie Rose (New York: The Modern Library, 1862). 
 
Baldwin himself was well familiar with Hugo’s work and his understanding of the concept of les 

misérables expanded beyond its original context. As Baldwin observed, les misérables of the twentieth 
century were not only lower-class French people but also North Africans within France and its colonies, 
among others under French rule. James Baldwin, No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: Collected 
Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 366. 

84 For example, when asked by the Cleveland newspaper Gazette in 1892 who his favorite poets and 
authors were, Douglass responded with a wide range of American and European writers such as Hugo, 
William Shakespeare, Charlotte Brontë, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Notable also was his 
inclusion of the Saint-Dominique-born Alexandre Dumas, whose moral and literary insights were also 
shaped by a familiarity with the legacy of slavery and racial oppression. “Frederick Douglass in His 
Study at Cedar Hill,” label 
https://www.nps.gov/museum/exhibits/douglass/exb/visionary/FRDO3886.html 

 
Regarding Alexandre Dumas’s birthplace, see: Boyd Tonkin, “The role of race in the life and literature of 

Alexandre Dumas: The episode that inspired the man behind the Musketeers,” Independent (16 Jan 2014) 
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/features/the-role-of-race-in-the-life-and-literature-
of-alexandre-dumas-the-episode-that-inspired-the-man-9065506.html 
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perspectives of white supremacists. In short, white racist academics ignored the fact that 

the religion and culture of ancient Egypt influenced the religions and cultures of ancient 

Greece, ancient Rome, and, ultimately, all of Europe and the United States. In doing so, 

these academics continued to deny the profound historical and global contributions of 

Africans and African societies to a variety of religious, technological, intellectual, and 

cultural developments. This denial then enabled them to perpetuate the false image of 

Africans as their intellectual and cultural inferiors.85 

 As post-slavery and late-Victorian violence against formerly enslaved people and 

their progeny continued to be sanctioned by both white Christianity and emergent 

academic disciplines, a prominent group of African American activists, orators, and 

writers would further examinations and condemnations of the theological justifications 

for American anti-black violence.86 Exemplary of this continuation was Presbyterian 

 
85 Frederick Douglass, “The Claims of the Negro Ethnologically Considered: An Address, Before the 
Literary Societies of Western Reserve College” (1954), Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County: 
Historic Monographs Collection, 9-10, 15, 17-9 
http://www.libraryweb.org/~digitized/books/Claims_of_the_Negro.pdf.  
 
In this speech, Douglass was in particular responding to the theory of polygenism as promoted by physician 
Josiah C. Nott. Nott claimed that the distinct “races” all had separate origins, and that racial hierarchism 
was a product of different evolutionary histories. Josiah C. Nott, Types of Mankind, or Ethnological 
Researches (Creative Media Partners, 1854). 
Although his major works succeeded Douglass’s speech, Francis Galton became the most famous writer 
who used evolutionary theory to justify racism and its subsequent legitimation of violence and oppression. 
Galton’s assertions were extensions of his cousin Charles Darwin’s propositions regarding race, difference, 
and superiority. Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1871); Francis Galton, Essays in Eugenics (London: The Eugenics Education Society, 
1909); Hereditary Genius: An Inquiry into Its Laws and Consequences (London: MacMillan and Co., 
1869); Nicholas W. Gillham, “Cousins: Charles Darwin, Sir Francis Galton and the birth of eugenics,” 
Significance 6:3 (24 August 2009), 132-5. 
 
86 This included a contesting of the growing prominence of Ku Klux Klan—a racist terrorist group that 

started in the late-nineteenth century, reemerged as a prominent socio-political force in the 1910s and 
1920s, and incorporated Christian symbols and rituals in legitimation of violence against African 
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minister and theologian Francis J. Grimké. Educated at Lincoln University and Princeton 

Seminary, Grimké, a close friend of Douglass, was one of the era’s most prolific analysts 

and critics of the hypocrisy of white American Christianity.87 In 1899, Grimké, 

acknowledged by then as one of the nation’s most prominent black ministers, published a 

series of four sermons he gave regarding the topics of racism and lynching perpetuated by 

white Christians, titled The Lynching of Negroes in the South: Its Causes and Remedy.88 

His sociological, theological, and hermeneutical condemnation of lynching and racism 

centered around one simple but profound statement that unequivocally affirmed the 

humanity of black people: “The Negro is a man.” Grimké’s abhorrence of the violence 

enacted and justified by his fellow citizens rested upon a justified anger toward the failure 

of white American society, and especially white Christian institutions and communities, 

to acknowledge and respect this self-evident and divinely-given fact.89  

 
Americans, Jewish people, Catholics, and other non-white peoples. See: Kelly J. Baker, “The Artifacts of 
White Supremacy,” Religion and Culture Forum (University of Chicago, 2017) 
http://voices.uchicago.edu/religionculture/2017/06/14/813/; Randall J. Stephens, “The Klan, White 
Christianity, and the Past and Present: a response to Kelly J. Baker,” Religion and Culture Forum 
(University of Chicago, 2017) https://voices.uchicago.edu/religionculture/2017/06/26/the-klan-white-
christianity-and-the-past-and-present-a-response-to-kelly-j-baker-by-randall-j-stephens/ 

87 Clifton E. Olmstead, “Francis James Grimké (1850-1937): Christian Moralist and Civil Rights,” in Sons 
of the Prophets: Leaders in Protestantism from Princeton Seminary, ed. Hugh T. Kerr (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1963), 161-75. 

 
88 Francis J. Grimké, The Lynching of Negroes in the South: Its Causes and Remedy (Library of Congress, 

1899). For a broader examination of the particular role of Presbyterianism in Grimké’s life and work, 
see: Henry Justin Ferry, “Race and Reunion: A Black Protest by Francis James Grimké,” Journal of 
Presbyterian History (1962-1985) 50:2 (1972), 77-88. 

89 This rage and frustration that would resonate with the analyses and prescriptions offered in the following 
century by Baldwin. 
 
Grimké’s critique invoked two ideas that Garnet engaged five decades earlier: (1) racial hierarchism was an 
extension of the corruption of Christianity within American society and (2) white American violence 
against African Americans betrayed the natural rights-based philosophies upon which the United States was 
supposedly founded. Included in Grimké’s criticisms of white Christian violence were condemnations of 
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 Notably, Grimké placed himself squarely within the prophetic jeremiad tradition 

by declaring that the devastating failure of American society and its religio-political 

institutions to respect the dignity, equality, and human rights of African Americans would 

bring the oncoming wrath of God. Addressed primary to white Christians, his four 

sermons were resultingly a call for repentance, particularly with regards to white support 

for and complacency in the face of lynching. He expanded upon his call by imploring 

Christian ministers of all races and denominations to take a leading role in turning white 

American Christians towards a truly egalitarian form of Christianity. And Grimké further 

imagined that ministerial leadership would help propel the pressing demand that 

American political, religious, and social structures respect the inherent, divinely-ordered 

equality of African Americans. Grimké’s proposal was clear: the Christian prophetic 

mission demanded that ministers be the stalwarts of freedom and equality for the whole 

population of the United States.90  

 Correlated with his jeremiad condemnations of white American racial violence, 

Grimké also illuminated a connecting and important topic within African American 

 
the complicity of the American religious and legal systems in perpetuating and sanctioning of judicial and 
extrajudicial lynching. Resultingly, Grimké proposed that lynching, along with racial oppression and anti-
black violence at large, indicted white American society as hypocritical, violent, tyrannical, and adamantly 
anti-Christian. In this regard, Grimké courageously and controversially challenged many of the eras most 
prominent leaders, and most famously challenged the moral fortitude of segregationist evangelist Dwight L. 
Moody. Grimké, The Lynching of Negroes in the South, 28-9, 35, 39, 67; "Mr. Moody and the Color 
question in the South,” in Manuscripts for the Grimke Book 27 (2017) 
https://dh.howard.edu/ajc_grimke_manuscripts/27 
90 This was a ministerial model that may have resonated with Baldwin’s mature perception of the role of 

ministry. Ibid., 46, 47-8, 55-60, 61-2, 70, 71-81. 
 
Seven years after The Lynching of Negroes in the South, Grimké proposed justifications for certain forms 
of violence in attaining these goals, particularly with regards to the Atlanta race riot of 1906. Francis J. 
Grimké, The Atlanta Riot: A Discourse by the Rev. Francis J. Grimké, Pastor of the Fifteenth Street 
Presbyterian Church (Request, 1906). 
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thought, and one that also became a major focus for Baldwin: the psychological 

phenomena that led white Americans to justify and enact violence against African 

Americans. White racial hate, for Grimké, was rooted in an obsessive superiority 

complex that indicated a pernicious thirst for power and created in the white imagination 

an irrational belief in white supremacy. And as African Americans continued to defy the 

white imposition of inferiority, refusal to acknowledge the self-evident fact of equality 

fostered even more violence. Grimké wrote, “Out of this condition of things, there has 

grown a most bitter race hatred. The white man, finding it impossible to bring the Negro 

to his way of thinking, now begins to hate him. to (sic) manifest the most malignant spirit 

towards him.” Grimké, therefore, in anticipation of Baldwin, saw that, for white 

Americans to morally redeem themselves, it was necessary to undergo the arduous 

process of discarding a worldview that fulfilled their fantasies of power and assumptions 

of superiority.91  

 Certainly, Grimké also held the theme of structural racism and violence within the 

American legal system as integral to his condemnations of lynching. Nevertheless, this 

theme took an even more central role in the life and writings of acclaimed journalist and 

activist Ida B. Wells. In her 1900 speech “Lynch Law in America,” Wells brilliantly 

illuminated how religious and secular justifications for lynching reflected a largescale 

denial of legal and human rights to African Americans that was sanctioned by a wide 

array of “ministers, editors, lawyers, teachers, (and) statesmen...” For Wells, the United 

 
91 Ibid., 19, 20. 
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States’ connected religious, political, literary, and social institutions consisted primarily 

of white Americans who conspired to either violently enforce the oppression of African 

Americans or ignore the national manifestations of such oppression. Moreover, her 

further analyses of the historical roots of American racism anticipated Baldwin’s own 

globally-engaged perspective. She opined, for example, that lynching and other forms of 

racist violence were extensions of centuries-long European religio-political violence such 

as “all the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition and all the barbarism of the Middle Ages.” 92  

 As the above quote suggests, Wells, like many of her African American predecessors, 

argued that anti-black violence signified the larger crime of American and European 

adoption of a corrupted, superficial form of Christianity. As an extension of this 

argument, Wells courageously illuminated the profound hypocrisy of an America that 

held itself as an example of freedom to the world while so disastrously violating its own 

tenets of liberty. In terms that anticipated Baldwin, she wrote in “Lynch Law in 

America,” 

Brave men do not gather by thousands to torture and murder a single individual, so 
gagged and bound he cannot make even feeble resistance or defense. Neither do brave 
men or women stand by and see such things done without compunction of conscience, 
nor read of them without protest. Our nation has been active and outspoken in its 
endeavors to right the wrongs of the Armenian Christian, the Russian Jew, the Irish 
Home Ruler, the native women of India, the Siberian exile, and the Cuban patriot. Surely 
it should be the nation’s duty to correct is own evils!      
 

Subsequent to her bitingly articulated moral condemnations, Wells then positioned the 

United States as less moral and more violent than the countries and societies it had 

historically condemned and insulted—degradations particularly pointed at predominantly 

 
92 Ida B. Wells, “Lynch Laws in America” (1900) www.blackpast.org/1900-ida-b-wells-lynch-law-america.  
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non-Christian communities. Referring to the racist stereotype that black men were sexual 

deviants, used by many white Americans to justify lynching, Wells stated, “No nation, 

savage or civilized, save only the United States of America, has confessed its inability to 

protect its women save by hanging, shooting, and burning alleged offenders.” In short, 

Wells noted that the persistence of lynching and broader oppression of African 

Americans revealed a moral bankruptcy that undercut all of American society. This moral 

bankruptcy resultingly marked the United States as diametrically opposed to the 

egalitarian tenets of liberty and Christianity.93   

 Wells’ equally brilliant contemporary W.E.B. Du Bois in many ways provided 

even wider analyses of Western Christian power dynamics and justifications for violence. 

Educated at Fisk University, the University of Berlin, and Harvard University, where he 

was a student and mentee of well-known psychologist and scholar of religion William 

James, Du Bois was decisively shaped by late Victorian-era academic, intellectual, 

scientific, and religious discourses.94 And despite his embrace of secular critical 

approaches to the study of religion and his seeming lack of personal religious practice, 

the influence of African American Christianity was ubiquitous throughout Du Bois’ 

extensive canon. For example, in his most well-known book, The Souls of Black Folk 

(1903), Du Bois consistently and poetically referenced African American religious 

practices and musical traditions. And he would subsequently produce numerous, 
 

93 This was an argument that Baldwin incorporated into his examinations of scapegoatism and purity, as 
will be examined later in this dissertation. Ibid.  

 
94 David Chidester, Empire of Religion: Imperialism and Comparative Religion (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2014), 193-222; Nathan Huggins, “Chronology,” in W.E.B. Du Bois: Writings, ed. Nathan 
Huggins (New York: The Library of America, 1986), 1283-5. 
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impactful scholarly studies and essays that provided insights into African American 

religious history and culture.95 

Most relevant to my positioning of Du Bois as an anticipator to Baldwin’s 

writings on religion, violence, and marginalization, Du Bois unsurprisingly displayed the 

foundational influence of modernity upon his thinking in his analyses and criticisms of 

the violent history and oppressive dynamics of Western Christianity. In this vein, he 

wrote several works that examined the historical emergence of intersecting white 

supremacist and Christian ideologies within the United States and Europe. His essay 

“Religion in the South” (1907) and his short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia” (1911), for 

example, contained full-scale exhortations of the hypocrisy of white Christian churches in 

the American South. Through these exhortations, Du Bois continued the tradition of 

African American criticism that saw theological and hermeneutical justifications for 

racism as antithetical to the egalitarian philosophy of Jesus. In fact, Du Bois went so far 

as to assert in “Jesus Christ in George” that Jesus would reject white Christianity as an 

abomination to his legacy. Equally important, and further like his jeremiad forbearers, Du 

Bois viewed white American Christianity, particularly in the South, as opposing the 

 
 
95 Du Bois’s invocation of African American religious and secular music as wise, insightful, and poignant 

literary and artistic expressions was among the most pressing stylistic correlations between him and 
Baldwin. W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk, in W.E.B. Du Bois: Writings, ed. Nathan Huggins 
(New York: The Library of America, 1986), 357-547. 

 
Two of Du Bois’ most well-known works on African American Christianity are “The Negro Church” 

(1912) and “The Church and the Negro” (1913). W.E.B. Du Bois, “The Church and the Negro,” in Du 
Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 2000), 99-100; “The Negro 
Church,” in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 2000), 45-6. 
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philosophy of natural rights that was integral to the establishing of the United States.96 Du 

Bois would soon after propose in his short essay “The White Christ” (1915) that, in 

contrast to the hateful form of Christianity held so fervently by much of the white 

populace, African American churches were keeping the egalitarian philosophies of Jesus 

alive and well in the United States. He wrote, “But hereafter let no white man sneer 

at…the howling of the Negro revival. The Negro church is at least democratic. It 

welcomes everybody. It draws no color line.”97 

As Du Bois moved into the 1920s, his essay “The Souls of White Folk” (1920) 

took a global view of the problem of systemic and personal racism. In this essay, Du Bois 

characterized racial categories on the basis of skin color as social constructions created 

with the intent of enforcing European superiority. As such, Du Bois traced the history of 

racial hierarchism to an explosion of Medieval Christian theological and philosophical 

ideologies that attributed white supremacy to divinely- and biologically-ordained 

birthright, henceforth justifying global violence against those not considered white. And 

expanding upon his earlier condemnations of white American Christianity, Du Bois 

 
96 “Religion in the South” was originally published as a chapter in a book Du Bois co-wrote with prominent 

African American intellectual Booker T. Washington, titled The Negro in the South. W.E.B. Du Bois, 
“Jesus Christ in Georgia,” in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 
2000), 91-98; “Religion in the South,” in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: 
AltaMira Press, 2000), 69-89. 

 
97 W.E.B. DU Bois, “The White Christ,” in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: 

AltaMira Press, 2000), 141. 
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increasingly conceptualized European Christianity as likewise an insult and abomination 

to the egalitarianism of Jesus.98  

By the time Du Bois wrote his 1952 essay “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto,” 

he, informed by his decades-long sojourns through Europe and his ever-increasing global 

and multicultural perspective, had gradually come to see racial categories as having an 

even broader social impact than just the positioning of hierarchies based on skin color. 

Considering the reality that he could find no color distinction between European 

Christians and European Jews, Du Bois became increasingly bothered by the profound 

and devastating implications of the Holocaust—implications that became undeniable 

during his visit to the Warsaw Ghetto. Therefore, while the continued construction of 

hierarchical racial categories often emerged in the form of color distinction, Du Bois 

concluded from his analysis of the Holocaust that racial categories were more broadly 

malleable cultural perceptions of physique and status propagated by intersecting secular 

and religious socio-political ideologies. He wrote, “…the race problem in which I was 

interested cut across lines of color and physique and belief and status and was a matter of 

cultural patterns, perverted teaching, and human hate and prejudice, which reached all 

sorts of people and caused endless evil to all men.”99 

 
98 W.E.B. Du Bois, “The Souls of White Folk,” in W.E.B. Du Bois: Writings, ed. Nathan Huggins (New 

York: The Library of America, 1986), 923-4, 927, 929, 931-2.  
99 W.E.B. Du Bois, “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto,” in The Social Theory of W.E.B. DU Bois, ed. Phil 

Zuckerman (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2004), 45-6.  
 
Du Bois rightfully characterized his visit to the Warsaw Ghetto as a momentous and sobering experience. 

But the connection between “The Souls of White Folk” and “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto” 
reflected a broader dynamic within Du Bois’ decades-long intellectual and moral development. A close 
study of his canon reveals that his epiphanies in Poland were in actuality products of years of correction 
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As a contemporary of Du Bois, acclaimed writer and anthropologist Zora Neale 

Hurston proved to be a worthy addition to African American discourses regarding 

religion, power, and violence. Educated at Columbia University in-part under the 

tutorship of well-known anthropologist Franz Boas, who became one of her most 

prominent and outspoken public supporters, she remains most famous in popular culture 

for her novels Jonah’s Gourd Vine (1934) and Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937) 

and her memoir Dust Tracks on a Road (1942). Informed by her anthropological studies, 

these works were steeped in personal reflection, spiritual engagement, and intellectual 

rigor as she explored a variety of existential questions regarding issues of love, 

spirituality, sex, race, gender, violence, music, power, poverty, migration, divorce, 

marital abuse, and, most ubiquitously, the pain and struggle of change and maturation.100 

 
and expansion of prior contentions in which Du Bois gave gradually broader critical analyses of the 
intersection of Christianity, race, and Western power dynamics. See, for example: (1) his 1915 
examination of the connections between the start of the first World War and European competition for 
African colonies in “The African Roots of War”; (2) his expressed solidarity with anti-colonial Irish 
resistance movements in his 1921 article “Bleeding Ireland,” and; (3) his 1942 criticism and examination 
of the present and future oppressive colonial enterprises in Africa, titled “The Future of Europe in 
Africa.” W.E.B. Du Bois, “The African Roots of War,” The Atlantic (1915) 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/08/the-african-roots-of-war/373403/; “Bleeding 
Ireland” (1921) in The Social Theory of W.E.B. DU Bois, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications, 2004), 55-6; “The Future of Europe in Africa” (1942), in The Social Theory of W.E.B. DU 
Bois, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2004), 85-8. 

 
See also: Biman Basu, “Figurations of ‘India’ and the Transnational in W.E.B. Du Bois,” in Diaspora: A 

Journal of Transnational Studies, 10:2 (Fall 2001), 221-41; Kyle T. Mays, “Transnational Progressivism: 
African Americans, Native Americans, and the Universal Races of Congress 1911,” American Indian 
Quarterly 37:3 (Summer 2013), 243-61; Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering the 
Holocaust in the Age of Decolonization (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), 111-134. 

 
 
100 Hurston also had formidable educational experiences at Howard University and Barnard College. Franz 

Boas, “Forward” to Mules and Men, in Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. 
Wall (New York: The Library of America, 1995), 3; Zora Neale Hurston, Dust Tracks on a Road, in 
Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. Wall (New York: The Library of America, 
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Significantly, many contemporary scholars and writers such as journalist Herb Boyd, 

literature scholar Douglass Field, and literature scholar Magdalena J. Zaborowska view 

Hurston’s fictional and autobiographical writings as thematic predecessors to Baldwin 

given his own attention to these themes.101  

In addition to Hurston’s contributions to American and global literature, her 

anthropological and ethnographical writings had profound impacts on the field of 

Religious Studies. Considered a classic of anthropology within the study of African 

American religion and culture, Hurston’s 1935 ethnographic work, Mules and Men, 

documented and described Christian and Hoodoo beliefs, folktales, music, and practices 

in Eatonville, Florida.102 In her later work, Tell My Horse (1938), Hurston turned her 

academic and critical eye toward various religious practices in Jamaica and Haiti.103  

 
1995), 557-808.; Jonah’s Gourd Vine (New York: Quality Paperback Books, 1934); Their Eyes Were 
Watching God (New York: Quality Paperback Books, 1937). 

 
 101 Boyd and Zaborowska also note the potential influence Hurston had on Baldwin’s poetic literary style. 
Herb Boyd, Baldwin’s Harlem: A Biography of James Baldwin (New York: Atria, 2008), 3, 35-6, 45; 
Douglas Field, All Those Strangers: The Art and Lives of James Baldwin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015), 87-9, 94; Magdalena J. Zaborowska, James Baldwin’s Turkish Decade: Erotics of Exile (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2009), 261. 
 
The famous Harlem Renaissance poet, Langston Hughes, also noted stylistic correlations between Hurston 
and Baldwin, albeit in a critical manner. Although Hughes initially offered public praise and wrote a 
positive blurb for Go Tell It on the Mountain, he, in a private letter drew a correlation between his criticism 
of Hurston and his criticism of Baldwin. He stated that Baldwin “over-writes and over-poeticizes in images 
way over the heads of the folks supposedly thinking about them,” calling the book “a low-down story in a 
velvet bag.” Boyd, 35-6. 
 
102 Zora Neale Hurston, Mules and Men, in Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. 

Wall (New York: The Library of America, 1995). 
 
103 This monograph was particularly foundational within the historiography of Religious Studies and 

anthropology as it contained one of the earliest anthropological documentations and examinations of the 
form, function, and importance of Vodou within Haitian society. Zora Neale Hurston, Tell My Horse: 
Voodoo and Life in Haiti and Jamaica, in Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. 
Wall (New York: The Library of America, 1995). 
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Lastly, in her posthumously-published essay, “The Sanctified Church” (1983), Hurston 

proffered insights into the African-influenced religious practices evident in African 

American Holiness Christianity along with the oft-tense yet dialectical relationship 

between black and white Holiness cultures.104 

Turning her critical eye towards analyses of broader socio-political power 

dynamics, Hurston offered important insight into the oft-intermingled relationship 

between religion and violence in Dust Tracks on a Road (1942) and her essay “Crazy for 

This Democracy” (1945).105 In a Dust Tracks on a Road chapter titled “Religion,” 

Hurston detailed how, in spite of her father being a preacher, her study of comparative 

religion led her to retreat from the traditional Christian belief in an interventionist God. 

Instead, she embraced a conceptualization of a God that is distant and removed from 

humanity.106 Parallel to the development of her own spiritual beliefs, Hurston’s study of 

Christian history also led her to formulate certain ideas regarding the anthropological and 

 
104 This essay likewise paralleled Baldwin’s own writings on African American Pentecostalism. Zora Neale 

Hurston, “The Sanctified Church,” in Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, ed. Cheryl A. Wall 
(New York: The Library of America, 1995). 

 
105 Zora Neale Hurston, “Crazy for This Democracy,” in Hurston: Folklore, Memoirs, & Other Writings, 

ed. Cheryl A. Wall (New York: The Library of America, 1995); Dust Tracks on the Road. 
 
106 Ibid., 763-4. 
 
Historian Christopher Cameron argues that Hurston in-fact embraced tenets of Deism, a set of theological 
and philosophical propositions that originated in the Enlightenment and, according to Cameron, 
“…promulgated the idea that while there may be a god, this deity is not a providential force in human life 
but rather a force that created the world and let it run according to the natural laws.” Christopher Cameron, 
“Zora Neale Hurston, Freethought, and African American Religion,” Journal of Africana Religions 4:2 
(2016), 239. 
 
Hurston’s religiosity arguably paralleled the developing tradition of humanocentric theism, which postured 
a form of theism that emphasized the importance of human moral agency and was largely developed by 
African American philosopher of religion William R. Jones. William R. Jones, Is God a White Racist?: A 
Preamble to Black Theology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973). 
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sociological functions of religion.107 As part of these theoretical formations, Hurston 

argued that many people join religions in order to find a “sense of security,” or a shelter 

form the difficulties and pains of life. But, in their search for security, Hurston proposed 

that many then acquiesce to the social and political power of those who seek to control 

them, often through the threat of violence. Much of Hurston’s analysis here centered 

around the story of the spread of Christianity throughout the Roman Empire under the 

Emperor Constantine, whose conversion in 311 marked the beginning of the Empire’s 

wide scale shifting from Paganism to Christianity. For Hurston, it was from Constantine’s 

conversion onward that Christianity, in spite of its original message of peace, was spread 

most prominently through military might. Constantine, from her perspective, used 

religion to both justify his conquering and to convince people to submit to his power.108 

Hurston’s post-World War Two (1939-1945) essay “Crazy for This Democracy” 

(1945) was thematically connected to her previous writings on religion but focused more 

specifically on the contemporaneous United States and Europe. This essay began with a 

virulent criticism of the hypocrisy of the United States, and of the recently deceased 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, for claiming to be the global beacons of “freedom, 

equality, (and) justice” while continuing to subject African Americans to violent 

 
 
107 While Field addresses the correlating themes of spirituality in Hurston and Baldwin’s work, along with 

their shared interest in the social structures and impacts of black Holiness traditions on African American 
communities, neither he nor Boyd or Zaborowska speak to broader correlations of their appropriations of 
academic discourses regarding the cultural role and implications of religion in relation to the sanctioning 
of violence. Boyd; Field, 87-9; Zaborowska. 

 
108 Hurston, Dust Tracks on the Road, 760-1, 763-4. See also: James Carrol, Constantine’s Sword: The 

Church and the Jews (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2001). 
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oppression through Jim Crow laws and segregation. Ever broadly focused, Hurston, like 

Du Bois, placed this American paradox within the larger hypocrisy of Western nations, 

and particularly the Allied Powers, who fought World War Two under the auspices of 

freedom and democracy while subjugating peoples globally under tyrannical colonial 

rule. For Hurston, this paradox had theological foundations. She wrote, “The inference 

(of colonialism) is, that God has restated the superiority of the West.” Hence, Hurston 

indicated that the theological assumption that God had created Europeans superior to the 

rest of humanity allowed the seeming contradiction between the belief in natural rights 

and the belief in white supremacy to be reconciled by an aura of internal logic for white 

Westerners. In other words, if white Christian supremacy was divinely-ordered, then the 

concepts of freedom, equality, and justice only applied to white people. The intersecting 

religious and political viewpoints that have allowed the West to pretend to be the beacons 

of freedom and democracy all while justifying violence and oppression of peoples 

globally meant, for Hurston, that the West was founded upon a deeply troubling and 

dangerous moral dubiousness.109  

Hurston’s intersection of academic engagement, theological arguments, and 

criticisms of Western Christian power structures paralleled related discourses among 

African American Christian theologians. Perhaps no two academics encapsulated this as 

popularly as Baptist minister and theologian Howard Thurman and Methodist theologian 

 
109 Hurston ,“Crazy for This Democracy,” 945-9. 
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James Cone.110 In Jesus and the Disinherited (1949), the Morehouse and Colgate-

educated Thurman addressed what he saw as a fundamental and troubling paradox of 

Christian history: that Christianity had consistently been used as a tool of the powerful to 

subjugate people globally while at the same time providing a sense of dignity, 

sustenance, and resistance to these same subjugated peoples. In considering this paradox, 

Thurman sought to provide an interpretation of Jesus’ life and teachings that focused on 

the historical realities of his immediate social and political context in ancient Palestine. 

Thurman’s conclusion was not just that Jesus was most pressingly aligned with 

marginalized peoples against oppressive social and state powers, but also that he was a 

member of a subjugated impoverished Jewish minority living under the tyranny of the 

Roman state.111  Resulting from his historical assessment of Jesus’ life, Thurman 

was deeply troubled by the reality that Christian societies had enacted violence and 

subjugation globally. By doing so, he argued, they created a dissonant relationship 

between the reality of Jesus as a religious and historical figure and the horrifying 

manifestation of political and social power enacted in his name. This was a dynamic 

Thurman traced to the Bible itself, noting what he saw as contradictions between the 

philosophies and theologies of Jesus and St. Paul, and pointing specifically to Paul’s 

 
110 Although a prominent figure within African American Baptist churches, Thurman was also heavily 

influenced by philosophies and theologies of nonviolent resistance he engaged when he studied under 
Quaker Rufus Jones and met Hindu Mohandas Gandhi. Cone, on the other hand, was raised in the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church but later became a member of the United Methodist Church. Rich 
Barlow, “Who Was Howard Thurman?: Remembering Marsh Chapel’s path-breaking black dean,” BU 
Today (2011); Rufus Burrow, Jr., “James H. Cone: Father of Contemporary Black Theology,” The 
Asbury Theological Journal 48:2 (1993), 70. 

 
111 Howard Thurman, Jesus and the Disinherited (Boston: Beacon Press, 1949), 12-8. 
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instruction to enslaved peoples to “be obedient to them that are your masters…,as unto 

Christ” as a proposition made by Paul that supported oppressive socio-political 

structures.112 

Thurman’s contentious relationship with the Pauline epistles reflected a long hermeneutical tradition of 
African American contention with Paul. For example, Thurman recalled his grandmother forbidding him 
to read most of Paul’s letter.113 When asked about this forbiddance, his grandmother responded, 

During the days of slavery…the master’s minister would occasionally hold services for the slaves. Old Man 
McGhee was so mean that he would not let a Negro minister preach to his slaves. Always the white 
minister used as his text something from Paul. At least three or four times a year he used as a text: 
‘Slaves, be obedient to them that are your masters…,as unto Christ.’ Then he would go on to show how it 
was God’s will that we were slaves and how, if we were good and happy slaves, God would bless us. I 
promised my Maker that if I ever learned to read and if freedom ever came, I would not read that part of 
the Bible. 

 
Thurman’s realization of his grandmother’s abhorrence towards aspects of Pauline texts, 

intermingled with his own disturbance over aspects of Paul’s version of Christianity, led 

Thurman to posit a profound social difference between Paul and Jesus. This difference 

was defined by the fact that Paul, according to Thurman, was of a special class of Jewish 

people who were afforded the full benefits of Roman citizenship, while Jesus was not. 

Thurman asserted that this led Paul to “have more regard for the state, for the civil 

magistrate, unlike that of his fellows, who regarded them as the formal expression of 

legitimatized intolerance.”114 Thurman’s proposed distinctions between the reality of the 

historical Jesus and later interpretations of Jesus’ life and mission from Paul and others 

consequently framed his lifelong work of providing an interpretation of Christianity that 

 
112 Thurman’s tracing of the history of Christian power dynamics and violence to Paul marked a profound 

distinction between him and Hurston, who, as stated earlier, traced this history to Constantine. Ephesians 
6:5 (KJV); Thurman., 30-4. 

 
113 One exception was Paul’s treatise on the selfless nature of love in 1 Corinthians: 13. Ibid., 30. 
114 Ibid. 
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sought meaning from the idea that God became a person who was a member of an 

oppressed social class.115 

 Building upon Thurman’s influential theological studies on issues of 

marginalization, power, and violence, theologian James Cone came to be seminal in the 

Civil Rights-era formation of a major theological movement centered on what he 

proposed as Jesus’s alignment with African Americans in their fight for equality. This 

movement was most popularly referred to as the “black liberation theology” movement. 

In his 1970 book A Black Theology of Liberation, Cone framed the wide-scale fight 

against a systemic white supremacy in the United States as a spiritual battle between the 

forces of good as aligned with the oppressed and the forces of evil as aligned with the 

powerful. He wrote, “(Christian theology’s) reason for existence is to put into ordered 

speech the meaning of God’s activity in the world, so that the community of the 

oppressed will recognize that its inner thrust for liberation is not only consistent with the 

gospel but is the gospel of Jesus Christ.” He explained further: “…it is impossible to 

speak of the God of Israelite history, who is the God revealed in Jesus Christ, without 

recognizing that God is the God of and for those who labor and are over laden.”116 

 
115 Thurman’s embrace of this theological and historical interpretation of Jesus’s life and work, mixed with 

his appreciation for the Quaker and Hindu nonviolent resistance philosophies of Jones and Gandhi, led 
him to be one of the primary activists within and theorists of the American Civil Rights Movement. This 
was captured in the following book: Howard Thurman, The Luminous Darkness: A Personal 
Interpretation of the Anatomy of Segregation and the Ground for Hope (Richmond: Friends United 
Press, 1965). 

 
116 James H. Cone, A Black Theology of Liberation (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1970), 1. 
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All of the figures mentioned above represent a broad tradition of African 

American critical discourse that sought to analyze and critique the intersection of 

Christianity, power, racial oppression, and violence. Some writers such as Douglass, Du 

Bois, and Hurston clearly anticipated and certainly influenced Baldwin’s growing 

realization that the intermingling of religion, power, and violence was not solely a 

problem of American expressions of Christianity. Rather, they came to see these 

intersections as manifestations shared within a variety of historical contexts and 

developments. Consequently, they argued that twentieth-century racial violence was a 

more recent manifestation of religio-political power enacted throughout Christian 

history.117 Further, all figures mentioned represent a long tradition of critical discourse 

among African American ministers, laypeople, and scholars that Baldwin was 

intrinsically part of and shaped by as he emerged as a globally-engaged thinker and 

forged his own unique analyses of the intersection of religion and violence.  

 
Scholarship on Baldwin and Religion 

 
 Two contemporaries historians and scholars of religion in particular engage 

Baldwin as a prominent contributor to the academic study of religion: Clarence E. Hardy, 

III, and Christopher M. Driscoll.118  In James Baldwin’s God: Sex, Hope, and Crisis in 

Black Holiness Culture (2003), Hardy alludes to many of the historical, cultural, and 

 
117 Although I have not seen Hurston reference slavery in this regard, one can infer from her work that she 

held similar views toward the Christian justifications for slavery. 
 
118 Christopher M. Driscoll, White Lies: Race and Uncertainty in the Twilight of American Religion (New 

York: Routledge, 2016), 2-3, 258-9; Hardy. 
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intellectual movements—particularly those emerging within the history of African 

American religious and intellectual history—that paralleled and informed Baldwin’s 

analyses and representations of African American Holiness traditions. Focusing most 

prominently on Baldwin’s reflections upon his own teenage religious practices as well as 

Baldwin’s fiction and nonfiction from the 1950s, Hardy argues that “even as Baldwin 

relied on Christian rhetoric in his quest for social justice, his work, considered as a whole, 

suggests that while black evangelicalism embodies a posture of resistance against a 

hostile white world, its redemptive value ultimately fails to overcome the extent to which 

Christianity has contributed to African disfigurement.” He then contends that Baldwin’s 

sexual maturation and embracing of his same-sex desires contributed to his apostasy and 

led to “the contradictions within black evangelicalism (becoming) much starker and 

clearer.”119  

 While Hardy’s argument suggests early examples of Baldwin’s appropriation of 

the disciplines of anthropology, sociology, theology, history, and psychology, Hardy also 

insightfully reiterates that Baldwin’s assessments of African American Pentecostalism 

were likewise informed by his personal experiences. Resulting from the combination of 

his appropriations of the critical study of religion and his reflections upon his personal 

experiences, Baldwin provided psychological analyses and criticisms of black Holiness 

culture’s common characterization of sexual desire and expression as dirty or evil. In 

light of these direct criticisms, Baldwin correlated sexual repression with what he saw as 

unhealthy repressions of a host of other physical, emotional, and social desires, including 

 
119 Hardy, xi, xiii. 
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the desire to live in a society founded on equal rights and human dignity. According to 

Hardy, Baldwin viewed these repressions as encouraging Holiness practitioners to retreat 

into a withdrawn, safe, and otherworldly-focused life that encouraged a social and 

political quietism. This quietism, for Baldwin, resultingly hindered direct and forthright 

responses to the worldly evils of white supremacy and inevitably led to psychological 

crises that fostered unexpressed sentiments of resentment and bitterness.120  

 Scholar of religion Driscoll’s more recent White Lies: Race and Uncertainty in 

the Twilight of American Religion (2016) emerges most pressingly as a moral, religious, 

and intellectual response to and condemnation of contemporary police violence against 

black Americans. Appropriating the insights of Baldwin in conjunction with Du Bois and 

French philosopher Jacques Derrida, Driscoll proposes that the particular intersections of 

race and religion within the United States allow for the continuing perception of black 

life as sacrificial and disposable. The recurring manifestation of this perception in state-

sanctioned violence, exemplified for Driscoll most apparently in police brutality, reflects 

two continued aspects of American culture: (1) a perpetual racial hierarchy that has been 

historically informed and propagated by various forms of religio-secular ideologies and 

(2) paranoia over what many white Americans perceive as the potential loss of racial, 

social, and political power.121 

 
120 Ibid., xi-xiv. 
 
121 As violent and dangerous as this paranoia is, Driscoll maintains that it might be responsive to a reality 

that racial structures within the U.S. are on the verge of drastic shift toward equity. He proposes the 
possibility that more-current manifestations of such violence may reflect a temporary, final attempt by 
many white Americans to maintain their power position in U.S. racial hierarchical structures. Driscoll, 2-
3, 258-9. 
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 The scholarly works of Hardy and Driscoll helped provide a valuable foundation 

for my analysis of Baldwin’s often underappreciated contributions to discourses 

regarding religion, violence, and marginalization. Additionally, my own approach to 

Baldwin also prominently appropriates the works of two scholars of literature and 

religion whose disparate life and cultural experiences inspired them to more fully realize 

the import of Baldwin’s emergence as a international and globally-engaged writer: 

Magdalena Zaborowska, who grew up in communist Poland, and Azar Nafisi, who lived 

under both monarchical and Islamist rule in Iran. In James Baldwin’s Turkish Decade: 

Erotics of Exile (2009), Zaborowska draws upon her interests in and experiences with 

global affairs by noting that, expansively throughout the 1960s, and increasingly 

influenced by his time in Turkey, Baldwin emerged as a writer whose “revolutionary 

works exploded limiting notions of authorship, place, and national identity, and helped to 

build dialogic bridges across cultures.” She suggests that Baldwin throughout his career 

continually drew from his immediate context to speak to experiences and ideas that are 

applicable and adaptable to contexts that transcend the boundaries of religion, time, 

culture, and geography.122  

In light of Baldwin’s globally-engaged perspective, Nafisi’s autobiographical ode 

to her love of American literature, The Republic of Imagination: A Life in Books (2014), 

posits him as a writer who developed cross-cultural and cross-historical themes that 

continue to prove applicable to a variety of global and historical contexts. As an 

 
 
122 I will provide further analyses of Zaborowska’s argument throughout this dissertation. Zaborowska, xxi. 
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extension of this argument, Nafisi provides a brief but poignant note on how Baldwin’s 

descriptions of power-laden attempts to control African American and LGBTQ bodies by 

American religious and secular institutions can likewise be applied to examinations of 

religious and secular totalitarian governments such as the Islamic Republic of Iran and 

the Soviet Union. She wrote, “Anyone who has lived like I did for eighteen years under 

fundamentalist rule, or in a secular totalitarian state like the Soviet Union, can testify to 

the truth of a statement (Baldwin) made in an interview with the Village Voice late in life: 

that ‘terror of the flesh…is a doctrine which has led to untold horrors.’” Nafisi’s 

connected naming of Baldwin as one of the writers who helped her understand her 

personal experiences in monarchical and Islamist Iran suggests that Baldwin’s 

discussions of living as a black man with bisexual attractions under a tyrannical 

American political and legal system have applications for the analysis of the enactment of 

religious, social, and political power globally.123  

 Scholar of literature and religion Patricia Lorine Schnapp additionally exemplifies 

another strand of scholarship valuable for its focus on Baldwin’s spiritual orientation and 

theological perspectives. In her dissertation, “The liberation theology of James Baldwin,” 

Schnapp characterizes Baldwin as both an anticipator of black liberation theology and as 

a black liberation phenomenologist. In detailing his contributions to global discourses on 

liberation theology and phenomenology, she insightfully notes that Baldwin’s idea of a 

 
 123 Of course, the possibility of these applications also signal Baldwin’s continued global relevance for the 

field of Religious Studies. Azar Nafisi, The Republic of Imagination: A Life in Books (New York: 
Penguin, 2014), 291-328, 37, 154, 217, 297, 307-8. 
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“personal liberation” achieved by overcoming social boundaries of race, class, gender, 

and other divisive categorizations in order to cultivate loving human connections was 

critical to his theological perspective. Resultingly, this perspective contested both 

traditional notions of Christian salvation and more secular notions of liberation as being 

primarily social, as most prominently exemplified by Marxist materialism.124 Schnapp in 

particular views Baldwin’s writings regarding selfless yet transgressive interracial and 

same-gendered sexual encounters as symbolizing his spiritual emphasis on personal 

liberation through human connection. Consequently, she concludes that “Baldwin has 

never had any argument with the gospel as such. What he has criticized is, rather, 

institutionalized Christianity as embodied in the churches and the failure of nominal 

Christians to live up to the moral tenets of their religion.”125 

In All Those Strangers: The Art and Lives of James Baldwin (2015), Douglass 

Field expands upon Schnapp’s assessment of Baldwin’s orientation toward spirituality 

and morality by arguing that Baldwin eventually found of a sense of transcendence 

outside of the traditional institutions of Christianity. For Field, Baldwin appropriated the 

Christian ideas of “salvation and redemption” and reformed them within his own unique 

spiritual perspective. Within the purview of this perspective, Baldwin attested that 

salvation and redemption are found not in the traditional Christian notion of the life, 

death, and resurrection of Christ. Rather, Baldwin experienced salvation and redemption 
 

124 Baldwin’s engagement with and criticisms of Marxism and communist movements will be expanded 
throughout the dissertation.  

 
125 Patricia Lorine Schnapp, “The liberation theology of James Baldwin,” (Ph.D. Diss., Bowling Green 

State University, 1987), iii, 4, 19, 134-60. 
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through loving human connection, broadly symbolized in his writings by physical 

displays of affection. In addition, Field further argues that Baldwin “uses music—and, in 

particular, gospel music—to form a bridge between traditional notions of religiousness 

and his new definition of spirituality.” Lastly, Field states that as Baldwin embraced an 

extra-church form of spirituality, his critique of Christianity must be taken in the context 

of his parallel criticism that ideologies of “progressive secularization” also lack any sense 

of transcendence.126  

  Other multidisciplinary writers and scholars use Baldwin’s work to formulate, 

expand, interrogate, and confirm their own diverse and often contradictory religious 

viewpoints. In Black Lives and Sacred Humanity: Toward an African American Religious 

Naturalism, philosopher of religion Carol Wayne White, for example, positions Baldwin 

as contributing to and foreshadowing the development of a form of African American 

spirituality that is rooted in the material and eschews the existence or importance of the 

supernatural. She calls this form of spirituality “African American religious naturalism.” 

White interprets Baldwin through an explicitly materialist and humanist lens. In doing so, 

she contends that the “values, expressions, and movements aimed at liberation and 

transformation” historically promoted within African American churches no longer have 

a need to appeal to any entities beyond the material world. In contrast to Field and 

Schnapp, White describes Baldwin’s contribution to theological discourses as “anti-
 

126 It is my contention that Field’s description of the role of music in Baldwin’s work appears to often, but 
not exclusively, be more appropriately applied to blues music rather than gospel. The role of blues music in 
Baldwin’s work and life is a central theme of chapter three of this dissertation. Douglas Field, All Those 
Strangers: The Art and Lives of James Baldwin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 84-5, 86-7, 96, 
109, 110.  
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transcendental,” arguing that Baldwin’s emphasis on humanist morality and human 

connection contested the concept of transcendence.127 

Theologian El Kornegay, Jr., provides an interpretation of Baldwin’s theology 

that, like Schnapp and Field, also notes his contesting of institutionalized forms of 

religion. Yet, Kornegay stands in stark contrast to White in concluding that Baldwin’s 

spiritual orientation broaches upon a belief beyond the material world and is compatible 

with the traditional theological and cosmological tenets of Christianity. He therefore 

approaches Baldwin’s writings as a way of engaging the intersection of black liberation 

theology, queer theory, and the sense of spirituality found within blues music. In doing 

so, he concludes that romantic relationships between people of all genders contain the 

possibility of creating, revealing, and sustaining “God manifest in Jesus.” Resultingly, 

this belief and approach to Baldwin prompts Kornegay to criticize many African 

American Christian communities for marginalizing LGBTQ individuals.128 

These vastly different religious interpretations offered by a variety of 

contemporary writers speak to a need to further explore Baldwin’s personal views on the 

traditional theological and cosmological tenets of Christianity. For example, Field 

 
127 Du Bois and philosopher Anna Julia Cooper are the other two major figures White includes as part of 

her intellectual and religious lineage.  
I have a tendency to agree with Field that transcendence might be an accurate and appropriate description 

given that Baldwin saw such material-based connections as transcending the social constrictions of 
hierarchical categories regarding race, gender, sexual orientation, etc. Further, Baldwin’s emphasis on 
human connection was deeply tied with his consistent and complex search for meaning and purpose. 
Field,, 84-5, 86-7, 96, 109, 110; Schnapp, iii, 4, 134-60; Carol Wayne White, Black Lives and Sacred 
Humanity: Toward an African American Religious Naturalism (New York: Fordham University Press, 
2016), 3-4, 42. 

 
128 El Kornegay, Jr., A Queering of Black Theology: James Baldwin’s Blues Project and Gospel Prose 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).  
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highlights that, in his embrace of an extra-institutional form of spirituality, Baldwin 

expressed disagreement with traditional Christian ideas regarding the sinfulness of 

various “transgressive” forms of physical intimacy.129 Further commenting on Baldwin’s 

analyses and representations of sexuality, Field describes Baldwin’s viewpoint as 

indicating that the terror of touch has “stunted the opportunity for love.”130 But, reflective 

of Hardy’s criticism that scholars “…tend not to treat (Baldwin’s) ultimate rejection of 

the Christian god seriously enough,” I contend that Schnapp, Field, and Kornegay appear 

to downplay Baldwin’s tense relationship with traditional Christianity by characterizing 

his rejection of the religion as primarily institutional.131 First, as discussed previously, the 

mature Baldwin took a largely materialist, historical, literary, and critical approach to 

Christianity and biblical literature.132 Further, all three authors refrain from speaking 

directly to Baldwin’s strong disagreements with Paul’s epistles—surprising and 

unfortunate omissions given Baldwin’s condemnation of Paul as “fanatical and self-

righteous.”133 Yet, Baldwin’s criticism of Paul should be unsurprising given he was so 

prominently informed by a tradition of African American approaches to the Bible that 

 
129 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 509; Field, 97. 
 
130 Ibid., 97. 
 
131 Hardy, 110. 
 
132 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 307, 312. 
 
133 Ibid., 312.  
 
Hardy does mention Saint Paul, along with Saint Augustine, within his discussion of Baldwin’s 

disagreements with traditional Christian sexual mores. And while Field does reference Baldwin’s own 
condemnation of the traditional Christian injunction to “mortify the flesh,” he does not give proper 
attribution of this sentiment to Paul’s letter to the Romans 8:13 (KJV). Field, 96-7; Hardy, 72. 
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tended to criticize and condemn much of Paul’s epistles, as represented earlier by 

Thurman and his grandmother.134 Consequently, Baldwin explicitly objected to what has 

commonly been interpreted as Paul’s rejection of the idea that two people of the same 

gender can love each other romantically.135  

 Baldwin’s disagreements with Paul indicated another important dynamic and 

tension within his relationship with Christianity. This dynamic was defined by the fact 

that, while Baldwin certainly embraced key aspects of messages attributed to Jesus in the 

gospels, and particularly those edicts regarding the care for marginalized people, his 

criticism of Pauline literature signaled a more personal rejection of traditional Christian 

moral, cosmological, and theological claims. Schnapp and Field, as stated previously, 

illuminate Baldwin’s rejection of traditional Christian beliefs regarding soteriology and 

redemption.136  But in numerous other works, Baldwin additionally expressed broadened 

skepticism regarding Christian cosmological claims such as the trinity, the incarnation, 

 
134 In chapter six, I discuss in more detail Baldwin’s often controversial interpretations of Pauline literature. 

Ibid., 30-4. 
 
135 Note that Baldwin seemed to agree that this interpretation was historically accurate. Baldwin, The Devil 

Finds Work, 530. 
 
For Paul’s seeming edicts against same-gendered relationships, see Romans 1: 24-7, 1 Corinthians 6: 9-10, 

and Timothy 1:9-10. 
 
Also correlative to Thurman and his grandmother, Baldwin’s novel Giovanni’s Room offered positive and 
re-affirming interpretations of Paul’s treatise on the selfless nature of love in 1 Corinthians: 13. But 
Giovanni’s Room also contained a criticism, for the novel was predicated upon the fact that two men could 
enter into a romantic union of love and selflessness equal to that of a two-gendered relationship. Hence, for 
Baldwin, Thurman, and Thurman’s grandmother, 1 Corinthians: 13 seemed to contain great moral truths 
that Paul failed to demonstrate in the rest of his life and work. James Baldwin, Giovanni’s Room (New 
York: Delta, 1956), 168 
136 Baldwin also made clear in his open letter to scholar and activist Angela Davis (1970). James Baldwin, 

“An Open Letter to My Sister Angela Davis,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New 
York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 208. 
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the existence of Satan, and the virgin birth.137 Nevertheless, Baldwin tended to approach 

the issue of God with caution, seeing both the potential usefulness of this concept in 

developing a sense of love and compassion and the dangerous potential of violence belief 

in God can inspire.138 In terms of whether or not Baldwin believed in the actual existence 

of God, Leeming summarizes words Baldwin spoke in a private conversation as he was 

approaching death: “As for the larger questions, (Baldwin) did not ‘believe’ in God, but 

he felt—especially when he was alone—that there was ‘something out there.’”139 In other 

words, while Baldwin’s sense of spirituality largely spoke to his engagement with the 

material world and embrace of a humanist morality, he appeared to be nominally open to 

the idea of the supernatural. 

 Finally, it is to be reiterated as a central perspective promoted within this 

dissertation that the Baldwin’s writings on religion, theology, power, marginalization, 

and violence again point to a writer whose mature works came to, in Zaborowska’s 

words, gradually “(explode) limiting notions of authorship, place, and national identity, 

and helped to build dialogic bridges across cultures.”140 This literary and intellectual 

quality is precisely the reason cross-disciplinary and comparative scholars of religion, 

and particularly scholars of religion and violence, would greatly benefit from critical 

 
 
137 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 567, 568; A Dialogue, with Nikki Giovanni (London: Michael Joseph, 

1973), 37-8; No Name in the Street, 469. 
 
138 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 312. 
 
139 Leeming, 384. 
 
140 Zaborowska, xxi. 
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engagement with Baldwin’s writings. Rooted in his inheritance of African American 

artistic, literary, philosophical, and religious traditions, Baldwin’s contributions to the 

study of religion, violence, and marginalization subsequently revealed analyses that are 

germane to the continual interrogation of the role religion has often played, and continues 

to play, in the formations of violence against marginalized peoples.  
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CHAPTER 3 

LEARNING TO SING THE BLUES: ON ANGUISH AND MORALITY 

One of the things that happened, it seems to me, with the rise of the Christian 
Church, was precisely the denial of a certain kind of spontaneity, a certain kind of 
joy, a certain kind of freedom, which a man can only have when he is in touch 
with himself, his surroundings, his women and his children. It seems to me that 
this shows very crucially in the nature, the structure of our politics and in the 
personalities of our children, who would like to learn, if I may put it this way, 
how to sing the blues… 
 
Baldwin, White Racism or World Community? 

 
Well, good morning, Blues 
Blues, how do you do? 
I'm doing all right. 
Well, good morning, how are you? 
 
Lead Belly, Good Morning Blues 

 
 If Beale Street Could Talk might initially seem like an odd title for Baldwin’s 1974 novel given that the 

famous Memphis, Tennessee, blues-hub “Beale Street” never makes an appearance. The title of the novel 
comes from a lyric in W.C. Handy’s 1916 blues song, “Beale Street Blues”: “…If Beale street could talk, 
if Beale Street could talk/ Married men would have to take their beds and walk/ Except one or two who 
never drink booze/and the blind man on the corner singing ‘Beale Street Blues!’”141 Rather than 
indicating the exact geographic location in which the novel takes place, Baldwin used the blues aesthetic 
represented by Handy’s song as a moral and spiritual framework to present a tragic, emotionally-charged, 
and socially conscious story set among African American and Puerto Rican communities in New York 
City and Puerto Rico.142  

The novel follows a young, pregnant African American New Yorker named Tish 

as she deals with a false rape accusation leveled against her recently-imprisoned fiancé, 

Fonny. The accusation is the result of a misidentification by the victim—a young Puerto 

Rican woman named Victoria—and a maliciously racist police officer. Deeply 

traumatized by the rape, and with the real rapist still at large, Victoria suddenly retreats to 

 
141 W.C. Handy, “Beale Street Blues” (Victor, 1916). 
 
142 James Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk, (New York: Laurel, 1974). 
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Puerto Rico. In reaction to Victoria’s retreat, Tish’s mother, Sharon, travels to Puerto 

Rico to ask her to help clear Fonny of the charges. Throughout the course of the novel, 

Baldwin provided searing examinations and critiques of the multi-layered effects of 

racism manifested within the United States legal system, particular against African 

Americans and Puerto Ricans. Toward the end of the novel, Baldwin’s biting criticisms 

of state-sanctioned racism provides entre for his broader examinations of the shared 

experiences of racial violence and economic exclusion among both African Americans 

and Puerto Ricans as tragic inheritors of a shared American and African Diasporic 

experience. The novel also alludes to the theme of “illegitimacy” often manifest in 

Baldwin’s work and central to his analysis of the intersection of religion, violence, and 

marginalization. Thus, If Beale Street Could Talk, on one hand, displays a repressive 

religious orientation that demeaned Tish for her out-of-wedlock pregnancy, exemplified 

by Fonny’s cruel and judgmental mother and sisters. On the other hand, Baldwin 

juxtaposes this repressive and judgmental form of religiosity with a kinder extra-

institutional spirituality that supported and comforted Tish in her anguish and anxiety, 

exemplified by the loving attitude of Tish’s family and Fonny’s defiant father.143 

 The connection between the song and the novel does not become clear until 

towards the end of the book. With Victoria refusing to return to New York City, Fonny’s 

father, Frank, gets caught stealing goods to sell in order to pay for his son’s bail and legal 

defense. Depressed and despairing, Frank commits suicide by plunging his car into the 

river. Frank’s suicide mirrors the end of “Beale Street Blues,” in which a depressed man 
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also uses a river to drown himself.144 Baldwin’s metaphorical use of “Beale Street 

talking” appeared to signal a contention that if the voices of African Americans and 

Puerto Ricans, among other oppressed and marginalized people in the United States, were 

heeded by the larger public, then the historical and continued paradoxes of American 

judicial and extra-judicial violence would be exposed on a global scale. Further, 

Baldwin’s reference to a blues song not only connoted the experiential, cultural, and 

historical connections among African Americans communities throughout the United 

States, but that of dispersed African Diasporic peoples in general, symbolized by Victoria 

and other Puerto Rican characters.145  

Inspired and intrigued by Baldwin’s multiple uses of the blues metaphor, this 

chapter focuses most specifically on his nonfiction writings regarding the moral 

foundations of the blues as an aesthetic, cultural, philosophical, and spiritual movement. 

As such, I argue that, as Baldwin’s religious and ethical orientation was changed by his 

alienation from institutional Christianity, his mature moral philosophy was prominently 

grounded in his conceptualization of the blues. Although the blues certainly evoked the 

particularities of the African American experience, it also explored and articulated the 

universal experience of anguish. Thus, as displayed in If Beale Street Could Talk, among 

other works, Baldwin eventually expanded the concept of the blues to include the 

 
144 “…I’m going to the river, maybe by and by/ Because the river’s wet, and Beale Street’s done gone dry.” 

Handy. 
 
145 Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk; Handy. 
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experiences of African peoples globally and, subsequently, the experiences of oppressed 

people at large.  

Baldwin’s engagement with the blues as a spiritual, aesthetic, and therapeutic 

tradition helped to foster his own development as a moral philosopher. In relation to this 

development, I argue that Baldwin’s appropriation of the blues as experiential reality and 

metaphor was central to his ever-expanding development of a moral call to foster 

compassion for the suffering of others. This compassion, for Baldwin, could only be 

fostered by facing and working through one’s own multifaceted personal and social 

anguish.146 This equation would subsequently become a central element within his later 

analyses and criticisms of Western Christian collusion with violence against marginalized 

peoples.  

Critical to Baldwin’s mature development of his own moral philosophy were his 

reflections on his own childhood, teenage, and young adult experiences with violence and 

alienation. These reflections often centered on the lifelong trauma that resulted from the 

disdain and disgust directed towards him by his family, the African American Christian 

community, and American society at large due to his status as an “illegitimate” child.147 

Baldwin’s traumatic experiences with illegitimacy would gradually give rise to a 

consistent and more expansive sense of radical alienation that he came to experience and 

understand both as an African American and subsequently as a “sexual heretic” in the 

 
146 The roots of this anguish will be developed throughout this chapter. 
 
147 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), 3. 
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Christian West.148 Inseparable from this social and familial marginalization was 

Baldwin’s suffering of paternal abuse. These experiences, when taken together, led a 

young Baldwin into a lifelong quest to explore the emotional, spiritual, and psychological 

reasons behind the personal and institutional enactment of multi-faceted forms of 

violence fueled by anguish and hate. He wrote in his 1955 essay “Notes of a Native Son,” 

for example, “I imagine that one of the reasons people cling to their hate so stubbornly is 

because they sense, once hate is gone, they will be forced to deal with pain.”149 As a 

continuation of his personal and professional reflections on the nature of suffering, 

hatred, and violence, Baldwin began in the early 1960s to develop ideas regarding the 

way in which a “blues” moral foundation could be used to combat particular forms of 

individual, institutional, and societal violence.150 

 Critical to Baldwin’s development as a moral philosopher were his examinations 

of the life and work of blues and jazz singer Billie Holiday—first in 1964 with “The Uses 

of the Blues” and then more expansively in 1976 with The Devil Finds Work. In addition 

to being one of the most popular singers of her time, Holiday was well known for her 

anti-racist protest songs, including her powerful and popular anti-lynching song “Strange 

 
148 James Baldwin, “Autobiographical Notes,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison 

(New York: The Library of America, 1998), 7; No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: Collected 
Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 468. 

 
149 James Baldwin, “Notes of a Native Son,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998), 75. 
 
150 This dynamic was also an extension of his rejection of institutional religion. James Baldwin, “The Uses 
of the Blues,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 63. 
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Fruit.”151 In his reflections on the profundities, complexities, and genius of Holiday’s 

work, Baldwin used Holiday’s life and music as a template for examining the moral 

righteousness of forming compassion for others’ experiences with suffering and 

marginalization. Holiday achieved this compassion, according to Baldwin, by facing and 

empathetically articulating her own societal and personal anguish.  

In The Devil Finds Work, the harsh realities and paradoxes of Holiday’s life 

allowed him to explore in more depth the particular difficulty of transcending anguish in 

order to formulate a loving, compassionate sense of morality. This exploration was 

especially relevant to Baldwin’s social analyses as Holiday’s anguish was in many ways 

rooted in individual and societal violence stemming from sexist, racist, and classist 

ideologies propagated by religio-secular institutions. In response to this overbearing 

oppressiveness, part of the power of her life and work was her extraordinary courage in 

publicly opposing these systemic forms of violence ubiquitous throughout American 

religious, political, economic, judicial, and legal systems. Therefore, Holiday, for 

Baldwin, became, in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds and horrifying anguish, a 

fundamentally ethical human being who came to exemplify a blues morality that fostered 

her conviction that all people were worthy of dignity. This blues morality subsequently 

inspired her courageous opposition to the injustice of a white racist society, and her 

 
151 Kelly J. Baker, “The Artifacts of White Supremacy,” Religion and Culture Forum (University of 

Chicago, 2017) http://voices.uchicago.edu/religionculture/2017/06/14/813/; Billie Holiday, “Strange 
Fruit” (1939), on 20th Century Masters: Billie Holiday (The Millennium Collection, 2002); Randall J. 
Stephens, “The Klan, White Christianity, and the Past and Present: a response to Kelly J. Baker,” 
Religion and Culture Forum (University of Chicago, 2017) 
https://voices.uchicago.edu/religionculture/2017/06/26/the-klan-white-christianity-and-the-past-and-
present-a-response-to-kelly-j-baker-by-randall-j-stephens/. 
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insistence on using her art and activism to comfort others who were experiencing their 

own personal and societal anguish.152  

 In addition, Holiday’s courageous articulation of a “blues morality” helped to 

inspire the gradual development of Baldwin’s own moral philosophy from the 1960s 

through the 1970s. As part of this development, the works of Holiday and other blues 

musicians provided Baldwin with a moral and spiritual foundation that he would invoke 

in his prophetic critique and condemnation of Western Christian racism and violence. 

This was made explicit in his 1968 speech to the World Council of Churches, titled 

“White Racism or World Community?.”153 As Baldwin matured as a person and a writer, 

the sense of morality and spirituality he found in blues music, aesthetics, and philosophy 

was an essential component of his eventual call for the Western Church to repent for the 

perpetuation of racist violence against subjugated peoples globally.  

 

Using the Blues  

   Baldwin was aware that the genealogy of the blues as a musical, spiritual, 

philosophical, and aesthetic movement nonexclusively consisted of ideas, sounds, dances, 

and spiritual practices appropriated from European and West African cultures. This 

synthesis included Christian, Islamic, and Indigenous African religious traditions.154 

 
152 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 553-65; “The Uses of the Blues,” 58-9, 64-5. 
 
153 James Baldwin, “White Racism or World Community?” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni 

Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998). 
 
154 Jonathan Curiel, “Muslim Roots of the Blues,” SFGate (15 August 2004). 
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Consequently, the blues emerged in the American South during the late nineteenth 

century as a distinct mode of spiritual and artistic expression ripe with its own theologies, 

conceptualizations of community, sense of time, and sense of the sacred. This distinct 

“blues” religiosity was subsequently seen by many as competing with and contesting the 

traditional practices, ideologies, and theologies of Christianity.155 Folklorist William 

Farris describes this as follows: “Though some churchgoers associate blues with the 

devil, blues singers call on the Lord for support in their verses, and audiences encourage 

the performer to ‘preach the blues.’ Blues singers feel their music describes life as it is, 

with an honesty not found in the church. Consecrated with wine and dance, their 

performance is a secular service which embraces not only the Sabbath but the complete 

week.”156 

 Farris’s invocation of the phrase “preach the blues” and emphasis on existential 

honesty are revealing. Musicologist Jon Michael Spencer provides a clearer description 

of what it means to preach the blues, writing, “…‘preaching the blues,’…as the main 

aesthetic standard of the blues performance, was indistinguishable from the ethic of 

 
Teresa L. Reed, The Holy Profane: Religion in Black Popular Music (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 2003) 1-5, 40; 

Jon Michael Spencer, Blues and Evil (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1993) xxiii, 11. 
 
155 Theologian James Cone went so far as to refer to the blues as “secular spirituals,” meaning as extra-

institutional expressions of a spirituality that competed with Christianity as the primary mode of facing 
the trauma of oppression and racism. James H. Cone, The Spirituals and the Blues (Maryknoll: Orbis, 
1972), 97; William Ferris, Blues from the Delta (New York City: De Capo Press, 1978), 28; Lawrence 
W. Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from Slavery to 
Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 237. 
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telling the truth.”157 In short, blues singers, many of whom had deep roots in African 

American Christian communities, emerged as extra-institutional community leaders 

tasked with the responsibility to express and interpret the complexities of life’s realities, 

in all its joys and pains. This took on particular importance for late-Victorian-era African 

Americans who, facing the ubiquitous violence of a hostile and racist society, found in 

the blues an expression and legitimation of their own experiences.158 Blues singers, 

therefore, spoke to the whole range of human experiences, positive and negative. In doing 

so, they simultaneously described their immediate circumstances and signaled certain 

universal and existential themes such as love, loss, sex, work, money, community, and 

alienation.159  

For many blues men and women, the decision to become blues musicians was 

nothing short of a response to a religious calling. This dynamic was pointedly illuminated 

by blues musician and former preacher Son House in a 1964 spoken prologue to his 

famous song “Preachin’ the Blues.” Chronicling his decision to leave the realm of 

traditional Christian preaching and enter the realm of blues preaching, House contended, 

“So, well, I went to doing a little wrong, but I didn’t give up on God. So I says, ‘Well 

since I give up (on traditional Church life) and (am) going back to playing (the blues), I’ll 

 
157 Spencer, 37. 
 
158 As Cone writes, “The blues are about black life and the sheer earth and gut capacity to survive in an 

extreme situation of oppression.” Cone, 97. 
 
159 My statement here is an expansion of blues themes listed by literature scholar Daniel Beaumont, namely 

“love and loss, fleeting pleasure, being broke, moving on.” Daniel Beaumont, Preachin’ the Blues: The 
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make a piece about, oh, “The Preachin’ Blues,” because I preached for a long time…I 

said, ‘Well, I’ll make a piece about ‘Preachin’ the Blues.’”160 House, like so many of his 

blues predecessors, contemporaries, and successors, found in the blues a cathartic calling 

to spiritually, morally, philosophically, and aesthetically preach in a way that addressed 

the complex realities of life.161 Baldwin not only understood the spiritual and ethical 

tradition associated with the blues, but, in many ways, dedicated his life and work to 

continuing this tradition. 

Baldwin began his essay “The Uses of the Blues” (1964) by providing his own 

explanation and expansion of what precisely his reference to the blues indicated. He 

stated that the blues does not solely, or even primarily, “refer to music…” Rather, he 

insisted that he was using the blues as a metaphor for the particular perspectives that 

arose from the experience of anguish or pain, writing that the blues also “(refers) to the 

experience of life, or the state of being, out of which the blues come.” He then went on to 

confirm the life-affirming voice and nature of the blues artistic tradition, stating, “… I 

want to talk about the blues not only because they speak of this particular experience of 

life and this state of being, but because they contain the toughness that manages to make 

this experience articulate.”162 Connectedly, he maintained that “the acceptance of this 

anguish one finds in the blues, and the expression of it, create also…a kind of joy.” Thus, 

 
160 Son House, speech, in Bukka White & Son House: Masters of the Country Blues, dir. Ronald Ciro 
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Baldwin characterized the blues as both a transcendent experience and as a way of living 

that seeks a sense of meaningfulness, hopefulness, and playfulness through facing and 

struggling to overcome life’s harsh realities.163 

The experience of anguish, articulated so profoundly by a wide cadre of blues 

artists, was critical to Baldwin’s development of his prophetic voice. For example, as 

Baldwin in “The Uses of the Blues” sought to contrast a pristinely idealized view of 

American history with the anguished realities of the blues experience, he insisted that 

Americans had “a bloody history, as bloody as everybody else’s history, as deluded, as 

fanatical.” And as he further highlighted the extent of religious hypocrisy and racial 

violence throughout this history, Baldwin evoked a much more odorous narrative of the 

history of American religion. He wrote, ‘One has only to look at it from the time we all 

got here. Look at the Pilgrims, the Puritans—the people who presumably fled oppression 

in Europe only to set up a more oppressed society here—people who wanted freedom, 

who killed off the Indians. Look at all the people moving in the new era, and enslaving 

all the blacks. These are the facts of American history as opposed to the legend.”164 

Within this essay, the blues, therefore, became, for Baldwin, an extended metaphor for 

the often ignored tragic dimensions of American history as he employed it to emphasize 

the pain and anguish inflicted upon African American and Native Americans.165 Further, 
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Baldwin used the blues metaphor to illuminate one of the fundamental hypocrisies of 

American history. This hypocrisy was rooted in the fact that as the Pilgrims and Puritans 

sought refuge from persecution in Europe, their particular intersection of religious, 

political, and racial ideologies served to justify the violent subjugation and persecution of 

“non-white” North American populations.166 

But Baldwin’s invocation of the blues in “The Uses of the Blues” was not just 

intended to issue criticism or condemnation. Rather, it had a jeremiad component as 

Baldwin encouraged white purveyors of racial violence and persecution to oppose their 

internalized and self-destructive ideologies of hate and supremacy. Baldwin wrote,  

…it is not a question now of accusing the white American of crimes against the 
Negro...What I’m much more concerned about is what white Americans have 
done to themselves; what has been done to me is irrelevant, simply because 
there is nothing more you can do to me. But in doing it, you’ve done something 
to yourself. In evading my humanity, you have done something to your own 
humanity.  
 

As the above quote suggests, Baldwin was pressingly concerned not just for the rights, 

livelihood, and liberty of African Americans and other oppressed populations, but for the 

way in which white racist violence had destroyed the moral fortitude of white American 

society and individuals. As an extension of his diagnosis and prescription, Baldwin 

further noted that white American ideologies of white supremacy paralleled the American 

assumption of the right to global dominance, or what he called “Yankee virtue.” Both the 

ideology of white supremacy and the desire for global dominance, he argued, were 

derived from Calvinist belief systems that marked outward signs of wealth and status as 
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signifiers of God’s favor.167 According to Baldwin, the Calvinist-influenced ideologies of 

white supremacy and American exceptionalism stood in contrast to  a “blues morality” 

grounded in the formation of compassion for marginalized peoples. Cited by Baldwin as 

an example of this alternative spirituality was the blues, soul, and country singer Ray 

Charles. Charles’ music, for Baldwin, provided an alternative to self-serving and hateful 

religious ideologies by “(making) of a genuinely religious confession something 

triumphant and liberating.”168  

Through his examination of blues morality, Baldwin revealed what he contended 

was one of the universal moral flaws of humanity: the inclination to use categorical labels 

in order to assert one’s sense of superiority and dominance over another. He noted that 

the attempted assertions of superiority often signaled a paralyzing fear of vulnerability 

and an avoidance of critical moral self-examination. He wrote, “People who have had no 

experience suppose that if a man is a thief, he is a thief; but, in fact, that isn’t the most 

important thing about him. The most important thing about him is that he is a man and, 

furthermore, that if he’s a thief or a murderer or whatever he is, you could also be and 

you would know this, anyone would know this who has really dared to live.”169 In other 

words, the fostering of an ethic of compassion required moral self-reflection on one’s 
 

167 Baldwin’s notion that this American ethos was derived from Calvinist theology further reflected the 
Weberian influence upon him. Three decades earlier, Max Weber himself ascribed capitalism and 
American ideas of enterprise and labor as itself a progeny of Protestant beliefs, and in particular the 
Calvinist-inspired American Puritanism. Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” 64; Max Weber, The 
Protestant Work Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. Talcott Parsons (London: Routledge, 1930), 
109. 
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own propensity to commit violence and inflict anguish on others. In effect, the central 

tenet of Baldwin’s blues morality—fostering compassion for others’ suffering by 

working through one’s own anguish—laid a critical foundation for his assessment and 

critique of the United States’ intrinsic propensity for non-reflective violence. Thus, amid 

the political, moral, and racial turmoil of the early-1960s, Baldwin pointed to a particular 

self-imposed denial within the white American social conscious that falsely and 

arrogantly held the United States as immune to its perpetuation of domestic and global 

violence. He wrote, “The failure on (Americans’) part to accept the reality of pain, of 

anguish, of ambiguity, of death has turned us into a very peculiar and sometimes 

monstrous people.”170  

Yet, Baldwin never failed to highlight the redemptive possibilities of a blues 

morality. True to his appreciation of the prophetic dimensions of blues discourses, 

Baldwin saw blues morality as a way of combatting the dangerous, interconnected white 

American denial of anguish and injustice, along with its accompanying violence. To 

highlight this, he retold an anecdote about Billie Holiday and legendary jazz trumpeter 

Miles Davis that conveyed the moral necessity of facing anguish in order to foster 

compassion. Baldwin wrote, “Miles Davis once gave poor Billy Holiday one hundred 

dollars and somebody said, ‘Man, don’t you know she’s going to go out and spend it on 

dope?’ And Miles said, ‘Baby, have you ever been sick?’”171 Davis’s ability to empathize 

with Holiday’s struggles with drug abuse was unsurprising given Davis’ own experiences 
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with the anguish of addiction.172  By contrast, the question posed to him indicated the lack 

of a compassion that could only come by empathizing with Holiday’s emotional pain, or 

at least being willing to understand the social and personal contexts of her anguish. 

Consequently, Davis emerged as someone who, through facing the reality of his own 

multi-faceted experiences with anguish, developed a morality that first and foremost 

sought compassion towards others’ pain. This was a quality Baldwin admired and would 

later come to ascribe even more broadly to Holiday.173  

Congruous with his own moral self-reflection and emerging criticism of American 

society, Baldwin gleamed from this anecdote a characterization of blues morality that 

echoed the biblical sentiments Isaiah relayed to Hezekiah, as referenced in chapter one: 

“Thus saith the LORD, Set thine house in order; for thou shalt die, and not live.”174 

Expanding upon his continued ethical and moral hermeneutics, Baldwin relatedly wrote, 

“If you can live in the full knowledge that you are going to die, that you are not going to 

live forever, that if you live with the reality of death, you can live. This is not mystical 

talk; it is a fact. It is a principal fact of life. If you can’t do it, if you spend your entire life 

in flight from death, you are also in flight from life.” For Baldwin, a person’s willingness 

to face and grapple with the reality of one’s inevitable death marked a true display of a 

courageous blues morality. And, as Baldwin referenced at the beginning of “The Uses of 
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the Blues,” the process of fostering this compassion ultimately frees one to experience the 

joy of connecting with other people on a deeper, more loving level.175 Baldwin’s 

interpretation of Isaiah’s injunction to “Set thine house in order,” therefore, took on both 

a broadly social and deeply personal meaning for him: life is finite, therefore one should 

consistently work towards love, compassion, equality, and justice in the here-and-now. 

His urging of his audience to do so was his unique way of continuing the longstanding 

prophetic and jeremiad tradition of preaching the blues. 

 

Inheriting the Blues 

 Baldwin’s description of blues morality was clearly rooted in his mature 

reflections on those who showed him compassion as he underwent a difficult transition 

from a tortured adolescent to a young adult in the initial stages of coming to terms with 

his own anguish. In this regard, Baldwin in “The Price of the Ticket’ (1985) recalled an 

oddly fortuitous event that happened when he was fifteen: his “running buddy, Emile 

Capouya, played hookey…and went down to Greenwich Village and made the 

acquaintance of Beauford Delaney.”176 By that time, Delaney had risen to be one of the 

most well-respected painters and visual artists emerging from the Harlem Renaissance 
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era, and was especially well-known for his work in Boston and New York City.177 And, 

perhaps unbeknownst to other black artists but certainly known and celebrated by 

Delaney, he was also one of the most successful Native American artists of his time, 

being of Creek and Cherokee ancestry.178 At Capouya’s urging, Baldwin decided to pay 

Delaney a visit.179 His meeting with the painter proved to be one of the most profound 

experiences of his life. After their first engagement, the older Delaney quickly became a 

mentor, friend, and father figure for Baldwin, and, as Baldwin’s friend and biographer 

David Leeming states, he “can probably be called the most important influence on his 

life.”180  

 Born and raised in the African Methodist Episcopal Church, Delaney shared with 

Baldwin a strong Christian background. But his childhood experiences in his Christian 

family and community in Knoxville, Tennessee, could not have been more different than 

Baldwin’s. Delaney’s parents—the well-respected minister and barber John and 

demonstrably loving and giving mother Delia—certainly suffered from poverty and 

 
177 Although Delaney was certainly active within the Harlem Renaissance community, the formative years 

of his young adult career in the 1920s took place in Boston. He subsequently moved to Harlem in 1929, 
towards the end of the movement’s monopoly on black art and thought in New York City. Of interesting 
note, while living in Boston but spending a significant amount of time in New York City, Delaney made 
the acquaintance of Countee Cullen, the Harlem Renaissance poet who, as stated in chapter one, became 
Baldwin’s junior-high school French teacher. Certainly, the Harlem Renaissance and his friendship with 
Cullen proved critical to his emergence on the nationwide and global arts scene, but, as will be detailed 
soon, Baldwin saw the pain and anguish of poverty, racism, and marginalization as expressed particularly 
in blues music to be the overriding influence on Delaney. David Leeming, Amazing Grace: A Life of 
Beauford Delaney (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 19-33. 
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racism, along with the loss of six children. Yet, in spite of Delaney’s mother’s inability to 

read, his parents fostered in their children an appreciation of visual art, oratory 

performance, literature, music, theology, philosophy, and community service, along with 

an embrace of the joys of the world and a celebratory attitude towards their African 

American and Native American cultural traditions. And while their lives certainly 

centered around their Church community, Delaney’s formative experiences with 

Christianity were, in contrast to Baldwin’s, largely positive and life-affirming.  

This did not mean Delaney refrained from criticism of the Church. He indicated, 

for example, that the sexual moral conservatism of his parents instilled in him an early 

fear of sex and a lifelong shame regarding his attraction to men. But it did mean that 

Delaney could draw upon the love of his parents as he sought to similarly love and 

nurture other broken and suffering people in the United States and globally. And, never 

having had children himself, Delaney likely saw in Baldwin the opportunity to express a 

parental and nurturing love that was particularly impactful given Baldwin’s own 

childhood trauma and experiences with paternal abuse.181 Regarding religion, Delaney 

appeared to see no contradiction between blues spirituality or morality and the Christian 

love he was brought up with. Realizing Baldwin’s tortured relationship with the Christian 

Church, Delaney introduced his mentee to a form of African American- and Native 

American-rooted spirituality that rejected the bitterness, anger, and closemindedness 
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Baldwin had come to associate with religion.182 Further, Delaney appeared to help 

Baldwin become aware of a more expansive and critical religiosity that was neither 

rooted in Providential determinism or biblical literalism. No doubt, this positive, life-

affirming, and thoughtful blues spirituality consequently helped Baldwin to see that his 

own fate was not sealed, and that he was not hopelessly destined to wallow in the 

bitterness or repressive religiosity he inherited from his father.183 

 Delaney exhibited a variety of other qualities that made him such a positive, 

lifelong influence upon Baldwin. Most importantly, Delaney was, as Baldwin described 

him, “an example of force and integrity, humility and passion.” In addition, from the 

standpoint of an aspiring young writer, Delaney was in Baldwin’s eyes “the first walking, 

living proof that a black man could be an artist.” And as much as Greenwich Village was 

seen by more liberally-minded white Americans as a beacon of artistic creativity and 

social progress, it could be in actuality a hostile place for people of color due to a wide 

variety of factors. These included the social monopoly of white artists, the racism of 

white tourists, the constant threat of police brutality, and the prominently black-targeted 

drug business. Knowing this, Delaney introduced Baldwin to other black Greenwich 

Village residents, mostly jazz musicians, who purposely sought to protect him from the 

 
182 These historical forms of African American and Native American religiosity included not only 

Christianity, Creek, and Cherokee traditions, but also Islam and indigenous African religions.   
Delaney’s spirituality was almost certainly also influenced by his early associations with the Harlem 

Renaissance and Countee Cullen. Leeming, Amazing Grace, 24, 31-3. 
 
183 Leeming, James Baldwin, 33. 
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area’s more insidious and violent elements.184 Lastly, Delaney, perhaps recalling his own 

struggles as a man attracted to men, nurtured in Baldwin an understanding, embracing, 

and celebrating of his own sexuality and relationships.185 

 These qualities embodied by Delaney were previously reflected in various other 

nurturing adult figures Baldwin had as a youth, including his mother and school teachers. 

Prominent among them was a white elementary school teacher Orilla “Bill” Miller. With 

Baldwin’s mother’s enthusiastic blessing, Miller emerged as a loving, nurturing, and 

pseudo-parental mentor who would eventually become a lifelong friend of Baldwin’s. 

Significantly, she saw great talent in the adolescent Baldwin’s writings, and was among 

the first adults to encourage him to continue to develop his talent. Further, she, with her 

sister Henrietta and eventual husband Evan Winfield, introduced Baldwin to experiences 

beyond the limited opportunities offered by his family and immediate environment 

because of racism, poverty, and their religious insularity. In doing so, she expanded his 

worldview and intellectual sensibilities as she cultivated the young boy’s interest in 

literature and music, took him to movies and plays, and fostered his awareness of current 

events and world history. And as Miller herself was involved in labor movements, the 

fight for Spanish republicanism, anti-Nazi movements, global protests against anti-

Semitism, and domestic protests against American racism, she, in Leeming’s words, 

 
184 These musicians were almost certainly directly or indirectly influenced by the Harlem Renaissance, the 

blues, and bebop. 
 
I would be remiss to not also mention the Trinidadian restaurateur, Connie Williams, who gave Baldwin a 

job as a waiter and subsequently became a mentor. Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 830. 
 
185 Leeming, James Baldwin, 33.  
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provided Baldwin with “intellectual support to (his) instinctive resistance to oppression 

(that) he already knew firsthand.” Later in life, Baldwin certainly came to appreciate the 

extent of Miller’s personal, intellectual, moral, artistic, and professional impact upon him 

as a youth. Speaking to this, he penned in The Devil Finds Work a poignantly poetic 

tribute to her: “I loved her, of course, and absolutely, with a child’s love; didn’t 

understand half of what she said, but remembered it; and it stood me in good stead 

later.”186  

But, despite the positive influences of Miller and others, the adolescent Baldwin 

was consistently in search of love and belonging as a result of the emotional and physical 

abuse inflicted upon him by his father, David.187 This search for love was ultimately what 

made Mother Horn and Elijah Muhammad so attractive to him, and also framed his 

eventual characterization of them as abusive and opportunistic charlatans.188 In contrast to 

what Baldwin saw as Horn and Muhammad’s self-aggrandizement and selfishness, the 

mature Baldwin saw Delaney’s own life and sense of morality as foundationally selfless. 

These collective factors led to Delaney fulfilling a loving and nurturing paternal role for 

the mature Baldwin similar to the one Miller fulfilled for him as a child. As a surrogate 

father, Delaney’s guidance critically helped Baldwin see value in himself and, by 

 
186 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work 480-1, 487, 499-503; Leeming, 14-21. 
 
187 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The 
Library of America, 1998), 303, 310, 332; No Name in the Street, 468; Leeming, James Baldwin, xii, 24-5. 
 
188 As also noted in chapter one, Clarence E. Hardy, III offers a much more sympathetic view of Horn. 

Clarence E. Hardy, III, James Baldwin’s God: Sex, Hope, and Crisis in Black Holiness Culture 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2003), 5. 
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extension, stopped him from descending too far into dangerous, life-threatening behavior 

born out of his own self-loathing.189                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 From an ethnic and professional standpoint, Delaney helped Baldwin discover his 

cultural, spiritual, moral, and artistic inheritance of blues and jazz music. Regarding this 

discovery, Baldwin wrote,  

…I had grown up with music, but, now, on Beauford’s small black record player, I 
began to hear what I had never dared or been able to hear. Beauford never gave me any 
lectures. But, in his studio and because of his presence, I really began to hear Ella 
Fitzgerald, Ma Rainey, Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith, Ethel Waters, Paul Roberson, 
Lena Horne, Fats Waller. He could inform me about Duke Ellington and W.C. Handy, 
and Josh White, introduce me to Frankie Newton and tell tall tales about Ethel Waters. 
And these people were not meant to be looked on by me as celebrities, but as part of 
Beauford’s life and as part of my inheritance.190 

 
And while Baldwin through Delaney came to understand blues and jazz music as 

emerging from the particular historical circumstances of African Americans, he also saw 

a wide array of multi-ethnic artists as encapsulating the morality, spirituality, and 

aesthetics of the blues.191 At the end of “The Uses of the Blues,” for example, Baldwin 

correlated the blues expression of anguish with a description of sorrow written by white 

American writer Henry James. Whereas a well-known blues lyric stated, “Good morning 

blues/ Blues, how do you do?/ I’m doing all right/Good morning/ How are you?,” James 

once wrote, “Sorrow wears and uses us but we wear and use it too, and it is blind. 

Whereas we, after a manner, see.” Both of these quotes, for Baldwin, pointed to the 

 
189 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 833. 
 
190 Ibid., 831. 
 
191 This was especially true for those Eurasian, European, and white American writers who had most 

influence upon him. Baldwin prominently but nonexclusively included Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky, George Bernard Shaw, and Henry James. Leeming,17, 200. 
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necessity of working through anguish in order to formulate a true and deeply-grounded 

sense of morality and compassion.192  

 As Baldwin continually reflected on the nature of his experiences with anguish, it 

became clear to him that his experience as an “illegitimate" child was critical to his 

personal connection with a blues spirituality and ethic. He belatedly discovered that he 

was born out of wedlock and that David was not his biological father by overhearing a 

conversation between his parents when he was a teenager. This harrowing and 

emotionally distressing experience finally contextualized for Baldwin not only his tense 

and abusive relationship with his father, but also his related mistreatment at the hands of 

a piously judgmental African American Evangelical community. Further, Baldwin at last 

came to understand that his marginalization within his family and community 

reverberated throughout all of his relationships, even with his own mother. Describing 

this marginalization, Baldwin wrote in The Devil Finds Work, “For, I was not only 

considered by my father to by ugly. I was considered by everyone to be ‘strange,’ 

including my poor mother, who didn’t, however, beat me for it.”193 

 
192 Baldwin credited this lyric to Bessie Smith, but it is likely that he either misquoted Smith or credited the 

wrong artist. The lyric as quoted is most famously associated with Leadbelly’s recording of “Good 
Mornin’ Blues.” The lyric from Smith’s “Jailhouse Blues” is different but offers a similar sentiment: 
“Good morning blues/ Blues, how do you do?/ Well, I just come here to have a few words with you.” 
Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” 66; Henry James, “To Miss Grace Norton” (letter) (1883), in Project 
Gutenberg’s The Letters of Henry James (Volume 1), ed. Percy Lubbock (EBook, 2012), 100 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/38776/38776-h/38776-h.htm#page_069; Leadbelly, “Good Morning 
Blues” (1941), on Lead Belly: Good Morning Blues (Wolf Records International, 2016); Bessie Smith, 
“Jailhouse Blues” (1923), on Bessie Smith: The Complete Recordings Vol. 1 (Columbia/Legacy, 1991). 

 
193 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 483; “Notes of a Native Son”; Leeming, James Baldwin, 31. 
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 Through his attempts to come to terms with this traumatic discovery, Baldwin 

also realized that the most formative and immediate childhood source of social alienation 

was his experience with illegitimacy. Significantly, Baldwin revealed this in his premier 

novel, Go Tell It on the Mountain. In one lengthy flashback, Baldwin told the story of 

how his protagonist John was conceived, which ostensibly functioned as an imagining of 

the circumstances of his own conception. He characterized John’s mother, Elizabeth, and 

biological father, Richard, as conceiving John out of true and selfless love. Importantly, 

Richard did not abandon Elizabeth and John in the novel, for he was planning on 

marrying Elizabeth and did not even know that she was pregnant. Rather, he committed 

suicide after being released from jail on a false robbery charge—an arrest Baldwin 

characterized as imbued with the racism of American police departments, American 

courts, and white society in general. Rather than presenting Richard as someone who 

would abandon his child, Richard’s death and John’s subsequent out-of-wedlock birth 

were the direct result of the generationally-multiplied oppressiveness of racism. 

Moreover, Go Tell It on the Mountain, by his own design, made clear that Baldwin 

understood his most basic yearning for love as rooted in his experience with illegitimacy, 

with Baldwin going so far as to imagine his own conception as accomplished out of 

selfless love. 194 

 The theme of paternal abuse established in Baldwin’s earliest works signaled that, 

among his multifaceted experiences with marginalization within his family and 

 
194 James Baldwin, Go Tell It on the Mountain (New York: Dell, 1953), 184-205; Leeming, 7. 
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community, his relationship with his father was by far the most destructive. Baldwin’s 

realization of the vastly negative impact his father had on him culminated in many ways 

at his father’s funeral. As recalled in “Notes of a Native Son,” David’s death occurred on 

the same day his youngest child was born and a month after the 1967 Detroit race riots. It 

was at the funeral, which coincidentally took place on Baldwin’s nineteenth birthday, that 

the young writer began to consciously wonder about his father’s life “in a new way” and 

to be “apprehensive about my own (life).” As a result of this reflection, it was at the 

hospital, where Baldwin watched the doctors as they tried to keep his father alive, that 

Baldwin began to consciously formulate his criticisms of traditional Christian theology 

and cosmology.195 Writing about the sadness and worry expressed by his father’s sister—

a woman whom Baldwin loved deeply, and who likewise had a tense relationship with 

and critical attitude toward David—he wrote,  

My aunt wept and wept, there was a whistling in my father’s throat (from his feeding 
tube): nothing was said; he could not speak, and I wanted to take his hand, to say 
something. But I do not know what I could have said, even if he could have heard me. He 
was not really in that room with us, he had at last really embarked on his journey; and 
though my aunt told me he said he was going to meet Jesus, I did not hear anything 
except that whistling in his throat.196 

 
 It became clear to Baldwin that his father’s death was a monumental event in his 

young life, leading him to face certain harrowing existential questions he had been 

ignoring. Baldwin’s reflections in “Notes of a Native Son” subsequently laid a foundation 

for his life-long considerations regarding the psychological and emotional traumas that 

 
195 Baldwin had already distanced himself from institutional Christianity, but had seemingly not yet voiced 

his objections to certain traditional Christian beliefs. 
 
196 Baldwin, “Notes of a Native Son,” 63, 76. 
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inspired his father’s abuse of his children and spouse. In these reflections, Baldwin 

concluded that this abuse was rooted in David’s incapability of expressing love due to his 

unwillingness to face his own anguish and bitterness.197 Further, Baldwin’s reflection on 

his father’s bitterness led him to come to a variety of understandings regarding the 

foundations of David’s anger. Certainly, David’s experience as an African American man 

in a hostile, racist society was the overriding social cause of his anguish.198 On a personal 

level, David was forever traumatized by the death of his son from a previous marriage, 

also named David. The son died while in jail, which Baldwin noted in Go Tell It on the 

Mountain and If Beale Street Could Talk was a frequent result of a ubiquitously racist 

American judicial and law enforcement system. It became clear to Baldwin that David’s 

personal traumas were inseparable from, and in-part resultant of, the systemic enactment 

of racism throughout the United States’ social, political, legal, and religious systems. This 

 
197 One should note that, despite Baldwin’s complicated relationship with his mother as a woman who both 

contributed to his marginalization and yet attempted to shelter him from the pain of his father and a 
hostile, racist world, he maintained a lifelong relationship with and adoration of Berdis. This fact 
certainly made his premature death extraordinarily traumatic for her. Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 
481-2; Leeming, James Baldwin, 387-8. 

 
198 This was especially true given that David grew up in the Jim Crow South. Baldwin himself came to 

understand southern violence as significantly more pressing and threatening, physically and emotionally, 
than his own traumatic experiences in the North while working for a southerner-owned defense plant in 
New Jersey. It was in New Jersey, fraternizing with transplanted white southerners, that Baldwin 
experienced the direct effects of segregation and Jim Crow when he was disallowed from entering a 
restaurant. So, while the poverty surrounding him in Harlem was certainly a result of insidious and racist 
property laws and socially-enforced segregation, it was very rare for Baldwin to be directly excluded 
from restaurants at the threat of police brutality. His experience with white southerners, while not wholly 
a surprise to him, helped him realize even more expansively the disastrous effects of racism nationwide. 
Baldwin, “Notes of a Native Son,” 68-9; Leeming, James Baldwin, 5. 
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devastating concoction of connected personal trauma and racial oppression, Baldwin 

realized, was the most prominent factor that fueled David’s bitterness and violence.199 

 Resultingly, Baldwin came to the even more sobering conclusion that the anger he 

felt as a young man was a furtherance of the same emotions and sentiments that led 

David to abuse and degrade his family. Even further, Baldwin more expansively 

concluded that both his and his father’s bitterness was an inheritance of the historical and 

long-lasting traumas resulting from the oppression of African Americans throughout 

North American history, from their capture in Africa to the Middle Passage, slavery, Jim 

Crow, segregation, lynching, and other racial violence. He wrote, “I had discovered the 

weight of white people in the world. I saw that this had been for my ancestors and now 

would be for me an awful thing to live with and that the bitterness which had helped to 

kill my father could also kill me.” Hence, in this brilliant and profound intersection of 

personal reflection and social analysis, Baldwin came to the clear realization that the 

trauma inflicted upon African Americans took place in the context of European and 

European American violence against peoples globally. In other words, it became 

horrifyingly evident to Baldwin that he in fact shared this inherited trauma, in various and 

unique ways, with many other targets of such oppression throughout the world.200  

 That latter realization was critical to Baldwin’s developing articulations of his 

experiences with and responses to white violence at large, along with his growing global 

 
199 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 483; Leeming, James Baldwin, 7. 
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awareness of multi-faceted violence and oppression. Further reflecting on his final visit to 

his ill father, he wrote,  

The moment I saw him I knew why I had put off this visit so long. I had told my mother 
that I did not want to see him because I hated him. But this was not true. It was only that I 
had hated him, and I wanted to hold onto this hatred. I did not want to look on him as a 
ruin: it was not a ruin that I had hated. I imagine that one of the reasons people cling to 
their hates so stubbornly is because they sense, once hate is gone, they will be forced to 
deal with pain. 
 

According to Baldwin, David failed to face the multiple sources of his anguish, choosing 

instead to live a life of hatred and bitterness. This failure was then exemplified and 

amplified by the counterproductive act, exercised by millions of other fellow sufferers, of 

throwing himself into what Baldwin saw as an ultimately destructive, falsely therapeutic, 

and hopelessly otherworldly religious environment.201 As noted in chapter one, Baldwin 

viewed his own teenage conversion in a similar light, writing, “…all the fears with which 

I had grown up and which were now a part of me and controlled my vision of the world, 

rose up like a wall between the world and me, and drove me into the church.”202  

Baldwin’s analysis of his and his father’s reasons for their almost-obsessive 

embrace of a repressive Church life framed aspects of his analyses of black religious 

history at large. In his 1968 “Notes” for the re-publication of his play The Amen Corner, 

Baldwin stated that the ultra-religious protagonist Sister Margaret joined “the church 

because her society has left her no other place to go.”203 In the context of the play, Sister 

 
201 Baldwin, “Notes of a Native Son,” 75, 78. 
 
202 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 303. 
 
203 James Baldwin, “Notes for The Amen Corner” (1968), in The Amen Corner (New York: Vintage, 1954), 
xvi. 
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Margaret represented certain strands of black religious engagement that saw Christianity 

as a way of retreating from, rather than engaging and facing, the painful realities of being 

black in the United States. Baldwin contrasted Sister Margaret with her son, Luke, who 

by the end of the play expressed his intent to follow his spiritual calling of being a jazz 

musician.204 Evident in The Amen Corner and throughout his work, Baldwin contrasted 

two forms of spirituality: one that was destructive in its avoidance of anguish and another 

that promoted a life-affirming and loving engagement with the world, in all its pains and 

glories. The first was most prominently embodied by his father and Mother Horn, and the 

second by Delaney and his cadre of blues and jazz musicians. This latter life-affirming 

and loving engagement with the world, for Baldwin, was essential to living a meaningful 

and morally grounded life.   

 Therefore, as Baldwin simultaneously considered his own personal and social 

traumas, along with the traumas of his ancestors, it became clear that his inheritance of 

the blues was at once cultural, experiential, and therapeutic. In his assessments of 

American history, he admired the bravery and moral fortitude of his ancestors, who, in 

the face of a hostile white society, developed the vibrant artistic and spiritual tradition of 

the blues. Further, he saw that out of the particulars of African American experiences, the 

blues captured certain personal and universal truths regarding marginalization and 

anguish—truths that he first realized in reflecting on his experiences as an “illegitimate” 

child who suffered from paternal abuse. The aesthetic, spiritual, and philosophical 

dynamics of the blues, expressed in music and a wide variety of artistic forms, henceforth 

 
204 James Baldwin, The Amen Corner (New York: Vintage, 1954). 
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laid a formidable foundation for Baldwin’s development as a critical moral thinker. And 

it was in Baldwin’s writings on Billie Holiday, each at different points in his career, that 

he provided an extensive picture of his evolving moral philosophy and its relationship to 

social justice concerns. 

 

On Billie Holiday 

 Of primary interest for Baldwin’s engagement with the blues realities and stylings 

of Holiday were the contradictions between the complex facts of her life and the more 

saccharine and patronizing representations of her within a profit-motivated popular 

culture. He wrote in “The Uses of the Blues,” “Billie Holiday…had quite a story…which 

Life magazine would never print except as a tough, bittersweet sob story obituary—in 

which, however helplessly, the dominant tone would be relief.” Holiday, for Baldwin, 

was far too complex as a person and an artist to be characterized in such reductionist 

fashions. And, as he noted throughout “The Uses of the Blues” (1964) and The Devil 

Finds Work (1976), Holiday had experienced extensive layers of multifaceted trauma 

throughout her life, including a wide range of racist and sexist violence.205 

Holiday herself detailed these traumas in her memoir Lady Sings the Blues 

(1956). Not only was she forced into prostitution as a teenager and later imprisoned as a 

result, for example, but she also described two other times in which rapes caused her 

severe physical harm: one at the age of twelve and another soon after. Exemplifying a 

 
205Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work; “The Uses of the Blues,” 58. 
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dismissive approach to the victims of rape within her predominantly Christian 

community, Holiday indicated that her own mother blamed her for the assault. She later 

implied that she was sexually harassed by a woman in prison, leading her to get into a 

fight. Further, her father died after being denied medical treatment for pneumonia due to 

segregationist policies. These and other experiences as an impoverished black woman in 

a racist, patriarchal America no doubt contributed to her lifelong struggle with alcohol 

and drug abuse, which resulted in her dying in a New York narcotics ward in 1959.206 

Rejecting popular but sterilized media depictions of her professional and personal life, 

Baldwin in contrast honored her as an imperfect but compassionate and loving person 

who drew from her trauma to create art that invoked the moral courage and spiritual 

fortitude of the blues. 

 Sexual violence was a shared trauma between Holiday and Baldwin—a subject I 

will expand upon throughout this dissertation. For now, one should note that Baldwin 

experienced sexual violence on many occasions from people across the racial, ethnic, 

economic, and even national spectrum. This shared trauma points to at least two other 

correlations between Holiday and Baldwin: (1) both were the targets of violence, physical 

and otherwise, for reasons beyond racist motivations and (2) their experiences with 

violence emanated from both without and within their own African American 

communities. Baldwin, for example, was also targeted because of his “illegitimacy” and 

 
206 While Baldwin stated that Holiday was first raped at ten, Holiday’s own recollection contests this 

timeline. Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 558-61; “The Uses of the Blues,” 58; Billie Holiday, Lady 
Sings the Blues, with William Duffy (London; Penguin, 1956), 21-6, 28; Vincent Pelote, “Discography” 
(1992), in Lady Sings the Blues, writ. Billie Holiday with William Duffy (London; Penguin, 1956), 193. 
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his relationships with men.207 For Holiday, the fact that she was a woman was essential to 

the motivations behind the assaults inflicted upon her. She implied, for example, that, as 

the only black girl in the brothel, her white johns saw her as fulfilling a perverse, 

racialized sexual fetish of black women. The black men who assaulted her, on the other 

hand, appeared to be acting out a failed and perverse attempt to escape their own anguish 

and find validation in a hostile racist world.208 

 Ever empathetic and sympathetic to Holiday’s traumas, Baldwin approached her 

life and work as providing the opportunity for salient reflections on the way in which 

blues artistry legitimated his own multifaceted experiences with marginalization. This 

approach likewise provided a means through which he sought understand and express 

these experiences. Subsequently, Baldwin came to see Holiday’s life and work as a 

quintessentially accurate representation of the traumatic experiences with racial and 

sexual violence shared among black people throughout American history. Hence, 

contrasting misrepresentations of her life in popular publications were, for Baldwin, a 

 
207 James Baldwin, “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” in Collected Essays, 820, 822; No Name 

in the Street, 390-2; Leeming, James Baldwin, 23-4, 267-8. 
 
208 White fetishizing of black women has an eerie and violent history. Throughout European and European 

American art, theology, and literature, black women were fetishized as sexually deviant, rebellious, and 
dangerously alluring. For African and African Diasporic women with lighter skin tones, this perception 
and representation often conflated them with the famous seductress Jezebel from the Old Testament 
Book of Kings. White sexual violence against black women then often became characterized three-fold: 
(1) as a way of fulfilling the assailant’s sexual fantasies; (2) as a punishment for so-called black female 
sexual deviancy; and (3) as an attempt at suppressing sexual deviancy, as represented within the 
European and European American imagination by African women. Holiday, Lady Sings the Blues, 21-6, 
28; Deborah Willis and Carla Williams, The Black Female Body: A Photography History (Philadelphia: 
Templeton University Press, 2002), 3-4, 8-9. 

 
This is not to imply that African and African Diasporic men were not sexually fetishized. This is a subject I 

will discuss in later in this dissertation. 
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manifestation of the wide scale denial among white Americans of the reality of anti-black 

violence. In the face of such denial among white society, Baldwin admired that Holiday 

refused to hide the fact that much of her anguish was caused by the trauma of living in a 

white supremist America. Comparing Holiday to her white contemporary Doris Day—

who, being promoted as a feminine embodiment of innocence, virginity, and purity, had 

become a symbol of what Baldwin called “the American dream or sense of life”—he 

wrote, “Imagine Doris Day trying to sing: Papa may have, Mama may have, But God 

bless the child that’s got his own.”209 In short, American society’s sterilized treatment of 

Holiday’s life signaled a denial that Holiday’s multi-layered anguish, as an African 

American and as a woman, had legitimacy.  

Further, by choosing to artistically express the truth of her experiences, Baldwin 

likewise opined that Holiday’s life and music exposed the reality that the mere presence 

of African Americans within the United States reminded white Americans of their sin and 

guilt resulting from the historical and continued perpetuation of racial violence. In “The 

Uses of the Blues,” Baldwin increasingly insisted that this was a reality that white 

Americans were consistently attempting to repress, deny, and whitewash. Alluding to the 

psychoanalytic writings of Sigmund Freud, he described this situation as follows:  

Many people have said in various tones of voice, meaning various things, 
that the most unlucky thing that happened in America was the presence of 
the Negro. Freud said, in a kind of rage, that the black race was the folly of 
America and that it served America right. Well, of course, I don’t know 
quite what Freud had in mind. I can see that, in one way, (this presence) 
may have been the most unlucky thing that happened to America, since 

 
209 Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” 58, 60; Billie Holiday, “God Bless the Child” (1941, re-recorded 

1956), on 20th Century Masters: Billie Holiday (The Millennium Collection, 2002). 
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America, unlike any other Western power, had its slaves on the mainland. 
They were here. We had our slaves at a time, unluckily for us, when 
slavery was going out of fashion. And after the Bill of Rights. Therefore, it 
would seem to me that the presence of this black mass here as opposed to 
all the things we said we believed in and also at a time when the whole 
doctrine of white supremacy had never even been questioned is one of the 
most crucial facts of our history. 

 
It was therefore Holiday’s commitment to unflinchingly revealing the brutal reality of her 

life experiences, and more broadly the reality of white American racial violence, that 

ultimately made her in Baldwin’s mind such an important, morally sound representative 

of the blues. Thus, Baldwin framed Holiday, among other blues and jazz artists, in a way 

that reversed black and white expectations regarding who in American society was 

considered morally and spiritually upright. Given the consistent representation of African 

Americans as savage, licentious, primitive, and violent, Baldwin proposed black “blues” 

musicians and artists as prophetic voices of morality within a largely corrupted society. 

Exemplifying this dynamic, Billie herself exhibited the compassion and moral courage to 

face abuse, persecution, and degradation in order to expose the reality of historical and 

continual white American violence.210 

 By the time Baldwin published The Devil Finds Work (1976), his reiterated 

criticism of representations of Holiday’s life became even more strident. He expressed 

particular ire towards the 1972 cinematic treatment of Holiday’s memoir, also titled Lady 

 
210 Here, we start to see Baldwin’s engagement with Freudian thought and psychoanalytic theories at large. 

I will expand upon this extensively in chapter five. Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” 62, 65. 
 
The literary roots of Baldwin’s achievement in reversing the expectation of who is morally right are 
extensive, including the ever-pervasive influence of Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables. This theme also has 
biblical roots in Jesus’s “Parable of the Good Samaritan” in the Gospel of Luke 10: 25-37. Victor Hugo, 
Les Misérables, trans. Julie Rose (New York: The Modern Library, 1862). 
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Sings the Blues. Although he praised the performances by Diana Ross as Holiday and 

Richard Pryor as her piano player, Baldwin referred to the film itself as “empty” and 

“treacherous.” More specifically, he viewed the cinematic approach as again representing 

white denial of the traumatic reality of Holiday’s experiences as an African American 

woman. Particularly disturbing to Baldwin was the film’s portrayal of Holiday expressing 

surprise upon witnessing a lynching, which the film displays as her first exposure to such 

violence and its historical significance. In the movie, this witnessing is depicted as 

inspiring Holiday to record and perform her protest song “Strange Fruit.” But the idea 

that Holiday would have been surprised by the extent of anti-black violence in the United 

States, especially considering that she was from the Jim Crow South and that her father 

died as a result of segregationist hospital policies, was dangerously ridiculous and 

naïve.211 

This cinematic decision further symbolized for Baldwin the film’s intention to 

separate white people into categories of “nonracist” and “racist” without ever speaking to 

issues of systemic racism. This, he suggested, allowed white viewers to share the 

cinematic Holiday’s innocence, shock, and response to this depiction of lynching and 

thus to consider themselves as absolved from American racism given that they, 

presumably, never participated in a lynching themselves. Baldwin concluded, “The film 

cannot accept—because it cannot use—this (following) simplicity. That victim who is 

able to articulate the situation of the victim has ceased to be a victim: he, or she, has 

 
211 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work., 553-4, 555, 561-6; Holiday, Lady Sings the Blues; “Strange Fruit”; 

Lady Sings the Blues (film), dir. Sidney J. Furie (1972). 
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become a threat.” In contrast to her cinematic portrayal, the reality of Holiday’s 

experiences with racial and sexual violence again emerged, for Baldwin, as a threat to the 

patriarchal American social order and to white denial of the extent of systemic racism.212  

Yet, Holiday’s moral and musical genius was inspired by her unyielding 

dedication to articulating such truths.213 Describing this, Baldwin wrote in admiration, 

“The off-screen Billie faced down white sheriffs, and laughed at them, to their faces, and 

faced down white managers, cops, and bartenders. She was much stronger than this film 

can have any interest in indicating and, as a victim, infinitely more complex.” And as 

Baldwin described Holiday’s life and work as filled with “torment and courage and 

beauty and grace,” his praise for her spoke to his admiration for the values her life and 

work represented: dedication to truth, courage in the face of injustice, and a foundational 

love and compassion for humanity.214 In this way, Holiday encapsulated and exemplified 

the moral call to foster compassion for others’ suffering by working through and 

articulating one’s own anguish. More broadly, the power of blues sensibilities, for 

Baldwin, ultimately lay in the ability and willingness of artists like Holiday to implore 

their audiences to embrace this moral fortitude. And this was precisely the call he 

extended to the global Western Christian Church in his 1968 speech on white supremacy 

to the World Council of Churches in Sweden. 

 
 

212 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 561-6. 
 
213 Ibid., 558. 
 
214 Ibid., 553-565. 
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The Blues and the Western Christian Church: A Connecting Speech 

Despite its roots in the trauma of African Diasporic experiences, Baldwin was 

acutely aware that the blues aesthetic had always spoken to global dialectics and 

dynamics. The anthropologist Alan Lomax, for example, asserted that both the musical 

and existential dynamics of the blues have spread globally in part because of widespread 

experiences of anxiety and alienation in “the postindustrial period.”215 As a more personal 

example of this dynamic, bluesman Willie Dixon characterized blues songs as 

“statement(s) of wisdom” intended to convey better understandings of humanity and 

promote peace. Dixon stated, “That’s the real meaning and the real good of the blues, a 

better education and understanding among all people… If you accept the wisdom of the 

blues, we can definitely have peace.”216 As Lomax and Dixon demonstrated, one 

consistent intent that informs blues art and expression is to speak to universal struggles 

and offer the hope of a peaceful worldwide community. Dixon further summarized this 

dynamic as follows: “If you make blues and don’t make ‘em about world affairs or 

something pertaining to political things, yours are too far gone. I made blues yesterday 

about the things of yesterday and what would be the hopeful future of today. Today I 

make blues about today and what the hopeful future of tomorrow is.”217  

 
215 Alan Lomax, The Land Where Blues Began (New York: The New Press, 1993), ix-xv. 
 
216 Willie Dixon, I Am the Blues: The Willie Dixon Story, with Don Snowden (New York: De Capo, 1989), 

229. 
 
217 Ibid., 227. 
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 It was unsurprising, therefore, that in his 1968 speech to the World Council of 

Churches (WCC) in Sweden, titled “White Racism or World Community?,” Baldwin 

invoked the foundational moral philosophy of the blues as he turned his critical eye more 

specifically to Western Christian complicity with global racial violence. When 

considering Baldwin’s gradual growth as a theoretician of religion, this oration marked a 

critical transition in Baldwin’s writings about religion, violence, and marginalization. 

First, the speech took place just after the halfway point of Baldwin’s publication career 

(1947-1987). Second, he gave the speech shortly after he began writing No Name in the 

Street (1972) and it contained the underdeveloped but fertile seeds of ideas regarding 

religion, violence, and marginalization that would he would more fully examine in his 

post-1970s publications.218 Third, the speech displayed Baldwin’s ever-growing 

internationalist perspective. As such, Baldwin detailed to the WCC that the contents of 

his speech not only were inspired by his anguished reflections on white American 

violence against Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr., Stokely Carmichael, and black 

power movements, but also by his disgust towards the anti-black violence of South 

African Apartheid and American military actions in Southeast Asia.219 Fourth, from 

Baldwin’s earlier development of criticisms of the Western Church in “Down at the 

Cross” (1962) to him standing before the World Council of Churches in 1968, he had 

evidently grown more confident, more direct, and more biting in articulating his 
 

218 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 475; David Leeming and Lisa Gitelman, “Chronological Bibliography 
of Printed Works,” in James Baldwin: A Biography, writ. David Leeming (London: Penguin, 1994), 405-
17. 
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continued criticisms of Western Christian collusion with racism and racial oppression. 

And although these condemnations would only grow stronger throughout the 1970s, 

Baldwin in “White Racism or World Community?” established the spiritual and ethical 

tradition of the blues as a moral foundation for these ongoing criticisms. 

This moral foundation first rested upon Baldwin’s more explicit crediting of the 

philosophical, artistic, and theological formations of blues morality and spirituality to 

both continental African and African Diasporic peoples.220 He stated, “…the blues are not 

a racial creation, the blues are an (sic) historical creation produced by the confrontation 

precisely between the pagan, the black pagan from Africa, and the alabaster cross,” with 

the alabaster cross symbolizing intersecting Western Christian religious and political 

powers.221 In other words, the anguish and trauma inflicted upon African peoples by 

European powers, justified through religious and secular ideologies of white supremacy, 

created a devastating situation in which African peoples responded through the moral and 

spiritual foundations of the blues.  

Subsequently, and consistent with his writings about Billie Holiday, Baldwin 

reversed the assumptions of his white Christian audience regarding who historically were 

exemplifiers of moral fortitude. Within this revolutionary reconceptualization of 

European missionary and imperial history, those whom the Western Church degraded as 

racially and spiritually inferior “pagans” were, for Baldwin, in reality the most prominent 

 
220 As indicated earlier in this chapter, these were sentiments that he later expanded in If Beale Street Could 

Talk and “The Price of the Ticket.” 
 
221 Baldwin, “White Racism or World Community?” 755. 
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purveyors of a loving and compassionate moral viewpoint. Baldwin’s call to the Western 

Church for repentance was, therefore, a jeremiad call to adopt the moral foundations of 

those against whom they have perpetuated violence. This adoption, he contended, would 

positively effect generations. He wrote, “One of the things that happened, it seems to me, 

with the rise of the Christian Church, was precisely the denial of a certain kind of 

spontaneity, a certain kind of joy, a certain kind of freedom…It seems to me that this 

shows very crucially in the nature, the structure of our politics, and in the personalities of 

our children, who would like to learn, if I may put it this way, to sing the blues.”222 

 Reiterating his beckoning of Western Christians to embrace a blues morality, he 

further contended that this moral adoption would align white American and European 

Christians with Jesus’ own ethic of humility, compassion, and care for marginalized 

peoples. As part of their fostering of compassion through facing their personal, historical, 

and social anguish, Western Christians needed to, according to Baldwin, “take (their) 

places with that criminal Jew.” Likewise, by characterizing the historical Jesus as an 

oppressed person, or a “criminal Jew,” in the Roman State, Baldwin positioned him as 

precisely an embodiment and representation of the marginalized and oppressed. By 

result, he framed the adoption of a blues morality as itself a Christian moral imperative.223  

 
222 As stated previously, Baldwin continued a long literary tradition of such criticisms, exemplified by 

Hugo’s Les Misérables (1862) and Jesus’s “Parable of the Good Samaritan” in Luke 10: 25-37. 
 
223 Baldwin’s purposeful conflation of blues and Christian morality certainly reflected Delaney’s spiritual 

and moral influence upon him. Also of note was Baldwin’s acknowledgement that Jesus was Jewish, 
contesting anti-Semitic biblical interpretations that downplayed or denied this fact. Baldwin, “White 
Racism or World Community?” 755. 
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This moral call not only emerged in Baldwin’s criticism of Western Christianity 

in “White Racism or World Community?,” but later became absorbed into his broad 

theorizations regarding of religion, violence, and marginalization. Within his works 

published after 1970, Baldwin connected this moral call with his theories regarding evil, 

scapegoatism, and mythic purity. His speech to the World Council of Churches displayed 

a crucial step in these developing ideas. In essence, it married his writings on the blues 

moral and spiritual aesthetic in the first half of his career with his emerging theoretical 

treatises on religion, violence, and marginalization at large. His audience at the World 

Council of Churches were seeing Baldwin in transition, expressing and exploring ideas 

that would prove monumental to his later work.  
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CHAPTER 4 

NO LEVITATING BEDS: ON EVIL  

It has always been easier (because it has always seemed much safer) to give name 
to the evil without than to locate the terror within. 

 
Baldwin, Nothing Personal  

…and we shall cast ourselves down, the raving and the possessed, from the cliff 
into the sea and shall all be drowned, and serves us right, for that is all we are 
good for. 

 
Stepan Verkhovensky, written by Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Possessed 

  The central topic of this chapter is Baldwin’s conceptualization of evil and its 

application to his analyses of various forms of religious, racial, economic, political, 

gender, sexual, and social oppression. Although his most forthright and extensive 

discussion of this topic came in his 1976 work of film criticism, The Devil Finds Work, 

the subject of evil had been central to both his earliest reflections on his experiences with 

marginalization and his earliest studies of world history and literature. Particularly 

influential in this regard was the Russian Orthodox novelist Fyodor Dostoyevsky, whose 

work Baldwin fostered an almost-obsessive appreciation of as an adolescent and studied 

rigorously throughout his adult life. Yet, his emerging theorizations regarding the nature, 

form, and impact of evil, along with his mature interpretations of Dostoyevsky’s work, 

paralleled and were influenced by his growth as a globally-engaged writer. In this regard, 
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these evolutions were prominently but non-exclusively shaped by his experiences living 

intermittently in Turkey from 1961 to roughly 1971.224 

   “Many people might be surprised to learn that James Baldwin lived on and off in 

Turkey throughout the 1960s,” writes journalist Suzy Hansen. It certainly was a surprise 

to Baldwin that, amidst what Hansen describes as “the most dynamic and violent years of 

the civil rights movement in America,” he would find respite from the turmoil and racial 

oppression of his home country in a Muslim-majority Eurasian nation in which, aside 

from a few friends, he had no immediate cultural or religious connections.225 Facing 

various, and, in Baldwin’s view, unfair criticisms of his decision to live outside of the 

United States during the Civil Rights Movement, his primary motivation behind his 

desire to live in Turkey, and especially Istanbul, was simple. “The principal reason that I 

now find myself in Istanbul,” he told journalist Cep Dergisi in 1967, “is that I am a 

writer, and I find it easier to work here than I do elsewhere.”226 

 
224 Suzy Hansen, “James Baldwin’s Istanbul,” Public Books (2017). https://www.publicbooks.org/james-

baldwins-istanbul/ 
225 Ibid. 
 
226 James Baldwin, “James Baldwin Breaks His Silence,” with Cep Dergisi, in Conversations with James 

Baldwin, ed. Fred L. Standley and Louis H. Pratt (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1989), 59. 
 
Baldwin acknowledged criticisms of his decision in footage from Sedat Pakay’s short 1973 documentary 

James Baldwin: From Another Place, which was incorporated into Karen Thorson’s stunning full-length 
1989 documentary James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket. James Baldwin: From Another Place (film), 
dir. Sedat Pakay (Hudson Film Works II, 1973); James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket (film), dir. 
Karen Thorsen (American Masters Film, 1989). See also: Magdalena J. Zaborowska, James Baldwin’s 
Turkish Decade: Erotics of Exile (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 31, 35. 

 
This is not to imply that Baldwin did not participate in the Civil Rights Movement. Rather, as filmmaker 

Raoul Peck shows in his documentary, I Am Not Your Negro (2016), Baldwin would often travel back to 
the U.S. in order to march, demonstrate, and convene with other activists. I am Not Your Negro (film), 
dir. Raoul Peck (Velvet Film, 2016). 
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Baldwin’s expatriation to Turkey was preceded by his more well-known sojourn 

to France during the previous thirteen years.227 Like many previous black Americans, 

Baldwin’s primary motivation for moving to France at the age of twenty-four was to 

escape the horrors of American racism, and France provided the most expedient way to 

do so.228 As he wrote in No Name in the Street (1971), “My journey, or my flight, had not 

been to Paris, but simply away from America.” Undoubtedly, this escape from American 

racism helped provide the young Baldwin with a psychological and emotional respite. 

Nonetheless, as Baldwin continued to mature as a person and as a writer, he soon found 

that the racial dynamics of France were not as far removed from America’s racism as he 

had originally imagined. Rather, he realized that, while the racial situation was greatly 

improved for him and other black Americans in Paris, French racial violence towards and 

oppression of Algerians and other North Africans, both in France and in France’s African 

colonies, were extensions of the same history of white supremacy that served to justify 

violence against African Americans in the United States. He wrote,  

…my reasons for coming to France, and the comparative freedom of my life in Paris, 
meant that my attitude toward France was very different from that of any Algerian. He, 
and his brothers, were, in fact, being murdered by my hosts. And Algeria, after all, is a 
part of Africa, and France, after all, is a part of Europe: that Europe which invaded and 
raped the African continent and slaughtered those Africans whom they could not 
enslave—that Europe from which, in sober truth, Africa has yet to liberate herself…The 

 
227 Baldwin lived on-and-off in France throughout most of his life. See: Toni Morrison, “Chronology,” in 

James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 845-
55. 

 
228 The black community in Paris included Baldwin’s contemporary and, at the time, mentor Richard 

Wright, who moved to Paris the previous year. I will further discuss Baldwin’s relationship with Wright 
later in this dissertation. Morrison, 847.  
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Algerian and I were both, alike, victims of this history, and I was still a part of Africa, 
even though I had been carried out of it nearly four hundred years before.229 

 
In short, Baldwin came to discover a kinship with France’s Algerian population, in which 

he saw fellow people of African descent undergoing a struggle against the continuation of 

European economic and political exploitation. 

 Baldwin’s observation of the French oppression of North Africans brought about 

another monumental realization that he detailed in his 1955 essay “Equal in Paris.” In this 

essay, Baldwin described his brief imprisonment in Paris on a false theft charge, which 

was later dismissed. While awaiting his arraignment in jail, Baldwin became aware of 

one important aspect of France’s prison culture: the majority of his jail mates were either 

North Africans or lower-class French people. When, with the help of a lawyer friend, a 

judge finally dropped the charges against Baldwin, the courtroom found Baldwin’s 

situation humorous, and they began laughing. That those within France’s legal system 

treated possible incarceration with such flippancy was appalling to Baldwin, especially 

considering his observation that the Parisian legal system was so harshly embedded with 

racism and classism. Baldwin immediately related his observations of France’s 

incarceration system to the economically and racially unjust incarceration system in the 

United States. He wrote, “I had heard (that laughter) so often in my native land that I had 

resolved to find a place where I would never hear it any more (sic).” Informed by his 

experience in that French jail, he more fully realized that the creation and maintenance of 

social hierarchies—racial, economic, gendered, sexual, cultural, etc.—were not just an 

 
229 James Baldwin, No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998), 376, 377. 
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American phenomenon, or even just an American or French phenomenon. It was a 

universal one. He wrote, “In some deep, black, stony, and liberating way, my life, in my 

own eyes, began during that first year in Paris, when it was borne in on me that this 

laughter is universal and never can be stilled.”230 

 A number of works on Baldwin have correctly noted that France was certainly 

critical in facilitating his growth into a globally-minded thinker and his burgeoning initial 

interest in interrogating cross-cultural forms of oppression and violence.231 But, after 

these initial cultivations in France, his “Turkish” decade unveiled Baldwin’s explosive 

growth in this regard. Literature scholar Magdalena J. Zaborowska describes this 

expansion as follows: “Baldwin’s residence in Turkey throughout the 1960s helped him 

to reshape his views on sociability and national identity as much as on race and 

sexuality.” In-part inspired by a decade’s worth of experiences in Turkey, Baldwin, 

 
230 This experience for Baldwin was met with an equally depressing one that Baldwin left out of his 
retelling of the story in “Equal in Paris” but was later recounted to his biographer and friend David 
Leeming. When Baldwin returned to where he was living, the Grand Hotel du Bac, the Hotel’s landlady 
told him to pay his bill for his room within an hour or he would be kicked out. Baldwin, coming to witness 
France’s oppressive racial and economic forces, and facing the immediacy of expulsion, tried to hang 
himself using a sheet hung from his room’s water pipe. Fortunately, the pipe broke, and, in a moment 
emblematic of Baldwin’s sense of gallows humor, he became, as Leeming states, “overcome by a kind of 
laughter that was more powerful than the laughter in the court.” He left the Grand Hotel du Bac that night, 
presumably to search for a temporary place to stay, with an expansive view of the nature of oppression that 
went beyond the United States. In other words, Baldwin’s experiences in Paris became a foundational 
starting point in his decades-long journey of developing into a globally-minded thinker. James Baldwin, 
“Equal in Paris,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of 
America, 1998), 101-16; David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), 72-3. 
 
231 Regarding extensive examinations on Baldwin’s life in Paris, see the following in particular: James 

Campbell, Talking at the Gates: A Life of James Baldwin (New York: Penguin, 1991); Fern Marja 
Eckman, The Furious Passage of James Baldwin (New York: M. Evans & Company, 1966); Leeming.  

 
Zaborowska also notes the importance of France on Baldwin’s life and work, and points to contemporary 

writers Nicholas Delbanco and Alain Mabanckou as two other authors who speak to this topic. 
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according to Zaborowska, emerged as a writer whose “revolutionary works exploded 

limiting notions of authorship, place, and national identity, and helped to build dialogic 

bridges across cultures.”232 In other words, Turkey was not only a place where, as 

described by writer Hilal Isler, Baldwin “might have been most at home,” but a place that 

informed and inspired his development as a globally-engaged and more theoretical 

thinker and philosopher in his later career.233 Baldwin himself reflectively revealed this 

dynamic in 1970, explaining to journalist Ida Lewis that his experiences while living in 

an impoverished Eurasian country that is “neither Western nor Eastern” and that 

functioned as a “satellite on the Russian Border” provided him with a deeper 

understanding of “the brutality and the power of the Western world.” “You’re living with 

people whom nobody cares about, who are bounced like a tennis ball between the great 

powers,” he stated. “Not that I wasn’t previously aware of the cynicism of power politics 

and foreign aid, but it was a revelation to see it functioning everyday (sic) in that sort of 

theatre.”234 

  Baldwin first traveled to Istanbul in 1961 in order to visit with the famous Turkish 

writer Engin Cezzar, a close friend of his, and Cezzar’s wife Gülruz Sururi, a theater 

actor and director who would in the late-1970s become a formidable writer herself.  

 
232 Ibid., xx-xxi. 
 
233 Hilal Isler, “James Baldwin Might Have Been Most at Home in Istanbul,” Literary Hub (2019) 

https://lithub.com/james-baldwin-might-have-been-most-at-home-in-istanbul/  
 
234 James Baldwin, “Conversation: Ida Lewis and James Baldwin” (1970), with Ida Lewis, in 

Conversations with James Baldwin, ed. Fred L. Standley and Louis H. Pratt (Jackson: University of 
Mississippi, 1989), 86. 
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Baldwin grew so fond of the city that he eventually rented a house overlooking the 

Bosporus strait.235 Little did Baldwin know during his first visit that Turkey would be 

important in facilitating an important transition in his thought and career. Not only would 

he finish his third novel, Another Country (1961), there, but he soon was embraced by a 

formidable group of artists, thinkers, and friends who expanded his knowledge of 

Eurasian art, literature, religion, politics, history, and international affairs. Among them 

were American literature scholar and educator David Leeming, who would become his 

biographer, along with Yasar Kemal, a writer and political dissident originally from a 

rural peasant family, and Aliye Berger, a rebellious but famous visual artist from 

aristocratic origins. Many of his friends, including Cezzar, Kemal, and Berger, were 

controversially involved in Turkish political, social, and economic activism. In part 

through their comradery and instruction, Baldwin stated that he “learned a lot about 

dealing with people who are neither Western nor Eastern,” and, to reiterate, gained a 

more advanced understanding of global affairs.236 

 
235 Islar; Leeming, 195, 263-4; Morrison, 850; Zaborowska, 5.  
 
236 Baldwin, “Conversation: Ida Lewis and James Baldwin,” 86; Leeming, 193-5, 263, 266. 

 
It is worthy to note that the cultural, religious, and economic diversity of Baldwin’s friends in Turkey 

played a significant role in his education regarding Turkey’s complex class and social systems. In 
particular, Kemal and Berger’s experiences as Turks could not have been more different, but both of their 
life stories revealed important aspects of the socio-political context of twentieth-century Turkey. Kemal 
was from a rural peasant family in the southern mountains of Turkey and became well known for his 
opposition to Turkey’s exploitative class and economic system. These political views landed him in 
prison in the 1950s and, in the 1970s, led to another prison sentence, for which he did not actually serve. 
Berger, on the other hand, came from an aristocratic but infamously dysfunctional family. Ever 
rebellious, Berger herself left home at the age of nineteen with her future husband Carl Berger, a 
Hungarian Jewish violinist. Presumably influenced by currents of Turkish anti-Semitism, much of her 
surrounding society opposed her and Carl’s relationship. Falling into a deep depression during the 
decades after her husband’s death, Berger further rebelled against her demanding family by learning 
engraving and subsequently became one of the most famous artists of twentieth-century Turkey. The 
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 Notably, Baldwin did not just spend his time in Turkey writing and hobnobbing 

with the country’s intellectual, literary, and artistic elite. Rather, he befriended many of 

the locals in both Istanbul and the nearby seaport village of Erdek. Most of these locals 

shared the same impoverished socio-economic background as Kemal, but the majority of 

them never had the opportunity to move up in Turkey’s socio-economic hierarchy. 

Resultingly,  and in contrast to the artists and intellectuals Baldwin initially met, these 

locals often worked physically taxing jobs for low income. One friendship in particular 

with an Erdek fisherman named Mehmet stood out. According to Leeming, Mehmet 

came to see himself as Baldwin’s protector, and Baldwin was appreciative of his 

company. Mehmet would often check in with Baldwin during the day, make sure he was 

enjoying his time in Erdek, and offering any assistance he might need. The two became 

so friendly that Mehmet labeled Baldwin with the affectionate nickname “Arap 

Jimmy”—literally translating to “Arab Jimmy,” but, in the Turkish context, a term of 

endearment that roughly equivalates to “Black Jimmy” in English.237 

Baldwin’s friendship with Mehmet was just one example of the deeply personal 

and instructive connection Baldwin forged with the lower-economic Turkish population 

 
differences in upbringing and perspective between Kemal and Berger presumably became an important 
factor in Baldwin’s education in all-things-Turkish as both understood the devastating effects of Turkey’s 
class system as they witnessed those effects from the standpoint of two different socio-economic classes. 
David Barchard, “Yasar Kemal Obituary,” The Guardian (2015) 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/mar/01/yasar-kemal; Godfrey Goodwin, “Kitten with Claws,” 
Revue Mediterraneans/Méditerranéennes 10 (1998), n.p.; Elif Okur Tolun, “A sign of the past: Aliye 
Berger,” Global Journal on Humanities & Social Sciences 1:1 (2015), 279-82. 
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who reminded him of the impoverished community of his youth.238 As Baldwin in the 

preceding decade gained great literary and financial success, his premier status as a 

public intellectual made it impossible for him to move freely within the United States 

without being consistently interrupted. Turkey, on the other hand, not only provided him 

a supportive and globally-engaged artistic and intellectual community, but also allowed 

him to move freely and make acquaintance with non-famous working-class people who 

considered him not primarily as a famous and wealthy writer, but simply as another 

human being. As he stated to Dergisi in 1967, “I am left alone (in Istanbul). The people 

who recognize you on the street do not feel—presumably, as a reward for having 

recognized you—that they have a right to ask you if you write with a pen or pencil or 

whether you enjoyed your breakfast or if you can spare a month or two to read their 

latest, or their first, unpublished book.” In short, Istanbul afforded Baldwin space in 

which he could form friendships, enjoy a meal, and, most importantly, write 

unperturbed.239 

This relief from the trappings of fame coincided with Baldwin finding in Turkey 

an even greater reprieve from racial prejudice than he did in France. This reprieve 

reflected a larger reason Baldwin found living in Turkey to be so attractive. As much as 

Baldwin understood through Kemal, Berger, and their ilk that Turkey had its own social 

problems, he personally experienced in Istanbul a psychologically relieving distance from 

 
238 This point is displayed throughout Thorsen’s documentary, James Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket. See 

also: Leeming, 193-5, 263, 266. 
 
239 Baldwin, “James Baldwin Breaks His Silence”; No Name in the Street, 365; Zaborowska, 85. 
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the social problems of his home country and of the West at large. Describing this 

psychological relief, he told Dergisi, “I am not…responsible for Turkish society, and I 

can have no effect on it: it is not here that my social obligations can be discharged.”240 

Towards the end of his Turkish decade, Baldwin in turn realized that this temporary 

psychological reprieve over time allowed him to give deeper reflection to issues facing 

the United States and Europe. For example, not only did his experiences in Turkey 

deepen his understanding of Western violence enacted on a global stage, but he 

connectedly stated in 1973 that Turkey allowed him to observe and understand the United 

States “better from a distance…from another place, from another country.”241 

 Considering Baldwin’s characterization of this gradually deepening perspective, 

Zaborowska argues that the particular cultural and religious landscape of 1960s Istanbul 

played a large role in Baldwin’s growing interest in cross-national affairs and 

intercultural contact. Istanbul in the 1960s was experiencing a cultural shift that 

intersected the centuries-long religious traditions of Sunni Islam with a largely adopted 

social and political secularism. This intersection led to an interesting and vibrant 

explosion of literature, theater, and jazz music. Of likely personal and professional 

significance for Baldwin, this intersection extended into the realm of sexuality, whereas a 

liberalization of sexual norms, particularly among the more secular “educated elite,” led 

 
240 Baldwin, “James Baldwin Breaks His Silence,” 60. 
 
241 Zaborowska spends considerable time on this dynamic, especially in Baldwin’s work from the 1960s. 

She argues that Baldwin’s time in Turkey inspired works that at once gave clear and biting analyses of 
American culture while complementarily exhibiting an ever-growing global-mindedness. Baldwin, 
“Conversation: Ida Lewis and James Baldwin,” 86;  James Baldwin: From Another Place; James 
Baldwin: The Price of the Ticket; Zaborowska, 35. 
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to a greater acceptance of same-gendered romances in Istanbul than in much of the West, 

let alone other parts of Turkey and Eurasia.242 It is telling that the one instance of assault 

Baldwin experienced in Turkey—a brutal beating that was racially and sexually 

motivated—not only happened outside of Istanbul, in Erdek, but was administered by a 

traveling magician and his assistant, both of unknown national origin.243 Yet, reflective of 

these shifting sexual dynamics, there seems to be no record of Baldwin facing any threat 

of violence or discrimination in Istanbul itself.  

 Complementary to his personal reasons for living in Istanbul, Baldwin was 

unreserved in acknowledging that Turkey’s particular geographic location and political 

place within world affairs had a profound effect on his continued development as a writer 

and thinker. In a 1970 interview with journalist David Frost, Baldwin described Turkey 

as “both in Europe and in Asia, which means it is neither Christian nor Muslim, neither 

white nor black.”244 In essence, he found in Turkey a country and a culture that existed, 

both in terms of its location and political context, on the precipice of varied and often 
 

242 This secularization and relative sexual freedom went under the radar for most in the West, for reasons 
Zaborowska attributes to Orientalized stereotypes of Muslims that persisted in the West for centuries. As 
Islam was largely considered by Western Christian institutions and societies as heretical, Western 
cultures often projected onto Islamic cultures a vision of Muslims as sexual perverts. While the relative 
cultural freedom of 1960s Istanbul was conducive to a sexual freedom that reinforced the Western view 
of religious and cultural Muslims as sexual deviants, Zaborowska argues that it also fostered an openness 
and surprising tolerance that appealed to Baldwin. Internally, this relative freedom contested a long 
history of oppression towards those likewise traditionally considered by Turkish Islamic institutions and 
communities as sexual heretics. Zaborowska, xxi, 117, 154-5. 

 
243 It is further notable that Baldwin had by that point become so adored in the town of Erdek that his friend 

Mehmet and the other villagers promised, to Baldwin’s objection, to punish the magician. However, they 
were ambiguous regarding what that punishment entailed except to ensure that he was ousted from the 
town. Leeming, 266-8. 

 
244 James Baldwin, “Are We on the Edge of Civil War?” (1970), with David Frost, in Conversations with 

James Baldwin, ed. Fred L. Standley and Louis H. Pratt (Jackson: University of Mississippi, 1989), 93. 
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conflicting religious, societal, and political forces. This was in many was a vast 

distinction from the Western geographic and cultural context of France and the United 

States. Turkey therefore represented for Baldwin a type of in-betweenness, or liminal 

space, that emerged out of often-oppositional contact between the East and the West, and 

between Christianity and Islam.245  

Given that Turkey’s geographic location and socio-religious history necessitated 

for Turks a tense negotiation of competing Eastern and Western cultural, religious, and 

political influences, Turkey became for Baldwin an international example of the 

challenges present within navigating between ambiguous, and often contradicting, 

identities. And although the histories and experiences of African Americans and Turks 

were distinct, Baldwin certainly empathized with their struggle to come to terms with 

their disadvantaged status in both the West and the East given his own struggle to 

understand and negotiate his own disadvantaged status in America. Nonetheless, Turkey 

allowed him a front seat to witnessing and recognizing this struggle on the world stage, 

again bring him more clarity regarding “the brutality and the power of the Western 

world.”246 

It is further probable that Turkey provided Baldwin with an experiential witness 

to dynamics he had already been introduced to through his decades-long engagement 

with and appreciation of Eurasian theological, philosophical, and literary traditions. Of 
 

245 James Baldwin, “Conversation: Ida Lewis and James Baldwin” (1970), with Ida Lewis, in 
Conversations with James Baldwin, ed. Fred L. Standley and Louis H. Pratt (Jackson: University of 
Mississippi, 1989), 86. 
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particular interest for Baldwin throughout his life and work were canonical traditions 

from Turkey’s neighboring country Russia. During Baldwin’s Turkish decade, the Soviet 

Union had become one of the world’s largest and most impactful powers. And, in spite of 

the forced atheism of the Soviet government,  their dominant religious cultural influence 

was Christianity—the Russian Orthodox Church in particular. These two factors certainly 

distinguish Russia from Turkey. Nonetheless, Russians and Turks, due to their 

bicontinental geography, disparate cultural and religious influences, and, in the Western 

perspective, racial ambiguity, shared a profound sense of in-betweenness.247  

Although Baldwin did not travel to the Soviet Union until his last year of life 

(1987), he displayed even in his earliest writings an interest and expertise in Russia’s 

artistic and religious history, including the theological traditions of the Russian Orthodox 

Church.248 In fact, his first professional publication, written for The Nation in 1947, was a 

scathing review of a collection of short stories by Russian Marxist writer Maxim Gorky, 

followed shortly by an equally disparaging review of Gorky’s 1906 novel Mother.249 In 

the latter review, Baldwin displayed his extensive understanding of modern Russian 

history as he provided a brief but poignant assessment of the shift from Tsarist Russia to 

the communist Soviet Union after the Bolshevik Revolution (1917). Within this 

 
247 See: Robert Service, A History of Modern Russia: From Nicholas II to Vladimir Putin (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1997). 
 
248 Morrison, 855.  
 
249 James Baldwin, “Best Short Stories by Maxim Gorky,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 239-41; “Mother by Maxim Gorky,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. 
Randall Kenan (New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 242-4; Leeming, 50. 
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assessment, he criticized and condemned Soviet perpetuation of exploitation and 

oppression. He wrote, “Gorky…has in Mother written a Russian battle hymn which 

history has so cruelly and summarily dated that we are almost unwilling to credit it with 

any reality.”250  

Baldwin’s criticisms here certainly displayed his burgeoning opposition to the 

ideology of dialectical materialism and Marxist-inspired revolutionary movements—both 

of which, as Baldwin was well aware of, proved attractive to many prominent African 

American writers and artists like Claude McKay, Langston Hughes, Paul Robeson, and 

W.E.B. Du Bois.251 But, in addition, Baldwin’s response was rooted in-part from an 

extensive knowledge of the historical and literary traditions of Russia, and of Eurasia at 

large. This knowledge was prominently acquired through his already decades-long 

engagement with the works of nineteenth-century Russian Orthodox writer Fyodor 

Dostoyevsky, whom he would often credit as a major literary, theological, and 

philosophical influence. As Dostoyevsky throughout his works characterized Russian 

culture and society as emerging from tense and often conflicting contacts between Asia 

and Europe, he provided intellectual gravitas to Baldwin’s witnessing of such cultural 

tensions in its bordering Turkey. It seemed almost inevitable, therefore, that Dostoyevsky 

 
250 Baldwin, “Mother by Maxim Gorky,” 243. 
 
251 I will expand upon Baldwin’s disagreements with and analyses of Marxism in the next chapter. 
 
James Baldwin, “East River, Downtown: Postscript to a Letter from Harlem,” in James Baldwin: Collected 

Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 181; “The Harlem Ghetto,” in 
James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 45; 
“Princes and Powers,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library 
of America, 1998), 146; Kate A. Baldwin, Beyond the Color Line and the Iron Curtain: Reading 
Encounters between Black and Red, 1922-1963 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002), 1. 
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continued to occupy Baldwin’s mind so prevalently during his Turkish sojourn, as 

confirmed through footage of Yasar Kemal’s recalling of his and Baldwin’s consistent 

late-night discussions regarding the Russian novelist.252 And, most relevant to Baldwin’s 

burgeoning intellectual interest in the intersection of religion, violence, and 

marginalization, Dostoyevsky’s canon is ripe with biting critiques and analyses of 

Christian complicity with violence and oppression globally.253 

 Especially critical to the literary, thematic, and theological connections between 

Baldwin and Dostoyevsky was Baldwin’s ever-growing theoretical work on the concept 

of evil, starting at least from his 1964 poetic essay “Nothing Personal” and becoming 

even more descriptive in The Devil Finds Work (1976).254 The two writers in many ways 

 
252 James Baldwin, “An Interview with James Baldwin” (1961), with Studs Terkel, in Conversations with 

James Baldwin, ed. Fred L. Standley and Louis H. Pratt (Jackson: University of Mississippi, 1989), 21; 
Another Country, 152, 327; David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), 
200; Yasar Kemal, interview, in The Price of the Ticket (film), dir. Karen Thorsen (American Masters 
Film, 1989). 

 
253 The fact that Baldwin finished Another Country in Eurasia took on somewhat of a symbolic importance 

given that he in a private letter acknowledged Dostoyevsky as one of the primary literary models he 
consulted during its writing. In Another Country, Baldwin certainly infused a variety of themes that had 
by the 1960s become emblematic of his writings: jazz and blues, race, suicide, violence, religion, 
sexuality, and despair. The novel likewise continued elements of Baldwin’s signature poetic writing 
style. Yet, the novel appears to structurally have more in common with Dostoyevsky’s epics than 
Baldwin’s prior, more intimate novels. Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953) and Giovanni’s Room (1956) 
are tight-knit works dealing with very close, almost claustrophobic settings and relationships. Another 
Country, on the other hand, is a sprawling, philosophical, experimental, violent, and at times 
purposefully chaotic work that details the ripple-effects of a suicide upon a diversity of characters 
inhabiting a vast array of intersecting stories in Greenwich Village, Harlem, and Paris. In short, 
Dostoyevsky continued to have an impact on all of Baldwin’s work from 1960 onward. Baldwin, Another 
Country; Go Tell It on the Mountain (New York: Dell, 1953); Giovanni’s Room (New York: Delta, 
1956); Leeming, 200 

254 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998); James Baldwin, Nothing Personal, with Richard Avedon 
(photographs) (New York: Dell, 1964). 
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shared a strikingly correlative sense of morality that saw the manifestations and 

enactments of evil as primarily human-centered. As such, both largely eschewed 

worldviews and theologies that essentially ascribed evil to supernatural forces. But 

Baldwin did not simply mimic Dostoyevsky’s conceptualization of evil. Rather, he 

expanded upon it by providing cautionary and condemnatory descriptions of how, in his 

view, the ascription of evil onto an outside source such as Satan can inhibit one from 

moral growth. And his continued expansion of Dostoyevsky’s propositions during and 

after his instructive Turkish sojourn gave Baldwin’s consideration of evil a more 

universal quality than he had previously established.255 

 Baldwin’s literary, theological, and philosophical engagement with Dostoyevsky 

also displayed his engagement with global Christian discourses, and in this case 

particular interpretations of Russian Orthodox theology. This engagement provided the 

context for a creative ethical and literary synthesis in which Baldwin intersected 

 
chronologically and thematically paralleled his introduction to the works of black writers whose 
experiences with violence and oppression certainly resonated with Baldwin’s own experiences as an 
African American. Perhaps most prominent among these was Frederick Douglass, whose sense of 
morality and evil, as discussed in chapter two, shared many of the themes, religious sentiments, and 
philosophical arguments furthered by both Dostoyevsky as his contemporary and Baldwin as his 
successor. And as Baldwin began as an adolescent to reflect upon his traumatic experiences with racism, 
he certainly found Dostoyevsky’s work as a valuable resource in expanding his own understanding of 
oppression, violence, morality, and spirituality. Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 485. 

 
As referenced in my literature review, Douglass’ expands upon his conceptualization of evil in his memoir. 

Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (New York: 
Anchor, 1845). 

 
255 Regarding this last point, Baldwin’s assertions on the psychological and sociological function of the 

demonic within Western societies signaled a continued examination of religion as a cultural, social, 
political, and economic phenomenon, along with his further departure from the theology and soteriology 
of traditional Christianity. In this chapter, I focus specifically on the assignment of evil to a supernatural 
source. In the next chapter, I will discuss the way Baldwin contended that this had been conflated with 
violence against derided classes.  
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Dostoyevsky’s interpretations of Russian and Western theological discourses with the 

critically prophetic jeremiad tradition of the African American Church and the moral call 

to anguish found so prominently in “blues” culture. Prominently nurtured by his 

experiences in Turkey and his continued witnessing of American and European racial 

horrors on a global scale, Baldwin’s deeper reflections upon the theological and moral 

complexities of Dostoyevsky’s work resultingly laid a foundation for Baldwin’s broader 

conceptualization of evil within his works published after 1970. 

 

Baldwin, Dostoyevsky, and Evil 

 Baldwin’s initial introduction to Dostoyevsky’s writings came in the context of 

his growing adolescent love for a wide array of readings in literature, politics, history, 

and art. These appreciations were initially facilitated under the tutelage of his elementary 

school teacher Orilla “Bill” Miller. As mentioned in chapter three, Miller served as a 

mentor and parental figure for Baldwin—a loving, nurturing presence that would 

eventually turn into a lifelong friendship.256 Miller’s mentorship was likewise 

foundational for the young Baldwin’s burgeoning interest into the nature of evil and 

violence, and the fact that she was white in this regard proved equally important to the 

adolescent. In Miller’s treatment of all people as equal, and in her even further political 

involvement in fighting for the rights of oppressed peoples worldwide, she stood in stark 

contrast to every other white person Baldwin had met. Baldwin wrote, “But Bill 

 
256 James Baldwin, The Devil finds Work, 481; “Notes of a Native Son,” in James Baldwin: Collected 

Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 67-8; Leeming, 14-20. 
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Miller…was not white for me in the way, for example, that (actress) Joan Crawford was 

white, in the way that the landlords and the storekeepers and the cops and most of my 

teachers were white. She didn’t baffle me that way and she never frightened me and she 

never lied to me. I never felt her pity, either…” Miller, Baldwin later realized, had more 

than most white people undergone the arduous task of shedding the pathology of 

superiority promoted among white society—a process he in 1968 described to the World 

Council of Churches as “(discarding) our actual and historical habits.”257  

In rejecting these indoctrinated notions of superiority, Miller became at once a 

paramount of moral virtue for Baldwin and the target of ire from the society she 

condemned. Further, the fact that Baldwin “never felt her pity” provided another stark 

contrast to his other white teachers, and even from other white supporters of civil rights. 

White liberals had a long history of treating African Americans in ways that were 

patronizing and infantilizing, and they often attempted to define the black experience for 

black people. By contrast, Miller never patronized Baldwin nor his family, and appeared 

to know and acknowledge that she could never understand the experiential aspects of 

being black in America. She had no interest in telling Baldwin how to conceptualize and 

react to his own experiences. Rather, she had the intention of helping Baldwin 

conceptualize and articulate these experiences, and of facilitating his development of 

intellectual support for these efforts.258   

 
257 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 481; “White Racism or World Community?” in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 755.  
 
258 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 481. 
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 Miller’s tangible enactment of the virtues of love, justice, and equality 

transcended race and played a monumental role in Baldwin’s beginning and continuing 

conceptualizations regarding the nature of society, oppression, and evil. Her moral 

example gradually came to mean for Baldwin that, in contrast to his initial impression 

given the overwhelming oppressiveness of living in a white supremacist society, white 

people were not necessarily inherently evil. Additionally defying the dictates of his 

father, the Evangelical communities in which he grew up, and the broader society, his 

relationship with Miller further suggested that neither racism nor racial hierarchy were of 

the natural order. Rather, racism and white supremacy reflected learned attributes, and 

racial hierarchism resulted from what he would later describe as a power-laden social 

order, created and enforced through violent means.259  

As he began to question and reject the theory that white people were inherently 

evil, Baldwin began questioning and examining the particular motivations behind white 

violence. While reflecting upon Miller’s counterexample as a morally-upright white 

person, he wrote, “…the unfathomable question being, precisely, this one: what, under 

heaven, or beneath the sea, or in the catacombs of hell, could cause any people to act as 

white people acted? From Miss Miller, therefore, I began to suspect that white people did 

not act as they did because they were white, but for some other reason, and I began to try 

to locate and understand the reason.” This question, formed so early in his life, came to 

lay a critical and ever-expansive foundation for Baldwin’s lifelong interest into the 
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motivations behind all forms of oppressive violence, and subsequently expanded into his 

engagement with the problem of evil at large.260 

In the midst of the adolescent Baldwin’s simultaneous love for reading, interest in 

the nature of evil and violence, and emerging ability to conceptualize and articulate his 

own experiences—all initially encouraged by Bill Miller—he soon developed a 

preference for a number of authors. Prominent among them was Dostoyevsky, who 

likewise fostered in the young boy a wider appreciation for Eurasian literary, 

philosophical, and theological traditions as well as a deeper and more international 

engagement with the problem of evil. He stated, for example, that, as difficult as 

Dostoyevsky was to understand as an adolescent, he came to the quick conclusion that he 

“for me, (was) a messenger.” His enthrallment with Dostoyevsky’s writings was so 

strong that it elicited objection from his parents, who, Baldwin implied, had difficulty 

understanding the attraction a nineteenth-century Russian writer had to a young African 

American boy. As Baldwin wrote in The Devil Finds Work, “…my relentless pursuit of 

(Dostoyevsky’s novel) Crime and Punishment made my father (vocally) and my mother 

(silently) consider the possibility of brain fever.”261 On a parallel personal level, he in 

1961 described to American author Studs Turkel the profound effect that Dostoyevsky 

had on him as a youth and continued to have on his life. He stated, “You read something 

which you thought only happened to you, and you discovered it happened 100 years ago 

to Dostoyevsky. This is a very great liberation for the suffering, struggling person, who 
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always thinks that he is alone.”262  Hence, not only would Baldwin uphold Dostoyevsky 

as an exemplary representation of what an author should be, but Dostoyevsky’s work 

resonated emotionally with Baldwin as it mirrored his lifelong sense of loneliness and his 

struggle to feel connected to others.263 

Baldwin made another youthful experiential connection with Dostoyevsky’s work 

that was significant to his spiritual, philosophical, and moral development. During his 

tenure in Mother Horn’s Church, Baldwin was banned from reading anything that was 

not explicitly approved by Horn, and he largely followed this dictate. But, immediately 

after his decision to leave institutional religion, Dostoyevsky was the first author he chose 

to re-read.264 Although he was distancing himself from a Christian faith that he found 

repressive and hypocritical, he found himself attracted to the attributes of a Christian 

author whose intersection of moral reflection and criticisms of Christian hypocrisy helped 

introduced Baldwin to a more open, explorative, and intellectually stimulating form of 

spirituality.265 

 But the most prominent thematic connection between Baldwin and Dostoyevsky, 

both theologically and philosophically, was perhaps best described by Yasar Kemal. 

“Baldwin and I both liked Dostoyevsky,” he stated. “His philosophy was like Jimmy’s. 

 
262 Baldwin, “An Interview with James Baldwin,” 21. 
 
263 Ibid., 21; Leeming, 200. 
 
264 Ibid., 306. 
 
265 As noted in the previous chapter, this was a quality Baldwin through Delaney would later realize was a 

part of longstanding African American artists who themselves exhibited forms of religiosity that were 
equally critical of religious hypocrisy and equally engaged in moral discourse.  
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He was not a pessimist. In book after book, he would pile darkness on darkness—and 

then blast you with light.” Kemal is insightful here in illuminating that an overriding 

theme—and perhaps the overriding theme—of Dostoyevsky’s work was the contesting of 

human evil enacted in intersecting personal, social, religious, and political realms. It was 

unsurprising, therefore, that as the adolescent Baldwin began to reflect upon his 

multifaceted experiences with human wickedness and violence, Dostoyevsky took on a 

special importance for the young man.266 

 As Baldwin had acknowledged in his 1961 interview with Studs Turkel, he shared 

a surprising number of life experiences with Dostoyevsky.267 Biographer and literature 

scholar Konstantin Mochulsky described Dostoyevsky’s life as “profoundly tragic” and 

“enveloped in vast solitude and loneliness.” His mother Mariya died from consumption 

when he was a teenager and his father Mikhail, much like Baldwin’s own father, was an 

abusive man, apt to violent outbursts of anger. Mikhail’s violence led directly to a 

 
266 Yasar Kemal, interview, in The Price of the Ticket (film), dir. Karen Thorsen (American Masters Film, 

1989). The translator of this interview is uncited.   
 
It is of additional significance that his meditations on Dostoyevsky re-emerged with greater vigor as an 

adult during his Turkish period, as indicated by Kemal’s descriptions of the many conversations he had 
with Baldwin about Dostoyevsky’s writings. Many Eurasian writers such as Kemal, Dostoyevsky, and 
the famous Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy wrote about the way in which Eurasia’s cultural, religious, and 
geographic liminality was reflected in the historical and ensuing conflicts between “East and West.” 
Baldwin was clearly enamored by these philosophical, theological, and literary intersections as he 
examined and condemned the global “brutality and the power of the Western world” and, as a corollary 
of these dialectics, the broader subject of evil. Baldwin, “Conversation: Ida Lewis and James Baldwin,” 
86.  
 
Tolstoy’s epic novel War and Peace (1869) was his famous work regarding the conflicts between East 
and West within Russian history. Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace, trans. Ann Dunnigan (New York: New 
American Library, 1869). 
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gruesome end. After years of physically and verbally abusing the people who worked on 

his estate, presumably members of the peasant class, they killed him. Later, as the listless 

Dostoyevsky began to emerge into adulthood during the 1840s, he fell in with a group of 

young socialist revolutionaries, leading to his arrest and subsequent sentence to death in 

1849. As he was facing the firing squad, his sentence immediately became commuted to 

four years of hard labor in a Siberian prison. In the ensuing years after his release from 

servitude, Dostoyevsky developed the severe and lifelong symptoms of epilepsy, entered 

into a troubled marriage, and developed devastating penchants for infidelity and 

gambling—the former appearing to disappear with his second marriage, and the latter 

plaguing him for the majority of his life.268 

 The intersection of personal traumas, lifelong guilt, and a critically-engaged 

embrace of a theologically conservative form of Russian Orthodox Christianity led 

Dostoyevsky to write challenging works regarding the complex intersections of religion, 

violence, social issues, and politics. The most famous of these were Crime and 

Punishment (1866) and The Brothers Karamazov (1879-1880).269 But to understand 

 
268 Both his experiences on death row and in a Siberian prison informed his serially-published prison novel 

The House of the Dead (1860-1862), along with his lifelong opposition to the death penalty and fight for 
the humane treatment of prisoners. 
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Baldwin and Dostoyevsky’s interconnected conceptualizations of morality, society, 

religion, and evil, we must first outline a few broader thematic correlations within their 

works.  

Pervading all of their thematic connections was their shared interest in the human 

thirst for power, and their shared condemnations of how this thirst had manifested 

violently both historically and in the modern period. Baldwin himself described this 

connection in No Name in the Street (1972) through a dual critique of capitalism and 

militarism expressed in an interpretation of Dostoyevsky’s novel The Idiot (1868-1869). 

This novel tells of two simultaneously comic and tragic love triangles, both involving a 

man of distant royal ancestry named “Prince” Lev Nikolayevich Myshkin. Although 

considered an “idiot” by the Russian bourgeoisie class with whom he most closely 

associates, Myshkin is in fact the wisest and most morally sound character in The Idiot. 

As such, Dostoyevsky intended Myshkin to be a representative of Christian love, virtue, 

and charity, considered foolish only by those who refuse to embrace Christian ethics 

themselves even as they hypocritically identify as Christian.270  

Baldwin described his interpretation and application of Dostoyevsky’s ideas in 

The Idiot as follows: 

Dostoevski’s (sic) personage (Prince Myshkin) was speaking of the 
impending proliferation of railways, and the then prevalent optimism (which was 
perfectly natural) as to the uplifting effect this conquest of distance would have on the 
life of man. But Dostoevski saw that the rise of this power would ‘coldly exclude a 
considerable part of humanity.’ Indeed, it was on this exclusion that the rise of this power 
inexorably depended; and now the excluded—‘so it has been already’—whose lands have 
been robbed of the minerals, for example, which go into the buildings of railways and 

 
 
270 Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Idiot, trans. Henry and Olga Carlisle (New York: Signet, 1868-1869). 
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telegraph wires and TV sets and jet airliners and guns and bombs and fleets, must 
attempt, at the exorbitant cost, to buy their manufactured resources back—which is not 
even remotely possible, since they must attempt this purchase with money borrowed from 
their exploiters. If they attempt to work out their salvation—their autonomy—on terms 
dictated by those who have excluded them, they are in a delicate and dangerous position, 
and if they refuse, they are in a desperate one: it is hard to know which case is worse. In 
both cases, they are confronted with the relentless necessities of human life, and the 
rigors of human nature.271 

 

As suggested by Baldwin in this quote, Dostoyevsky’s criticisms of capitalism and 

militarism were intentionally far reaching as he connected the exploitation of the local 

peasant classes with Russian and Western exploitation of labor and resources globally. 

According to Dostoyevsky, Russian and Western nations often justified the purposeful 

and targeted exploitation of workers through abuse, deprivation of natural resources, and 

economic exclusion under the auspices of progress, capitalism, and scientism, among 

other ideologies. Over a century later, Baldwin certainly connected with Dostoyevsky’s 

observations that the local and global violence enacted by Russian and Western nations 

manifested a perverse human thirst for power that subsequently devastated Eurasian and 

European peasant classes along with subjugated peoples globally.272 

 Dostoyevsky’s condemnations of the human thirst for power took on three critical 

aspects that also appeared to resonate increasingly with Baldwin. The first was his 

condemnations of theories of superiority emanating throughout Western philosophy, 

theology, politics, and culture. These condemnations were established explicitly in one of 
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272 Although Baldwin implies in the quoted paragraph that he also applied this analysis to the cross-Atlantic 

slave trade, I will soon note a more explicit connection between Baldwin and Dostoyevsky’s analyses of 
the phenomenon of American slavery. 
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his earliest novels, Crime and Punishment (1866). The novel centers around a burgeoning 

philosopher named Rodya Raskolnikov, who murders a woman named Alyona Ivanovna 

in order to steal her money to sustain him as he begins his career. Upon being discovered 

with Alyona’s body by Alyona’s sister Lizaveta, Rodya murders her too. Resisting his 

innate and overwhelming sense of guilt, Rodya justifies these murders through a 

philosophy of superiority that separates what he sees as “extraordinary” people, of which 

he considers himself, from so-called inferior people. Rodya states, “…an extraordinary 

man has the right…that is not an official right, but an inner right to decide in his own 

conscience to overstep…certain obstacles, and only in case it is essential for the practical 

fulfilment of his idea (sometimes, perhaps, of the benefit to the whole of humanity).” 

This philosophy almost immediately becomes associated in the novel with Western 

intellectual discourse. Rodya explains, “I maintain that if the discoveries of Kepler and 

Newton could not have been made known except by sacrificing the lives of one, a dozen, 

a hundred, or more men, Newton would have had the right, would indeed have been in 

duty bound…to eliminate the dozen or the hundred men for the sake of making his 

discoveries to the whole of humanity.” Lastly, Dostoyevsky posited this thirst for power 

as a symbol for the colonial enterprise itself, with Raskolnikov stating that he killed 

Alyona because he “wanted to become a Napoleon.”273 Given Crime and Punishment’s 

interrogation of ideologies of superiority and their sanctioned violence, it was logical, 

then, that Baldwin in the 1960s opined that the book should be a necessary read for 
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American southerners who in large part enacted and justified violence through ideologies 

that reinforced their own dangerously false sense of superiority.274 

The second aspect was contained in a brief but poignant section of The Idiot 

(1868-1869) in which Dostoyevsky, writing shortly after the end of the American Civil 

War, applied his criticism of Western ideologies of superiority to an American racial 

context. Within his condemnation, he assailed the United States for its long-lasting 

system of race-based chattel slavery, voicing his views through a character named 

Yvegeny Pavovity. While explaining the dynamics of the American Civil War to Prince 

Myshkin, Yvegeny states that even “the most advanced (American) liberals” aligned with 

a great majority of American society in “(declaring) themselves in favor of the plantation 

owners on the ground that Negroes are Negroes and inferior to the white race.” Yvegeny 

goes on to state, in a condemnatory tone, that this superiority complex was an extension 

of philosophies that promoted the idea that “might makes right.” As suggested by both 

Dostoyevsky in The Idiot and Baldwin’s later interpretation of this novel in No Name in 

the Street, both saw the subjugation of Africans Americans as connected to more 

 
 
274 According to Leeming, Baldwin in an uncited interview gave this recommendation in the context of a 

slew of multiethnic writers speaking to various connected topics. As Leeming writes, “In one interview, 
(Baldwin) suggested for a hypothetical course in black history Du Bois’ The Souls of black Folks, all of 
Du Bois and John Hope Franklin, Lerone Bennet, Sterling Brown, E. Franklin Frazier, Langston Hughes, 
and Frederick Douglass. When asked about a book he would recommend to a ‘Black Power militant,’ he 
suggested Henry James’s The Princess Casamassima, and for Lyndon Johnson he recommended Don 
Quixote and, more seriously, Richard Wright’s Black Boy. Northern liberals should read Dostoyevsky’s 
The Possessed and the southern redneck should try Crime and Punishment.” Leeming, 300. 
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pervasive social and economic ideologies that justified the subjugation of peoples 

globally, from Russian serfs to the victims of the cross-Atlantic slave trade.275 

 And the third aspect was Dostoyevsky’s criticisms of the Western colonial 

enterprise, established, as noted previously in Crime and Punishment and expanded 

greatly in his subsequent works. As both a Eurasian and Russian Orthodox Christian, 

Dostoyevsky viewed Russia and the Russian Church as politically, philosophically, and 

religiously distinct from both the West and the East. This liminality, grounded in his 

Eurasian experience, provided him a certain sense of clarity in realizing, articulating, and 

condemning Western atrocities enacted globally, including colonialism, economic 

exploitation, slavery, and the development of racial hierarchies.  Within this experiential-

based condemnation, Dostoyevsky issued prophetic warnings that Russia should resist 

embracing Western religion as well as western secular thought. By result, one of the 

major developmental dynamics that Baldwin shared with Dostoyevsky was that both 

authors, relying on their respective traumatic experiences with cultural duality as a 

Eurasian and as an African American, saw the Christianity of Europe and the United 

States as antithetical to the values and morals of Jesus precisely because of Western 

Christendom’s false sense of superiority and thirst for power.276 

 
275 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 404-5; Dostoyevsky, The Idiot, 307. 
276 One of the most complicated and frustrating aspects of Dostoyevsky’s work was his self-contradiction 

and hypocrisy—an issue I have not seen Baldwin address. In his review of David Goldstein’s monograph 
Dostoyevsky and the Jews, Joseph Frank describes Dostoyevsky as a “complex, baffling, and self-
contradictory genius.” Dostoyevsky’s moral failures, according to Goldstein and Frank, were not evident 
in just his personal issues with infidelity and gambling. Rather, Dostoyevsky’s at-times derogatory 
depictions of and inflammatory statements regarding Jewish people contradicted his apparent 
disagreement with Western theories of superiority. Likewise, Dostoyevsky has been rightfully accused 
by scholars such as Selahattin Citci of the same failure to live up to his ideals in relation to his oft-
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As Baldwin would also come to display, Dostoyevsky prominently applied his 

criticisms to religious justifications for violence in service to the gaining and maintenance 

of political, social, and economic power. His critique often focused on Roman Catholic 

history. In The Idiot, Prince Myshkin explains the reasons he considers theologies and 

practices the Catholic Church has historically embraced as antithetical to the message of 

the gospels. He states, “Roman Catholicism believes the Church cannot remain on earth 

without universal temporal power…Roman Catholicism is not even a religion but very 

definitely the continuation of the Holy Roman Empire, and everything in it is subservient 

to that idea, beginning with faith. The pope usurped the earth, an earthly throne, and took 

up the sword…(Roman Catholic officials) have bartered everything, everything for 

money, for base earthly power.” With this critique in mind, Dostoyevsky asserted that the 

mass of ideologies justifying European violence, many of which actually emanated most 

directly from the Protestant Reformation and the Enlightenment, were extensions of this 

thirst for power originating with a corrupted European Christianity historically 

propagated by the Roman Church. But Dostoyevsky’s critique takes a more personal turn 

as he argued that Russia and the Russian Orthodox Church, in spite of its own history of 

violence and corruption, had the opportunity to be true examples of Christian love and 

 
degrading depictions of and statements regarding Muslims—Turkish Muslims in particular. 
 
In fairness to Dostoyevsky as an artist and historical figure, there is an aura throughout his work that he 
understood himself as an essentially hypocritical human being, and based his own recognition of his 
hypocrisy as foundational to his belief in Christian salvation. Selahattin Citci, “A View to Turks and 
Muslims in the Works of Dostoyevsky,” Journal of International Social Research (2010); Joseph Frank, 
“His Jewish Problem,” The New York Review of Books (4 December 1980) 
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/1980/12/04/his-jewish-problem/; David Goldstein, Dostoyevsky and 
the Jews (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981).  
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virtue for the world precisely by, in the words of Myshkin, “(shining) forth in opposition 

to the West.”277  

 Notably, Baldwin’s speech to the World Council of Churches in 1968, explored in 

the previous chapter, deserves further attention as it likewise displayed a strong 

Dostoyevskian influence. In this speech, Baldwin’s increased awareness of the global 

hegemonic impact of European political, cultural, military, and religious power globally 

inspired him to tell his mostly-white Christian European audience that “the destruction of 

the Christian Church as it is presently constituted may not only be desirable but 

necessary.” Relatedly, and expanding upon his discussions and criticisms of Western 

Christianity’s complicity with violence against African peoples, Baldwin further argued,  

I am suggesting that the nature of the lies the Christian Church has always helplessly told 
about me are only a reflection of the lies the Christian Church has always helplessly told 
itself, to itself, about itself. 
 
I am saying that when a person, when a people, are able to persuade themselves that 
another group or breed of men are less than men, they themselves become less than men 
and have made it almost impossible for themselves to confront reality and to change it.  

 
 

277 Dostoyevsky, The Idiot, 567-9.  
 
The question of whether Dostoyevsky’s criticism of the Roman Catholic Church amounts to bigotry against 

Catholics, perhaps evident further of his self-contradictions and moral failures, is an important and 
interesting one that invokes a number of complex questions regarding Orthodox-Catholic relations. It is 
important to note, however, that the current Pope Francis has embraced certain interpretations of 
Dostoyevsky’s work as a way of informing Catholics of what it means to be a Christian, and therefore 
has in his own way embraced Dostoyevsky’s criticism of historical Catholic actions. In particular, 
Francis encourages Catholics to engage twentieth-century Catholic writer Romano Guardini’s extensive 
commentary on what Catholics in particular can gain from reading Dostoyevsky. Catholic News Agency, 
“What Pope Francis has to say about Dostoyevsky and Guardini” (14 November 2015) 
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/what-pope-francis-has-to-say-about-dostoyevsky-and-
guardini-76130; Rodney Delasanta, “Dostoyevsky Also Nods,” First Things, (Institute on Religion and 
Public Life, 2002) https://www.firstthings.com/article/2002/01/003-dostoevsky-also-nods; Joanna 
Mercuri, “Dostoyevsky’s Sharp Criticism of Catholicism Examined in Orthodox Christian Studies 
Lecture,” Fordham News (12 November 2015). https://news.fordham.edu/arts-and-culture/dostoevskys-
sharp-criticisms-of-catholicism-orthodox-christian-studies/. Mercuri’s article is a journalistic description 
of a lecture given by Russian language scholar Elizabeth Blake. 
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As Baldwin argued above, by participating within a system of racial hierarchism and by 

consequently promoting and enforcing the fundamental lie of white supremacy, Western 

Christians were continuing to degrade themselves through their refusal to face their own 

faults and violence.278 

Baldwin’s striking insistence to the World Council of Churches that that Western 

Christian complicity with violence against marginalized peoples undercut any Western 

Christian claim to moral authority not only invoked a prophetic voice grounded in the 

black jeremiad and the blues traditions, but also invoked one that was deeply 

Dostoyevskian. Like Dostoyevsky, Baldwin contested the notion that Europe and the 

West had ever embraced the moral vision of Jesus. Yet, again informed and influenced by 

Dostoyevsky, Baldwin understood that the Christian theological thirst from power was 

inseparable from secular political and ideological justifications for violence and conquer. 

As he wrote in “The Price of the Ticket,” “I yet contend that the mobs in the streets of 

Hitler’s Germany were in those streets not only by the will of the German State, but by 

the will of the western world, including those architects of human freedom, the British, 

and the presumed guardian of Christian and human morality, the Pope.”279 For both 

authors, Western powers, despite positioning themselves as beacons of freedom and 

 
278 Baldwin, “White Racism or World Community?” 750, 751, 755. 
 
Readers familiar with the work of twentieth-century psychiatrist and revolutionary Frantz Fanon may see at 

least a cursory resemblance here. I expand upon connections and distinctions between Baldwin and 
Fanon in the following chapter.  

 
279 “The Price of the Ticket,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The 

Library of America, 1998), 840. 
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Christian morality, were in fact enactors of global violence, exploitation, and oppression 

that emerged from morally bankrupt religious and secular ideologies.280  

 Lastly, Dostoyevsky likely resonated with the mature Baldwin because of their 

shared sense that moral self-reflection mandates a fostering of compassion by facing the 

reality of anguish.281 In Crime and Punishment, for example, Rodya only reaches a state 

of true repentance by honestly and openly admitting the internal torture of his guilt, 

turning himself in to authorities, and working towards facing his trauma and destructive 

thirst for power. The novel ends with indications that, after serving a prison sentence, 

Rodya will go on to live a more compassionate, loving life. And given Dostoyevsky’s 

critique in the novel of Western colonial conquer, Rodya represents a broader call for 

Western societies and for Russia to face their own guilt for the propagation of ideologies 

of superiority and the enactment of power-laden violence globally.282  

In addition, Prince Myshkin in The Idiot garners a profound sense of love and 

compassion by allowing his painful experiences with epilepsy, along with his anguished 

experiences of social marginalization due to his illness, to inform his ability to empathize 

with others. In the novel, this process takes on explicitly religious undertones in 

Myshkin’s discussion of Islam. Although Myshkin attributed Islam’s prophet 

 
280 This is where Dostoyevsky’s clear demarcation of Russia from the West and Baldwin’s viewing of the 

West “from a distance” while in Turkey seemed to coincide. Both authors appeared to benefit from 
observing Western powers from an “outside” perspective, and were resultingly able to come to a clearer 
understanding of the roots of Western violence. 

 
281 James Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New York: 

Pantheon Books, 2010), 66. 
 
282 Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment, 257– 66, 456, 512, 515, 526, 528, 536, 542. 
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Muhammad’s alleged religious experiences to epileptic fits, he also indicates that it took 

Muhammad’s suffering from epilepsy and social ostracizing to develop an observed and 

experiential sense of God’s love and beauty. Speaking of Muhammad’s religious 

experience, Myshkin states, “…the epileptic Mohammed’s water pitcher had tipped and 

not yet spilled, and in that time he beheld all the dwellings of Allah.”283 Given 

Dostoyevsky’s own traumatic and troubled life, this contention that fostering compassion 

demanded facing one’s own suffering reflected Dostoyevsky’s own redemptive hope for 

himself, his country, and the world. And this was a hope that Baldwin shared, and found 

similarly in the treasure trove of African American “blues” artists.284  

As all themes discussed above point to Dostoyevsky’s broader interest in the 

nature of human evil, Baldwin’s appreciation and critical appropriation of the Russian 

writer was also grounded in a shared interest in theodicy. Dostoyevsky’s own description 

of evil was most pronounced and explicit in his 1871 novel The Possessed—a novel that 

Baldwin recommended for American northerners during the Civil Rights era.285 The 

Possessed is graphic in its violence and epic in its breadth. It tells the story of community 

members in a small Russian town who, under the influence of socialist nihilist 

revolutionaries led by a charismatic young man named Peter Verkhovensky, enter into a 

state of mass hysteria, committing frequent and gruesome acts of violence justified by 

 
283 Dostoyevsky, The Idiot, 237, 245. 
 
284 “Biographical Information,” in Crime and Punishment; “Biographical Information,” in The Idiot; 

Mochulsky, 10, 133-54, 162-4, 321-3. 
 
285 Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Possessed (translated as The Devils), trans. David Magarshack (Melbourne: 

Penguin, 1871); Leeming, 300. 
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their newly adopted ideologies. Throughout the novel, Dostoyevsky offered criticisms of 

and objections to nihilist philosophies as embedded within socialist revolutionary 

movements. But Dostoyevsky’s larger examinations and critiques pointed to the dangers 

of ideological obsessions in general. The Possessed more broadly displays the process by 

which people justify violence and the thirst for power through ideological means. In this 

sense, no ideology, for Dostoyevsky, was in fact safe from human corruption. 

Dostoyevsky voiced this intention through the character of Peter’s father, Stepan 

Verkhovensky, who condemns “all the poisonous exhalations, all the impurities, all the 

big and little devils that have accumulated in our great beloved invalid, in our Russia, for 

centuries, for centuries!”286  

In fact, Stepan himself becomes Dostoyevsky’s moral voice in the novel. Stepan 

begins The Possessed as an academic whose nihilist philosophies greatly influenced the 

Russian socialists, including Stepan’s own son. By the end, Stepan rejects his life’s work 

as dangerous and immoral. Subsequently, he goes on to provide a clear and explicit 

description of Dostoyevsky’s concept of evil through his theological and moral 

interpretation of the Gospel of Luke 8:32-6. In this Biblical passage, a group of devils, 

being recently expelled from their human hosts through an exorcism performed by Jesus, 

enter a group of swine. The swine then dive off of a cliff and into the sea to drown. 

Reflecting upon the extreme violence he witnessed under the sanction of prevailing 

ideologies, Stepan concludes,  “(The devils) are we, we and them, and Peter—et les 

 
286 Dostoyevsky, The Possessed, 648. 
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autres avec lui, and perhaps I at the head of them all, and we shall cast ourselves down 

the raving and the possessed, from the cliff into the sea and shall all be drowned, and 

serves us right, for that is all we are good for.”287 This was a revolutionary theological, 

exegetical, and hermeneutical statement from Dostoyevsky. As much as he was often 

considered conservative in his practice of Russian Orthodoxy, his theodicy placed the 

manifestation of evil most squarely on human impulses and behavior. The devils in 

Luke’s story, for Dostoyevsky, were not literal supernatural manifestations of evil; rather, 

they were symbolic of the human inclination towards violence and destruction.288  

 Within the next century, the influence of Dostoyevsky’s radical human-centered 

conceptualization of evil became most evident in Baldwin’s own radical approach and 

critique of the popular horror film The Exorcist (1973) at the end of his work of film 

criticism, The Devil Finds Work (1976).289 Based on Catholic writer William Peter 

Blatty’s popular 1971 novel of the same name, The Exorcist tells the story of the demonic 

possession of a young girl named Regan—the daughter of famous, divorced actress Chris 

McNeil. Regan’s possession manifests itself graphically in, among many ways, murder 

and other acts of violence, telekinesis, levitation, and projectile vomiting. With the 

approval of Church authorities, Regan’s mother and one of the local Jesuit priests, Father 

Damien Karras, enlist a professional exorcist named Father Lankester Merrin to perform 

a demon-expelling ritual on the possessed girl. The ritual itself is shown to inflict brutal 

 
287 The French phrase “et les autres avec lui” translates to “and the others with him.” Ibid. 
 
288 I am unsure, however, if Dostoyevsky did also believe in Satan and the demonic. 
 
289 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 568-72. 
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physical damage upon Regan, including tying her to the bed and splashing her with pain- 

and scar-inducing holy water.290  

After watching the film thrice, Baldwin came to a profound disagreement with the 

representation of evil in The Exorcist. Reflecting a similar sentiment expressed by 

Dostoyevsky in The Possessed, he centered his own conception of evil on human 

morality rather than the supernatural. Before turning his attention to The Exorcist in The 

Devil Finds Work, Baldwin initially expressed this contention through reflections on his 

own witnessing, experiencing, and propagating of cruelty. He wrote, “For, I have seen the 

devil, by day and by night, and have seen him in you and in me: in the eyes of the cop, 

and the sheriff and the deputy, the landlord, the housewife, the football player: in the eyes 

of some junkies, the eyes of some preachers, the eyes of some governors, presidents, 

wardens, in the eyes of some orphans, and in the eyes of my father, and in my mirror.” 

Therefore, as Baldwin watched the gruesome supernatural representation of violence 

within The Exorcist, he protested: “(The devil) does not levitate beds, or fool around with 

little girls: we do.”291 

 
290 William Peter Blatty, The Exorcist (New York: HarperCollins, 1971); The Exorcist (film), writ. William 

Peter Blatty, dir. William Friedkin (Warner Bros. Pictures, 1973). 
 
291 Towards the end of The Devil Finds Work, Baldwin used a striking rhetorical device that reiterates his 

condemnations of The Exorcist’s representation of evil. This device centered around Baldwin’s 
description of this evil as “banal.” He wrote, “The mindless and hysterical banality of evil presented in 
The Exorcist is the most terrifying thing about the film.” The phrase “banality of evil” is often associated 
with political theorist Hannah Arendt’s seminal 1963 work on the Holocaust, titled Eichmann in 
Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil. In that book, Arendt wrote about the 1961 trial of Karl 
Adolf Eichmann, who facilitated many of the practical details regarding the transportation, isolation, and 
genocide of European Jews during the Holocaust. Using Eichmann as her case study, she argued that 
violence and hatred became so embedded in Nazi-era German society that, for a majority of the 
population, it took on an aura of normalcy. As Arendt also wrote in her 1965 “Postscript” to Eichmann in 
Jerusalem, “…such remoteness from reality and such thoughtlessness (as exhibit by Eichmann) can 
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Baldwin’s adamancy that evil was most importantly and prominently the 

modicum of human beings prompted him to characterize the adults in The Exorcist—in 

particular, Chris McNeil and Father Damien Karras—as more accurate symbols than the 

possessed Regan of what he saw as true evil. Within this creative and contrarian 

characterization, he described Chris and Father Karras as both steeped and imprisoned in 

various, painful forms of guilt. For Chris, this guilt relates to “her failed marriage, her 

star status, her ambition, her relation to her daughter, her essentially empty and 

hypocritical and totally unanchored life…(and) her emancipation.” For Father Karras, it 

most directly relates to the guilt induced by his absence during his own immigration 

mother’s death. Baldwin wrote, “This uneasy, and even terrified guilt is the subtext of 

The Exorcist, which cannot, however, exorcise it since it never confronts it...But this 

 
wreak more havoc than all the evil instincts taken together, which, perhaps, are inherent in man—that 
was, in fact, the lesson one could learn in Jerusalem.”  

 
There are certain ways in which Baldwin and Arendt’s conceptualization of evil similarly aligned. Both, for 

example, contended that hatred and cruelty can become so embedded within societies that, for the 
enactors and propagators of such violence, it becomes unnoticeable unless one engages in deep self-
reflection. Likewise, as Baldwin indicated throughout The Devil Finds Work, they both saw every person 
as capable of unspeakable cruelties—a perspective shared by Dostoyevsky, who in The Possessed used 
the concept of possession to symbolize the mass paranoia and acceptance of violence among the 
villagers. Additionally, Baldwin and Arendt’s use of the term banal aligned in at least one other way: for 
both, the word signified a reversal of their readers’ expectations. But they applied this rhetorical 
technique to different contexts. Arendt surprised her readers by describing the evil of the German 
populace in supporting and carrying out the Holocaust as banal in that such anti-Semitic sentiment had 
become normalized throughout Germany. In Baldwin’s case, he surprised his readers by describing the 
seemingly bombastic representations of evil within The Exorcist—the possessed Regan’s extreme 
violence, including murder, projectile vomiting, genital self-mutilation with a crucifix, head spinning, 
and levitation—as banal in that he contended that the denial of the human propensity for evil, signaled 
by such representations, was ubiquitous throughout society, and perhaps throughout humankind itself. 
Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil (New York, Penguin, 1963), 
252, 276; “Postscript,” in Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil (New York, Penguin, 
1963), 287-8; Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 571; Dostoyevsky, The Possessed, 648. 
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confrontation would have been to confront the devil.”292 Therefore, while The Exorcist 

attempts to put forth a bombastic and supernatural idea of evil, Baldwin saw the reverse: 

the true evil in the film, for him, was the human cruelty of the adults in their actions 

towards Regan, reflecting their own inability and unwillingness to face their guilt and 

propensity for violence.293 

Likewise reflective of the profound influence Dostoyevsky’s own criticisms of 

ideologically-inspired violence had on Baldwin, Regan’s mother in Baldwin’s 

interpretation justifies the brutal and violent exorcism of her daughter through ideological 

means. Speaking to the foundational ideologies that undergird Chris MacNeil’s fears, 

Baldwin wrote, “The Exorcist is not in the least concerned with damnation, an abysm far 

beyond the confines of its imagination, but with property, with safety, tax shelters, stocks 

and bonds, rising and falling markets, the continued invulnerability of a certain class of 

people, and the continued sanctification of a certain history.”294 In other words, Baldwin 

suggested that McNeil’s evident fear of the loss of her economic, social, and racial 

statuses indicated that her justifications for violence against her daughter were wrought 

with the extremities of her ideological embrace of classism, American exceptionalism, 

and white supremacy. 

 
292 Ibid., 571. 
 
293 It is important to note a connection in this interpretation with “The Uses of the Blues” and “White 

Racism or World Community?.” In The Devil Finds Work, Baldwin employed the same reversal of roles 
evident in his discussion of blues morality: those who are derided as vile or wretched are in fact the true 
moral voices, and those doing the deriding are inflicting unspeakable spiritual, emotional, and physical 
violence. This will become more central in the following chapter. 

 
294 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 568. 
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All of these ideologies relate to what Baldwin established early on in The Devil 

Finds Work as a pervasive ideological ethos that undercut all of American society. Noting 

the intersecting religious and secular influences promoting classist and racist ideologies 

of superiority, Baldwin called this ethos “the American theology” and described it with 

the mantra “may the best man win.”295 Chris McNeil, whose own socio-economic and 

racial status was threatened by Regan’s “possession,” became for Baldwin a symbol of 

the dominate American theology. And, within both the film and, more devastatingly, the 

real world, the American theology represented for Baldwin a manifestation of a 

pernicious, deep-seated thirst for power that has plagued humankind the world over.296  

 
295 Baldwin’s idea of the American theology appeared to align with the concept that the particular values 

and rituals of a society amount to a type of religious paradigm, most often called “civil religion.” The 
term civil religion was largely coined in 1762 by Genevan philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whom 
Baldwin had almost certainly studied. It was developed extensively in the study of American religion by 
sociologist Robert Bellah. I have not seen direct evidence of Baldwin’s engagement with Bellah, 
although I would not be surprised if had in fact read Bellah’s work. Ibid., 529, 568; Robert Bellah, “Civil 
Religion in America,” Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Science, 96:1 (1967), 1-21; Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, On the Social Contract, trans. G.D.H. Cole (Mineola: Dover Publications, 1762), 89-
97. 

 
This contention also directly relates to Baldwin’s Weberian argument in “The Uses of the Blues” (1964) 

that the American desire for global dominance was grounded in a post-Catholic Calvinist ethic that 
taught that material wealth was a symbol of God’s blessings and salvation. “The Uses of the Blues,” 109. 

 
296 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 529. 568. 
 
Baldwin also noted the film’s gendered and sexual violence against Regan, although his examination of 

either is scant. I must credit one of my former students for pointing out to me the undercurrent of sexism 
in the film and the book, along with criticizing its general absence from most of Baldwin’s analysis. In 
fact, Blatty’s source material for the novel was an alleged exorcism performed on a teenage boy in 1949. 
In my correspondence with my then-student, and with the knowledge that Blatty had changed the gender 
from the original case study, I noted that the possession in the book and novel happens while Regan is at 
least on the verge of puberty. The journalist and critic Kate Walsh confirms a growing analysis of the 
gender aspect of the film and book as she argues that the possession of Regan mixed with the image of 
two men performing an exorcism on a young girl represents an unintentional fear of menstruation and 
female sexuality. There is one thing I would add to Walsh’s analysis: the particularly horrific scene in 
which Regan violently masturbates with a crucifix while yelling “Fuck me,” causing her to bleed from 
her genitals, provides the most prominent representation of this sexist fear, along with the justifications 
for sexualized violence against her. This sexualized violence against Regan, both self-inflicted—or, 
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Baldwin relatedly presented an even broader view of this dynamic by proffering 

another Dostoyevsky-influenced argument that any ideology could be used to sanctify 

violence. The burgeoning of this universally-minded contention was evident as far back 

as one of Baldwin’s earliest writings, titled “Everybody’s Protest Novel” (1949). In this 

fiery essay, Baldwin issued a caution—presumably as much to himself as to his readers—

against letting the active fight for racial equality be likewise a smokescreen for one’s own 

thirst for power. He started with a statement on what all civil rights movements should 

seek to attain: “…a devotion to the human being, his freedom and fulfillment…” Then, 

he issued an important clarification, writing, “(Human freedom) is the prime concern, the 

frame of reference; it is not to be confused with a devotion to Humanity which is too 

easily equated with a devotion to a Cause; and Causes, as we know, are notoriously 

bloodthirsty.”297  Over a quarter of a century later, Baldwin reiterated this argument in 

The Devil Finds Work, writing, “The devil has no need for any dogma—though he can 

use them all—nor does he need any historical justification, history being so largely his 
 

perhaps more accurately, inflicted by the demon-and implicitly inflicted by the exorcists—is juxtaposed 
with the absence of any representation of healthy sexual relationships. The Exorcist (film); Kate Walsh, 
“Examining the ‘Woman Anxiety’ Problem in The Exorcist,” IndieWire (2013) 
https://www.indiewire.com/2013/10/examining-the-woman-anxiety-problem-in-the-exorcist-207975/. 
See also: Arielle Warner, “The Fear of Female Sexuality: Analyzing The Exorcist and Carrie” (Self-
published, 2013). 

https://www.academia.edu/9294488/The_Fear_of_Female_Sexuality_Analyzing_The_Exorcist_and_Carrie
. 

297 James Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison 
(New York: The Library of America, 1998), 12. 

 
Baldwin’s early realization of the potential for any ideology or movement to justify violence—along with 

his finding intellectual validation for this realization through insights gained from the critical and 
academic study of religion—had an incredible impact on his life. When he met the Nation of Islam’s 
(NOI’s) prophet Elijah Muhammad, for example, this realization appeared to inform his criticism of NOI 
theology and power dynamics. James Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” in James Baldwin: Collected 
Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 314-27. 
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invention.”298 This is a critical point. Baldwin, like Dostoyevsky, certainly opposed 

ideologies he found as inherently violent or oppressive—ideologies of superiority in 

particular. But both authors also understood that the thirst for power and the infliction of 

violence could, and has, emerged under the sanctioning by and justification of any variety 

of ideologies, both religious and secular.299 

But, despite this prominent Dostoyevskian influence, the mature Baldwin’s idea 

of evil was not identical with Dostoyevsky’s. Rather, he critically appropriated 

Dostoyevsky’s ideas regarding evil in order to develop and articulate his own creative 

and unique conceptualizations. For example, while Dostoyevsky posited the idea that the 

modicum of evil is most pressingly a human phenomenon, he never quite examined the 

motivations behind the human tendency of assigning evil to a supernatural origin. 

Baldwin, on the other hand, criticized and examined this tendency extensively. In his 

1965 poetic essay “Nothing Personal,” Baldwin wrote, for example, “It has always been 

easier (because it has always seemed much safer) to give name to the evil without than to 

locate the terror within. And yet, the terror within is far truer and more powerful than any 

of our labels: the labels change, the terror is constant.”300 In other words, for Baldwin, the 

 
298 Like Dostoyevsky in The Possessed, Baldwin is using the figure of the devil as a representation of 

human evil. Ibid., 571. 
 
299 In much of his work, Baldwin directly applied this theoretical proposition to specific ideological 

justifications for violence. For example, this outlook formed a critical aspect of his analyses of 
communist movements and powers globally. I will expand upon this in subsequent chapters. Baldwin, 
“East River, Downtown: Postscript to a Letter from Harlem,” 181, 184; No Name in the Street, 370; 
“Princes and Powers,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library 
of America, 1998), 146. 

 
300 Baldwin, “Nothing Personal,” n.p. 
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assignment of evil to an outside source signaled a purposeful neglecting of the human 

propensity towards violence.301 

Importantly, and further to the point of how Baldwin differed from and expanded 

upon Dostoyevsky, this distinction suggests a plausible reason the two authors differed 

on the issue of human redemption. Dostoyevsky believed in the traditional Christian 

sense of human redemption as being gained through an embracing of Jesus as a savior 

whose life, death, and resurrection conquered death and cleansed humanity of all sin, and 

who will return at the end of time. Stepan Verkhovensky in The Possessed, for example, 

stated as much: “But the sick man will be healed, and ‘will sit at the feet of Jesus’, and all 

will look at him amazed.”302 But Baldwin’s idea of human-driven redemption, as I 

discussed in the literature review, was much more grounded in the material world, and 

sought to overcome divisive categorizations and social hierarchies in order to connect 

with others through a true sense of selfless love.303 In the early 1960s, Baldwin stated this 

explicitly in his description of his intention behind writing Another Country (1962), 

 
301 This argument plausibly signaled an appropriation of Sigmund Freud, who in passing posited in 1913 

that the projection of evil onto demons allows people to deny psychologically-repressed guilt. Yet, more 
expansively than Freud, Baldwin understood that such projection and denial often happened not only on 
an individual level, but on a communal level. Baldwin’s broader appropriation of Freud in application to 
both individual and societal violence will be expanded in the next chapter. Sigmund Freud, Totem and 
Taboo: Some correspondences between the psychical lives of savages and neurotics, trans. Shaun 
Whiteside, in On Murder, Mourning and Melancholia, ed. Ed. Adam Philips (Penguin: London, 1913), 
67.  

 
302 Perhaps indicative of his radical interpretation of theodicy, Dostoyevsky does not in the novel posit a 

supernatural force for which Jesus must defeat. He is, on the other hand, adamantly centered on human 
redemption. Dostoyevsky, The Possessed, 648. 

 
303 Douglass Field, All Those Strangers: The Art and Lives of James Baldwin (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2015), 110; Patricia Lorine Schnapp, “The liberation theology of James Baldwin,” (Ph.D. Diss., 
Bowling Green State University, 1987), 134-60. 
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which pertained specifically to characters overcoming their own prejudices, stereotypes, 

and hatreds regarding race and gender through acts of selfless and loving sexuality. In a 

paraphrasing of one of Baldwin’s private letters, Leeming states that Another Country 

was his attempt to “break through cowardly and hypocritical morality,” “(suggest) that 

love is refused at one’s peril,” and “(celebrate) its author’s belief…that human beings are 

not by nature sinful unless they ignore the call to love.”304 Fourteen years later, Baldwin 

reiterated this sentiment in The Devil Finds Work, writing, “To encounter oneself is to 

encounter the other: and this is love.”305 

 
304 Baldwin was responding to a letter from an offended reader who accused Another Country of being 

pornographic. Baldwin, Another Country; Leeming, 200.  
 
305 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 571. 
 
Baldwin’s sense of love draws from the long Christian theological and hermeneutical tradition, but, again, 

differs in his grounding of this conception not in the supernatural but in the material world, and in 
human-to-human connection. This distinction included, of course, Baldwin’s criticism of traditional 
Christian sexual morality. In his monumental book Christian Love: How Christians through the Ages 
Have Understood Love, contemporary theologian Bernard V. Brady gives an in-depth analysis of the 
history of Christian conceptualizations of love from their earliest interpretations of the “Old Testament” 
through contemporary times. In his history and analysis, Brady includes many authors Baldwin was sure 
to engage, including Augustine of Hippo, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, and Martin Luther King, Jr.  

 
One aspect of Christian love that Brady highlights in Augustine and Aquinas’ work is the importance of 

friendship in sustaining a healthy and selfless relationship with others and the world at large. This is 
something Baldwin, whether wittingly or unwittingly, appeared to share. In The Devil Finds Work, 
Baldwin’s main example of selfless love was not sexuality, but the mentorship and friendship of Bill 
Miller. Four years prior, in No Name in the Street (1972), Baldwin used the example of his older 
stepbrother saving him from drowning in the ocean. It is important to note that Baldwin characterized his 
stepbrother’s love not as being merely motivated by familial duty—Baldwin was all too knowledgeable 
about his own father’s betrayal in this regard—but more meaningfully out of a choice to make a human 
connection based in the true, selfless devotion of a guardian and a friend. He wrote, “I learned something 
(from my brother’s heroism) about the terror and the loneliness and the depth and the height of love.” 
Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work 480-1, 487, 499-503; No Name in the Street, 356-7; Bernard V. Brady, 
Christian Love: How Christians through the Ages Have Understood Love (Washington, D.C.: 
Georgetown University Press, 2003).  
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But, as both his experiences in Turkey and his reflections on Dostoyevsky 

inspired an expansion of his conceptualizations of evil and his prevailing prescription of 

love, there were two parallel and connected questions that persisted throughout his post-

1970s writings on religion, violence, and marginalization. One regarded the particular 

psychological, emotional, and spiritual reasons people reached a state in life in which 

they refuse to embrace the liberation of selfless love. The other regarded the way in 

which this refusal has led to violence and oppression on individual and social levels.306 In 

the post-1970s writings that addressed these two question, Baldwin brought with him a 

more expansive and more mature understanding of world affairs, cross cultural 

encounters, world history, and his own personal experiences with marginalization. 

Drawing upon all of these, the older, wiser, and even more reflective Baldwin set out to 

create universally-minded theories regarding the role religion has played in fostering the 

motivations for violence against marginalized peoples. As part of this development, 

Baldwin posited corollary theories regarding these motivations’ manifestations in 

institutionally- and socially-sanctioned cruelty the world around.  

 
306 These questions likewise incorporated profound Dostoyevskian themes. In Crime and Punishment, for 

example, Dostoyevsky examined the particular psychological and spiritual processes by which 
Raskolnikov comes to commit, justify, and, eventually, redeem himself from violence. Dostoyevsky, 
Crime and Punishment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SEAS OF BLOOD: ON SCAPEGOATISM 

But the goat on which the lot fell to be the scapegoat, shall be presented alive 
before the LORD, to make an atonement with him, and to let him go for a 
scapegoat into the wilderness. 
 
Leviticus 16:10 

 
The suffering of the scapegoat has resulted in seas of blood, and yet not one 
sinner has been saved, or changed, by this despairing ritual. 
 
James Baldwin, No Name in the Street 

 
Baldwin first traveled to the American South in 1957 with the intent of bearing 

witness to the region’s terrifying violence and to the bravery it took for black southerners 

to endure and contest such oppression.307 Among his many horrifying and illuminating 

experiences in the South, there was one that particularly resonated with Baldwin: he was 

sexually groped by a drunk white man whom he did not name but described as “one of 

the most powerful men in one of the states I visited.” Baldwin had two immediate 

reactions to the sexual assault. First, he was frightened “not (by) the gesture itself, but the 

abjectness of it, and the assumption (on the assaulter’s part) of a swift and grim 

complicity.” Second, he immediately began reflecting upon what psychological 

mechanisms inspired this man to commit such an atrocity with no expectation of reprisal. 

He wrote in No Name in the Street (1972), “When the man grabbed my cock, I didn’t 

think of him as a faggot, which, indeed, if having a wife and children, house, cars, and a 

 
307 Baldwin was inspired to travel to the American South after seeing a horrific photograph of white 
southerners sneering, jeering, and spitting at a fifteen-year-old girl named Dorothy Counts because she 
attempted to attend a segregated school in Alabama. Ibid., 383, 384; David Leeming, James Baldwin: A 
Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), 139. 
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respectable and powerful standing in the community, mean anything, he wasn’t. I 

watched his eyes, thinking, with great sorrow, The unexamined life is not worth living.” 

As Baldwin experienced in that moment the complete degradation of his dignity at the 

hands of a very powerful white man who, Baldwin implied, was a probable supporter of 

black civil rights, he came to a new understanding about complexities and intricacies of 

the human experience. He concluded that examining these complexities and intricacies 

meant that one must undergo the arduous task of understanding the nature of violence 

enacted on individual and societal levels. Consequently, he also understood that such 

violence was often imbued with oppressive racial, sexual, gendered, and economic 

overtones, undertones, and intersections.308 

 This was not the first or last time Baldwin was sexually assaulted. In fact, he had 

been the target of assault and harassment, sexual and otherwise, many times in his life by 

people of various racial backgrounds. His father’s physical abuse, for example, extended 

to the most intimate parts of his anatomy as David forced Baldwin into a circumcision at 

the age of five. David’s religiously-motivated intention, according to Leeming, was 

“perhaps to make (Baldwin) more ‘Christ-like,’ somehow less ‘primitive’ and less 

marked by the ‘sin’ of his illegitimacy.” Baldwin would recall to Leeming in the last 

decade of his life that his circumcision left a profound and long-lasting psychological 

trauma upon him. The young boy soon also learned that the compulsion to commit abuse 

 
308 The phrase, “The unexamined life is not worth living,” is attributed to Socrates in Plato’s Apology. 

James Baldwin, No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998), 390-1; Plato, Apology, Crito, and Phaedo of Socrates, trans. 
Henry Cary (LaVergne: Merchant Books, 1883), 30. Translated as “…a life without investigation is not 
worth living for…”. 
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and to violate a person’s bodily autonomy was not restricted to his father. For example, 

Leeming describes an incident in which a local adult resident “began to (sexually)” caress 

Baldwin as a child before a sudden noise frightened the man, halting the attempted 

molestation. This was an incident that caused Baldwin to experience “sexual alienation,” 

or to, at a young age, associate sexuality with violence, shame, and self-loathing. Some 

years later, a teenage Baldwin was sexually assaulted by two men in a movie theater. 

Further, police officers, mostly white, would often use their apparent procedural 

techniques as smokescreens for sexually assaulting the young boy while simultaneously 

making degrading and racialized phallic remarks. And the trauma of such assaults was 

not only directly tied to the events themselves. Rather, it was also resultant from the 

persistent anxiety of living under the constant fear that such events could reoccur at any 

moment. Thus, even as a young man, Baldwin was acutely aware that the general 

perception of him as a faggot when he was in New York put him in constant danger of 

being, as he put it, “gang raped.”309  

 
309 Given that Baldwin endured a brutal assault in Erdek, Turkey, such abuse was certainly not limited to 
the United States. I have not, however, found any evidence of Baldwin experiencing sexual assault in 
France, although, as indicated in Giovanni’s Room, Parisians certainly exhibited prejudice towards same-
gendered couples.. James Baldwin, “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 820, 822; Leeming, 6, 
23-4, 267-8. 
 
The sexual abuse Baldwin encountered at the hands of white men, and particularly white men in positions 
of authority, conjured a long, horrifying history of white sexual violence against black men and women. 
For extensive accounts and analyses of this history, see the following: Thomas A. Foster, “The Sexual 
Abuse of Black Men under American Slavery,” Journal of the History of Sexuality 20:3 (2011); Cynthia 
Prather, Taleria R. Fuller, William L. Jeffries, IV, Khiya J. Marshall, A. Vyan Howell, Angela Belyue-
Umole, and Winifred King, “Racism, African American Women, and Their Sexual and Reproductive 
Health: A Review of Historical and Contemporary Evidence and Implications for Health Equity,” Health 
Equity 2:1 (2018). 
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 All of the sexual assaults inflicted upon Baldwin left long-lasting trauma. Yet, it 

was the assault by that powerful white southern man that motivated him to begin focusing 

more intently on interrogating the psychological processes by which people employ 

various forms of violence intended to establish and reinforce racial, religious, sexual, 

gendered, and economic domination. As a result, Baldwin came to articulate his 

awareness of the intersecting racial and economic dynamics his assault. He wrote, “This 

man, with a phone call, could prevent or provoke a lynching. This was one of the men 

you called (or had a friend call) in order to get your brother off the prison farm. A phone 

call from him might prevent your brother from being dug up, later, during some random 

archaeological expedition. Therefore, one had to be friendly: but the price for this was 

your cock.” In short, as much as this man on the surface was likely a public supporter of 

civil rights, his support came with the expectation of complicity to his perverse and 

violating whims. This expectation also signaled and affirmed his related demand for 

acquiescence to his sense of superiority and power. A deeper interrogation of the assault 

revealed to Baldwin that sexualized anti-black violence manifested certain imagined and 

dangerous notions regarding the bodies and sexualities of black men and women. He 

subsequently came to realize that sexual assault in all its forms was not only, or even 

primarily, about lust. Rather, it was about the offender enacting a perverse power-play 

upon the victim in which the victim signifies a deep-seated, violent, and fantastical 

embodiment of desire, shame, and anguish.310 In other words, Baldwin came to 

 
310 Baldwin’s contention regarding the motivations behind sexual assault anticipated the insights of a later 

generation of assault victims. Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 390-1.  
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understand that the experience of racial and sexual violence that he shared with so many 

others were often manifestations of the phenomenon of scapegoatism. 

In “Unloading Guilt: The Innocent Victim as Illustrated by James Baldwin and 

René Girard” (1997), theologian Benedict Ushedo defines the scapegoat as an innocent 

“substitute bearer” whom “blame can be transferred to,” and scapegoatism as “the 

spontaneous psychological mechanism by which an innocent victim is sacrificed.” He 

further notes that the theme of scapegoatism is most prominently associated with the 

Hebrew and Christian scriptures, in which the sacrificed scapegoat often took the form of 

a killed or banished goat or lamb.311 Influenced greatly by Abrahamic thought, the theme 

of scapegoatism likewise has a long history within the academic study of religion. Two 

thinkers in particular are most prominently associated with the study of the scapegoat 

mechanism: James G. Frazer, a late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century Scottish 

anthropologist, and René Girard, a French literary critic and philosopher who was a 

contemporary of Baldwin’s. 
 

 
311 See in particular the following verses: Leviticus 5:6, Leviticus 16:9-10, John 1:29, and 1 Peter 1: 18-19.  
 
Noting the Hebraic influences upon Baldwin, Ushedo specifically references the description of 

scapegoatism in Leviticus 16:9-10 (KJV): “And (Moses’ brother) Aaron shall bring the goat upon which 
the LORD’s lot fell, and offer him for a sin offering. But the goat on which the lot fell to be the 
scapegoat, shall be presented alive before the LORD, to make an atonement with him, and to let him go 
for a scapegoat into the wilderness.” In Ushedo’s interpretation, this passage established two goats used 
for different purposes. The first goat was offered as a form of propitiation while the second, characterized 
as a scapegoat banished into the wilderness, was used as an attempt to eliminate the iniquities of the 
community. Ushedo on one hand sees the process of propitiation represented by the first goat as 
positively central to proper Christian morality and cosmology. Yet he agrees with Baldwin that the intent 
of eliminating iniquities, symbolized for Ushedo by the second goat, signals a profound moral failure that 
denies the fact that individual and communal iniquities must be faced with the intent of repentance. 
James Baldwin, “The Man Child,” in Going to Meet the Man (New York: Laurel, 1965), 48-65; Benedict 
O. Ushedo, “Unloading Guilt: The Innocent Victim as Illustrated by James Baldwin and René Girard,” 
Journal of Religious Thought 53-4: 2-1 (1997), 133, 135. 
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In his grandiose and foundational work, The Golden Bough (1890), Frazer 

performed cross-cultural analyses of contemporaneous and historical mythologies. 

Within this compendium of world myths, he proffered a salient description of 

scapegoatism that complements Ushedo’s. In short, he described the scapegoat as a 

“vehicle” through which a society, most often ceremoniously, attempts to “effect a total 

clearance of the (material and spiritual) ills that have been infesting a people.” This 

vehicle, for Frazier, could take several forms: a material object, a human being, an 

animal, and a human who is considered divine. Frazer further argued that the ceremonial 

processes by which people attempt to clear society of its ills could range from the 

banishment of an object, animal, or person to collective acts of murder.312 

By the second half of the twentieth century, the more contemporary study of 

scapegoatism became associated with Girard. Like Frazer, Girard developed his theories 

through the methods of comparative mythological analyses. By result of studying a 

variety of myths, Girard argued that the process that came to be known as scapegoatism 

in Abrahamic contexts has been a common aspect of mythologies stemming from global 

historical religious and literary traditions, including being featured extensively 

throughout ancient Greek literature. Moreover, in his seminal work The Scapegoat 

(1982), Girard described three consistent qualities evident within cross-cultural literary 

representations of the process of scapegoatism: “the innocence of the victims, the 
 

312 As was common among European Religious Studies scholars of his time, Frazer often painted racially 
degrading, stereotypical, and frequently inaccurate or incomplete portraits of non-Europeans and 
European minorities such as Jewish people and “gypsies.” The insights Frazer provided came despite his 
unfortunate and degrading racist worldview. James G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1922), 651-668. 
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collective polarization in opposition to them, and the collective end result of that 

polarization,” with the final quality signaling the particular ways in which people attempt 

to destroy those socially considered scapegoats.313 

Ushedo insightfully illuminates correlations between Girard’s conceptualization 

of scapegoatism and Baldwin’s depiction of the scapegoat mechanism in his 1965 short 

story, “The Man Child.” Baldwin’s short story centers around a white man named Jamie 

who projects his pain, fear, regret, guilt, and bitterness regarding his life’s failures upon 

his friend’s young son, Eric, also white. The story ends with Jamie murdering Eric by 

strangulation in a horrifyingly misguided attempt to purge himself of his pain and 

bitterness. Interpreting “The Man Child” through a Girardian lens, Ushedo concludes that 

the story “represents a parable of how humans attempt to dismiss guilt by artificial 

means.”314 Though striking, this correlation between Girard’s writings on scapegoatism 

and Baldwin’s “The Man Child” was unsurprising given that there were also a significant 

amount of shared qualities between the two authors’ nonfiction works. For example, both 

Baldwin and Girard were courageously invested in difficult moral discourses that 

analyzed and condemned the formations of violence in the West at large, and the role 

religion played in those formations. Additionally, Baldwin was certainly influenced by 

the same ancient and more modern literature and discourses Girard explored, including 

 
313 René Girard, The Scapegoat, trans. Yvonne Freccero (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 

1982), 39, 46; Violence and the Sacred, trans. Patrick Gregory (London: Bloomsbury, 1972), 90. 
 
314 Ushedo, 133, 135, 136.  
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the Hebrew and Christian scriptures. Lastly, both authors shared an extensive and critical 

interest in the psychological theories of Austrian physician Sigmund Freud.315  

Despite these shared qualities, the two authors were considerably distinct in their 

approaches to analyzing the phenomenon of scapegoatism. These distinctions were 

almost certainly resultant of their vastly different life experiences. As a relatively 

economically-advantaged and institutionally-educated white Catholic Frenchman, Girard 

was less apt to interrogate more modern and continuing forms of scapegoatism as he 

preferred to focus his research and writing on ancient literature. Baldwin, on the other 

hand, drew upon his lived experiences as a target of violence to more presciently 

illuminate the real-world, violent effects of scapegoatism against marginalized peoples. 

These distinctions likewise characterized each author’s appropriation of Freud. Girard 

appropriated Freud’s proposition in his seminal study of indigenous religious practices, 

Totem and Taboo (1913), that the attempted propitiation of guilt through ritualistic 

animal sacrifice was psychologically connected to an inherited guilt resultant from an 

ancient cannibalistic patricide. In fact, Girard argued that, although Freud was an atheist, 

this argument confirmed the Christian idea of original sin, and was theologically helpful 

in understanding this central Christian concept.316 Baldwin, on the other hand, 

 
315 James Baldwin, “Words of a Native Son,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998), 711; John Cloud, “Sigmund Freud,” in Special Time Edition: Great 
Scientists (2018), 85-6; Girard, Violence and the Sacred, 90.  
316 Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo: Some correspondences between the psychical lives of savages and 
neurotics, trans. Shaun Whiteside, in On Murder, Mourning and Melancholia, ed. Ed. Adam Philips 
(Penguin: London, 2005), 36, 141-5. 
 
For more information on Girard’s life, see: Cynthia L. Haven, Evolution of Desire: A Life of René Girard 
(East Lansing: Michigan University Press, 2018); “Stanford professor and eminent French theorist René 
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consistently appropriated Freudian ideas regarding the repression and projection of 

anguish and desire to address more contemporary employments of the scapegoat 

mechanism.   

In this regard, Baldwin was by no means the only African Diasporic, or even 

African American, writer, artist, or intellectual who addressed the psychology behind 

scapegoatism. For example, in Jesus and the Disinherited (1949), minister and theologian 

Howard Thurman posited scapegoatism as one of the main contributors to the process of 

dehumanizing others. He wrote, “A whole group may be regarded as an exception, and 

thus one is relieved of any necessity to regard them as human beings…On the same 

principle scapegoats are provided, upon whose helpless heads we pour our failures and 

our fears.”317 And in works such as “The Souls of White Folk” (1920) and “The Negro 

and the Warsaw Ghetto” (1952), writer and sociologist W.E.B. Du Bois displayed a an 

ever-growing realization of the global phenomenon of scapegoatism, and the various 

ways different cultures have employed the scapegoat mechanism.318 He concluded in 

“The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto,” for example, that “…the race problem in which I 

 
Girard, member of the Académie Française, dies at 91” (authored as Cynthia Haven), Stanford News (4 
November 2015) https://news.stanford.edu/2015/11/04/René-girard-obit-110415/. 
317 Howard Thurman, Jesus and the Disinherited (Boston: Beacon Press, 1949), 15-9, 102. 
 
318 W.E.B. Du Bois, “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto,” in The Social Theory of W.E.B. DU Bois, ed. 

Phil Zuckerman (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2004), 45-6.; “The Souls of White Folk,” in W.E.B. 
Du Bois: Writings, ed. Nathan Huggins (New York: The Library of America, 1986), 923-38. 

 
As noted in chapter two, Du Bois also examined this domestically in his essay “Religion in the South” 

(1907) and his short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia” (1911). . W.E.B. Du Bois, “Jesus Christ in Georgia,” 
in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 2000), 91-98; “Religion in 
the South,” in Du Bois on Religion, ed. Phil Zuckerman (Walnut Creek: AltaMira Press, 2000), 69-89. 
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was interested cut across lines of color and physique and belief and status and was a 

matter of cultural patterns, perverted teaching, and human hate and prejudice.”319 

 The theme of scapegoatism also proved important to one of Baldwin’s most well-

known and widely-read contemporaries, the Martinican psychiatrist, writer, and 

revolutionary Frantz Fanon. In his study of the psychological and psychiatric effects of 

French colonialism on Antillean people, titled Black Skin, White Masks (1952), Fanon 

noted the ubiquitous nature of the European projection of African peoples as the 

embodiments of evil. Further analysis revealed to Fanon correlations between European 

Christian objectifications of African and Jewish peoples. He wrote, “…(African and 

Jewish peoples) have one point in common. Both of us stand for Evil.” Yet, Fanon 

addended this contention with an argument that European anti-black hatred had the 

additional element of associating black skin with evil. He argued, “The black man (was 

associated with evil) more so, for the good reason that he is black.” This color 

symbolism, persistent throughout Western history, was, according to Fanon, an essential 

impetus by which slavery and colonization were justified in the European Christian 

imagination. He wrote, “Is not whiteness in symbols always ascribed in French to Justice, 

Truth, Virginity? I knew an Antillean who said of another Antillean, ‘His body is black, 

his language is black, his soul must be black too.’ This logic is put into daily practice by 

the white man. The black man is the symbol of Evil and Ugliness.”320 

 
 
319 Du Bois, “The Negro and the Warsaw Ghetto,” 46. 
 
320 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, trans. Charles Lam Markmann (New York: Grove Press, 1952), 

180. See also page 188: “In Europe, the black man is the symbol of Evil.” 
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 There are a myriad of correlations and differences between Baldwin and Fanon, to 

which I will return shortly. Yet, informed by his personal experiences and interpretations 

of biblical literature, Baldwin developed unique theories regarding scapegoatism that are 

at once psychological, psychiatric, sociological, ethical, and personal.  Baldwin’s 

nonfictional theorization regarding scapegoatism was especially central to late-era works 

such as No Name in the Street (1971), “Freaks and the Ideal of American Masculinity” 

(1985), and “The Price of the Ticket” (1985).321 Moreover, within these works, he 

critically engaged Freudian discourses to analyze and understand the nature of 

scapegoatism, along with the often religiously-inspired violence inflicted upon him as an 

“illegitimate” child, an African American, and a perceived sexual heretic. In this regard, 

sexual violence took a central experiential and intellectual role in his development of 

theories of scapegoatism. Baldwin subsequently emerged in the 1970s with a broad 

conceptualization of scapegoatism that posited violence against marginalized peoples as 

reflective of the projection of repressed anguish and desire upon derided social classes. 

Within this conceptualization, Baldwin argued that religious beliefs and practices often 

play a significant role in justifying and facilitating the employment of the scapegoat 

mechanism. 

 

Biblical Literature 
 

 
321 This was also a developing theme in his speeches from the 1960s, which I will examine soon. Baldwin, 
“Freaks and the Ideal of American Masculinity”; “Going to Meet the Man,” in Going to Meet the Man 
(New York: Laurel, 1965), 198-218; Go Tell It on the Mountain (New York: Dell, 1953); “The Man 
Child”; “The Price of the Ticket,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The 
Library of America, 1998). 
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 Scapegoatism was certainly a persistent theme throughout Baldwin’s early fiction. 

Nonetheless, it was not until 1971’s No Name in the Street that he provided a direct 

description of the process by which the scapegoat mechanism unfolds and its effects on 

both the “scapegoat” and “scapegoater.” He wrote,  

That the scapegoat pays for the sins of others is well known, but this is only legend, and a 
revealing one at that. In fact, however the scapegoat may be made to suffer, his suffering 
cannot purify the sinner; it merely incriminates him the more, and it seals his damnation. 
The scapegoat, eventually, is released, to death: his murderer continues to live. The 
suffering of the scapegoat has resulted in seas of blood, and yet not one sinner has been 
saved, or changed, by this despairing ritual. Sin has merely been added to sin, and guilt 
piled upon guilt. In the private chambers of the soul, the guilty party is identified, and the 
accusing finger, then, is not legend, but consequence, not fantasy, but the truth. People 
pay for what they do, and, still more, for what they have allowed themselves to become. 
And they pay for it very simply: by the lives they lead.322  
 
 

This particular description of scapegoatism provides a theoretical lens through which we 

can examine Baldwin’s invocation of his prophetic voice within his earlier, more implicit 

condemnations of scapegoatism during the American Civil Rights Movement. Such 

condemnations are apparent in two speeches from the 1960s: “The American Dream and 

the American Negro” (1965) and his speech to the World Council of Churches, “White 

Racism or World Community?” (1968).323  

 “The American Dream and the American Negro” speech was given in the context 

of a debate at Cambridge University in England with American conservative 

commentator, intellectual, and well-known debater William F. Buckley. The debate 

 
322 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 386. 
 
323 James Baldwin, “The American Dream and the American Negro,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, 
ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998); “White Racism or World Community?” in 
James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998). 
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prompt regarded whether or not the “American Dream is at the expense of the American 

Negro.” Buckley argued that the motion was false because the United States eventually 

provided African Americans with educational and employment opportunities. Baldwin, 

on the other hand, argued that the American Dream shared by many white people came 

“at the expense” of the emotional, psychological, physical, and spiritual well-being of 

African Americans. In testament to Baldwin’s power as a debater and speechmaker, and 

to the legacy of the rhetorical skills he learned as a boy preacher, the crowd responded 

with a standing ovation and voted him the winner of the debate by a margin of 544 to 

164.324 

 The historical, theological, structural, and literary particularities of Baldwin’s 

speech demand closer inspection. Baldwin began “The American Dream and the 

American Negro” by stating, “I find myself, not for the first time, in the position of a kind 

of Jeremiah.” His speech, therefore, purposefully and effectively appropriated the 

thematic and structural elements of the jeremiad in a triple incorporation of the American, 

African American, and Hebraic prophetic traditions. Presumably, the audience rightfully 

assumed that Baldwin would, echoing Jeremiah’s own moral warnings to the people of 

Israel and Judah, condemn white American racism, along with racism at large. But the 

audience may not have been prepared for his evocation of the full biblical narrative when, 

in the spirit of Jeremiah, Baldwin offered a lament for the moral ruin racism brought 

upon white Americans. He stated, 

 
324 Baldwin, “The American Dream and the American Negro.” Although transcribed originally in The New 

York Times Magazine, you can watch the full debate, including Buckley’s speech and the crowd’s 
reaction to Baldwin, here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFeoS41xe7w. 
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But what happens to the poor white man’s, the poor white woman’s, mind? It is 
this: they have been raised to believe, and by now they helplessly believe, that 
no matter how terrible some of their lives may be and no matter what disaster 
overtakes them, there is one consolation like a heavenly revelation—at least they 
are not black. I suggest that of all the terrible things that could happen to a 
human being that is one of the worst. I suggest that what has happened to the 
white Southerner is in some ways much worse than what has happened to the 
Negroes there.325  

 
Through the consistent reenactment of racial violence, white Southerners, for Baldwin, 

not only continued to incriminate themselves, but multiplied an unacknowledged anguish 

and guilt that was taking a terrible toll upon themselves and African Americans. This 

was, for Baldwin, among the most tragic things that could happen to a person or society. 

As much as the oppressive forces of racial violence devastatingly hindered the physical, 

emotional, psychological, and economic well-being of African Americans, white 

Americans inflicted themselves with the burden of having to maintain an illusory sense of 

superiority. This, in effect, obstructed the realization of their true humanity and that of 

their black scapegoats. 

 In “White Racism or World Community?,” Baldwin expanded his lament for the 

moral ruin of white Americans to that of white propagators of racial violence globally. 

He stated,  

I am saying that when a person, when a people, are able to persuade themselves that 
another group or breed of men are less than men, they themselves become less than men 
and have made it almost impossible for themselves to confront reality and to change it. If 
I deny what I know to be true, if I deny that that white child next to me is simply another 
child, and if I pretend that that child, because its colour is white, deserves destruction, I 
have begun the destruction of my own personality and I am beginning the destruction of 
my own children.326 

 

 
325 Ibid, 714, 716. 
 
326 Baldwin, “White Racism or World Community?” 755. 
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In this passage, Baldwin purposefully reversed the hierarchical racial structure in order to 

display the dangerous absurdity of white supremacy. And, again invoking his jeremiad 

voice, Baldwin proposed that the continued propagation of superiority complexes was 

quite literally destroying white people’s moral lives. Even more tragically, this 

destruction was being passed on to their children, who, unless they worked towards 

ridding themselves of such hatred and violence, would likewise experience the tragedy of 

moral, psychological, and spiritual ruin. While scapegoatism may seek to destroy the 

scapegoat, the scapegoater, for Baldwin, instead becomes condemned to a life of 

meaninglessness and immorality unless they embrace the redemptive task of rejecting 

their indoctrinated violence against marginalized peoples.  

Arguably, the intersection of Baldwin’s prophetic voice, displayed in the above 

quotes, with his condemnations of and theoretical developments regarding scapegoatism, 

stated directly in No Name in the Street (1971), became most fully realized in “The Price 

of the Ticket” (1985). In this essay, Baldwin wrote,  

But it does not demand a mass conversion to persuade a mob to lynch a nigger or stone a 
Jew or mutilate a sexual heretic. It demands no conversion at all: in the very same way 
that the act demands no courage at all. That not one member of the mob could or would 
accomplish the deed alone is not merely, I think, due to physical cowardice but to 
cowardice of another order. To destroy a nigger, a kike, a dyke, or a faggot, by one’s own 
act alone is to have committed a communion and, above all, to have made a public 
confession more personal, more total, and more devastating than any act of love: whereas 
the orgasm of the mob is drenched in the blood of the lamb.”327 
 

As an extension of the Hebrew scriptural allusions within prior works, Baldwin’s specific 

reference to “the blood of the lamb” in “The Price of the Ticket” added an incorporation 

 
327 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
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of the Christian scriptures, or the New Testament. According to traditional Christian 

theology, Jesus himself became a sacrificed entity, taking on the world’s sins to then be 

killed as an innocent scapegoat.328 The Gospel of John 1:29, for example, explicitly 

correlated Jesus with a sacrificial lamb. Within this passage, Jesus’ cousin, John the 

Baptist, saw Jesus and proclaimed, “Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin 

of the world” (KJV). And in a letter attributed to Jesus’ apostle Peter, Jesus was even 

more clearly described as the ultimate sin-cleansing sacrificial lamb. As the letter’s 

author wrote, “Forasmuch as ye know that ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, 

as silver and gold, from your vain conversation received by tradition from your fathers; 

But with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot…” 

(KJV).329 Baldwin metaphorically appropriated and re-interpreted this Hebraic and 

Christian reference to the “sacrificial lamb” in order to further a historical and 

psychological argument: despite their innocence, derided social classes had become, in 

the collective imaginations of the dominate scapegoating majority, embodiments of 

sinfulness and, as such, deserving of violence.330  

 
328 Girard, The Scapegoat, 101, 119, 126-7, 148. 
 
329 1 Peter 1:18-19 (KJV). 
 
330 Many Christians also interpret passages in Isaiah regarding a “suffering servant” who has been beaten, 

degraded, and rejected as a prophecy for the “scapegoat” Jesus’ death and the salvation they believe it 
brought to humanity. Isaiah 52:13-53:5.  
 
See especially Isaiah 53:5, which states, “But (the suffering servant) was wounded for our transgressions, 
he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are 
healed.” 
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 From a more sociological perspective, Baldwin’s use of the term “mob” indicated 

a primary focus on the perverse horror of communal, rather than just individual, 

violence.331 This idea of a communally-ordained sacrificial scapegoat was likewise 

steeped in biblical imagery. Leviticus 5:6 and 16:9-10, of course, depicted the ancient 

Hebrew communities as collectively thrusting their iniquities onto the sacrificed animal 

to be either killed or banished into the wilderness. But, Baldwin plausibly intended his 

own description of a mob enacting a human sacrifice to likewise reference an event found 

in all four gospels: a mob of people calling for the Roman State to execute Jesus. In 

particular, Baldwin’s description of the murderous collective being “drenched in the 

blood of the lamb” perhaps purposefully echoed the murderous crowd’s chant in Matthew 

27:25: “(Jesus’) blood be on us, and on our children.” In short, in contrast to traditional 

Christian interpretations of biblical passages regarding scapegoatism that often focused 

on conceptualizations of salvation, Baldwin in “The Price of the Ticket” creatively 

appropriated and re-interpreted biblical language in order to emphasize that scapegoatism 

signaled an increasing mob hatred, violence, and guilt.332  

 
331 It is important to offer one important additional note here: Baldwin’s short story “Going to Meet the 

Man” (1965) did correlate scapegoatism with the mob violence of lynching. I will examine this soon. 
Baldwin, “Going to Meet the Man”; “The Man Child”; “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 

 
332 That Baldwin in the full quote from “The Price of the Ticket” included Jewish people as victims of 

scapegoatism is unsurprising. But, if Baldwin did actually intend to invoke the Gospel of Matthew, that 
invocation would take on special importance here. The condemning mob in all four gospels was depicted 
as being comprised of solely Hebrews. Subsequently, and as noted by historian and journalist James P. 
Carrol, the Gospel of Matthew in particular became a stalwart of anti-Jewish ideologies throughout 
Christian history and was often used to justify violence against Jewish people. In essence, the 
representation of Pilate as claiming his innocence came to signify in the European Christian imagination 
the innocence of the Roman State. Similarly, the alleged profession of the Jewish mob that Jesus’s 
“blood be on us, and our children” came to mean for many European Christians that Jewish people and 
their progeny were embodiments of the iniquity of killing the innocent Jesus. Baldwin was well aware of 
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 In addition to Baldwin’s complex interpretations of Hebrew and Christian 

scripture, there’s another important indication that Baldwin made in the above quoted 

passage: a correlation between the despised racialized other and the so-called sexual 

heretic.333 As suggested by this correlation, Baldwin came to see the process of creating 

inferior racial classes as inseparable from the process of creating sexually heretical 

classes. Moreover, Baldwin saw racial violence in all its multifaceted individual and 

systemic forms as having inherent sexual overtones and undertones. Therefore, Baldwin’s 

conflation of these two scapegoat categories proves to be fertile ground for examining his 

writings on the relationship between sexual, racial, and religious violence. 

 

Sexual Heresy 

 Unsurprisingly, the notions of natal and social illegitimacy became major themes 

in Baldwin’s analyses of scapegoatism and sexual heresy. The Western social 

marginalization of children born out of wedlock was largely rooted in an inherited 

Victorian Christian morality. Historian Ann R. Higginbotham notes that, throughout the 

 
this long-standing belief that justified innumerable forms of collective violence against Jewish people, 
including the Holocaust and the preceding pogroms throughout European history.  And, as noted in 
chapter one, he viewed the refutation of this belief to be of upmost importance, asserting in “Down at the 
Cross” (1962) and “The Price of the Ticket” that the Roman State, not the Jews, were in fact responsible 
for the murder of Jesus. Hence, he may have intentionally referenced a verse that had been historically 
interpreted in Europe to provide justification for anti-Jewish violence in order to, by reversal, position 
Jews as innocent scapegoats and, even more profoundly, Christlike figures. By implication, therefore, the 
mob in Baldwin’s scenario consisted not of Hebrews but of Christians, enacting violence upon derided 
social classes and resultingly sealing, as he put it in No Name in the Street, their “damnation.” 

 
I will return more prominently to Baldwin’s analysis of European justifications for anti-Semitic violence in 

the next chapter. Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 386; “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
 
333 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
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nineteenth century, London in particular became a hotspot of violence against children 

born out of wedlock, with infanticide being a common phenomenon. She attributes the 

predominance of infanticide against “illegitimate” children to two phenomena. The first 

was the fact that unmarried mothers were often restricted to low-wage labor that made 

supporting a child almost untenable. The second was that, within Victorian society, such 

children were viewed as representations of the mother’s sexual indiscretion.334 Baldwin 

was keenly aware of the way in which Victorian-influenced morality conflated the stigma 

of illegitimacy with perceived sexual sin, and sought to understand the roots and reasons 

for this conflation. Subsequently, he became increasingly interested in the role 

conceptions of sexual morality played in the employment of the scapegoat mechanism.335 

This dynamic was certainly evident within Baldwin’s earliest fiction. For 

example, his semi-fictional personage in Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953), John, for 

example, functioned as an abused scapegoat for his stepfather’s racial trauma, and this 

dynamic echoed Baldwin’s own treatment at the hands of his stepfather, David.336 More 

than two decades later, in The Devil Finds Work (1976), Baldwin acknowledged that his 

stepfather’s abuse was in part an extension of David’s hypocritical judgment and 

 
334 Ann R. Higginbotham, “‘Sin of Age’: Infanticide and Illegitimacy in Victorian London,” Victorian 

Studies 32:3 (1989), 319, 321. 
 
335 One of the many paradoxes of American racism was that, while white Christians degraded women who 

conceived children out of wedlock, they violently forced enslaved African American women to be 
“breeders” with the intent of either increasing the number of people they owned or selling the children. 
White slaveowners often used this system of breeding to justify their rape of the women they owned. 
Gregory D. Smithers, Slave Breeding: Sex, Violence, and Memory in African American History 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2012). 

 
336 Baldwin, Go Tell It on the Mountain.   
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resulting animosity towards Baldwin’s mother Berdis for committing the perceived sin of 

conceiving a child out of wedlock.337 Baldwin as David’s scapegoat was seen to have 

inherited his mother’s sexual iniquity. As a result of this “inheritance,” one of the most 

traumatic abusive experiences inflicted upon Baldwin at the hands of his father was both 

sexual in nature and inspired by religious dogma: his unsafe, painful, and emotionally-

scarring circumcision at the age of five. In essence, before the young Baldwin even knew 

what sexuality was, he was branded as a sexual heretic, and was resultingly violated 

sexually as part of a violent religious ritual.338  

 This early childhood trauma almost certainly formed for Baldwin a context for his 

adult interrogations of the process by which people became labeled and punished as 

sexual heretics, and the role religion has often played within that process. But, in order to 

grasp Baldwin’s examinations of this process, a discussion of Baldwin’s complex sense 

of sexual morality is necessary. Consent, of course, formed a basic legal and, 

nonexclusively, moral necessity in his conceptualization regarding what a healthy 

expression of sexuality entails. Baldwin in particular displayed a profound disgust for the 

inherently non-consensual enactments of pedophilia and pederasty. Drawing from his 

own experiences, he held a profound concern for the child victims of such sexual 

assault.339 But, parallel to his condemning of sexual violence, Baldwin spoke in equal 

 
337 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998), 481.  
 
338 Leeming, 6. 
 
339 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 571. This was a major theme of his novel Just Above My Head (New 
York: Dell, 1979). 
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condemnation of false charges and convictions of sexual assault that were often leveled 

against men of color.340  

In terms of consensual sexual relationships, Baldwin, again, proposed that truly 

healthy and ethical sexuality was grounded in altruistic, honest, and loving sexual 

expression. Marriage, however, was not a prerequisite for this loving expression, even 

when engaged by partners of separate genders. And, if his novel Another Country (1962) 

is any indication, neither was monogamy.341 In fact, Baldwin saw the traditional 

Abrahamic and Victorian restrictions on sexuality—including, at the time, legal and 

social injunctions against interracial marriage—as restricting the possibility of engaging 

in sexual unions based in love, compassion, joy, and true human connection.342 Baldwin 

reflected upon this dynamic directly and explicitly in “Freaks and the American Ideal of 

Manhood” (1985). Within this essay, he was exceptionally open about admitting that not 

all of his sexual encounters met his ideal of ethical and healthy sexuality. Rather, his 

sense of the ideal moral and experiential purpose of sexuality appeared to arise from 

Baldwin’s regrets regarding how his loneliness often caused him to at times enter into 

unhealthy, fleeting sexual relationships as a younger man.343 And the bulk of Baldwin’s 

 
 
340 This was a major theme of Baldwin’s novel If Beale Street Could Talk (New York: Laurel, 1974). 
 
341 James Baldwin, Another Country (New York: Vintage International, 1962). 
 
342 As stated previously, this is a theme throughout Another Country. See also: Patricia Lorine Schnapp, 
“The liberation theology of James Baldwin,” (Ph.D. diss., Bowling Green State University, 1987), 134-60. 
 
343 Baldwin, “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” 821. 
 
Baldwin’s pattern of attempting to temporarily find a respite from loneliness and alienation in sex and other 

forms of pleasure was something that persisted throughout his entire life. Nonetheless, his reflections in 
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personal reflections on sexuality and sexual morality within “Freaks and the American 

Ideal of Manhood” focused not on his relationships with men, but on his relationships 

with women while living in Greenwich Village.  

In particular, Baldwin contrasted his destructive sexual relationships with white 

women with his one selfless and healthy relationship with a black woman whom he loved 

dearly and almost married. According to Baldwin, the destructiveness of his relationships 

with white women resulted from both these women’s acceptance of perversely sexualized 

racial myths and from broader social restrictions on interracial relationships. In this 

regard, Baldwin confessed that, when dating white women, he experienced a “double 

fear.” First was the fear of a hostile, racist outside world, which he described as “bearable 

until it entered the bedroom.” Second, and more devastating for Baldwin, was the 

imposition of privilege and superiority from the white women with whom he was 

involved. He wrote, “…sometimes (fear) entered the bedroom by means of the motives of 

 
“Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood” specifically focused on his sex life as a young man in 
Greenwich Village.  

 
It should also be noted that Baldwin saw such unhealthy sexual tendencies as more-or-less analogous to the 

self-destruction of drug abuse or other similar destructive behavior: responses to an overbearing cruelty 
often fostered within the United States, the West, and elsewhere by traditional Abrahamic theologies. In 
particular, Baldwin objected to injunctions against sexual pleasure associated with the biblical Paul and 
Peter’s epistles. As he wrote in The Devil Finds Work, “One may object that this is not exactly what Paul 
or Peter or The Bank of the Holy Ghost meant to say, but, incontestably, this is what has been 
accomplished: that the use of one’s own body in the act of love is considered a crime against the Holy 
Ghost. No greater blasphemy against the human being can be imagined.” Baldwin was responding to 
various interpretations of biblical literature that concluded that such sexual injunctions were not the 
intention of the letters’ original authors. Baldwin seemed to disagree with this, especially vis-à-vis Paul, 
as he later contended that Paul’s condemnations of same-gendered relationships conflicted with his 
statement about love. Nonetheless, there is a certain way in which Baldwin saw this as somewhat 
secondary. Whether or not his own interpretation of Pauline literature proved historically accurate, the 
effects of subsequent theologies, for Baldwin, had been destructive. Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 
509; “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” 821.  
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the girl, who intended to civilize you into becoming an appendage or who had found a 

black boy to sleep with because she wanted to humiliate her parents…and more than one 

white girl had already made me know that her color was more powerful than my dick.” 

Racial myths and restrictions, therefore, prevented selfless, loving connection within the 

most personal and intimate of experiences. This was, he wrote, not “an easy scene to 

play, in any case, since it can bring out the worst in both parties…”344 

His loving relationship with an unnamed black woman, however, was 

overwhelmingly influential upon his developing view of sexual morality. He wrote, “The 

first black girl I met who dug me I fell in love with, lived with, and almost married. But I 

met her, though I was only 22, many light-years too late.” In short, although the 

relationship did not work out for unstated reasons, Baldwin positioned this relationship as 

a paramount example of a supportive, healthy, and life-affirming romantic and sexual 

connection. Through both his positive and negative experiences in Greenwich Village, 

Baldwin concluded that compassionate, selfless, and life-affirming romance and sexuality 

depended upon stripping away any categories or prejudices that prevented one from true 

human connection.345 

 
344 Baldwin, “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” 823-4. 
 
345 Ibid., 823; Giovanni’s Room, 141. See also: Schnapp, 4, 134-60. 
 
A subject that needs further research in light of Baldwin’s conceptualization of healthy and moral sexuality 

is his relationship with Lucien Happersberger, a Swiss painter from an upper-class family whom Baldwin 
met in Paris in 1949. Although the romantic relationship did not last longer than a few years, they 
became lifelong friends, with Baldwin even seeing Happersberger through multiple marriages and often 
taking a mentorship role with his children. But, during their time together romantically, Baldwin and 
Happersberger, by Leeming’s account, had great love for each other, and Baldwin often looked back at 
their romantic relationship with a joyful nostalgia. That being said, researchers wanting to explore this 
relationship further have at least two obstacles in the way of doing so currently: (1) As far as I have seen, 
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 Sexual violence was, for Baldwin, the most immoral and violating manifestation 

of an unhealthy sexuality that is steeped in loneliness, shame, fear of love, and the thirst 

for power. By its very nature, sexual violence signals a complete degradation of the 

victim’s dignity and bodily autonomy. Among the many fictional works in which 

Baldwin addressed the motivations behind and traumatic effects of sexual violence, his 

1979 novel Just Above My Head was perhaps his most extensive. The epic and 

multigenerational novel tells of connected African American families and friends dealing 

with a variety of issues, including racism, war, economic depravity, economic success, 

and sexual violence. One of the characters in the novel, Julia, is, as a teenager, 

consistently raped by her father Joel. This causes Julia to experience lifelong traumas that 

devastatingly affect both her platonic and romantic relationships into adulthood. The 

 
Baldwin never extensively published writings about his relationship with Happersberger and; (2) most of 
Baldwin’s private correspondence to and about Happersberger is sealed by the Baldwin estate until 2037. 
The absence of Baldwin’s writings about this relationship and lack of access to necessary documents has 
precluded me from including this relationship in the main text. 

 
Researchers within the coming century will also face another challenge that, due to this lack of access to 

relevant material, I have largely avoided: Happersberger was seventeen when his relationship with the 
then twenty-four-year-old Baldwin began—a fact that may ire those who live under legalities that 
prohibit such relationships. There are two things to consider here. First, it should be noted that all 
evidence points to Baldwin never breaking any age of consent laws at any time or under any geographic 
jurisdiction. Baldwin and Happersberger’s relationship within France and Switzerland was entirely legal, 
as France has never had a minimum age of consent and Switzerland, like most of Europe and the United 
States to this day, set the consent age at sixteen. Second, out of all the problems their relationship faced, 
prominent among them being prejudice against same-gendered couples, age, by all current accounts, did 
not seem to be a major factor. Jessica Best and Jo-Anne Rowney, “What is the age of consent worldwide 
and could the UK’s be lowered?” Mirror (28 May 2018) https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/age-
consent-worldwide-uk-2802173; Marie Doezema, “France, Where Age of Consent Is Up For Debate,” 
The Atlantic (10 March 2018) https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/03/frances-
existential-crisis-over-sexual-harassment-laws/550700/; Leeming, 74-83; Jennifer Schuessler, “James 
Baldwin’s Archive, Long Hidden, Comes (Mostly) Into View,” The New York Times (12 April 2017) 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/12/arts/james-baldwins-archive-long-hidden-comes-mostly-into-
view.html?_r=1; Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, “Statutory Rape: A 
Guide to State Laws and Reporting Requirements,” U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(2004) https://aspe.hhs.gov/system/files/pdf/75531/report.pdf. 
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sexual violence inflicted upon Julia by Joel is motivated not just by his lust, but by his 

anger, bitterness, and loneliness resulting from the death of his wife, and Julia’s mother, 

Amy. Julia becomes for Joel a scapegoat figure, through which, in the enactment of 

sexual violence, he unsuccessfully seeks to rid himself of his own pains and guilts. Julia, 

as a result, never quite rids herself of the self-loathing notions common to her use and 

abuse as a scapegoat: that she is unworthy of self-respect and human dignity, and 

therefore deserved the assaults.346  

 Baldwin’s own violent experiences with sexual assault made him well aware that 

sexual violence crossed racial and ethnic boundaries, as did scapegoatism in general. But 

as Baldwin matured and came to understand the effects and realities of racial violence, he 

came to see sexual violence as a central and indelible aspect of a multifaceted white 

violence against black people. He acknowledged, for example, that the most prominent 

targets of white sexual violence within the white-black dynamic were women of African 

descent. Historically, this reality was resultant of European views of African women as 

 
346 Joel was certainly a strikingly similar figure to his white counterpart Jamie in “The Man Child.” 
Baldwin, Just Above My Head. 
 
Baldwin here again was plausibly influenced by Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot (1868-1869). One of the 
female characters in The Idiot, Nastásya Philíppovna Baráshkova, is held captive for years and continually 
raped by a wealthy aristocrat named Afanásy Ivánovich Tótsky. Resultingly, she becomes considered a 
tainted woman whom her community thrusts disdain and cruelty upon—that is, she becomes a scapegoat. 
Meanwhile, Tótsky remains a respected member of society. Like Julia in Just Above My Head, this 
devastatingly hinders Nastásya from forming healthy platonic and romantic relationships. Dostoyevsky 
further highlights his disdain for such cruelty when a male character named Parfyon Semyonovich 
Rogozhin, hurt by Nastásya’s rejection of his romantic advances, murders her. Parfon’s actions perhaps 
indicated, for Dostoyevsky, the tragedy and violence of the employment of the scapegoat mechanism. 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Idiot, trans. Henry and Olga Carlisle (New York: Signet, 1868-9), 125, 633. 
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vehicles for, as Baldwin put it, “slave breeding” and of white hyper-sexualized fantasies 

regarding African exoticism.347  

Nonetheless, racial violence against black men was, for Baldwin, likewise 

inseparable from sexual violence. As an example of this dynamic, the powerful white 

southerner’s sexual assault against Baldwin became in No Name in the Street a 

microcosm of American anti-black violence at large as Baldwin inferred that the man’s 

motivations were just as much racial as they were sexual. Reflecting upon the way in 

which the assault manifested a long history of white sexual violence against black men, 

Baldwin wrote in No Name in the Street, “And it is absolutely certain that white men, 

who invented the nigger’s big black prick, are still at the mercy of this nightmare, and are 

still, for the most part, doomed, in one way or another, to attempt to make this prick their 

own.” As this quote suggests, the assault manifested a horrifying intersection of racial 

and sexual degradation within the white Western imagination. This imagined intersection 

was embedded with common degrading white stereotypes of black men as sexually 

aggressive and deviant, as symbolized by the inflated vision of the size of African men’s 

 
347 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 391. 
 
Art historians Deborah Willis and Carla Williams propose the same argument and further note that 

historical white violence against African women globally was at times justified by Western Christian 
association of African women with the notoriously defamed seductress Jezebel in the biblical Book of 
Kings. Sexual violence against women of African descent at the hands of men of European descent, then, 
became a disturbing and perverse attempt by the men to purge the world of sexual iniquities given that 
they imagined African women as embodiments of sexual sin. This particularly racialized interpretation of 
Jezebel aligned with the similarly racialized interpretation of the story of the Curse of Ham discussed in 
the literature review, but included a stronger emphasis on perceived sexual sins. This also marked the 
specifically racialized approach to the Book of Kings as particularly representative of intermingled 
Victorian ideas of  sexuality and racism. Deborah Willis and Carla Williams, The Black Female Body: A 
Photography History (Philadelphia: Templeton University Press, 2002), 3-4, 8-9. 
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penises. This hyper-sexualized view of black men resulted from a projection of both fear 

and shame. In turn, this shame was, for Baldwin, caused by a destructive guilt felt 

towards natural sexual tendencies, as influenced by restrictive Abrahamic views of 

sexuality and a fear of sexual inadequacy. Or, as Baldwin wrote, “…as my identity was 

defined by his power, so was my humanity to be placed at the service of his fantasies.”348 

 Considering Baldwin’s traumatic childhood experiences, this inseparability of 

racial and sexual violence was also embedded within the assaults he experienced at the 

hands of the mostly white New York City police officers, who used police procedurals as 

smokescreens for sexual groping.349 This theme of intermixed racial hatred, sexual 

assault, and police brutality formed a central component of Baldwin’s 1965 short story 

“Going to Meet the Man.” The protagonist of the story is a white policeman named Jesse 

who gets a thrill out of beating black men and purchasing sex from black women, whom 

he often also violently rapes. Jesse is so strongly obsessed with the perverse sense of 

ecstasy he gains from his pursuit of these sexual and racial experiences that he is unable 

to form an erection and engage in intimacy with his wife unless he fantasizes about them. 

Baldwin used Jesse’s struggle at forming an erection as a starting point for exploring the 

formative, traumatic childhood experiences that had led to Jesse’s racial hatred and 

violence. This examination, in turn, transitioned into a full-scale condemnation of white 

racial violence and its historical and religious scaffoldings.350 

 
348 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 390-2. 
 
349 Leeming, 24. 
 
350 Baldwin, “Going to Meet the Man,” 198-218. 
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 In particular, the young Jesse, having grown up in the American South, 

remembers the first time his parents took him to witness and participate in a lynching of 

an African American man on American Independence Day. Baldwin described the 

lynching in graphic detail, and described the young Jesse as at first abhorred and then 

perversely fascinated by the process. The lynching itself is ritualistic, with the crowd, like 

Jesse, responding in both disgust and attraction to each increasing act of violence. The 

procedure of torture and violence whips the crowd into a frenzy as they throw rocks at the 

hanging man and, after his death, burn the body. Marking the indelibly sexual aspect of 

anti-black violence, the castration of the dying man is, for the crowd and for Jesse’s 

parents, the ritual culmination of the horrific event.351 

 Not incidentally, the lynching ritual was described by Baldwin in explicitly 

religious terms. Jesse and his parents dress up in traditional Sunday church clothes. The 

crowd sings as they torture the man and, mirroring an after-service custom for many 

churches, the murder is followed by a picnic. The crowd’s collective ecstasy evokes 

images reminiscent of strong religious experiences. The smoke from the fire, and the 

man’s burnt body, echoes that of incense also used in the rituals of many Christian 

denominations. And the castration is the final point in which the crowd becomes the most 

frenzied, “(rushing) forward, tearing at the body with their hands, with knives, with 

rocks, with stones, howling and cursing.” Baldwin’s further depiction of “blood roaring 

down” from the victim’s sexual organs made clear the sacrificial aspect of the disturbing 
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ritual, in which the black man is viewed and treated as a sacrificed entity analogous to the 

goat or lamb in biblical literature. Finally, his depiction of the lynching taking place on 

what many in the United States consider the most important secular American holiday—

Independence Day—signals Baldwin’s positioning of racial, sexual, and religious 

violence as central components of American ritual life. But most telling was Baldwin’s 

description of the bond the lynching facilitates between Jesse and his father. He wrote 

that, after the torture and murder of the lynching victim, “(Jesse’s) father’s face was full 

of sweat, his eyes were very peaceful. At that moment Jesse loved his father more than he 

had ever him. He felt his father had carried him through a mighty test, had revealed to 

him a great secret which would be the key to his life forever.”352 

Baldwin’s interrogation of the ecstatic and bonding effects of this ritual parallels 

and may have been influenced by a number of historical European theorists of religion. In 

Totem and Taboo (1913), Freud, ever-influenced by his Jewish background, certainly saw 

ritualistic animal sacrifice as a communal attempt at “sanctification” for the collective, 

and often inherited, guilts and iniquities of a community.353 In The Sacred and the 

Profane: The Nature of Religion (1957), historian of religion Mircea Eliade described a 

process by which religious communities use an object, labeled by Eliade a “hierophany,” 

as a conduit for engaging with and experiencing a manifestation of the spiritual realm, or 

the “sacred.” Rituals centering upon objects considered hierophanies facilitated, for 

 
352 Ibid., 213, 214-7. 
 
353 I will also be discussing Freud’s influence on Baldwin’s conceptualization of scapegoatism shortly. 

Freud, Totem and Taboo, 414-5. 
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Eliade, a mass, communal religious experience, or what scholar of religion Rudolph Otto 

in 1923 described as an experience with the “numinous.”354 Preceding Eliade by over four 

decades, sociologist Émile Durkheim contended in The Elementary Forms of Religious 

Life (1915) that the beliefs and practices of a religious community, including most 

prominently religious rituals, serve as unifying social forces.355  

  Although, as will be discussed soon, the atheistic Freud posited consistent 

criticisms of religion, many European intellectual elites such as Eliade, Otto, and 

Durkheim tended to posit these aspects of religion as positive, sanitized, and life-

affirming. By contrast, Baldwin understood that such communal ritualistic behavior 

could, and often did, take on sinister and violent intentions. The tortured and murdered 

victim of the lynching in Baldwin’s description served as a form of a hierophany. In other 

words, in the belief systems and imaginations of the white crowd, he functioned as a 

conduit to the sacred realm, creating a mass and ecstatic numinous experience. And by 

detailing the way in which the lynching facilitated a bonding between Jesse and his 

father, along with the white Christian community as a whole, Baldwin posited the violent 

ritual as a utilitarian and unifying practice reaffirming the communal doctrine of white 

supremacy. Lastly, Baldwin understood the white perception that lynching was a conduit 

 
 
354 Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion, trans. Willard R. Task (San Diego: 
Harcourt Brace & Company, 1957), 8-12; Rudolph Otto, The Idea of the Holy: An Inquiry into the Non-
Rational Factor in the Idea of the Divine and its Relation to the Rational, trans. John W. Harvey (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1923), 7, 11. 
 
355 Émile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Joseph Ward Swain (New York: The 
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to the numinous and a facilitator of social bonding as paranoidly delusional.356 He would 

later reaffirm in No Name in the Street (1971) that this delusion signified a projection of 

repressed fantasy, guilt, and shame. Within this projection, people of African descent, by 

no doing of their own, became perceived by the white majority as inherently sexually 

heretical. This perception resultingly served as further justification for their rape, 

enslavement, and murder at the hands of a white majority. To requote a passage I 

referenced earlier, he wrote that white men “invented the nigger’s big black prick, are 

still at the mercy of this nightmare, and are still, for the most part, doomed, in one way or 

another, to attempt to make this prick their own.”357 

 When Baldwin later indicated in “The Price of the Ticket” (1985) that “the 

orgasm of the mob,” or the illusory numinous experience, resulted from killing or 

maiming “a nigger, a kike, a dyke, or a faggot,” his theoretical development of the 

psycho-sexual nature of violence against the perceived racially inferior and sexually 

heretical took on cross-contextual dimensions. Baldwin no longer applied his theorization 

of the conflation of racial and sexual violence to only American racism against black 

people. Rather, he was describing a global phenomenon in which the conflated categories 

signifying racial inferiority and sexual heresy marked derided social classes as scapegoat 

figures, hence partitioning them as the perceived deservers of various forms of violence. 

Further, individual acts of violence representing larger oppressive ideologies, such as the 

 
356 Baldwin, “Going to Meet the Man,” 114-7. 
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sexual assault committed by the powerful white southerner against Baldwin, served as 

corollaries and manifestations of the communal enactment of oppressive violence. In 

summary, the scapegoater, whether acting alone or with a mob, was emboldened by a 

legal, social, and religious system designed to protect the oppressors against retributions 

for the enactment of violence against oppressed peoples.358 Yet, Baldwin remained 

intrigued by the deeper psychological motivations behind communal violence, its 

corollaries in individual violence, and the creation of social, religious, and political 

systems that protected the aggressors. When addressing these issues, Baldwin in No 

Name in the Street and “The Price of the Ticket” also critically engaged discourses on 

psychology, psychiatry, and psychoanalysis. By result, Baldwin’s multi-faceted analyses 

of the scapegoat mechanism also saw the emergence of Freudian themes within his 

unique contributions to the study of scapegoatism.359  

 

Engagement with Freudian Thought 

 By the time Baldwin had emerged as a professional writer, the discourses on 

psychology, psychiatry, and psychanalysis had already had longstanding, albeit 

controversial, influence upon global discourses. This included the discipline of 

Comparative Religions, in which psychologists and psychiatrists such as William James, 

 
358 Ibid., 390-1; Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
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Freud, and Karl Jung became considered major contributors to the study of religion.360 

Concurrently, many African Diasporic writers and intellectuals such as Fanon, Du Bois, 

and psychologist Francis Sumner would also critically engage these discourses.361 

  This increased popularity of psychology and psychiatry often stemmed from the 

fame and influence of Freud. From the 1890s through his death in 1939, Freud pushed the 

intertangled fields of medicine, neurology, psychology, psychoanalysis, and psychiatry to 

grapple with subjects previously thought untouchable within scientific study. These 

subjects included sexuality, trauma, violence, and the innermost yearnings of the human 

person. Among his most famous theories was that of the “unconscious,” or a territory of 

the human brain that contained the deepest of human desires, most often unfulfilled, 

unaccepted, and unacknowledged. Freud’s ideas were soon met with both acclaim and 

controversy, with some hailing Freud as a scientific genius and others as a 

 
360 For a history of the contributions of psychologists and psychiatrists to the study of religion, see the 

following: Carl Olson, Theory and Method in the Study of Religion: A Selection of Critical Readings 
(Belmont: Thompson Wadsworth, 2003), 342-438. 

 
361 In 1996, the influential scholar of literature Claudia Tate proposed that “African American scholars have 
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although historical African American scholars and writers took a critical approach to psychoanalysis, an 
engagement with Freudian discourses was in fact a prominent phenomenon within early-twentieth 
African American thought and literature. Primary among such African American thinkers was Sumner, 
who in 1920 was the first black American to receive a Ph.D. in psychology. Faye Z. Belgrave and Kevin 
W. Allison, African American Psychology: From Africa to America, ed. 4 (Los Angeles: Sage, 2019), 15-
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Journal for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society 1:1 (1996), 53. 
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pseudoscientific fraud. Decades after his death, a diversity of discourses ranging from 

cognitive and behavioral science to feminist thought have posed various critiques of 

many of Freud’s contentions, some of which I will illuminate below. But, according to 

journalist John Cloud, the 1990s saw a continually impactful resurgence of Freudian 

thought in the hard sciences as the concept of the unconscious became embraced within 

the study of neurology following extensive observations of childhood mental 

development. For all of Freud’s oft-misguided contentions, his most intuitive proposition, 

the unconscious, remains a prevailing force in understanding the human psyche.362 

 The earliest explicit reference to Freud I have seen in Baldwin’s work was in his 

1960 essay “Fifth Avenue, Uptown,” in which he provided a passing description of him 

as one of the major thinkers and writers of modern history.363 Moreover, scholars Eui 

Young Kim and Jay Garcia note that Baldwin’s fiction and essays from the very 

beginning of his career displayed implicit engagements with and appropriations of 

 
362 One of the most popular and controversial, albeit still unproven, Freudian theses was the idea that a boy 
or girl’s sexual development begins with an attraction to his or her opposite-sexed parent. Referencing 
ancient Greek literature, this came to be called the Oedipus complex for boys and the Electra complex for 
girls. Baldwin embraced the Oedipus complex as factual but was less apt to ascribe its discovery to Freud. 
Rather, he attributed it to the Greek playwright and poet Sophocles, who wrote the most famous version of 
the Oedipus myth. As Baldwin wrote in 1963, “We know about the Oedipus complex not because of Freud 
but because of a poet who lived in Greece thousands of years ago. And what he said then about what it was 
like to be alive is still true…” James Baldwin, “The Artist’s struggle for Integrity,” in The Cross of 
Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 42; Cloud, 85-6; Sophocles, King 
Oedipus, trans. Lewis Campbell (Start Publishing, 429 BCE). 
 
363 James Baldwin, “Fifth Avenue, Uptown,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998), 177. 
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Freudian ideas regarding trauma, culture, sexuality, and melancholia.364 But, more than 

Baldwin, perhaps no twentieth-century African Diasporic scholar has been more 

popularly associated with psychology and psychiatry than Baldwin’s contemporary 

Frantz Fanon, who by the time of his premature death from Leukemia at the age of thirty-

seven had already become known as an influential psychiatrist, a premier scholar of 

colonialism, and a prominent Marxist theorist.365  

According to psychologist Erica Burman, the most prominent intellectual 

influence upon Fanon’s psychiatric practice and literary contributions to psychology and 

psychiatry was not Freud, but rather his mentor François Tosquelles, a Catalan 

psychiatrist who had escaped fascist Spain. And, following the example Tosquelles 

modeled in his psychiatric treatment of Vichy defectors, Fanon’s employment of 

psychoanalysis was largely limited to an incorporation into his practice and writings a 

process of simultaneously addressing connected personal and political trauma developed 

by French psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Jacque Lacan.366 Yet, despite Fanon and 

Baldwin’s differing psychological and psychiatric influences, Fanon’s assessments of the 

 
364 Jay Garcia, “James Baldwin, Lionel Trilling, American Studies, and the Freudian Tragic,” James 

Baldwin Review 3 (2017), 65-88; Eui Young Kim, “The Ethics of Melancholia in James Baldwin’s 
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365 For a brief biography of Fanon, see the following: Tracey Nicholls, “Frantz Fanon,” Internet 
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366 This approach is called “institutional psychotherapy.” Erica Burman, “Fanon’s Lacan and the 
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psychological states of European colonizers shared striking similarities to Baldwin’s own 

assessments of Western racism. 

One example of Baldwin and Fanon’s correlations was their similar argument 

regarding the way in which subjugated black people represented evil within a distorted 

European Christian imagination.367 Additionally, both argued that, in their 

dehumanization of African peoples, Europeans had rendered themselves devoid of any 

sense of ethics, morality or humanity. Baldwin himself noted this correlation, writing in 

No Name in the Street that he and Fanon shared the argument that “Western nations have 

been caught in…the lie of their pretended humanism.”368  Third, both Fanon and Baldwin 

subsequently implored their readers, both black and white, to work towards regaining a 

sense of dignity for all of humanity. As Fanon wrote in The Wretched of the Earth, “This 

huge task...consists of reintroducing mankind into the world, the whole of mankind…”369  

 In spite of these shared attributes, Baldwin also held undeniable disagreements 

with Fanon. The particular elements of these differences appeared primarily to center 

around Baldwin’s disagreement with communist solutions to the problems of oppression, 

racism, colonialism, and exploitation. In his commentary on economics in No Name in 
 

367 Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, 180, 188. 
 
368 Baldwin’s statement here was a seeming reference to Fanon’s similar contention expressed throughout 

his 1961 book The Wretched of the Earth. In what could be interpreted as a slight critique of Fanon, 
Baldwin contended that Malcolm X was better at expressing how this argument related to people’s lived 
experiences. He wrote, “Malcolm, yet more concretely than Frantz Fanon—since Malcolm operated in 
the Afro-American idiom, and referred to the Afro-American situation—made the nature of this lie, and 
its implications, relevant and articulate to the people whom he served.” Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 
404; Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington (New York: Grove Press, 
1961), 41, 106. 
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the Street, Baldwin made clear that he on some level associated Fanon with other Marxist 

writers and revolutionaries such as Mao Zedong and Che Guevara, whose works he 

similarly viewed with caution. Baldwin’s references to Marxist literature here came in the 

context of his description of his own economic beliefs as an “indigenous socialism, 

formed by, and responding to, the real needs of the American people.” Ever quick to 

distinguish his economics views from Marxist socialism, Baldwin soon clarified that his 

conceptualization of socialism was “not a doctrinaire position, no matter how the (Black) 

Panthers may seem to glorify Mao or Che or Fanon.” Yet, despite his adamancy that his 

own position was distinct from communistic ideology, he complicated still his 

relationship to Marxist literature, noting that Marxist writers were still worth engaging, 

albeit with a critical eye. He wrote, “It may perhaps be noted that (Mao, Guevara, and 

Fanon) have something to say to the century, after all, and may be read with profit, and 

are not, as public opinion would seem to have it, merely more subtle, or more dangerous, 

heroin peddlers.”370 

 From a chronological standpoint, Baldwin’s association of Fanon with other 

twentieth-century Marxist writers and revolutionaries emerged in light of his already 

 
370 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 404, 461. 
 
It is important to read Baldwin’s reference to Mao in historical context. Later historians would discover that 

Mao’s Stalinist-inspired attempt to industrialize China led to a government-induced famine that killed 
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destruction brought about by Mao’s regime. But it is also important to note that, in the context of No 
Name in the Street and his work as a whole, Baldwin was adamant on engaging Marxist discourse 
through a critical, not an ideological, lens. Vaclav Smil, “China’s Great Famine: 40 Years Later,” The 
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well-established disagreement with communist solutions to oppression, and his lifelong 

opposition to Stalinism in particular. As noted in chapter four, Baldwin saw global 

communist movements as themselves embedded with white supremacy and vulnerable to 

their own abusive thirst for power. Even as a young man, Baldwin realized the impending 

danger communist political structures played in creating new forms of authoritarianism, 

writing in No Name in the Street that he “had been an anti-Communist when America and 

Russia were allies.” Subsequently, Baldwin grew in criticism of Marxist-inspired African 

American and black power movements, however well-intentioned they may have been. In 

one of his earliest essays, “The Harlem Ghetto” (1948), Baldwin offered a strong 

criticism of African American singer, actor, and writer Paul Robeson, who had become 

well-known for his embrace of communist ideologies and his belief that the Soviet 

political and social structure offered an antidote to the problem of racism. Baldwin wrote, 

“It is personally painful to me to realize that so gifted and forceful a man as Robeson 

should have been tricked by his own bitterness and by a total inability to understand the 

nature of political power in general, or Communist aims in particular…”371 

One could arguably imagine Baldwin leveling a similar criticism toward Fanon as 

a brilliant psychiatrist, writer, and scholar whose own “bitterness” at the harsh and 

ubiquitous realities of racial and colonial violence “tricked” him into embracing a 

revolutionary and political ideology Baldwin found not only untenable, but dangerous. 
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But, despite an at-times stringent ideological embrace of Marxism, Fanon’s work could 

also be remarkably nuanced and complex. For example, The Wretched of the Earth is at 

once a brilliant and insightful work on the nature of colonial and racial violence while 

contradictorily exhibiting a rigid call for communist revolution, even if achieved through 

violence. Fanon, for instance, called revolutionary violence “a cleansing force” that 

“frees the (colonized) native from his despair and inaction; it makes him fearless and 

restores his self-respect.” Further, at the end of the book, Fanon issued a call that echoed 

the Marxist idea of re-creating society anew through the enactment of proletariat 

revolution. Within this call, Fanon contended that, in order to reach a state of social 

liberation from the oppressive forces of systemic racism, economic exploitation, and 

colonialism, humanity “must turn over a new leaf, we must work out new concepts, and 

try to set afoot a new man.”372  

Baldwin’s divergence from Marxist ideology, along with his subsequent 

disagreements with Fanon and other black communists, was not just characterized by his 

rejection of communist solutions to the problem of oppression. Rather, Baldwin clearly 

deviated from Marx and Fanon’s diagnoses for the sociological and psychological causes 

of injustice and inequality. In A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859), 

Marx argued that the political and judicial structures of society are based upon a 

foundation laid by its economic structure, stating that “legal relations as well as forms of 
 

372 This statement echoed a similarly militaristic call to revolution issued by Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels in The Communist Manifesto (1848): “The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They 
have a world to win. WORKING MEN OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE!” Fanon, The Wretched of the 
Earth, 94, 316; Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto, trans. and ed. Friedrich 
Engels (New York: Bantam, 1848), 58. 
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state…are rooted in the material conditions of life.”373 In The Wretched of the Earth, 

Fanon proposed an extended and amended form of Marx’s sociological proposition as 

applied to a colonial context. In Fanon’s view, white supremacy formed the foundation of 

colonial society, and colonial economic systems, like judicial and political systems, were 

rooted in systemic racism. He wrote, “When you examine at close quarters the colonial 

context, it is evident that what parcels out the world is to begin with the fact of belonging 

or not belonging to a given race, a given species. In the colonies the economic 

substructure is also a superstructure. The cause is the consequence; you are rich because 

you are white, you are white because you are rich. This is why Marxist analysis should 

always be slightly stretched every time we have to deal with the colonial problem.”374  

Baldwin, by contrast, did not view systemic racism nor economic exploitation as a 

“substructure.” Rather, all forms of oppression, in Baldwin’s view, were manifestations 

of a fallible human thirst for power that fosters hatred for one’s fellow human beings. 

And, while collective action was at times necessary in the fight for justice and equality, 

Baldwin found a much more enduring solution to oppression to be promoting a “blues” 

morality that encouraged the forming of loving, selfless connections with others. As he 

wrote in The Devil Finds Work (1976), “To encounter oneself is to encounter the other: 

and this is love.”375  

 
373 Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, trans. N.I. Stone (Chicago: Charles H. 

Kerr & Company, 1859), 11. 
 
374 Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 40, 314.  
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 Baldwin’s contention here not only marked his clear disagreement with Marxist 

analyses and solutions, but also contributed greatly to his description of scapegoatism as 

an interconnected individual and communal phenomenon. His subsequent critical 

appropriations of Freud signaled his deep interest in the intermingled relationship 

between the spiritual, psychological, and emotional state of individuals and the power 

structures of a society. Within this context, Baldwin, like many of his contemporaries, 

approached Freud’s work as insightful yet problematic. For example, although Freud did 

ascribe a profound complexity to the concept of the unconscious, he still maintained 

throughout his life a habit of crediting complex human motivations to a single, unproved 

source, most often sexuality or the fear of murder. By contrast, for Baldwin, the human 

psyche consisted of an intermingled template of emotions, desires, needs, wants, and 

experiences, all interacting with each other in various, sometimes wonderful and 

sometimes disturbing, ways.  

Perhaps as an extension of Baldwin’s resistance to positing reductionist theories 

of the human condition, his assessment of scapegoatism appeared to eschew, or at least 

ignore, Freud’s argument in Totem and Taboo (1913) that inherited collective guilt 

originated with an ancient cannibalistic patricide.376 As such, Baldwin appropriated 

Freud’s later commentary on religion, violence, and scapegoatism not to find an ancient 
 

to individual responsibility, Fanon never quite moved away from the Marxist concept of substructure and 
superstructure, and it is anyone’s guess if Fanon would have moved further into a Baldwinian view of the 
connection between individual immorality and societal violence had he lived longer. Baldwin, The Devil 
Finds Work, 571; Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, 40, 314.  
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“origin” to ritualistic sacrifice, but rather to interrogate the multifaceted psychological 

inspirations behind both historical and continued enactments of the scapegoat 

mechanism. Further, Baldwin offered many direct criticisms of Freud and 

psychoanalysis. From a stylistic perspective, he indicated that Freud could be at times 

unclear in his assertions.377 And regarding Freud’s social impact and influence on the 

practice of medicine, Baldwin assessed that the rise of therapy within the mid-twentieth-

century United States often, despite its intended helpfulness, allowed people to neglect 

the need to confront the roots of their own violence.378  

 The latter was all too evident for Baldwin in what he viewed as psychiatry and 

psychoanalysis’ historical ineffectiveness in addressing the trauma of racism and 

oppression.379 He wrote in “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood” (1985), “…I was 

not even remotely tempted by the possibilities of psychiatry or psychoanalysis. For one 

thing, there were too many schools—Freud, Horney, Jung, Reich (to suggest merely the 

tip of that iceberg)—and, for another, it seemed to me that anyone who thought seriously 

that I had any desire to be ‘adjusted’ to this society had to be ill; too ill, certainly, as time 

was to prove, to be trusted.”380 Likewise, in another section of The Devil Finds Work, 

Baldwin indicated that Freud exhibited some disturbing and dangerous undercurrents of 

 
377 Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” in The Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 2010), 62. 
 
378 Baldwins stated as much in Nothing Personal (1964), in which he laments the harm that arose from 
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racism—although he was cautious to not state this with absolute certainty. He wrote, “I 

think that it was Freud who suggested that the presence of the black man in America 

foreshadowed America’s doom—which, America, if it could not civilize these savages, 

would deserve.”381 

 If Baldwin had leveled a stronger accusation of racism against Freud, he certainly 

would have been justified. Literature scholar Claudia Tate, for example, notes that Freud 

not only was apt to frequently making racist jokes, but in his writings perpetuated 

degrading representations of non-European peoples. Nonetheless, Baldwin’s critical 

engagement with Freud seemed to reflect his appreciation of the insights Freud provided 

regarding the human psyche in spite of his racism.382 Baldwin stated as much in his essay 

 
 
381 Ibid, 512. 
 
382 Tate notes an added complexity to Freud’s racism given his own status as a demeaned, racialized 

“other” given his Jewish ancestry. Tate, 53-62. 
 
Despite Baldwin’s criticism of the historical failure of psychoanalysts to effectively addressing racial 
trauma, he seemed to agree with what Tate describes as psychoanalysis’ remaining “potential…for 
undermining racism.” As such, the sentiment that Baldwin attributed to Freud in The Devil Finds Work, 
namely that “that the presence of the black man in America foreshadowed America’s doom,” proved 
important to Baldwin’s assessment of the psychological state of white Americans. More than a decade 
before Baldwin published The Devil Finds Work, in “The Uses of the Blues” (1964), he referenced this 
Freudian statement while offering his own unique and even more expansive interpretation of Freudian 
theory and its application to “what we can call loosely the American psychology.” He wrote, 
 
Freud said, in a kind of rage, that the black race was the folly of America and that it served America right. 

Well, of course, I don’t quite know what Freud had in mind. But I can see that, in one way, it may have 
been the most unlucky thing that happened to America, since America, unlike any other Western power, 
had its slaves on the mainland. We had our slaves at a time, unluckily for us, when slavery was going out 
of fashion. And after the Bill of Rights. Therefore, it would seem to me that the presence of this black 
mass here as opposed to all the things we said we believed in and also at a time when the whole doctrine 
of white supremacy had never even been questioned is one of the most crucial facts of our history. 

 
For Baldwin, Freud’s undercurrent of racism, as insidious and damaging as it proved to be, did not 

eradicate the usefulness of Freudian thought in examining and condemning the phenomenon of 
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“Words of a Native Son” (1964).  In this piece, Baldwin wrote that his research process 

in preparation for writing plays included a significant amount of time dedicated to 

“watching for the ways in which people reveal themselves in their day-to-day life,” a 

sentiment he attributed to the Freudian concept of “the psychopathology of everyday 

life.”383 This sentiment could just as well be applied to Baldwin’s nonfiction, and his 

continued engagement with Freud came to fruition prominently, albeit more implicitly, in 

his writings on religion, violence, and scapegoatism from the 1970s onward.  

 Perhaps only second to Totem and Taboo (1913), one of Freud’s most well-

known works regarding the subject of religion was The Future of an Illusion (1927). In 

this book, he posited religion, and particularly monotheism, as an illusory attempt at 

fulfilling the wish of maintaining a relationship with a father figure who, in the 

imagination of the believer, offers a sense of “protection through love.”384 Baldwin was 

again less reductionist and less absolutist than Freud, indicating that both religion and the 

concept of God could mean vastly different things to different people.385 In this spirit, 

 
individual and systemic racism. James Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” in The Cross of Redemption, 
ed. Randall Kenan (New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 716. 

 
383 Baldwin at the time was unsure if his attribution was entirely accurate, writing, “I think I’m right about 
this.” He was in fact accurate in his attribution as Freud developed this theory in his 1901 book The 
Psychopathology of Everyday Life. Baldwin, “Words of a Native Son,” 711; Sigmund Freud, The 
Psychopathology of Everyday Life, trans. Alan Tyson (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1901). 
 
384 Sigmund Freud, The Future of an Illusion, trans. James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton & 

Company, 1927), 38. 
 
385 Baldwin here anticipated subsequent Religious Studies scholars who came to propose definitions of 

religion that serve as amenable guidelines, not as dogmatic assignments. Notable in this regard were 
Charles Long and Catherine Bell. In his seminal work Significations (1986), Long defined religion as 
“orientation—orientation in the ultimate sense, that is, how one comes to terms with the ultimate 
significance of one’s place in the world.” In a video interview from 2002, Bell continued the tradition of 
offering a description of religion amenable to contextual adaptation, loosely defined as “ideas, 
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Baldwin was less concerned with framing religion or monotheism as itself illusory, and 

more concerned with interrogating those religious ideologies that supported the falsehood 

of ideologies of superiority and fostered the destructive human thirst for power. 

Spirituality and the concept of God became, for Baldwin, equally able to contest what he 

saw as degrading illusory beliefs. Baldwin wrote in “Down at the Cross,” for example, 

“If the concept of God has any validity or any use, it can only be to make us larger, freer, 

and more loving. If God cannot do this, then it is time we got rid of Him.”386  

 In spite of these distinctions, there are four Freudian themes that emerged within 

Baldwin’s theoretical developments and analyses of scapegoatism: (1) the violent 

manifestation of repressed fears and desires; (2) the transference of repressed thoughts 

and emotions onto another person; (3) the possibility of religion restricting happiness by 

fostering self-destructive justifications for repression and transference, and; (4) the way 

in which repression and transference as filtered through religious justifications can signal 

a faulty and dangerous attempt at avoiding suffering.  Freud developed extensive 

and direct descriptions of all four of these concepts in a series of lectures he gave 

 
convictions, and practices related to the sense of a reality other than the quotidian, the day-to-day.” Both 
Long and Bell represent the more contemporary move away from previous scholars who proposed 
reductionist definitions of religion that claimed to characterize all manifestations of religion, of which 
Freud was emblematic. Baldwin’s departure from Freud here, therefore, not only mirrored a widely-
embrace shift within study of religion, but exemplified his own ethical decision to always respect and 
engage the complexity of the human person, avoiding any sort of reductionist thought. Consequently, 
Baldwin’s writings on religion, in contrast to Freud’s, proffered challenging criticisms and moral 
propositions yet never furthered reductionist or prejudiced attitudes towards people who engaged in 
religious practices. Catherine Bell, “How Do You Define Religion?” (video), with Alfred Benny, 
American Scholars of Religion Project, Fairfield University (2002) 
http://digitalcommons.fairfield.edu/asrvideos/82/; Charles Long, Significations: Signs, Symbols, and 
Images in the Interpretation of Religion (Aurora: The Davies Group, 1986), 7. 

 
386 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 314. 
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between 1916 and 1917, published collectively under the title Introductory Lectures on 

Psycho-Analysis. In these lectures, Freud defined repression as a “pathogenic process” 

demonstrated by resistance against “(transforming) what is unconscious into what is 

conscious.” He described such resistance to this transformation as a “violent opposition.” 

Freud’s positioning of repression as “pathogenic” and “violent” is key. The act of 

resisting the transformation of unconscious and unacknowledged thoughts and emotions 

to the conscious realm is pathological, and its pathological nature leads to forms of 

violence that were symptomatic of neurosis.387 Baldwin’s own theory regarding the moral 

need to face the reality of anguish was itself reflective of this Freudian concept of 

repression. The repression of anguish, for Baldwin, likewise caused a “violent 

opposition” to working through anguish that inevitably resulted in bitterness and hatred. 

Or, to reiterate what Baldwin wrote in “Notes of a Native Son” (1955), “I imagine that 

one of the reasons people cling to their hates so stubbornly is because they sense, once 

hate is gone, they will be forced to deal with pain.”388 

 Freud’s conceptualization of transference was connected to his ideas regarding 

repression in that, through the violent process of resistance, certain unwanted thoughts 

and emotions are projected onto others. He particularly spoke of this phenomenon in 

relation to a medical patients’ views of their professional caretakers. In Introductory 

Lectures on Psycho-Analysis, Freud described the process of transference among patients 

 
387 Sigmund Freud, Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis, trans. and ed. James Strachey (New York: 
W.W Norton & Company, 1916-1917), 364. 
 
388 James Baldwin, “Notes of a Native Son,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998), 75. 
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as follows: “…the patient has transferred on to the doctor intense feelings of affection 

which are justified neither by the doctor’s behavior nor by the situation that has 

developed during treatment.” In the same collection of lectures, Freud included as 

components of these “feelings of affection” a desire for sex, yearning for paternal 

protection, and want of romantic and platonic love. And while the desires this 

transference manifests—sex, romance, parental comfort, and friendship—are in 

moderation essential to a healthy human psyche, the emergence of those desires as 

obsessive manifestations of the violent pathogenic process of repression marked for 

Freud an unhealthy interpretation of such desires by the transferrer. Further, Freud 

posited that the desires transference manifests are, at their origins, sexual, or that all the 

other desires arise from the “libidinal.”389  

 The concept of transference was critical for Baldwin’s own emerging 

understanding of the psychological processes behind the phenomenon of violent personal 

and systemic persecution. This was displayed in Baldwins contention that degrading 

white imaginings regarding black bodies and black sexuality signaled a transference of 

repressed shame and fantasy onto a figure considered both racially inferior and sexually 

heretical. But within Baldwin’s own unique application of Freudian theory, he did not 

attribute these projections to only sexuality. Rather, these projections, and their 

sexualized manifestations, signaled an equal and connected repression of the desire to 

experience loving connection with others, and of the loneliness that arises when that 

 
 
389 Ibid., 548, 550, 551. 
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connection is absent. As Baldwin wrote in No Name in the Street, “When the loveless 

come to power, or when sexual despair becomes power, the sexuality of the object is 

either a threat or a fantasy.”390 By the 1980s, Baldwin strengthened this contention by 

more directly positing loveless-ness and sexual despair as inseparable. In “Freaks and the 

American Ideal of Manhood,” for example, Baldwin came to understand that the constant 

threat of assault he was under as a young man in Greenwich Village resulted from the 

transference of an anguished loveless-ness and sexual despair upon him as a perceived 

sexual heretic. He wrote, “…when (my harassers) were alone, they spoke very gently and 

wanted me to take them home and make love.”391  

 Equally influential in Baldwin’s post-1970s writings was the fact that the 

phenomenon of transference also formed a critical aspect of Freud’s theories regarding 

the psychological function of religion. The father complex Freud assigned to 

monotheism, for example, signaled for him a transference of the need for paternal love 

and affection onto the figure of God.392 Further, more than a decade after publishing 

Introductory Lectures in Psycho-Analysis, and two years after The Future of an Illusion, 

Freud provided a full-scale application of his ideas regarding repression and transference 

 
390 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 391. 
 
391 Baldwin’s reference to sex as “making love” here is important. The foundation of this repressed desire 

was not merely a yearning for the physical pleasure of sex, but rather the experience of the love of 
another person, in this case expressed sexually. Baldwin, “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” 
821-2. 

 
Freud would eventually temper his argument that all other desires, including the desire to love, were 

grounded in the sexual inclination. I will discuss this shortly. 
392 Freud, The Future of an Illusion, 38. 
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to a continued analysis of religion in Civilization and Its Discontents (1929). In this book, 

Freud in some ways echoed his contentions in The Future of an Illusion by describing the 

“religions of mankind…(as) classed among the mass-delusions of this kind.” Yet, he 

added the contention that the so-called mass delusion of religion obstructed a true quest 

for happiness and freedom from anguish in that, for him, it restricted a person’s choices 

in pursuing a meaningful life. He wrote, “Religion restricts (the) play of choice and 

adaptation, since it imposes equally on everyone its own path to the acquisition of 

happiness and protection from suffering.”393 

 Here, Freud’s commentary on suffering marked a profound departure from his 

contentions more than a decade earlier that all other desires build upon sexual desire. By 

contrast, protection from suffering in-and-of-itself emerged in Freudian thought as a 

unique primary human need. As such, Freud argued that “illusory” other-worldly 

attempts to avoid or shield against suffering ultimately prevented people from facing and 

working through their anguish. Freud saw the consequences of engaging in illusory 

attempts to escape suffering, or of “(recreating) the world…in which its most unbearable 

features are eliminated,” as dire. He wrote, “But whoever, in desperate defiance, sets out 

upon this (illusory) path to happiness will as a rule attain nothing. Reality is too strong 

for him. He becomes a madman who for the most part finds no one to help him in 

carrying through his delusion.” Thus, for Freud, the conceptualizations of reality 

 
393 It is of note that Freud shifts from describing religion as an “illusion,” which is a more innocuous belief 
in something that is not real, to as a “delusion,” which is an illusion that is dangerous and harmful. 
Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents, trans. and ed. James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton 
& Company, 1929), 51, 56. 
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proposed by religions and believed by religious people have often promoted the 

repression of a fear of suffering, equal to the repression of sexual desire and paternal 

longing. Further, this religiously-motivated yet obsessive avoidance of suffering, 

according to Freud , inevitably leads to more suffering as belief in the supernatural 

obstructs the attainment of happiness.394 

 Baldwin’s decades-long commentary on how repressed anguish becomes 

projected onto a despised other, therefore, aligned with Freud’s expansive commentary 

on transference and religion in Civilization and Its Discontents. But, in Baldwin’s hands, 

individual transference unsurprisingly sets a foundation for transference enacted by a 

social group onto another social group. This formed a central theme in “The Price of the 

Ticket” (1985), in which Baldwin wrote, “A mob cannot afford to doubt: that the Jews 

killed Christ or that niggers want to rape their sisters or that anyone who fails to make it 

in the land of the free and the home of the brave deserves to be wretched.” The derided 

other, or the “scapegoat,” takes on in the imaginations of the oppressors’ mythic qualities 

that capture their deepest fears and most hidden, unacknowledged fantasies. In the above 

quote, Baldwin in particular implicitly references the fears of fallibility, sexual 

aggression, and financial failure along with the connected fantasies of eschewing moral 

responsibility, engaging in “socially unacceptable” but desirable sexual acts, and gaining 

wealth.  According to Baldwin, when individuals are unwilling to be honest about and 

 
394 Ibid., 50-1. 
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face the reality of these fears and fantasies, that unwillingness renders them vulnerable to 

participating in heinous collective acts of violence.395  

Baldwin in “The Price of the Ticket” also proposed that the conflation of religion 

and politics often served to justify and facilitate the transference of repressed attributes 

onto scapegoat figures. This was all too evident in the interpretations of religious and 

secular myths that informed Western violence against African peoples, Jewish people, 

and “sexual heretics.” These myths included the popular European Christian beliefs that 

Africans were inherently deviant, Jews were responsible for Christ’s death, and only 

heterosexual relationships were morally acceptable. Baldwin’s description of collective 

violence as an “orgasm of the mob” was critical to his assessment, as it indicated that 

collective scapegoatism has often provided whole societies a frenzied, but delusional, 

sense of relief from anguish.396 And such an delusion, along with its resulting violence, 

was, for Baldwin, unequivocally dangerous.  

Further reflecting the influence of Freud’s argument that the transference of 

repressed attributes prevented the facing of suffering and the attainment of happiness or 

joy, Baldwin saw religiously-inspired scapegoatism as having similarly repressive effects 

on scapegoaters.397 As Baldwin argued in No Name in the Street, “…not one sinner has 

been saved, or changed, by this despairing ritual (of scapegoatism).” Rather than 

eliminating repressed anguish, fantasy, guilt, and shame, the scapegoat mechanism, 
 

395 There were certainly many elements of this in “Freaks and the American Ideal of Manhood,” but I find 
in “The Price of the Ticket” Baldwin’s most erudite articulation of this argument.  

 
396 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
 
397 Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, 51, 56, 134. 
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Baldwin proposed, leads only to sin being “added to sin, and guilt (being) piled upon 

guilt.”398 The increased guilt that results from the violent enactment of the scapegoat 

mechanism in turn becomes overbearing and oppressive for the scapegoater, leading only 

to more violence. Or, as Baldwin wrote, “…the orgasm of the mob is drenched in the 

blood of the lamb.”399 No matter how much they try, the scapegoaters ultimately cannot 

escape the guilt of their violence, leading to a meaningless life devoid of joy and human 

connection. 

Yet, Baldwin was on a corollary quest to understand precisely how religion at 

times worked to justify scapegoatism against marginalized peoples. Given his statement 

in “The Price of the Ticket” that “it does not demand a mass conversion to persuade a 

mob to lynch a nigger or stone a Jew or mutilate a sexual heretic,” he knew innately that 

there was a deeper societal indoctrination at play that made white supremacists, anti-

Semites, and homophobes easily manipulated to commit violence. This indoctrination, 

for Baldwin, was facilitated by dangerous interpretations of a compendium of Western 

religious and secular myths. As he wrote in “Down at the Cross,” “…legend and 

theology, which are designed to sanctify our fears, crimes, and aspirations, also reveal 

them for what they are.” 400  And it was in this spirit that Baldwin sought to find deeper 

mythological, ideological, and theological roots of Western scapegoatism and, more 

broadly, of Western sanctification of violence against marginalized peoples.

 
398 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 386. 
 
399 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 
 
400 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 327. 
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CHAPTER 6 

YOU WANT TO BE CLEAN: ON PURITY  

…wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 
 

Psalm 51:7 
 

You do not…love anyone! You never have loved anyone, I am sure you never 
will! You love your purity, you love your mirror—you are just like a little virgin, 
you walk around with your hands in front of you as though you had some 
previous metal, gold, silver, rubies, maybe diamonds down there between your 
legs! You will never give it to anybody, you will never let anybody touch it—man 
or woman. You want to be clean. 

 
Giovanni, written by Baldwin, Giovanni’s Room 

 
In a 1986 interview on National Public Radio, interviewer Terri Gross asked 

Baldwin if the “gay liberation movement” had any effect on him. His answer was brief 

but descriptive of a unique perspective Baldwin held throughout his life.. “No,” he said, 

“I headed out of church when I was seventeen, and I have not joined anything since.”401 

Baldwin was a man who eschewed conformity and, in each chapter of his life and career, 

defied the restrictive expectations of his family, his publishers, his readership, and even 

his friends. His artistic and intellectual nonconformity was apparent in the earliest 

moments of his career when, to the chagrin of his publishers, he defied being pigeonholed 

as, in his words, “merely a Negro writer” and made the two main characters of his second 

novel, Giovanni’s Room (1956), a white American and an Italian.402 This defiant ethos 

 
401 Baldwin, “Interview with Terri Gross,” National Public Radio (1986) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWRuQ8CJOFg 
 
402 Baldwin, “The Discovery of What It Means to Be an American,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, 

ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 37; Giovanni’s Room; David Leeming, 
James Baldwin: A Biography (Penguin: London, 1994), 113. 
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only continued and expanded as Baldwin matured. For example, when the popularity of 

Giovanni’s Room created a new public perception of him as “gay writer,”  he in his third 

novel, Another Country (1962), wrote as convincingly about relationships between men 

and women as he did regarding relationships between men.403  

 This defiant ethos often put Baldwin at odds with readers, critics, and intellectuals 

of all races and nationalities. He suggested to Terri Gross, for example, that while his 

undying devotion to telling the truth about the extremity of white racism caused many 

white readers to view him as militant, his unwillingness to subscribe uncritically to black 

power ideologies was met with disappointment and disdain from many black readers. He 

stated, “I was being called an angry young man on the white side of town, and being 

called (an) Uncle Tom on the black side of town.”404 In the face of such insults, Baldwin 

refused to acquiesce to external expectations and neither tempered his criticism of 

American society or his aversion to conformity. As his friend and biographer David 

Leeming wrote, “(Baldwin) demonstrated a commitment to art over politics or political 

correctness.”405 

 
 
403 Perhaps one of the pitfalls of Baldwin’s work, though, is the noticeable lack of lesbian characters. James 

Baldwin, Another Country (New York: Vintage International, 1962). 
 
404 Baldwin, Interview with Terri Gross. 
 
405 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (New York: Penguin, 1994), 185.  

 
There are too many examples of Baldwin’s adamant nonconformity to list. One that stuck out in his early 
nonfiction was his criticisms of the often-praised mid-twentieth-century francophone artistic, 
philosophical, and political movement called Négritude, whose writers he often found to be too 
ideological and faulty in their assessments of African history. Biographer James Campbell describes 
Baldwin’s unease with Négritude as follows:“…there was little in the concept of Négritude with which 
(Baldwin) felt at ease. For one thing, it was francophone, like existentialism; for another, he had little 
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Among Baldwin’s most controversial opinions was his critical aversion to the 

almost universally acclaimed novel Native Son (1940), written by the popularly lauded 

African American writer Richard Wright, who had served as an early mentor and 

supporter of Baldwin’s.406 The controversy surrounding Baldwin’s criticisms of Native 

Son in two of his essays, “Everybody’s Protest Novel” (1949) and “Many Thousands 

Gone” (1951), were not just a result of him deriding a beloved work by a beloved African 

American writer. Nor was it just a result of the fact that the criticisms were viewed by 

many, including to some extent Wright, as a personal insult and public betrayal. Rather, a 

prominent portion of this controversy resulted from Baldwin’s choice to negatively 

compare Native Son to the oft-derided novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin, or, Life Among the 

Lowly (1852), written by white American author Harriet Beecher Stowe.407 Despite 

Stowe’s anti-slavery intentions, Uncle Tom’s Cabin had become commonly and 

rightfully scorned for its the racist depictions of African Americans as morally 

 
time for artistic manifestoes and self-conscious modernism: the artist’s role, as he saw it, was to be a 
witness and to tell his story as clearly as the facts permitted; most important of all, the literary efforts of 
(Négritude writers) Senghor, Césaire, Léon Damas and others did nothing to modify or subvert 
Baldwin’s idea of himself as a Negro (there being, in a sense, no ‘Negroes’ in Africa). He was still, in a 
way that they were not, a ‘bastard of the West’. Négritude remained to him little more than an idea. And 
Baldwin was as impatient with ideas, when they did not stem directly from his own experience, as he was 
with literary movements.” James Campbell, Talking at the Gates: A Life of James Baldwin (New York: 
Penguin, 1991), 108. 

 
For Baldwin’s commentary and criticism of Négritude, see the following work: James Baldwin, “Princes 

and Powers,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of 
America, 1998), 149-58. 

 
406 Richard Wright, Native Son (Harper Perennial: Chicago, 1940). 
 
407 The fallout from Baldwin’s criticisms of Wright took on severe personal dimensions. After Baldwin’s 

criticism, the relationship between the two writers, although never completely severing, was forever 
strained. Leeming, 57. 
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uncourageous in the face of white racism, culturally primitive, and intellectually inferior. 

Subsequently, and as Baldwin indicated in his interview with Gross, its most prominent 

African American character, “Uncle” Tom, became a symbol for those stereotypes in 

popular culture, and an insult when leveled at African American men.408 By publicly 

suggesting that Wright’s Native Son presented an equally degrading view of African 

Americans, Baldwin had committed an intellectual and social faux pas among black 

literary and white liberal communities that would follow him for the rest of his life.409 

Set in 1930s Chicago, Native Son told the story of a young African American man 

named Bigger who goes into hiding after accidentally killing a young, wealthy white 

woman. Experiencing deep despair in the face of a racist law enforcement and judicial 

system, Bigger subsequently commits throughout the course of the novel numerous acts 

of brutal violence. Following his arrest for the murder, Bigger is legally represented by a 

white communist lawyer named Boris Max. As Boris often functions as the literary 

personage of Wright’s moral voice, he, during Bigger’s trial, articulates the primary 

argument Wright implored his readers to accept: that white American society’s 

 
408 The phrase “Uncle Tom” has a complex and often contradictory history. Writer Adena Spingarn details 

how the term went from being a compliment for African American men to a biting and hurtful insult. 
Adena Spingarn, “When ‘Uncle Tom’ Became an Insult,” The Root (2010) 
https://www.theroot.com/when-uncle-tom-became-an-insult-1790879561 

 
409 Baldwin would, however, praise Wright’s later novel, Lawd Today (1963),  stating, in Leeming’s 

summary, that it was “not undermined by ideological ‘garbage’.” Leeming, 64. 
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ubiquitous racism and violence against African Americans created psychological trauma 

that resulted in Bigger succumbing to a life of desperation and violence.410  

In Baldwin’s interpretation and critique of the novel, Bigger, despite Wright’s 

intentions, reinforced a plethora of negative stereotypes regarding African American men 

that rivaled Stowe’s Tom. A cursory reading of the novel, according to Baldwin, might 

have misled readers to conclude that Bigger and Tom were characteristically opposites. 

After all, Tom was depicted as submissive to his white owners and Bigger was, in 

Baldwin’s words, “defined by his hatred and his fear.” But, Baldwin contended, a deeper 

reading exposed these two seemingly polarized depictions of African Americans as 

historically connected. In short, while white Americans expected African Americans to 

be demure in the face of white supremacy, any African American who defied white 

supremacy was seen as violent and dangerous.  Because of the historical connection of 

these two stereotypes, Baldwin considered Bigger to be “Uncle Tom’s (literary) 

descendant.”411  

Moreover, Baldwin viewed these depictions of African Americans in Wright and 

Stowe’s work as symptomatic of deeper problems evident in representations of African 

Americans within historical abolitionist and civil rights protest literature. As such, 

Baldwin argued that Wright, Stowe, and other multiracial “protest” writers reduced their 

black characters to mono-characteristic stereotypes that served only to express the 
 

410 It is worth noting that Boris is not only considered white, but is of Jewish ancestry. Toward the end of 
the novel, Wright did in fact present a wider view of the context of racism against African Americans as 
Boris correlates the American treatment of African Americans with European violence against his own 
Jewish ancestors. This is not an aspect of the novel that Baldwin addressed. Wright, Native Son. 

411 James Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison 
(New York: The Library of America, 1998), 18. 
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political aims of their creators. In doing so, according to Baldwin, these writers denied 

their characters any nuance and complexity. He wrote in “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” 

“The failure of the protest novel lies in its rejection of life, the human being, the denial of 

his beauty, dread, power, in its insistence that it is his categorization alone which is real 

and which cannot be transcended.”412  

In addition to furthering Baldwin’s reputation as a contrarian, “Everybody’s 

Protest Novel” (1949) and “Many Thousands Gone” (1951) proffered another, less-

discussed, criticism of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Native Son that marked an important 

development towards his later writings on religion, violence, and marginalization. In both 

essays, Baldwin argued that Stowe and Wright unconsciously promoted a white 

supremist viewpoint that positioned white people as the primary and gracious harbingers 

of freedom and civil rights for both African Americans and for people of color 

worldwide. In light of this literary assessment, Baldwin in “Everybody’s Protest Novel” 

more expansively argued that this white-savior archetype was ubiquitous throughout 

white liberal thought. White liberals, according to Baldwin, often conditioned their 

support of black civil rights on the expectation that African Americans publicly appeared 

 
 
412 This criticism was, of course, reflective of his moral stance that, in both art and life, one should seek to 

transcend, not reinforce, those categories. Ibid. 
 
Baldwin would later expand upon his analysis of the way in which certain racial, social, political, and 

religious categories can restrict one from viewing an “other” as an equal and complex human being. He 
wrote in “The Uses of the Blues” (1964), “One labels people; one labels them ‘Jew,’ one labels them 
‘fascist,’ one labels them ‘Communist,’ one labels them ‘Negro,’ and one labels them ‘white man.’ But 
in the doing of this, you have not described anything—you have not described me when you call me a 
nigger or when you call me a Negro leader. You have only described yourself. What I think of you says 
more about me than it can possibly say about you.” James Baldwin, “The Uses of the Blues,” in The 
Cross of Redemption, ed. Randall Kenan (New York: Pantheon Books, 2010), 61. 
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to accept the assumption that European-derived cultures were inherently superior to 

African-derived cultures. This was a sentiment Baldwin characterized as the white liberal 

expectation that African Americans yearned for “acceptance within the present (white) 

community.” Moreover, he argued that this expectation was historically connected to 

particular ideologies and attitudes present within the mindsets of colonial European 

Christian missionaries in Africa. Like their white liberal progeny, these missionaries 

likewise expected Africans to believe that the “introduction” of European cultural, 

religious, and racial hegemony into Africa benefited people of African descent. Baldwin 

wrote, “…the aim of the protest novel becomes something very closely resembling the 

zeal of those alabaster missionaries to Africa to cover the nakedness of the natives, to 

hurry them into the pallid arms of Jesus and thence into slavery.”413  

Always cognizant of the ubiquitous social influence of religion, Baldwin further 

argued in “Everybody’s Protest Novel” that these white supremist ideologies were 

historically formed and propagated by racist interpretations of biblical literature. He 

especially critiqued white supremist interpretations of Psalm 51:7: “Purge me with 

hyssop, and I shall be clean: wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow.” This verse, 

Baldwin argued, had come to mean for Europeans and European Americans that black 

skin was a signifier of evil and degradation, and that Africans could only be “saved” from 

their degradation through violent incorporation into white society through political 

subjugation or slavery. In disgust, he creatively re-framed this verse to illuminate the 

 
413 Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” 16-7. 
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disastrous effects of such racist biblical interpretations on the psychological and physical 

health and wellbeing of Africans and African Americans. He wrote, “Wash me, cried the 

slave to his Maker, and I shall be whiter, whiter than snow!”414 In “Many Thousands 

Gone,” Baldwin even more stridently argued that the Western Christian proposition that 

Africans needed to be “civilized” directly resulted in the dangerous belief that white 

Christian violence against African peoples was divinely ordained. In other words, 

emboldened by these racist biblical interpretations, white Christians, for Baldwin, came 

to view acts of violence against African peoples as an avenue to secure their favor with 

God and resultingly cleanse themselves of sin. As Baldwin wrote, African Americans 

were “banished into the vast and wailing outer darkness whenever we speak of the 

‘purity’ our women, of the ‘sanctity’ of our homes, of ‘American’ ideals.”415  

Baldwin’s passing reference in the above quote to the Western Christian concept 

of sexual and racial “purity” anticipated the centrality criticism of this concept would 

take in his writings on religion, race, violence, and marginalization two decades later.416 

Within the historiography of the study of religion, British anthropologist Mary Douglas is 

arguably the scholar most commonly associated with the study of purity. In Purity and 

Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (1966), Douglas argued that 

global Indigenous religious views regarding purity had been consistently misunderstood 

 
414 Ibid., 16-7. 
 
415 Baldwin, “Many Thousands Gone,” 29. 
 
416 In fact, Baldwin does not fully elaborate on the term “purity” until after 1970. In “Many Thousands 

Gone,” Baldwin hinted at the term “purity” as implying a belief in sexual and racial purity. But, as I will 
expand upon throughout this chapter, his later work moved into a discussion of the broad social effects of 
the Christian belief in purifying oneself from sin. 
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by nineteenth-century Western writers, missionaries, and scholars of religion. With the 

intention of offering a corrective to these errant writings, her primary thesis was that 

these misconceptions were resultant of two widely-held but false propositions: (1) that 

Indigenous religions primarily “were inspired by fear” and (2) that practitioners of these 

religions “were inextricably confused with defilement and hygiene.” By contrast, she 

argued that Indigenous conceptualizations regarding hygienic defense against perceived 

spiritual pollutants, along with their accompanying rituals, were motivated not by 

irrational fear, but by a reasonable desire to maintain social order. “Dirt offends against 

order,” she wrote. “Eliminating it is not a negative movement, but a positive effort to 

organise the environment.”417  Reflective of Baldwin’s continued knowledge regarding 

the ongoing intellectual currents within the study of religion, he, like Douglas, viewed 

purity rituals as attempts to create communal cohesion and re-enforce social order. But, 

informed by his own personal observations and traumatic experiences, he framed the 

attempt to attain purity in much more sinister terms than Douglas. From his perspective, 

Baldwin throughout his work viewed ideologies of purity as primary motivators for the 

justification and sanctification of Western Christian violence against marginalized 

peoples globally.  

Baldwin’s expansive analyses regarding the concept of purity and his 

incorporation of these analyses into broader theories on religion, violence, and 

 
417 Douglass’ connection of ritual and the maintenance of order intentionally built upon Émile Durkheim’s 

proposition that religious rituals serve as unifying forces. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An analysis 
of the concepts of pollution and taboo (Routledge & Kegan Paul: London, 1966), 1-2; Émile Durkheim, 
The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Joseph Ward Swain (New York: The Free Press, 1915), 
62. 
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marginalization were most prominently articulated in No Name in the Street (1972), The 

Devil Finds Work (1976), and “The Price of the Ticket,” (1985). More specifically, No 

Name in the Street explored the role ideologies of purity played in the development of the 

philosophy of white supremacy, along with the negative impacts these ideologies 

continued to have within both black and white communities. In The Devil Finds Work, 

Baldwin expanded upon his commentary on purity and American racism to more broadly 

explore the role ideologies of purity played in the formation and reinforcement of 

Western political, religious, and social hegemony on the world stage. In this work, he 

primarily focused on the propagation of purity ideologies within both American anti-

communist propaganda and Western interpretations of Christian demonic myths. Lastly, 

in “The Price of the Ticket,” Baldwin applied his theories regarding the violent impact of 

ideologies of purity to his analyses of an even more diverse range of Western secular and 

religious myths. Notably, in writing about a wide variety of myths in The Devil Finds 

Work and “The Price of the Ticket,” Baldwin accomplished the task of effectively 

connecting and incorporating all four previously established discourses—anguish, evil, 

scapegoatism, and purity—into expansive treatises on the oft-intimate relationship 

between religion, violence, and marginalization.418  

 

Purity and Racism 
 

418 James Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 
York: The Library of America, 1998); James Baldwin, No Name in the Street, in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998); “The Price of the 
Ticket,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 
1998). 
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On a personal level, Baldwin’s interrogations of ideologies of purity were 

especially informed by his traumatic experiences with sexual violence.419 Leeming notes 

that the trauma of sexual violence against Baldwin as a child created in him a lifelong 

psychological and emotional makeup in which “the sexual touch of another human (was) 

difficult to associate with beauty or love.” Already innately associating sexuality with 

shame, the adolescent Baldwin’s embrace of a repressive and guilt-ridden form of 

Christianity seemed to reinforce this association. As Leeming writes, “Jimmy was, in any 

case, so frightened by what he later called his (sexual) ‘violation’ that, after demanding to 

be allowed to graduate to long trousers, he ‘found the Lord’ in order to protect himself. 

Religion, he hoped, could mean ‘safety,’ safety from himself, who at the age of fourteen 

had become, he feared, ‘one of the most depraved people on earth.’” And although he 

matured into a more positive acceptance of his bisexual attractions in the ensuing years 

after leaving institutional Christianity, he continued for the rest of his life to struggle with 

this deep-seated fear of sexual, romantic, and even platonic intimacy.420  

 In an explicit example of art reflecting the lived experiences of its creator, the fear 

of intimacy emerged as a central theme in Giovanni’s Room (1956). All of the main 

conflicts in the novel center around the protagonist David’s fear of intimacy in all its 

multifaceted forms. When David enters into a sexual and romantic relationship with the 

novel’s deuteragonist Giovanni, this fear is reinforced as David internalizes the 

disparaging social attitudes towards same-gendered relationships that have been 

 
419 These experiences were detailed in the previous chapter.  
 
420 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), xi-xii, 24. 
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ubiquitous throughout American and European cultures for centuries. Realizing David’s 

deep-seated fear, Giovanni castigates him. He states, “You do not…love anyone! You 

never have loved anyone, I am sure you never will! You love your purity, you love your 

mirror—you are just like a little virgin, you walk around with your hands in front of you 

as though you had some previous metal, gold, silver, rubies, maybe diamonds down there 

between your legs! You will never give it to anybody, you will never let anybody touch 

it—man or woman. You want to be clean.”421 Correlative with Baldwin’s ever-evolving 

conceptualization of love and morality, Giovanni’s Room provided an early example of 

his continual contention that fear of intimacy is the primary psychological factor that 

prevents people from expressing true, selfless love grounded in genuine human 

connection. Further, and as Baldwin would continue to develop this idea in the ensuing 

decades, he in Giovanni’s Room posited that the quest for “purity” was a foundational 

element to inspiring this fear.422 

 Sixteen years later, Baldwin invoked this perspective in his nonfiction 

interrogations and examinations of American racism. In No Name in the Street (1972), he 

argued that the connected concepts of white supremacy and racial purity emerged from 

ideologies that promoted the attainment of purity from lust, shame, and anguish as 

morally paramount. Baldwin wrote, “If Americans were not so terrified of their private 

 
 
421 Baldwin, Giovanni’s Room, 141.  
 
422 Although the concept of sexual purity takes center-stage in Giovanni’s Room, the novel also touched 

upon the destructive concept of racial purity. For example, towards the beginning of the novel, David 
states, “My ancestors conquered a continent, pushing across death-laden plains, until they came to an 
ocean which faced away from Europe into a darker past.” Ibid., 3. 
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selves, they would never have needed to invent and could never have become so 

dependent on what they still call ‘the Negro problem.’ This problem, which they invented 

in order to safeguard their purity, has made of them criminals and monsters and it is 

destroying them, and this is not from anything blacks may or may not be doing but 

because of the role a guilty and constricted white imagination has assigned to the blacks.” 

Baldwin’s argument here was decidedly multifaceted. First, American culture promoted a 

fear of intimacy that disallowed genuine human connection. Second, this disdain for 

human connection fostered in white Americans an inherently dividing hatred for African 

Americans. Third, this hatred promoted a continued repression of anguish, guilt, and 

shame connected to sexual insecurity and the history of racial violence. And, fourth, the 

desire of white Americans to rid themselves of anguish, fear, guilt, lust, and shame was 

rooted in a dangerous desire to reach an impossible state of purity. Hence, Baldwin 

viewed the quest for purity as an inherently immoral endeavor that laid a foundation for 

the emergence of racial oppression, and “made of (white Americans) criminals and 

monsters…”423 

 Baldwin’s claim that the quest for purity marked white Americans as morally 

corrupt connected indelibly to his development of a “blues” moral philosophy that 

emphasized selfless and compassionate human connection. Within this purview, Baldwin 

argued in No Name in the Street that the white American quest for purity not only 

 
423 This argument was also connected to his theory regarding scapegoatism, as explored in the previous 

chapter. I will be discussing the connection between Baldwin’s theorization of purity and of 
scapegoatism shortly. Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 386. 
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fostered in white Americans racist hatred, but also largely prevented white individuals 

from appreciating any loving, giving, and selfless relationship, even with other white 

people.424 This was none the more evident for Baldwin than in the reactive scorn thrusted 

upon white young adults involved in the civil rights and anti-racist movements of the 

1960s and early-1970s. Examining the extreme political, religious, social, and familial 

opposition to these white activists, Baldwin argued that these activists faced an existential 

crisis prompted by two realizations regarding the society in which they were reared: (1) 

that “their parents, their elders, and their antecedents” committed and continued to 

commit violent racial atrocities and; (2) that, in defying the white supremist ideology of 

their parents and ancestors, the society they always found supportive and protective 

would quickly emerge as violently oppositional. The latter reality, according to Baldwin, 

caused these white activists to harrowingly realize that the sense of freedom, love, and 

privilege bestowed upon them by their parents, American society, and American 

institutions was conditional upon their obedience to an oppressive racial order. As he 

wrote, “They were privileged and secure only so long as they did, in effect, what they 

were told: but they had been raised to believe that they were free.”425 

 Baldwin developed much of his theories regarding white political, racial, 

religious, and social dissidence through observing the counterculture “flower child” 

 
424 Baldwin, Giovanni’s Room, 141; No Name in the Street, 356-7, 386; Leeming, 200. 
 
425 Baldwin, No Name in the Street, 466-7. 
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community within the Haute Ashbury section of San Francisco.426 During his trips to the 

United States in the 1960s, Baldwin would frequently visit this hub of radical art and 

politics with the intent of examining and understanding the mostly-white flower child 

movement. From his observations there, he came to view this movement as largely an 

attempt by white young adults to foster a sense of loving connection and community that 

they had for their whole lives been prevented from experiencing by their familial and 

social indoctrination into the philosophy of white supremacy. Baldwin articulated this in 

terms of them being “tormented by the hope of love.” And, noting that their racial 

rebellion coincided with their rejection of traditional Christian sexual morality, he 

concluded that they intended “to become organic, autonomous, loving, and joyful 

creatures…to connect love, joy, and eroticism so that all flowed together as one.” 

Baldwin certainly admired these intentions as noble and worthwhile, writing, “They were 

in the streets in the hope of becoming whole. They had taken the first step—they had 

said, No.”427 

Despite this admiration, Baldwin doubted that the flower children’s attempted 

rejection of white supremacy would persist as they aged, and therefore doubted that they 

would continue to embrace the values of love, equality, and compassion. For example, 

acknowledging the overwhelming political and familial opposition they faced, he 

 
426 Baldwin’s approach here was almost certainly influenced by his knowledge regarding both the methods 

of ethnography and major anthropological theories. Perhaps not coincidentally, Baldwin made 
acquaintance with the famed anthropologist Margaret Mead in 1967, and the two published a transcribed 
dialogue on race the same year he published No Name in the Street. James Baldwin, A Rape on Race, 
with Margaret Mead (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1972); Leeming, 310-1. 

 
427 Baldwin did not explicitly state what they said “no” to, but it is implied that they said “no” to white 

supremacy and its connected ideology of American exceptionalism. Ibid., 467, 468. 
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contended that, because the white flower children been indoctrinated into a sense of racial 

superiority, the slightest experience of social marginalization would perhaps prove too 

harrowing for them to emotionally and psychologically handle. He wrote, “Whether or 

not they would be able to take the second step, the harder step—of saying, Yes, and then 

going for their most private broke—was a question which much exercised my mind, as 

indeed it seemed to exercise the minds, very loosely speaking, of all the tourists and 

policemen in (Haute Ashbury).” This was no arbitrary question for Baldwin as he further 

contended that if the flower child movement succumbed to their opposition, their ultimate 

failure to resist white supremacy would further mark a profound moral tragedy for the 

society that opposed them. He wrote, “The fact that (the flower children’s) uniforms and 

their jargon precisely represented the distances they had yet to cover before arriving at 

that maturity which makes love possible—or no longer possible—could not be 

considered their fault. They had been born into a society in which nothing was harder to 

achieve, in which perhaps nothing was more scorned and feared than the idea of the 

soul’s maturity.”428  

Despite these doubts, Baldwin continued to be intrigued by the enormity of fear 

the flower child movement inspired in more-conservative white circles. In fact, he saw 

the flower child movement as so threatening to the prevailing white racial hegemony that 

he predicted that they would become primary targets of State-sanctioned violence and 

political oppression. He wrote, “I could not help feeling, watching them, knowing them 

 
428 Ibid., 467-8, 469. 
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to be idealistic, fragmented, and impotent, that, exactly as the Third Reich had had first to 

conquer the German opposition before getting around to the Jews, and then the rest of 

Europe, my republic, which, unhappily, I was beginning to think of as the Fourth Reich, 

would be forced to plow under the flower children—in all their variations—before 

getting around to the blacks and then the rest of the world.”429 This oncoming violent 

opposition to white dissidents was, for Baldwin, most prominently evidenced by the 

popularity of four conservative Republican political figures: President Richard Nixon, 

Vice-President Spiro Agnew, Attorney General John N. Mitchell, and the then-Governor 

of California Ronald Reagan, who would later become president. All four men shared a 

rhetorical and legislative focus on supposedly restoring “law and order” to America, 

which Baldwin noted as a thinly-disguised desire to suppress white dissidents and racial 

minorities. He not only argued that the Nixon administration could “only rule by fear,” 

but that the conservative leadership of the late-1960s and early-1970s continually 

reaffirmed what they saw as the righteousness of anti-black violence. Baldwin wrote, 

“The white cop… is assured of the rightness of his course and the justice of his bigotry 

every time Nixon, or Agnew, or Mitchell—or the Governor of the State of California 

(Reagan)—open their mouths.”430 

 
429 Ibid., 467. 
 
430 Baldwin’s description of the American political landscape of the late-1960s and early-1970s by all 
evidence proved to be exceptionally prescient given more recent revelations regarding State-sanctioned 
violence against African Americans and white dissidents under the Nixon administration. In a politically 
successful harnessing of white fear, Nixon ran for president on a hard anti-drug platform, which came to be 
called the “war on drugs.” Journalist Dan Baum recently publicized an illuminating encounter he had as a 
young journalist in 1994 with one of Nixon’s co-conspirators in the Watergate Scandal, John Ehrlichman. 
Asking Ehrlichman about the heightened anti-drug policy under Nixon, Ehrlichman, according to Baum, 
stated,  
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As a result of his multifaceted observations of the flower children and their 

opponents, Baldwin concluded that the flower children’s resistance to white supremacy 

reflected their even further-reaching rejection of any ideology that promoted the 

attainment of purity from sin and shame as morally paramount or divinely-sanctioned. In 

No Name in the Street, Baldwin traced the notion of the divinely-sanctioned quest for 

purity to persistent racialized and sexualized interpretations of Christian mythology, and 

especially the Christian myth that Jesus was born to a virgin. He wrote, “It seemed to 

have struck the flower children…that they were themselves the issue of a dirty joke, the 

dirty joke which has always been hidden at the heart of the legend of the Virgin birth.”431 

 
 
The Nixon campaign in 1968, and the Nixon White House after that, had two enemies: the antiwar left and 

black people…We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the (Vietnam) war or black, but 
by getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then 
criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could arrest their leaders, raid their 
homes, break up their meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening news. Did we know we 
were lying about the drugs? Of course we did. 

 
Although Baldwin did not live to see such astounding and clear evidence of the factuality of his 

predictions, he by no means would be surprised. White supremacy had been a prevailing ideological 
force within American religion, politics, and philosophy since the founding of the U.S., and Baldwin 
inherently knew it would not be opposed without extreme and violent response. Baldwin, No Name in the 
Street, 454-7, 467; Dan Baum, “Legalize It All: How to Win the War on Drugs,” Harper’s Magazine (11 
August 2018) https://harpers.org/archive/2016/04/legalize-it-all/ 

 
431 In the last sentence of No Name in the Street, Baldwin referred back to this quote while highlighting the 

disastrous effects such racist interpretations of this myth had on American and Western society. He 
wrote, “Now, it is the Virgin, the alabaster Mary, who must embrace the despised black mother whose 
children are also the issue of the Holy Ghost.” Ibid., 469, 475. 

 
Although Baldwin’s late-era analyses and criticisms of purity myths focused primarily on the New 
Testament, they were anticipated by his implication in Giovanni’s Room that Christian ideologies of purity 
were also tied to sexually repressive Christian interpretations of the Hebrew Scriptures. This implication 
was contained in the fact that the names of the novel’s two main characters, David and Giovanni, directly 
referenced the Hebrew figures of Jonathan, the anglicized form of Giovanni, and David, the eventual king 
of Israel. According to the First Book of Samuel, Jonathan, having great affection for David, prevented his 
father, King Saul, from killing the future king. Jonathan’s affection for David is described in 1 Samuel 
20:17 as follows: “…for (Jonathan) loved (David) as he loved his own soul” (KJV). David returned this 
sentiment in a lament after Jonathan’s death, stating in 2 Samuel 1:26, “I am distressed for thee, my brother 
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But Baldwin’s examinations of the mythological and ideological roots of these purity 

ideologies in No Name in the Street were brief, and were most often posited in relation to 

Baldwin’s criticisms of American racism. From the mid-1970s onward, Baldwin would 

purposefully broaden the geographic, cultural, and even religious scope of his 

interrogation of purity myths. In doing so, his arguments regarding ideologies and 

mythologies of purity in No Name in the Street became incorporated into his more 

globally-engaged theories regarding religion, violence, and marginalization in The Devil 

Finds Work (1976) and “The Price of the Ticket”(1985).432 

 

Myth and Purity 

In a dialogue with poet Nikki Giovanni published three years after the publication 

of No Name in the Street (1972), Baldwin gave an even more explicit description of his 
 

Jonathan: very pleasant hast thou been unto me: thy love to me was wonderful, passing the love of women” 
(KJV). 
 
David and Jonathan’s relationship has most commonly been interpreted by Christian theologians as 

depicting a strong, but always platonic, homosocial friendship. Nonetheless, numerous twentieth-century 
and contemporary theologians have by contrast characterized Jonathon and David’s relationship as 
romantic and sexual. Given Giovanni’s adamancy regarding the immorality of the quest for purity, 
Baldwin seemed to posit in Giovanni’s Room two particular arguments regarding the Books of Samuel. 
The first was that Jonathon and David’s relationship at least implicitly may have been romantic and 
erotic. The second was that more modern oppositions to same-gendered relationships furthered a 
dangerous interpretation of the Books of Samuel that denied the historical possibility of David and 
Jonathon appreciating a healthy, mutual, and loving connection with each other. Hence, this same 
opposition to same-gendered relationships obstructed Giovanni and David from likewise entering into a 
true and selfless romantic relationship. David Patrick Alcorn, “The Covenant of David and Jonathan: An 
Exegetical Study of 1 Sam 20:1-21” (master’s thesis, University of St. Michael’s College, 2015); 
Baldwin, Giovanni’s Room, 141; Raymond-Jean Frontain, “James Baldwin’s ‘Giovanni’s Room’ and the 
Biblical Myth of David,” CEA Critic 52:2 (1995), 41-58; Eric Jobe, “Were David and Jonathon Gay? A 
Critical Analysis of a Popular Assumption,” Pravoslavie (2016) http://pravoslavie.ru/90826.html 

 
432 It is important to note that, as indicated in previous chapters, No Name in the Street as a whole displayed 

an impressive global engagement from Baldwin. Nonetheless, Baldwin’s specific commentary on purity 
was noticeably focused on American racism. 
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moral objections to the myth of the virgin birth. This description articulated his 

disagreements with the myth’s representation of virginity as a sign of moral and sexual 

purity. He wrote, “...(the virgin birth) has been believed by millions of people who lived 

and died by it for two thousand years. And when you attack it you’re accused of being 

blasphemous. I think the legend itself is a blasphemy. What is wrong with a man and a 

woman sleeping together, making love to each other and having a baby like everybody 

else? Why does the son of God have to be born immaculately? Aren’t we all the sons of 

God? That’s the blasphemy.”433 

The following year, in The Devil Finds Work (1976), Baldwin examined 

mythological representations of “purity” not just in relation to the virgin birth, but in 

relation to a wide variety of secular and Christian myths in the United States and the 

West at large. In fact, in this work of film criticism, he initially incorporated his previous 

analyses of purity in relation to more secularly-oriented American anti-communist 

propaganda.434  These analyses and criticisms had important biographical contexts. 

Starting in the mid-1940s, and years before Baldwin became a globally-known writer, he 

was several times questioned by the American Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in 

suspicion of his associations with communists. And, throughout the remainder of his life, 

he remained aware that they kept an extensive file on his activities, writings, and personal 

relationships. He attributed the FBI attention to two factors. The first was that the FBI 

 
433 James Baldwin, A Dialogue, with Nikki Giovanni (London: Michael Joseph, 1975), 37-8. 
 
434 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 545-9. 
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saw Baldwin as a black political dissident, and they associated black political dissidence 

with communism. The second was that the FBI viewed same-gendered relationships as 

threatening to the American moral, social, political, religious, and sexual order, and 

likewise associated “homosexuality” with communism. And although Baldwin developed 

a complex understanding of the irrational motivations behind the FBI’s intrusiveness, he 

found their harassment traumatic, frightening, and tyrannical. His subsequent reflection 

upon the destructive impact of these traumatic experiences inspired him to reflect further 

on his personal and political relationship with his home country. “I loved my country,” he 

wrote in The Devil Finds Work, “but I could not respect it, could not, upon my soul, be 

reconciled to my country as it was.”435   

This personal reflection soon evolved into a critical analysis of anti-communist 

propaganda. Baldwin’s primary case study in this regard was the 1952 film My Son John. 

The film focuses on a white family who are intended to be cinematic representations of 

the American Dream and of the ideology of American exceptionalism. The family 

patriarch is, in Baldwin’s words, “strong, decent, and loving” and the matriarch is 

“somewhat scatterbrained, but, at bottom, shrewd, loving, and tough.” The film opens 

with two of their sons throwing a football, and the audience soon learns that the sons are 

military members preparing to leave their childhood home to live on their assigned bases. 

My Son John’s main conflict centers around another son, John, who is, initially 

unbeknownst to his family, a member of the communist party and working as a spy for 

 
435 Ibid., 546-9. See also: David K. Johnson, The Lavender Scare: The Cold War Persecution of Gays and 

Lesbians in the Federal Government (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2004). 
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the Soviet Union. The family comes to learn of John’s treason from an FBI agent who is 

investigating him. In a scene at the end of the film that explicitly conveys its intended 

message, John, shortly before dying in a gruesome car accident, undergoes a political 

conversion in which he concludes that communism is an evil ideology and expresses 

regret for “betraying” his country. Notably, before John’s conversion, the FBI agent in 

the film commits consistent ethical and civil rights violations such as lying about his 

identity in order to enter John’s family’s home and illegally setting up cameras in John’s 

apartment. Rather than presenting a complex or condemning view of the agents’ 

motivations, the film posits these government-sanctioned violations as necessary and 

heroic.436 

 As a piece of anti-communist propaganda, John’s “conversion” at the end of the 

film is certainly predictable. However, Baldwin astutely noted that, prior to its reveal of 

John’s communist activities, My Son John spends considerable time detailing the 

politically-charged tension between John and his conservative father. John’s father, who, 

like the FBI agent, emerges in the film as a heroic and patriotic figure, rails against his 

son as a “liberal” who has failed to show proper allegiance to his country and to the 

“Christian” values in which he was raised. Through the father, the film describes 

American liberals in stereotypical terms as physically weak, anti-religious, and morally 

dubious. Noting the film’s decidedly anti-liberal political themes in addition to its anti-

communist ending, Baldwin contended that the revelation of John’s communist beliefs 

 
436 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work., 545; My Son John, dir. Leo McCarey (Paramount, 1952). 
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merely confirmed his family’s more basic fear of any belief that seems to contest the 

validity of American exceptionalism as represented by “his American Legion father, his 

adoring mother, and his football-playing brother.”437 Communists, in other words, 

represented in white American minds “everything (they) fear,” and most especially the 

fear that their religious, political, racial, and economic hegemony would diminish. In 

addition, and as symbolized by the film’s justification of the FBI agent’s unethical 

actions, Baldwin understood that, even in the secular and political realms, the fear that a 

monstrous moral, religious, or political force would corrupt the supposed “purity” of 

American society has had dire consequences. In short, according to Baldwin, it provided 

justification for political leaders and institutions to violate their citizens’ civil and human 

rights.438 

As an extension of his more secularly-oriented examination of anti-communist 

propaganda, he soon reiterated and expanded upon his argument that even secular 

ideologies of purity had their roots in Western interpretations of Christianity and biblical 

literature. This contention was particularly articulated in his climactic examination of 

purity in relation to demonic myths at the end of The Devil Finds Work. In this regard, 

the 1973 film The Exorcist again served as his primary case study. To recap, The Exorcist 

tells the story of the demonic possession of a young girl named Regan. As I noted in the 

 
437 Baldwin mistakenly identifies only one brother when, in fact, the film depicts two 
 
438 Baldwin also noted that the film has troubling sexual and gendered undertones. As Baldwin observed, 

John’s seemingly feminine mannerisms and refusal to date women implicitly marked him as a sexual 
heretic within his society and family. This stereotypical portrayal of John as, in Baldwin’s words, a 
“flaming faggot” provided visual and narrative reinforcement of the common association conservative 
Americans had between homosexuality and communism. Ibid., 545-9. 
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previous chapter on evil, Baldwin disagreed with The Exorcist’s representation of evil, 

instead proposing that the adults in the film—particularly Regan’s famous mother Chris 

McNeil and a Jesuit priest named Father Damien Karras—are more accurate 

representations of evil than the possessed girl. Subsequently, he saw the ritual exorcism, 

led by another Jesuit named Father Lankester Merrin, as a form of Church-sanctioned 

violence inflicted upon Regan by adults who were unwilling to face their own guilt and 

anguish.439  

From a historiographical perspective, Baldwin’s analysis of The Exorcist was by 

no means his first foray into critiquing and analyzing the demonic myth. In fact, decades 

earlier, this myth formed a central theme of his 1953 essay “Stranger in the Village,” in 

which Baldwin detailed and analyzed his experiences with racism while visiting a 

majority-Catholic Swiss village during the late-1940s. But in that essay, Baldwin more 

limitedly focused on the role racialized interpretations of the demonic myth played in 

sanctioning European violence against people of African descent through colonization 

and enslavement. First, he detailed the degrading ways in which he was treated by the 

villagers, who regarded him not as an equal human being, but as an oddity to be to be 

approached with a sense of both “genuine wonder” and fear. Second, Baldwin described 

the social context of the villagers’ racism as he learned that the village upheld a 

Carnevale tradition of children dressing in blackface and staging stereotypical 

performances intended to elicit donations for Catholic missions in Africa. Third, Baldwin 

 
439 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 567-72. 
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concluded that the villagers’ curious and terrified perception of his “African” features 

was at least partially rooted in their embrace of a Catholicism that had for centuries 

visually represented the “devil (as) a black man.”440 

 
440 Carnevale is a lively celebration that takes place the night before the holiday of Ash Wednesday, which 

is the beginning of the Catholic fasting-period referred to as Lent. Reflective of the legacy of the cross-
Atlantic slave trade, the villagers, as Baldwin recalled, referred to the process of converting Africans as 
“buying” them. In true Baldwinian fashion, Baldwin made the contentions listed in the main text while 
appealing to his own personal experiences. Positioning the villagers as symbols of European cultural and 
religious consciousness, Baldwin recalled an illuminating experience he had during his visit to the 
medieval Chartres Cathedral in France. For Baldwin, the cathedral conjured images of Satan rather than 
God, and this prompted Baldwin to fixate upon a gargoyle sculpture while the attending white European 
tourists focused on the cathedral’s depictions of heavenly figures. Describing his experience, he wrote, “I 
doubt that the villagers think of the devil when they face a cathedral because they have never been 
identified with the devil. But I must accept the status which myth, if nothing else, gives me in the West 
before I can hope to change the myth.” In short, while European Christians tended to view the 
architectural monuments of European Christianity as indicative of God’s grace and blessing, Baldwin’s 
personal experiences as a marginalized “other” within Western culture led him to by contrast consider 
European Catholic structures as monuments to a Christianity that supported white supremacy, 
colonialism, genocide, and slavery. James Baldwin, “Stranger in the Village,” in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998). 

 
Baldwin’s contention that European Christian art signaled European identification of Africans “with the 

devil” anticipated the work of famed art historian Jean Devisse, who examined innumerable works of 
medieval and modern European Christian art that associated the demonic with blackness. For example, a 
thirteenth-century Canterbury Psalter depiction of the Biblical exorcism story the healing of the 
Gadarene demoniacs depicted possessed people’s skin as black, in stark contrast to the white skin tones 
of Jesus and his angels. And the multi-panel painting The Last Judgment (c. 1431), created by the Italian 
painter and Dominican monk Angelico, portrayed hell as containing a black Satan violently devouring 
white bodies. Hence, Devisse described these racialized depictions of the demonic as extraordinarily 
effective in reinforcing European white supremacy, arguing that centuries of artistic association of the 
demonic with blackness “conveyed an ambiguous typology that imposed itself upon the unconscious of 
the Western Christian.” Resultingly, a “whole mental structure…was erected (in the West) to the 
detriment of the blacks…” Jean Devisse, The Image of the Black in Western Art, Volume II From the 
Early Christian Era to the “Age of Discovery”: From the Demonic Threat to the Incarnation of 
Sainthood, trans. William Granger Ryan (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979) 64, 70-1, 80. See 
also: Lorenzo Lorenzi, Devils in Art: Florence, From the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, trans. Mark 
Roberts (Florence: Centro Di della Edifimi, 1997) 33-5, 51-3, 56-7, 81. 

 
 
While “Stranger in the Village” and The Devil Finds Work form Baldwin’s most extensive examinations of 

the demonic myth, Baldwin also wrote about this myth in the following works: 
Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” 11, 14-5; Just Above My Head (New York: Dell, 1979), 344, 
435; “Many Thousands Gone,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The 
Library of America, 1998), 33; “Notes of a Native Son,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni 
Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 66; “The Northern Protestant,” in James Baldwin: 
Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 239.  
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Over two decades later, Baldwin expanded his analysis beyond solely proffering 

an examination of the demonic myth’s role in sanctioning white racism and violence 

against African peoples. Within this expansion, he came to view Western interpretations 

of demonic myths as influential in sanctioning Western and American violence against a 

racially, culturally, and nationally diverse array of marginalized peoples. This was 

especially articulated in his climactic analysis of The Exorcist, in which Baldwin also 

incorporated his previously-established discourses on morality, evil, scapegoatism, and 

purity. Baldwin wrote, 

The mindless and hysterical banality of evil presented in The Exorcist is the most 
terrifying thing about the film. The Americans should certainly know more about evil 
than that; if they pretend otherwise, they are lying, and any black man, and not only 
blacks—many, many others, including white children—can call them on this lie; he who 
has been treated as the devil recognizes the devil when they meet. At the end of The 
Exorcist, the demon-racked little girl murderess kisses the Holy Father, and she 
remembers nothing: she is departing with her mother, who will, presumably, soon make 
another film. The grapes of wrath are stored in the cotton fields and migrant shacks and 
ghettoes of this nation, and in the schools and prisons, and in the eyes and hearts and 
perceptions of wretched everywhere, and in the ruined earth of Vietnam, and in the 
orphans and the widows, and in the old men, seeing visions, and in the young men, 
dreaming dreams: these have already kissed the bloody cross and will not bow down 
before it again: and have forgotten nothing.441 

 
For one, as suggested by Baldwin’s long list of marginalized peoples, the possessed 

Regan symbolized any individual or group who had been considered “impure” by 

 
 
Baldwin’s early examinations of the demonic myth were likewise connected to other, less extensive 

writings on historical European Christian beliefs in witchcraft and curses. In “Everybody’s Protest 
Novel” (1955), for example, Baldwin drew a correlation between the burning of women considered 
witches in medieval Europe and the lynching of African Americans in twentieth-century America in that 
he considered both as scapegoating attempts by the dominant collective to “exorcise evil.” And, as 
explored previously in this dissertation, Baldwin alluded to racist belief that Africans were the cursed 
progeny of the biblical Ham in “Down at the Cross” (1962). James Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” in 
James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of America, 1998), 307; 
“Everybody’s Protest Novel,” 14-5. 

 
441 Baldwin, The Devil Finds Work, 571-2. 
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Western societies. Like the cinematic Regan, these “impure” people have been 

resultingly labeled as scapegoats and targeted by religiously-sanctioned violence. For 

two, Baldwin viewed the image of Regan kissing the cheek of a priest at the end of the 

film as morally reprehensible. This image, he concluded, unwittingly signified the 

Western Church’s unprincipled expectation that those they committed violence against 

would, in contrast to their rightful inclinations to oppose Western Christian oppression, 

offer gratitude for supposedly “civilizing” them. This expectation was antithetical to 

Baldwin’s conceptualization of a “blues” morality that encouraged arduous and 

consistent moral self-reflection on one’s own propensity for violence, and that 

subsequently sought to foster compassion for marginalized peoples.  

Moreover, this expectation was reaffirmed for Baldwin by the film’s indication 

that Regan “remembers nothing” about her possession experiences. Baldwin posited this 

plot development as a symbolic representation of the American and Western denial that 

Church-sanctioned violence has caused long-lasting trauma on the targets of such 

violence and their progeny. By contrast, marginalized peoples continued to be deeply 

traumatized by such violence, and the Western expectation of their forgetfulness, 

gratitude, and fealty only served to punctuate this trauma. As Baldwin wrote in 

summation, the targets of such violence “have already kissed the bloody cross and will 

not bow down before it again: and have forgotten nothing.”442  

 
442 Baldwin rightfully implied that there is a contradiction in the film’s portrayal of the effects the 

possession and exorcism had on Regan. At once, her mother claims she “remembers nothing.” On the 
other hand, her kiss upon Father Dyer’s cheek seems to signal the opposite. Baldwin did not, however, 
examine what this contradiction indicates regarding the filmmakers’ perspective. Baldwin, The Devil 
Finds Work, 571-572; The Exorcist (film). 
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 Almost a decade later, Baldwin’s incorporation of the discourses on morality, 

evil, scapegoatism, and purity became incorporated into a more sociologically-focused 

analysis of myth, violence, and marginalization. Focusing on the phenomenon of 

communal violence, he wrote in “The Price of the Ticket” (1985), “…it does not demand 

a mass conversion to persuade a mob to lynch a nigger or stone a Jew or mutilate a sexual 

heretic.”443 He soon expanded upon this contention, writing, “A mob cannot afford to 

doubt: that the Jews killed Christ or that niggers want to rape their sisters or that anyone 

who fails to make it in the land of the free and the home of the brave deserves to be 

wretched.” In these two quotes, the belief in racial and sexual purity were represented by 

three myths: (1) the anti-Semitic belief that the collective murder of Jesus was committed 

by Jewish people alone; (2) the perception of African peoples as sexual deviants, as 

influenced by white supremist interpretations of biblical literature, and; (3) the 

association of material wealth with God’s favor, as influenced by Calvinism. Given that 

these myths and the ideologies they promoted sanctioned violence against marginalized 

peoples, Baldwin reiterated that they were grounded in a collective fear that society will 

be infiltrated by insidious, impure forces. In other words, much like the privileged 

characters in The Exorcist and My Son John, white, economically-advantaged, Christian, 

and “heterosexual” Westerners feared that these forces, symbolized in their imagination 

 
 
443 This is a quote that was also examined in the previous chapter. 
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by an array of marginalized peoples, would undermine their racial, political, religious, 

sexual, and economic hegemony.444 

 Baldwin further concluded in “The Price of the Ticket” that the propagation of 

these violent mythic ideologies was disseminated directly and primarily from prevailing 

Western institutions. He wrote, “…these ideas do not come from the mob. They come 

from the state, which creates and manipulates the mob.” In a subsequent assessment of 

the German motivations behind the perpetuation of the Holocaust, Baldwin made evident 

that his use of the word “state” implied an intersection of religious and political 

institutions. He wrote, “…I yet contend that the mobs in the streets of Hitler’s Germany 

were in those streets not only by the will of the German State, but by the will of the 

western world, including those architects of human freedom, the British, and the 

presumed guardian of Christian and human morality, the Pope.” Baldwin congruently 

argued that American justifications for slavery displayed a similar dynamic. He wrote,  

“…the idea of black persons as property…comes from the architects of the American 

State,” and later described the United States in explicitly religious terms as a “Christian 

State.”445 

 It was thus in these analyses of the mythological foundations of Western Christian 

sanctifications for violence against marginalized peoples that Baldwin again connected 

the discourses on morality, evil, scapegoatism, and purity. First, Baldwin indicated 

throughout The Devil Finds Work and “The Price of the Ticket” that Western societies, 

 
444 Baldwin, “The Price of the Ticket,” 840. 
 
445 Ibid. 
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beholden to their religious and political institutions, had largely rejected a morality that 

sought to garner compassion for the suffering of others through facing the reality of their 

own anguishes. Secondly, the Western repression of anguish, guilt, and shame led to a 

largescale denial within Western Christian societies that the potential for violence, or for 

“evil,” exists within each human being. Third, this denial manifested in the violent 

employment of the scapegoat mechanism against marginalized people. Lastly, ideologies 

of purity, and the interpretations of religious and secular mythologies that perpetuated 

them, had served and continued to serve as justification for the employment of 

scapegoatism against marginalized people, erupting ever-so violently around the world.  
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CHAPTER 7 

AN HONEST MAN AND A GOOD WRITER: A CONCLUSION 

Anyone who has lived like I did for eighteen years under fundamentalist rule (in 
Iran), or in a secular totalitarian state like the Soviet Union, can testify to the truth 
of a statement (Baldwin) made in an interview with the Village Voice late in life: 
that “terror of the flesh…is a doctrine which has led to untold horrors.” 
 
Azar Nafisi, The Republic of Imagination 

 
I want to be an honest man and a good writer. 
 
Baldwin, Autobiographical Notes 

 
 The Getty photography archives contain a 1979 photograph of Baldwin taken by 

the well-known photographer Ted Thai. The photograph shows Baldwin mid-laugh, his 

left hand rested on the desk in front of him, his right hand holding a cigarette while 

pressed against the side of his forehead, and behind him a generously stacked bookshelf. 

Most of the lettering on the book bindings are too obscured to read, but there are two that 

are clear as day: one titled Atheism and another titled KGB. In a way, this photograph, 

with the clear presence of those two books, displays the expansive nature of Baldwin’s 

thinking and writing. In essence, the photograph evokes an image of Baldwin as a largely 

self-taught but nonetheless globally-engaged thinker and a public intellectual with a great 

depth of knowledge about religion, politics, philosophy, and history.446 

The way in which American and global societies continue to remember Baldwin’s 

life and work is an increasingly important topic for educators, writers, scholars, and the 

general public. Unbeknownst to me, I started my dissertation research at the beginning of 

 
446 Ted Thai, “Author James Baldwin” (photograph), originally published in The LIFE Picture Collection 

(1970) https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/author-james-baldwin-news-photo/92924383 
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a renewed academic and popular interest in Baldwin. This renewal has led many 

contemporary authors such as Hilton Als, Jacqueline Woodson, Ta-Nehisi Coates, and 

Anna Deavere Smith to pay homage to Baldwin, and has led publishers to reprint some of 

his more obscure writings. Likewise, two Baldwin-centered films have recently been 

released: Raoul Peck’s 2016 documentary, I Am Not Your Negro, and Barry Jenkins’ 

2018 adaptation of Baldwin’s novel If Beale Street Could Talk (1974). In response to this 

Baldwin renaissance, writer Elias Rodrigues offers cautionary questions for those 

engaging Baldwin’s work. He writes, “But (Baldwin’s) return prompts some questions 

about how we’ve treated his legacy: Which of the many Baldwins from his nearly 40-

year career have we brought back to life? And more important, is this revival giving us 

the Baldwin we need?”447  

I have observed firsthand this renewed interest in Baldwin among activists, 

academics, bibliophiles, and online commentators, with Baldwin’s image showing up on 

stickers, memes, and even prayer candles. Certainly, Baldwin is among the most quotable 

of English-language authors, but there seems something limiting in quoting Baldwin 

without providing context. It further seems that American liberal activists in particular 

are more willing to quote Baldwin’s analyses of race, criticisms of State power, and 

scathing critiques of American conservatism than they are Baldwin’s caution against 

ideological obsession, criticisms of American liberalism, or disagreements with Marxism. 

 
447 I am Not Your Negro (film), dir. Raoul Peck (Velvet Film, 2016); If Beale Street Could Talk (film) dir. 

Barry Jenkins (Plan B Entertainment, 2018); Elias Rodrigues, “The Black Feminist Roots of James 
Baldwin’s ‘If Beale Street Could Talk,’” The Nation (2018) https://www.thenation.com/article/barry-
jenkins-james-baldwin-beale-street-black-feminism-essay/ 
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Regardless, I ultimately think the renewal of interest in Baldwin will prove beneficial as 

more people read and critically appropriate his work. Baldwin’s place as a popular 

culture icon will likely diminish, but both his fiction and nonfiction will continue to be 

engaged in school curriculums, journalistic publications, book clubs, activist movements, 

and academia. And, it has been one of the purposes of this dissertation to encourage 

scholars of religion to critically engage and appropriate Baldwin’s writings on religion, 

violence, and marginalization. But, in doing so, we as academics, writers, teachers, and 

public intellectuals must be careful not to minimize Baldwin or his work, and we must 

insist that his writings be viewed within the context of both his whole canon and his 

international life. 

 Certainly, one of the most endearing aspects of Baldwin’s writings is the way in 

which he connected his personal experiences with his social, spiritual, and political 

analyses and critiques. Similar to the cadre of blues and jazz artists he so fervently 

admired, along with his literary model Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Baldwin understood human 

actions to have historical and social context. This important understanding enabled 

Baldwin to write works that spoke to the trifecta of his personal life, his immediate 

context, and universal themes. These qualities have also made it possible for a writer like 

Azar Nafisi, for example, to appropriate Baldwin in her description of her own 

experiences in Iran “after the Islamic Revolution.” In interpreting Baldwin’s work from 

her particular perspective as an Iranian refugee, she, as previously noted, speaks to both 

Baldwin’s universal appeal and importance as a political and social critic. Nafisi 

describes her appropriation as follows: “Anyone who has lived like I did for eighteen 
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years under fundamentalist rule, or in a secular totalitarian state like the Soviet Union, 

can testify to the truth of a statement (Baldwin) made in an interview with the Village 

Voice late in life: that ‘terror of the flesh…is a doctrine which has led to untold 

horrors.’”448  

 Nafisi expands only briefly on this point, but her argument nonetheless stands 

true: Baldwin was a writer for whom cross-disciplinary and globally-engaged thinkers 

would benefit from exploring, as his works continue to have the power to inform one’s 

understanding of the broader dynamics of religion, race, sexuality, gender, power, 

spirituality, art, and love.449 Every person who engages Baldwin comprehensively will 

form a different personal connection with his work. But the diversity of these personal 

connections points precisely to the cross-cultural and cross-historical nature of his 

writings. While the dynamics of society and power will change over the oncoming 

centuries, as they have for centuries prior, people will still find value in Baldwin’s 

writings. And, yet, Rodrigues is salient in his criticism that popular culture and academia 

often proffer limited or reductionist interpretations of Baldwin’s work. This became 

evident recently in the distinctions between the novel and film versions of If Beale Street 

Could Talk. These distinctions indicate the way in which Baldwin is being remembered 

in popular culture, and speak to the elements of his life and work that are often omitted 

when we discuss his legacy.  

 
448 Baldwin, “Go the Way Your Blood Beats”; Azar Nafisi, The Republic of Imagination (New York: 

Penguin Books, 2014), 297, 307-8. 
 
449 Ibid., 314-28. 
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It was an interesting experience watching If Beale Street Could Talk, a film I 

found beautiful and moving, after having not only studied the novel closely, but also after 

studying Baldwin’s canon as a whole. When watching a film adaptation of a book, I 

accept that certain elements of the book must be changed to fit the new medium. I agree 

with most of Jenkins’ choices in this regard, including his updated ending. As a work of 

cinema, my criticisms of Jenkins’ film are minimal. And as a mostly-accurate adaptation, 

the film captures the majority of the novel’s central themes: the love and support fostered 

among African American families and communities in the face of injustice, the beauty of 

young and selfless romantic love, the importance of embracing and valuing children 

regardless of the circumstances of their birth, and the way in which racism, 

authoritarianism, poverty, and repressive expressions of religion can hinder people from 

finding meaningfulness in their lives. Yet the film falls short in capturing and 

illuminating Baldwin’s internationalist perspective, which had certainly become maturely 

formed by 1974 and was another major theme within the book. 

 This is particularly noticeable in the contrast between Jenkins and Baldwin’s 

scenes in Puerto Rico. In chapter three, I noted that, in the novel, Baldwin “examined the 

shared experiences of racial violence and economic exclusion among Puerto Ricans and 

African Americans in light of both being inheritors of a shared African Diaspora 

experience.” To speak to the way the distinct Puerto Rican scenes in the book and film 

signal the adaptation’s lack of consideration regarding Baldwin’s globally-engaged 

perspective, I must expand extensively upon this. Reflective of Baldwin’s experiences 

with the Harlem’s racial and ethnic diversity, If Beale Street Could Talk is the only novel 
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he wrote that prominently features Hispanic characters.450 As such, the fact that Victoria, 

the rape victim who misidentifies Fonny as her assaulter at the behest of a racist white 

police officer, is Puerto Rican proves to be important. After the traumatized woman 

retreats to Puerto Rico, Tish’s mother, Sharon, travels to the island in order to convince 

her to recant her accusation.  In one of the most powerful moments of the book and the 

film, it becomes clear to Victoria that Sharon has no first-hand knowledge of the 

extraordinary trauma caused by rape as she rebukes Sharon’s insensitivity to her 

experiences. Victoria states, “One thing I can tell, lady—you ain’t never been raped.” In a 

display of Sharon’s inability to empathize with sexual trauma, she grabs Victoria and 

touches the crucifix around her neck. Interpreting this as another violation of her bodily 

autonomy, Victoria suddenly lets out “a sound like no sound Sharon has ever heard 

before.”451 This moment is largely represented accurately in the film, as Victoria in both 

works is characterized not as an antagonist, but as another a target of abuse and 

injustice.452 

 However, although Jenkins’ film is faithful to the majority of the source material, 

he in the Puerto Rican scenes retreats from what Baldwin displayed as Sharon and Tish’s 

growing perspective on the experiences and histories of Puerto Ricans. Here, it is 

important to take note of Baldwin’s use of Tish’s narration in the novel. Tish did not 

 
450 This includes two Spanish friends of Fonny, named Pedricito and Luisito. 
 
451 James Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk (Laurel: New York 1974), 180. 183-4. 
 
452 For an extensive discussion of this dynamic, see the following: Aisha Harris, “How #MeToo Changes 

‘If Beale Street Could Talk,’” The New York Times (2018) 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/27/movies/if-beale-street-could-talk-metoo.html 
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accompany her mother to Puerto Rico. Therefore, Baldwin implied that she is detailing 

Sharon’s experiences on the Island second-hand. As a result, the development of 

Sharon’s own understanding of Puerto Rican experiences and histories mirrors that of 

Tish’s eventual growth in this regard. This is exemplified by Tish’s statement that, 

although Fonny’s lawyer Hayward paid for and organized the specifics of Sharon’s 

travels, “…he has not, of course, been able to prepare (Sharon) for the stunning confusion 

which reigns at the San Juan airport.” For example, immediately after arriving in San 

Juan, Sharon notices families living by the airport “with all their earthly possessions piled 

around them,” later telling Tish that she “had never seen it like that before.” Likely 

mirroring Baldwin’s own experiences in Puerto Rico during a visit in 1962, San Juan 

displayed a level of poverty Sharon had never before witnessed, and one that she perhaps 

assumed did not exist within American states or territories.453 

 Yet, Sharon’s understanding of the dynamics of class in Puerto Rico was still 

largely uninformed. These dynamics only began to become clearer during her attempt to 

convince Victoria’s current common-law husband, a nightclub owner named Pietro, to 

talk with the young woman about recanting her testimony. Speaking to Puerto Rico’s 

class differences, Tish describes the nightclub as being “located in what was certainly a 

backwater, if not, indeed, a swamp, before the immense hotel which houses it was built. 

It is absolutely hideous, so loud, so blatant, so impervious and cruel, that, facing it causes 

 
453 Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk, 157, 199; Leeming, 226-7. 
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mere vulgarity to seem an irrecoverable state of grace.”454 And Sharon’s understanding of 

Puerto Rico’s class system continues to develop when, after Pietro refuses to help, 

Sharon chooses to confront Victoria herself. With the assistance of her taxi driver Jaime, 

Sharon locates Victoria at her home, located in an area Tish and Sharon refer to as a 

favela. The Portuguese word favela loosely translates to “slum,” “ghetto,” or 

“shantytown” and is most commonly associated with urban Brazil. Tish and Sharon 

display their ignorance of Puerto Rican Spanish by misapplying the term to 

neighborhoods most often referred to by Puerto Ricans as arrabales. Nonetheless, their 

use of the term favela implies not only an “illegally inhabited” neighborhood, but even 

more prominently an impoverished area where the upper-echelons of society keeps their 

so-called undesirables.455  

Upon entering the favela, Sharon realizes that the immensity of poverty and 

classism in Puerto Rico is even more devastating than she had originally witnessed. At 

first, Sharon mistakes the favela for a garbage dump, quickly coming to realize that “the 

garbage dump is the favella (sic).”456 Tish then provides a graphic description of this 

poverty, juxtaposed with Sharon’s noticing of the favela’s child inhabitants playing and 

laughing: “Houses are built on (the garbage dump)—dwellings; some on stilts, as though 

attempting to rise above the dung heap. Some have corrugated metal roofs. Some have 

 
454 Ibid., 140, 161. 
 
455 María Alejandra Revelo-Imery, “Translating ‘Favela’ Part 2: A Journey through Latin America,” Rio on 
Watch (2014) http://www.rioonwatch.org/?p=16555. 
 
456 Baldwin misspells favela in the novel, presumably purposefully. Given that neither Tish or Sharon know 

how to speak or write Spanish or Portuguese, it is fitting that the characters would misspell the word.  
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windows. All have children…The smell is fantastic—but the children, sliding up and 

down their mountain, making the air ring, dark, half naked, with their brilliant eyes, their 

laughter, splashing into and out of the sea, do not seem to care.” Soon after, Sharon 

recognizes the sound of blues singer and guitarist B.B. King playing from several 

transistor radios. Again, this is juxtaposed with the impoverished surroundings. Tish 

states, “This beat is echoed in the many human voices, and corroborated by the sea—

which shines and shines beyond the garbage heap of the favella.” Here, Baldwin’s 

juxtaposition of the favela’s poverty against the image of laughing children and the sound 

of B.B. King’s rendition of the blues has an ever further indication. As I noted in chapter 

three, the metaphor of “Beale Street speaking” implies a sense of honest expression, 

community, and courage when oppressed peoples commune. In this sense, the favela, the 

“garbage dump,” becomes another Beale Street, where marginalized people commune in 

support and love, and where the anguish and spirituality expressed in the blues 

reverberates.457 

 As Sharon attempts to conceptualize the reality of the impoverished favela as both 

a metaphorical and literal “garbage dump,” she likewise comes to a new realization 
 

457 Baldwin’s choice to have Tish describe the favela as a “garbage dump” likely marks his familiarity with 
the works of Afro-Brazilian Catholic writer Carolina Maria de Jesus, herself a former resident of Rio’s 
favelas. The English version of de Jesus’ famous diary is titled Child of the Dark (1960), but the original 
Portuguese title, Quarto de Despejo, translates to “the dumping ground.” de Jesus was clear that the 
metaphorical reference to the favelas as a “dumping ground” was intended to implicate the favelas as a 
place where society’s so-called undesirables are forced to live through legal and economic exclusion, and 
to describe the psychological trauma that accompanies the realities of such extreme poverty. She wrote, 
“Sometimes families move into the favela with children. In the beginning they are educated, friendly. 
Days later, they use foul language, are mean and quarrelsome. They are diamonds turned to lead. They 
are transformed from the objects that were in the living room to objects banished to the garbage dump.” 
Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk, 176, 180; Carolina Maria de Jesus, Child of the Dark, originally 
published as Quarto de Despejo, trans. David St. Clair (New York: Mentor, 1960). 
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regarding American and international racism. Baldwin foreshadowed this maturation in 

his description of Sharon’s airport realization that San Juan’s racial dynamics differ from 

her own experiences in the continental United States. As Tish describes it, “There are 

many colors here, but this does not, at least at the airport, appear to count for much.”458 

Yet, there are two subsequent experiences in particular that informed her growing notions 

of the role racism played in the subjugation of Puerto Ricans, and especially those of a 

lower-economic class. The first happened during her meeting with Pietro. Upon their 

initial meeting, she immediately recognizes an anguish in him that she empathetically 

understands. Tish describes this as follows: “(Pietro) is young, very, very young, but also 

very old; but not old in a way that (Sharon) had expected him to be. She had expected the 

age of corruption. She is confronting the age of sorrow. She is confronting torment.” 

Soon after, as Pietro observes Sharon’s unfamiliarity with anti-Puerto Rican racism, he 

explicitly informs her that much of his anguish is rooted in his own traumatic experiences 

with racial marginalization. He states, “Look. I ain’t no American…I ain’t nothing. I’m 

an Indian, wop, spic, spade—name it, that’s me.”459 

 The impact of this exchange lingers as Sharon confronts Victoria and, in doing so, 

witnesses life in the favela. Sharon’s subsequent change in her conceptualization of the 

global impact of American racism manifests as she pleads with Victoria to recant her 

accusation against Fonny. Referring to Victoria affectionately as “daughter,” Sharon 

 
458 Sharon’s confusion about Puerto Rican racial dynamics is punctuated as she soon after realizes that, 

rather than being referred to as a black woman, Puerto Ricans largely consider her a “Yankee” or a 
“gringo.” Baldwin, If Beale Street Could Talk, 157, 161. 

 
459 Ibid., 166, 167. 
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states, “You’ve put a man in jail, daughter, a man you’ve never seen. He’s twenty-two 

years old, daughter, he wants to marry my daughter—and—…he’s black…like us.”  This 

proves to be a monumental moment for Sharon and Tish, and one that widens the novel’s 

lens on the shared trauma that racism and poverty inflicts upon people and communities 

of color. Despite their initial perception of Victoria as a Hispanic woman with “muddy 

blonde” hair,  Sharon gradually realizes that the historical and experiential connections 

between African Americans and Puerto Ricans are stronger than she had assumed. Hence, 

Baldwin made clear that the rape of Victoria compounded a lifetime of racist and sexist 

trauma. In doing so, he implored his readers to envision more complex international and 

cross-cultural views of racism, classism, and sexism. As Sharon later tells Tish, “I don’t 

speak no Spanish and (people in Puerto Rico) don’t speak no English. But we on the 

same garbage dump. For the same reason…I had never thought about it like that before. 

Whoever discovered America deserved to be dragged home, in chains, to die.”460 

 The Puerto Rican scenes in Jenkins’ film mostly follow the plot points and 

dialogue within the book. Nonetheless, although there is one overhead shot of the favela, 

Jenkins largely omits the depictions of extreme poverty, children playing, and blues 

music found in the book. Likewise absent from the film are extensive discussions of the 

experiences of racial oppression in the forms of slavery, segregation, and economic 

exclusion that Puerto Ricans have shared with African Americans. Although Pietro does 

state that he “ain’t no American,” he never extrapolates on his experience as a racially 

 
460 Ibid., 177 , 183, 199. 
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and economically marginalized individual. Moreover, Jenkins removes Sharon’s 

reference to Victoria as “black.” When considering the source text, this is a particularly 

striking omission as it signals a limited idea of race and American history that Baldwin so 

ardently implored his readers to expand. Consistent with my own observations regarding 

the way in which Baldwin is often being represented within popular culture, Baldwin’s 

international and cross-cultural insights and perspectives are markedly missing from 

Jenkins’ otherwise valuable adaptation. 

 Partially in response to popular representations of Baldwin and his work, there 

have more recently emerged a cadre of academics and writers who contest such limiting 

notions of Baldwin’s writings and ideas. The writer and activist Houria Bouteldja has 

been particularly seminal in appropriating Baldwin in a way that embraces his globally-

engaged and theoretically-expansive viewpoint. Bouteldja is most well known for her 

activism against Rightist authoritarianism. By contrast, her book Whites, Jews, and Us: 

Towards a Politics of Revolutionary Love (2016) connects her appropriation of a wide 

array of global writers with her interpretation of Islam and experiences as an Algerian-

Berber immigrant in France to provide a scathing critique of European Leftist 

movements. Within her critique, she argues that European Leftists at large have 

unwittingly espoused colonialist, sexist, and racist ideologies.461 Bouteldja begins Whites, 

Jews, and Us with a mea culpa regarding what she describes as her own past 

 
461 While Bouteldja’s criticism is most prominently leveled at the European Left, she likewise expresses 

strong criticisms of the endurance of patriarchalism within both Islamist political institutions and Islamic 
counter-resistance movements. 
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unintentional support of oppressive systems, particularly in her previous embrace of the 

Leftist movements she has come to criticize. She writes, “Between my crime and I, there 

are national bodies; democracy, the rule of law, the (French) Republic, the elections. 

Between my crime and I, there are beautiful ideas: human rights, universalism, freedom, 

humanism, secularism, the memory of the Shoah, feminism, Marxism, Third Worldism. 

And even suitcase carriers. They stand at the pinnacle of white heroism. I respect them 

though. I wish I could respect them more, but they are already hostages of good 

conscience. The foils of the white Left.”462  

As she continues this critique, Bouteldja consistently appropriates Baldwin’s 

analyses of black-white American racial dynamics in application to her examination and 

condemnation European racial structures. One prominent example of this is her reference 

to a striking quote from Baldwin’s “Down at the Cross” (1962): “…the white man came 

to the Negro for love. But he was not often able to give what he came seeking. The price 

was too high: he had too much to lose. And the Negro knew this, too. When one knows 

this about a man, it is impossible for one to hate him, but unless he becomes a man—

becomes equal—it is also impossible for one to love him.”463 Bouteldja’s direct 

appropriation of this quote serves her examination of the multifaceted power dynamics 

between white French people and Algerians. She first recalls a story of her mother taking 

pity on a white man in a hospital and kissing him on the forehead, only later guiltily 

 
462 Houria Bouteldja, Whites, Jews, and Us: Toward a Politics of Revolutionary Love, trans. Rachel 
Valinsky (South Pasadena: Semiotext, 2016), 17, 26-7, 28-9, 32, 40, 50. 
 
463 James Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New 

York: The Library of America, 1998), 345. 
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considering that she may have committed a moral and social faux pas. Invoking Baldwin, 

Bouteldja writes, “That memory has remained instructive for me. First, in the 

spontaneous impulse, the kiss, there is a promise of forgetting and overcoming the 

colonial dispute between my grandmother—who lived through the long colonial night 

and the torments of the Algerian War—and (the white man). The moment is fleeting but 

real. Then, there is the return of indigenous rationality, of resistance. He isn’t really one 

of us.”464 Further correlated with Baldwin’s analysis of American racial dynamics, 

Bouteldja interprets her grandmother’s experience as signaling the fact that historical and 

continued French colonialism and racism inhibits the forming of French-Algerian 

relations that are grounded in equality, community, compassion, and selflessness.465  

Bouteldja’s proposed solution for countering what she sees as the inherently 

oppressive ideologies unwittingly propagated by the European Left is expressed in her 

understanding of the concept of “revolutionary love.” Although she “borrowed” this 

phrase from Chicana activist and writer Chela Sandoval, Bouteldja’s conceptualization of 

love is strikingly parallel to Baldwin’s. In this regard, she emphasizes the curation of a 

moral and political ethos grounded in true and selfless human connection. “Romantic 

souls will say that love is always disinterested,” she writes. “Precisely. How can we 

envision love between us if the privilege of the one relies on the oppression of the other?” 

In continued reference to this conceptualization of “revolutionary love,” she quotes 

 
 
464 Bouteldja., 51-2. 
 
465 Bouteldja is certainly influenced by Fanon here, but, by circumstance of their respectively different time 

periods, focuses on the decades-long aftereffects of colonialism.  
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Baldwin’s 1983 response to the question, “What would you say to the French racist who 

is afraid?” “I would say hello,” he responded, affirming a common and transcendent 

humanity grounded in equality and personal connection.466 

In a brief but relevant foreword to Whites, Jews, and Us, African American 

philosopher and activist Cornel West likewise posits Baldwin as a writer whose work 

contains global, cross-cultural, and cross-historical applicability. First, West praises 

Bouteldja’s “intellectual case against imperial innocence” and “poignant cry of the heart 

for an indigenous revolutionary politics—a politics that is unapologetically anti-

patriarchal, anti-capitalist, and anti-imperialist grounded in the doings and sufferings of 

colonized peoples.” He then posits Baldwin’s widescale relevance to Bouteldja’s 

criticisms of white supremacy and the European Left as indelibly connected to a wide 

cadre of global writers who have and continue to address similar issues. He writes, 

“Houria Bouteldja’s bold and critical challenge to all of us—especially those who claim 

to be leftists or progressives—builds upon the rich legacies of Malcolm X, Jean Genet, 

Aimé Césaire, Audre Lorde, James Baldwin, Frantz Fanon, and Chela Sandoval.” With 

regards to Baldwin’s legacy, his analyses of race and writings on love emerge for West as 

likewise globally applicable in criticizing “‘white good conscience,’ top-down feminism, 

(and) bourgeois multiculturalism…” In even broader terms, West argues that Baldwin, 

along with a cadre of other influential historical writers, continues to be relevant for 

activists, authors, and intellectuals working in opposition to racism, imperialism, anti-

 
466 James Baldwin, “C’est dur d'être un blanc !” (interview), with Hervé Prudon, trans. Rachel Valinsky, Le 
Nouvel Observateur (1983), 94; Bouteldja, 17, 32, 40, 50. 
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Semitism, Islamophobia, sexism, genocide, and environmental ruin. He writes, “These 

questions and issues demand the best of who we are—and none of us have a monopoly 

on the truth and justice they require and solicit.”467  

Bouteldja and West’s appropriation of Baldwin’s writings are certainly expansive 

and insightful. But Nafisi’s appropriation of Baldwin, while brief, is arguably the most 

relevant for the study of religion and violence given that Nafisi speaks to Baldwin’s 

cross-contextual relevance to wide-ranging discourses on society, politics, religion, 

power, and marginalization. In both of Nafisi’s given examples of Iranian and Soviet 

tyranny, political and social control of their populations’ bodily autonomy—justified by 

various religious and secular ideologies and enabled through torture, imprisonment, 

kidnapping, and other forms of violence—served as a primary method of maintaining 

power. Therefore, Baldwin’s own writings on the tyrannical social, political, and 

religious control of bodily autonomy remain for Nafisi relevant to critiquing and 

examining any instance of tyrannical oppression.468 Thus, correlative with Nafisi, I 

maintain that Baldwin’s writings on morality, evil, scapegoatism, and purity continue to 

be relevant to multidisciplinary and globally-engaged examinations of power, religion, 

marginalization, and the formations of violence. 

My aim of encouraging scholars of religion to engage and critically appropriate 

Baldwin’s writings on religion, violence, and marginalization necessitates efforts to 

 
467 The subject of homophobia is conspicuously, and unfortunately, absent from West’s forward. Cornel 

West, “The End of Imperial Innocence,” in Whites, Jews, and Us: Toward a Politics of Revolutionary 
Love, writ. Houria Bouteldja, trans. Rachel Valinsky (Semiotext: South Pasadena, 2016), 7-9. 

 
468 Nafisi, 307-8. 
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address some difficult questions. The first regards the value and usefulness of Baldwin’s 

writings on religion and violence to people who disagree with his religious and/or 

theological viewpoints. The sheer diversity and range of religious and theological 

thinkers who have engaged Baldwin—outlined in chapter two and more recently 

exemplified by Bouteldja—speaks to the influence of Baldwin’s spirituality upon people 

from a diverse range of religious beliefs. Still, how is his work relevant, for example, to 

Christians and Muslims who unlike Baldwin consider the virgin birth or the existence of 

Satan as absolute truth? I propose that religiously diverse thinkers, along with thinkers of 

no religious practice, can find value and relevance in his discussion of how 

interpretations of myths, ideologies, and scriptures can be used to justify and sanctify 

violence. This is true even if they disagree with Baldwin’s rejection of various traditional 

Abrahamic doctrines. In fact, Baldwin’s own appropriation of and engagement with 

Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s religious orientation provides a particularly cogent model for 

appropriating his own work. As noted in chapter four, Baldwin by no means shared 

Dostoyevsky’s traditional views of Christian redemption. Nonetheless, he found a great 

deal of relevance in the Russian writer’s discussions regarding evil, power, ideological 

obsession, violence, the West, and the danger of conflating religious and political 

institutions. 

 Secondly, given that Baldwin spoke primarily about violence in relation to 

Abrahamic traditions, and Christianity in particular, how might Baldwin’s writings on 

religion and violence be applied to non-Abrahamic contexts? This is a particularly 

important question for scholars studying religions that have distinct conceptualizations of 
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redemption, evil, suffering, and purity, or that have no conceptualizations of those themes 

whatsoever. In response, I encourage and trust scholars of religion, violence, and 

marginalization to approach Baldwin in the same way the field of religious studies 

generally approaches its theorists: simply appropriate those elements of Baldwin’s 

writings that one finds relevant to one’s particular teaching and research. In short, 

regardless of religious or political context, Baldwin provides a formidable model for 

analyzing the processes by which societies use religion to justify and sanctify violence 

against marginalized people.  

 Thirdly, how does Baldwin’s historical works fit into the more contemporary and 

continued study of religion, violence, and marginalization? It is helpful to therefore 

discuss Baldwin in relation to three current leading scholars of religion and violence. In 

Holy Terrors: Thinking about Religion after September 11 (2003), Bruce Lincoln 

insightfully argues that the continued study of religion and violence necessitates 

“confronting” the “more general and less tractable question” of “what do we mean by 

religion?”.469 In a similar spirit of examining religiously- and, more generally, 

ideologically-inspired violence, Martin Matustik’s brilliant book Radical Evil and the 

Scarcity of Hope: Postsecular Meditations (2008) examines a breadth of what he refers to 

as “spiritual questions” that arise in response to “humanly generated,” rather than 

supernaturally generated, “evil.”470  

 
469 Bruce Lincoln, Holy Terrors: Thinking about Religion after September 11 (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2003). 
 
470 Matustik speaks from the particular perspective of a Soviet refugee from Czechoslovakia who as an 

adult discovered that many of his Jewish ancestors were killed in the Holocaust. I am a former student of 
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In her moving memoir regarding her political imprisonments under Monarchical 

and Islamist rule in Iran, titled Ghosts of Revolution: Rekindled Memories of 

Imprisonment in Iran (2011), scholar of religion Shahla Talebi speaks to the potential 

cross-applicability of examinations of religiously- and ideologically-inspired violence 

against persecuted peoples. She writes, “I came to tell my story in the United States, a 

place with its own history of violence and suffering, from the earlier genocide of Native 

Americans, to the enslavement of African Americans, racism, its wars on other countries, 

and an increasing divide between its haves and have-nots. It, too, had its inspiring stories 

of resistance and incredible achievements in creating new possibilities for a better 

world.”471 As Baldwin drew from his own multifaceted experiences with religion, and as 

he always exhibited the particular influences of African American culture, religion, and 

history, he anticipated all of the above subjects that have become so central to the 

continued study of religion, violence, and marginalization. Yet, his unique contributions 

inform a more specific focus on the psychological and sociological inspirations behind 

religiously- and ideologically-inspired violence This focus spoke more intently to the 

complex psychological, sociological, moral, spiritual, and material effects oppressive 

violence has had, and continues to have, on the lived experiences of both the committers 

and targets of violence. 

 
his. Martin Matustik, Radical Evil and the Scarcity of Hope: Postsecular Meditations (Indiana University 
Press: Bloomington, 2008), 5, 8. 

 
471 Although I have not had the benefit of being an “official” student of Talebi’s, it is with great honor that I 

have gotten to know her personally and professionally. Shahla Talebi, Ghosts of Revolution: Rekindled 
Memories of Imprisonment in Iran (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2011), 211. 
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 Nonetheless, the appropriation of and engagement with Baldwin’s work by 

multidisciplinary scholars has not and will not continue to occur without criticisms. For 

example, one of the ever-growing criticisms of Baldwin from at least the 1970s onward 

has regarded his tendency to reductively characterize violence against women as merely 

resultant of a masculine pathology that internalizes self-hatred fostered by poverty, 

racism, and the excesses of capitalism. Contemporary critiques of Baldwin’s 

misunderstanding of the broader political and imperialistic dynamics of misogyny often 

draw from poet and writer Nikki Giovanni’s 1973 critique of Baldwin’s gender analyses. 

In her transcribed dialogue with Baldwin, the young Giovanni stated, “I don’t understand 

how a black man can be nothing in the streets and so fearful in his home, how he can be 

brutalized by some white person somewhere and then come home and treat me or Mother 

the same way that he was being treated.” Baldwin first castigated Giovanni for, from his 

perspective, only assigning misogyny to black men. Then, he reinforced his argument 

that misogyny is rooted in the constrictions and traumas placed on men of all races 

through the dynamics of excessive capitalism and other forms of exploitation. Giovanni 

immediately conceded that misogyny was not confined to men of only one race, but 

refused to let Baldwin describe it as simply symptomatic of more pressing forms of 

oppression. Rather, she implored him to acknowledge that misogyny and anti-women 

violence persists because of a foundational failure among men to question their own thirst 

for power. She stated, “..when we talk about my little boy or your nephew, how are we 

going to create the new child in the same old syndrome? You see, I’m a poor woman, I 

have nothing; I’ll never have anything. I’m looking for beauty in the eyes of those I love 
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or want to love, you know? I’m already deprived of almost everything that we find in the 

world. Must I be deprived of you?”472  

More recently, Rodrigues draws from Giovanni’s critique to provide an analysis 

of a relevant contradiction within Baldwin’s post-1970s life and work. Although 

Baldwin, according to Rodrigues, was inspired and influenced by the emergent black 

feminism of the 1970s, he could never expunge himself of an essentially patriarchal 

viewpoint.473 In light of the current renaissance of interest in Baldwin’s work, Rodrigues 

argues that Baldwin’s patriarchal “blind spots remind us that Baldwin was hardly the 

flawless sainted figure that the revival might suggest, so much as he was a man always in 

transition. This growing, changing Baldwin is the real author of his works, and the one 

we should look to today.”474 Giovanni and Rodrigues’s condemnations and analyses of 

Baldwin’s apparent patriarchalism serves a larger methodological purpose: as scholars, 

we may continue to discover certain flaws, contradictions, or hypocrisies within 

Baldwin’s life and work, but, like all great thinkers and writers, he expressed enduring 

and useful ideas despite these shortcomings. This sentiment is captured perhaps most 

profoundly in David Leeming’s affectionate statement regarding Baldwin’s personal 

faults: “Baldwin was a lonely and extremely vulnerable man. His vulnerability made him 

sometimes overly defensive—even, some would say, ‘paranoid.’ In pursuit of love and 

approval he squandered money and time and sometimes hurt people. He was a man, like 

 
472 James Baldwin, A Dialogue, with Nikki Giovanni (Michael Joseph: London, 1973), 43, 45, 53. 
 
473 In particular, according to Rodrigues, Baldwin was inspired by Giovanni and poet Audre Lorde. 
 
474 Rodrigues. 
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most people, with evident neuroses. He was not a saint, he was not always 

psychologically or emotionally stable. But he was a prophet.”475 

 Despite these fallibilities, Baldwin in his life and work consistently displayed a 

willingness to engage in moral and ethical self-reflections that attempted to address his 

personal struggles. These self-reflections in turn inspired him to analyze and understand 

his personal struggles in wider, even global, contexts that linked him and his experiences 

to a broader humanity. And, as I have noted throughout this dissertation, this willingness 

was evident in Baldwin’s own admittance that he at times engaged in destructive 

romantic and sexual relationships, exhibited a lifelong fear of intimacy, and consistently 

felt inclined to face his own propensity for hatred, bitterness, and violence.476 

Subsequently, Baldwin’s promotion of continual moral and ethical self-reflection is 

arguably the most important lesson for educators and scholars across disciplines. This 

particularly applies to those of us who teach and write about religion, violence, and 

various forms of marginalization. These difficult issues must be approached with a sense 

of ethics and morality predicated upon the ability and willingness to engage not only in 

intellectual discourse, but also in personal reflection regarding humanity’s too-frequent 

propensity for violence and destruction. In “Down at the Cross,” Baldwin described this 

ability and willingness as “the tough and universal sense of quest and daring and 

 
475 David Leeming, James Baldwin: A Biography (London: Penguin, 1994), xxi. 
 
476 This is indicated in the following quote from The Devil Finds Work, as also quoted in chapter four: “For, 

I have seen the devil, by day and by night, and have seen him in you and in me.” James Baldwin, The 
Devil Finds Work, in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: The Library of 
America, 1998), 571. 
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growth.”477 As Baldwin so powerfully exemplified, if one’s teaching and writing is not 

grounded in a methodological foundation and intellectual orientation that promotes moral 

and ethical self-reflection, then one runs the danger of unwittingly contributing to the 

systemic propagation of power, oppression, marginalization, and violence. 

In his 1955 essay “Autobiographical Notes,” Baldwin expressed the germinations 

of this ethos very directly. He wrote, “I want to be an honest man and a good writer.”478 

Hence, Baldwin considered his writing as an extension of his desire to be an “honest 

man,” and hoped that his professional and artistic aspirations would be built upon a 

steady ethical and moral foundation. In this spirit, it is fitting to end with a quote from a 

1963 letter written by Baldwin’s influential former teacher, Orilla “Bill” Miller: 

James, I want to tell you that the promise of the wonderful child has been fulfilled in the 
man. I am not referring alone to the development of your writing ability, the incisive use 
of your intelligence in social commentary. I am referring to the moral you—in the broad 
sense of one’s individual relationship to man around him. That (my husband) Evan and I 
had a small part in your life adds to the value of ours. I also say, thank you, that there is 
this James Baldwin in America in the year 1963.479 

 
And, thus, it is my hope and intention that scholars, teachers, writers, artists, and activists 

continue to engage and critically appropriate Baldwin’s writings to formulate their own 

incisive “social commentaries” that advance our understanding of religion, violence, and 

marginalization. 

 

 
477 Baldwin, “Down at the Cross,” 341. 
 
478 James Baldwin, “Autobiographical Notes,” in James Baldwin: Collected Essays, ed. Toni Morrison 

(New York: The Library of America, 1998), 9. 
 
479 Quoted in Leeming, 19. 
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